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Summary

This dissertation examines Apollo’s Xoyoq against maternity in the Eumenides of 

Aischylos (657-666). The central scene o f the Eumenides, the final play o f the trilogy 

Oresteia (staged in 458 BC and also comprising the Agamemnon and the Libation 

Bearers), presents a trial set in the Athenian Areopagus court, for which the play 

presents an aetiology. The god Apollo seeks acquittal for his protege, Orestes, who is 

prosecuted by the Erinyes, goddesses o f vengeance, for committing the most heinous of 

crimes, that of murdering his kin: Orestes has killed his mother Klytaimestra in 

retaliation for her murder o f his father, Agamemnon. In a defiant speech, Apollo argues 

that Orestes did not in fact commit a crime against kin because only the father, he 

claims, holds a genetic relationship with his child. In support o f his theory Apollo 

mobilizes the myth of the birth of Athena, the goddess who presides over Orestes’s trial, 

who has no mother. Apollo relegates the role of mothers to the point of introducing a 

fantasy of male autonomous procreation. Crucially, Athena concurs with Apollo’s 

theory and offers her support to the defendant. With her vote cast, Orestes is acquitted 

and the cycle of revenge transcended.

I argue that Apollo’s theory that mothers are not biologically related to their 

children introduces a problematic discourse which complicates the trilogy’s resolution. 

Our reading of this passage has implications for the interpretation of the Oresteia as a 

whole. I begin in Chapter 1 by reviewing the main interpretations of the Oresteia with 

the aim of situating my own reading. I follow this with a detailed discussion in Chapter 

2 of the significance o f the issue o f sexual reproduction in the conclusion of the 

Eumenides. I argue that, since Athena’s motherless birth motivates her decision to 

acquit Orestes and placate the Erinyes, the resolution of conflict essentially rests on 

defining the relationship between mother and child. The Olympian ideology of paternal 

supremacy is ultimately more powerful than the human jury. Yet, despite the influence 

exercised by Apollo’s speech in the drama, the passage, I repeatedly argue is rife with 

ambiguities which inevitably obscure interpretation. The power of Aischylos’s Oresteia 

lies in these ambiguities and tensions, which disturb the drama’s closure by allowing 

resistance to the outcome linger.

In Chapter 3, I interrogate the discourses surrounding sexual reproduction in 

Aischylos’s Athens. My purpose in doing so is to reveal the uncertainty in 

contemporary discussions of the matter. Aischylos was gesturing towards a topical



debate that was open to reinterpretation and negotiation, rendering Apollo’s Xoyoq 

inherently contentious. Aischylos’s Apollo, then, is not presenting a standard view, but 

a controversial hypothesis motivated by the aim of absolving Orestes’s matricide.

From this, I proceed to analyse the language of Apollo’s A,6yo<; more closely in 

Chapter 4, pressing on the ambiguity of birthing vocabulary by analysing the 

application o f key words in Apollo’s speech throughout the Oresteia. I demonstrate how 

Apollo’s rhetoric relies on terms which already have an established usage in the trilogy. 

He reinscribes these terms with new meaning, contradicting the earlier understanding o f 

the relationship between mother and child. I argue that this process o f redefining 

terminology inevitably brings the audience back to the earlier definitions of maternity in 

the trilogy, exposing Apollo’s oratory as manipulative. His view o f parenting is partial 

and open to challenge from within the drama itself

In Chapter 5, I explore the imagery and metaphors the playwright employs to 

elucidate the relationship between child and parent. A predominant focus is the bird 

imagery in the Agamemnon and Libation Bearers which reveals malevolence on the part 

of Agamemnon towards his children. 1 suggest that this problematises Apollo’s notion 

that fathers should be considered sole parents. Further, 1 explore the role of Artemis in 

the Agamemnon. The playwright establishes Artemis as the protector of mothers and 

their children, introducing an ideology which directly contradicts Apollo and Athena’s 

later bias towards fathers. Apollo’s ?i6yoq does not appear as an isolated reference to 

parenting and reproductivity in the trilogy. Rather it appears at the climax o f a rich 

exploration o f the relationship between child and parent. The complexity of this 

exploration stresses the simplicity and naivety o f Apollo’s theory, even if Athena finds 

it compelling.

In Chapters 6 to 8, I move on to focus on Apollo’s xeK|j.fipiov, the birth of 

Athena. Repeated allusions to Hesiod’s Theogony throughout the Oresteia suggest that 

the audience is led to interpret Apollo’s xsKjifipiov through the lens o f Hesiod for whom 

Athena has a mother, the goddess Metis. An audience rehearsed in Hesiodic myth will 

be aware that Apollo’s x£K|j.fipiov is deceptive; his dubious 'ko'^oq cannot be proven. 

However, in lying about Athena’s genealogy, Apollo acts with lifjxK;. This dissertation 

concludes by positing that the reverence for in Aischylos’s trilogy problematises 

Apollo’s rejection of Metis. The drama inevitably acknowledges the necessity not of 

democracy or patriarchy, but Metis’s powers, her reproductivity and craft o f deception.
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Note on Translations and Abbreviations

Translations and editions are indicated within the text, with full details included in the 

Bibliography (under translator’s name). In the case of frequently cited texts, 1 relied on 

Sommerstein’s 2008 translation of the Oresteia and Most’s 2006 translation of the 

Theogony (with the exception of lines 929a-x which are translated by Evelyn-White, 

1998). I remind the reader of these translations by citing them alongside initial quotes 

from these texts in each chapter. Greek text is taken from Loeb editions. Abbreviations 

are indicated in the text with the full name of a text given prior to abbreviation.





£|4,6v 6’ ejeXaooE cpiXov xfjp ,
(bq 6vo|j.’ e^aTKXTrjaev 8[i6v Kal iifjuq d|j,i3|xcov.

And my heart laughed within me that my name 
and flawless scheme had so beguiled.

Homer’s Odyssey 9.413-414, trans. A. T. Murray, 1995.
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Introduction

01)6’ £V PapPdpoiq exXri tiq av.

Not even a barbarian would have dared to do that! 

Euripides’s Iphigeneia in Tauris 1174, trans. Kovacs, 1999.

The O resteia  is essentially a story about matricide. The Agamemnon  presents the event 

which provokes Orestes to kill his mother: Klytaimestra’s murder o f  Agamemnon. The 

Libation Bearers dramatizes Orestes’s revenge, and the Eumenides depicts Orestes’s 

flight from the Erinyes, goddesses o f  vengeance, and his trial in the Areiopagos court. 

The Oresteia, then, as its title suggests, follow s Orestes’s journey. The focus on 

Orestes’s crime o f  matricide, his motivations, and the consequences o f  his act, naturally 

brings the relationship between mother and child into relief. A story about matricide is, 

after all, focused on this particular filial bond.

This dissertation analyses A pollo’s X,6yoq against maternity in the Eumenides. At 

the climax o f  the trial scene, Apollo defends Orestes with a novel theory. He argues that 

Orestes did not murder his kin because mothers are not parents; only fathers are 

biologically related to their children. This rhetorical strategy suggests that a child’s 

murder o f  his parent is undeniably heinous and punishable, but that in matricide the 

child does not kill a parent. Apollo endeavours to mitigate the horror o f  matricide by 

claiming Orestes’s victim was not in fact his relative. The god argues:

K a i toCto  ?i£^(o, K a l |a d 0 ’ cbc; opOroc; spw. 
oi)K  e a x i  M.fiTT|p f | KSK Xr||j,^r| t8 k v o u  

T0 K8ij(;, ipo(p6(; 58 KU|j.aTO(; vsoaTiopou.
TiKTei 6 ’ 6 0pcpaKCOv, q 6’ ctTiep ^svq 
sacoasv epvoq, oiai n q  pX,d\|/q 0 s6 (;.

T8K|o,fipiov 68 xoi36s aoi 68i^co XoyoD.
Tiaxfip [0,^  av y ^ o u ’ av8u îqxpot;. 7isX,aq 
^idpruq Tidpean Tiaiq D^luiitiiou Aioq,
01 )6 ’ ^  G KO TO iai vq 5 i3 o (; T 8 0 p a i i | j . ^ q ,  

aXk' ovov spvoc; ouTiq dv tsk o i 086c;.

1 will tell you that too— and mark how rightly I argue. The so-called 
“mother” is not a parent o f  the child, only the nurse o f  the newly-begotten  
embryo. The parent is he who mounts; the female keeps the offspring safe, 
like a stranger on behalf o f  a stranger, for those in whose case this is not

660

665
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prevented by god. I shall give you powerful proof o f this statement. A father 
can procreate without a mother; a witness to this is here close by us, the 
daughter o f Olympian Zeus, who was not even nurtured in the darkness o f  a 
womb, but is such an offspring as no female divinity could ever bring forth.

{Eum. 657-66, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b)'

Apollo’s X,6yoc; dictates that the job  o f women is to nurse the progeny o f  men. His 

patrilineal doctrine diminishes the role o f all mothers, presumably including his own, 

which is surprising since more than any other god in Greek literature, Apollo is 

predominantly associated with his mother, Leto. Famously, in the Iliad, Achilleus 

narrates how Apollo killed N iobe’s sons to punish her for insulting his mother (//. 

24.602-9), thereby eradicating an entire male line. Even in the Oresteia, the Erinyes 

name Apollo as Leto’s child (Eum. 323). The audience might note that A pollo’s Xoyoq 

undermines his relationship with his mother, instantly arousing their suspicion o f his 

theory.

Apollo’s language may make the audience distrustful too. His rhetoric is very 

slippery. He begins with an implicit recognition o f the contestability o f  his Xoyoq, 

declaring that what he says is spoken 6p0c5q, “correctly,” insinuating that what follows 

is open to doubt (Eum. 657). Apollo follows this with a negation; the mother is not a 

parent o f the child ( o i j k  8 0 t i  |afixr|p f] K8K X r |) j ,^ r i  t e k v o u  / x o K e ijf ; ,  Eum. 658-659). With 

the use o f the verb KaXico (Eum. 658), the text self-consciously acknowledges that 

Apollo’s undermining o f the mother-child bond is contrary to expectation. t £ k v o v  is the 

usual name for the offspring o f a mother, but Apollo breaks with convention by 

claiming that the t 8k v o v  is not her child. In effect, Aischylos subtly informs his 

audience that Apollo’s Xoyoq is radically redefining terminology.

In Plato’s Phaedo, Sokrates critiques the inscribing o f  common linguistic terms 

with new meaning, also using the verb KaXeco; “you are incredulous, are you not, how 

that which is called learning can be recollection?” (d7ciax£T<; ydp 5f] ttccx;  fi K a > tO X )|a^ r | 

p,d0r|ai(; dvd^vriai(; eaxiv; Phd. 73b, trans. Fowler, 1982). Like Apollo in the

' For the text o f  these lines, see Murray, 1955, p. 351; Sommerstein, 2008b, p. 438; West, 1990, p. 378. 
Line 658 K £ K lri)iev r | is KEKXruxevoi) in the Codex Mediceus, but taking this with t e k v o u  makes little 
sense. Line 663 y s iv a iT ’ is W ieseler’s conjecture, printed by Murray and Sommerstein, for MSS yevoit’, 
retained by West; the conjecture is strongly suggested by schol. yewiiaeiev. Line 666 0sd is a conjecture 
by Weil, printed by Murray and Sommerstein, for MSS 0e6<;. Sommerstein convincingly defends this 
intervention as follows: “ Q e o q  . . .  would hopelessly obscure the crucial point for A pollo’s argument. The 
corruption was due to the influence o f  0e6q 661 and Ai6<; 664” (Sommerstein, 1989, p. 210). West 
assumes a lacuna before line 665 (where Murray prints o u k  for MSS oi)5’) and rewrites 666 as follows: 
aXk" oTov spvoq <amoq a\-[eXkE\> 0s6q- / <avev 5e naip6(;> ouxii; dv t 8 k o i  <yuvf]>.
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Eumenides, Plato’s unconvincing philosopher is challenging common sense.^ Euripides 

later reproduces Apollo’s phrasing. His Andromache refers to “the man who is called 

your father” (6 5e K£KXri|a,^oq / Traxfip, Andr. 75-76, trans. Kovacs, 1995), using again 

the verb KaXico in the context of naming a parent. The semantic resonance of the verb 

Ka?t8co and its use in Apollo’s argument points to the fact that his questioning of the 

regular definition of a parent is pedantic. He is employing a discourse that is dubious 

from the outset.

What follows Apollo’s misogynistic account of conception is proof drawn not 

from biology, but from the precedent of myth, a highly contestable shared resource. 

Apollo provides a xsK|j.fipiov, Athena, the goddess who presides over Orestes’s trial, and 

who was bom without a mother. Her existence is proof that fathers, not mothers, are 

progenitors. Mothers are essentially superfluous; fathers can even reproduce without 

them {Eum. 663). Apollo omits women from the process o f sexual reproduction, 

compensating for their absence with a fantasy of male autonomous procreation.

The relevance of stories about the gods is obvious in the physical structure of 

Apollo’s speech; three of the ten lines end with the word “god” (Eum. 661, 664, 666). 

There are, however, problems with Apollo’s divine x8K|ifipiov. He employs it to support 

overarching universal claims: no mother is a TOKeuq and men can procreate without 

women {Eum. 657-662). Yet, the T£K|o,fipiov is troublingly vague and relates to a 

singular divine situation. It is unclear how the particular circumstance of Athena’s 

divine and miraculous genesis functions as proof for a universal claim about human 

reproduction.^ Orestes is, after all, a mortal bom from his mother. Athena’s origins do 

not negate that. Further, at no point does Apollo explain how Athena was created by 

Zeus alone. He brushes over his evidence. The audience is expected to know the 

nativity story already. In effect, Aischylos assumes a cultural competence on behalf of 

his audience."*

The aftermath of Apollo’s speech reveals that his Xojoq and xsK^fipiov are not 

expected to be convincing on their own. Apollo flatters Athena and promises her that 

Orestes will become an ally of Athens if he is acquitted (Eum. 667-673). Essentially, 

Apollo bribes Athena, indicating that she has the power to decide the outcome of the

‘ Som m erstein, 1989, p. 209.
 ̂ W innington-Ingram, 1983, p. 125. 
Burian, 2008 , p. 195.
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trial.^ He offers Orestes as cru|i|a.axo<; {Eum. 671); the Argives will fight alongside the 

Athenians. The implication is that the Argives could become enemies o f the Athenians 

if  Orestes is not freed. Apollo has followed up his A,6yoc; with a veiled threat. His 

strategy proves highly successful as it wins favour with Athena, leading to her acquittal 

o f Orestes, and his pardon for killing his mother. Athena adds her own 'ko'^oq, 

explaining that since she has no mother, she believes Orestes’s desire to avenge his 

father was just {Eum. 736-740). The child’s relationship with his father is paramount in 

her view. Both Athena and Apollo promote a hierarchy that favours fathers over 

mothers.

The cycle o f vengeance depicted in the Oresteia comes to an end when Athena 

vindicates Orestes and appeases the Erinyes. Athena resolves the tragedy’s conflicts, 

uniting with Apollo by virtue o f their shared Xoyoi, and their preference for fathers and 

men. Apollo’s theory o f  male biological superiority is crucial to the plot o f  the Oresteia. 

For this reason, the passage in which he defends his theory has received much attention 

in scholarship. M itchell-Boyask deems the passage, “one o f the most notoriously 

controversial in all o f Greek literature.”  ̂ Some assume Aischylos’s original audience 

agreed with it, given what little they knew about biology.’ According to Conacher, 

Apollo’s definition o f a parent is in no way problematic.** In a similar vein, Winnington- 

Ingram describes the X,6yo(; as “a conclusive and completely valid argument.”  ̂ Apollo 

presents “perfectly serious and valid thoughts” according to Solm sen.’® In these 

readings, Apollo’s speech confirms the assumed prejudices o f  Aischylos’s audience, 

offering an agreeable solution worthy o f celebration.

Others, however, question whether Aischylos and his audience would have 

agreed with Apollo’s theory. Hogan expresses uncertainty:

It is difficult to say whether his [Aischylos’s] audience would have found it 
novel, and it is not at all certain that Greek males, even given the claims o f 
patrilineal descent, would so easily have dismissed the m other’s part in 
procreation. [...] There are some ambiguities we must live w ith .''

 ̂Verrall, 1908, p. 121.
® Mitchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 76.
 ̂McDonald, 2010, p. 476.

* Conacher, 1987, p. 209.
* Winnington-lngram, 1983, p. 123.

Solmsen, 1995, p. 193.
" Hogan, 1984, pp. 171-172.



Sommerstein’s response to the passage is similar, deeming that the ancient audience
] 2found the Xoyoq fallacious, but nonetheless, an impressive form o f argumentation. 

Apollo, in these readings, is engaged in clever sophistry, using persuasive language to 

convince his audience o f a false theory.'^ It is an example o f verbal trickery.'"' The 

Olympians and Orestes are victors since they succeed at persuading the court. Their 

victory is what matters.

I offer the view that Apollo’s Xoyoq is more than simply a lawyer’s trick, a 

means to end the trial in Orestes’s favour. The tension evoked by Apollo’s Xoyoq, I 

suggest, subverts the possibility o f a definitive resolution to the trilogy. Apollo’s theory 

is a site o f instability within the tragedy, providing an opportunity for the spectators to 

scrutinise the ideology that underlies order in A ischylos’s Athens. In this dissertation, I 

shall analyse the discourse surrounding sexual reproduction in the Oresteia, arguing that 

A ischylos’s nuanced treatment o f the issue destablises the hierarchies promoted by 

Apollo and Athena at the trilogy’s close. Through textual analysis o f the play, I argue 

that Aischylos problematises Apollo and A thena’s defense o f Orestes, and hence the 

entire conclusion o f the Oresteia, allowing the interpretation that Athenian democratic 

institutions are perhaps not perfect and the subordination o f  female to male is 

problematic.

A ischylos’s tragedies are mostly presented as conservative, especially in 

contrast to later Euripidean tragedy. Zeitlin argues that Euripides “refused to honour” 

A ischylos’s conformist resolutions in the Oresteia}^ I suggest that A ischylos’s text is in 

fact part of, rather than the target of, a subversive and critical tradition. I f  this is the 

case, as 1 suspect it is, we should perhaps also conclude that problematising dominant 

ideologies and social hierarchies is not a Euripidean innovation but that this feature was 

embedded in the genre as early as Aischylos.

I shall begin in Chapter 1 by reviewing the main interpretations o f the Oresteia 

with the aim o f situating my own reading. Following this is a detailed discussion in 

Chapter 2 o f the significance o f  the issue o f  sexual reproduction in the conclusion o f the 

Eumenides. I argue that since Athena’s motherless birth motivates her decision to acquit 

Orestes and placate the Erinyes, the resolution o f conflict essentially rests on defining 

the relationship between mother and child. In Chapter 3, I shall interrogate the

Sommerstein, 1989, p. 208.
Vellacott, 1991, p. 86.
Kennedy, 1994, p. 14.

'^Zeitlin, 2005 ,p .  201.



discourses surrounding sexual reproduction in Aischylos’s Athens. My purpose in doing 

so is to reveal the uncertainty in contemporary discussions of the matter. Aischylos was 

gesturing towards a topical debate that was open to interpretation and negotiation, 

rendering Apollo’s A,6yo  ̂inherently contentious.

From this, I shall proceed to analyse the language of Apollo’s ^oyoq more 

closely in Chapter 4. The terminology Apollo employs has complex significance in the 

context o f the trilogy as a whole. I aim to show how Apollo’s reformulation of terms 

used earlier in the drama is troubling. In Chapter 5 ,1 continue to focus on the text o f the 

Oresteia, exploring the imagery and metaphors the playwright employs to elucidate the 

relationship between child and parent. I argue that Apollo’s 'koyoq clashes violently with 

the poet’s earlier treatment of maternity.

In Chapters 6 to 8, I move on to focus on Apollo’s T8K|ifipiov. I argue that 

Aischylos assumes his audience have knowledge of Hesiod’s account of Athena’s birth. 

Systematic allusions to Hesiod’s Theogony throughout the Oresteia suggest that the 

audience is led to interpret Apollo’s x8K|j.fipiov through the lens o f Hesiod for whom 

Athena has a mother, the goddess Metis. I conclude by identifying some of the 

implications of Aischylos’s apparent manipulation of Hesiodic myth and the omission 

of Metis from Apollo’s theory o f parentage.
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Chapter 1 
Responses to the Oresteia

In this chapter, I shall provide a survey o f  modem perspectives on Aischylos’s Oresteia 

with a view to framing my own approach. It is routinely argued that the Oresteia 

affirms the Athenian status quo.' The trilogy envisions a development from violent 

conflict to societal restoration, achieved by the intervention o f A thens’s deity and her 

law court. At the Areiopagos court, the family feud presented in the Agamemnon  and 

the Libation Bearers is finally resolved. After the Erinyes cease their opposition, a 

triumphant march leads them to their new home beneath the Areiopagos. As 

Aischylos’s audience witnessed the parade, they were perhaps reminded o f the 

Panathenaic procession, their principal festival honouring Athena, and stirred into 

patriotic fervor. The final words o f the play, delivered by Athena, call upon the 

audience to celebrate: “now raise a cry o f  triumph to crown our song!” {pkokxi'Efl.xt v w  

£711 iioA-Ttaiq, Eum. 1047, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). The optimism generated by the 

play’s ending is reflected in modem analyses. Podlecki describes the drama as “a tour 

de force  o f reconciliation.”  ̂ According to Finley, the movement o f the plot reflects “the 

struggle o f history towards a new order.”  ̂ In this interpretation, Aischylos’s Oresteia 

offers comfort and validation by producing an image o f Athens which is progressive, 

peaceful and hopeful, or as M itchell-Boyask puts it, “a better world.”'*

Aischylos’s Areiopagos

The Eumenides dramatises civic and legal processes while providing a charter myth for 

the Areiopagos court. Furthermore, it commemorates an alliance between the city-states 

o f Argos and Athens. Aischylos directly alludes to a real Athenian institution alongside 

recent developments in Athenian extemal affairs. The play depicts the internal workings 

o f the renowned Areiopagos court, a longstanding Athenian institution which had been 

significantly altered during the emergence o f democracy. The powers once exercised by 

the Areopagites are described concisely in the Constitution o f  the Athenians falsely 

ascribed to Aristotle:

' For example, Collard, 2002;Gagarin, 1976; Macleod, 1982; Meier, 1990; Mitchell-Boyask, 2009; 
Podlecki, 1966; Solmsen, 1995.
^Podlecki, 1966, p. 77.
^Finley, 1955, p. 286.
'' M itchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 106.
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f] 5e PouA,fi f) Apeioi) Trdyou (pvXa^ rjv xoov v6).ta)v Kai Sieifipei rdq dpxdq,
OTicoq Kaxct Touq v6)a,ou<; apxtoaiv. e f̂jv 6s tco d6iKou|j.^(p Tipoq tfiv xcov 
ApsoTiayixrov Pot)>.fiv eiaayyeA-X îv, dTiocpaivovxi Jiap' 6v dSiKstxai v6|xov.

The Council of Areiopagos was guardian of the laws, and kept a watch on 
the magistrates to make them govern in accordance with the laws. A person 
unjustly treated might lay a complaint before the Council of the Areopagites, 
stating the law in contravention o f which he was treated unjustly.

{Const. Ath. 4.4, trans. Rackman, 1971)

The Council of Areopagites oversaw some o f the most important affairs and issues in 

Athens. They had the power to try and punish offenders as they wished {Const. Ath. 8). 

Before Solon’s refonns in the sixth century BC, the Areopagites even selected 

magistrates for office {Const. Ath. 8). Isokrates adds in the Areopagiticus that the 

Areopagites, being exclusively men of high birth, supervised decorum and behaviour in 

Athens {Area. 7.37). Throughout the Persian Wars and for the couple of decades after, 

the Areopagites continued to be an authoritative body in Athens and guardians of the 

city-state’s laws {Const. Ath. 25.1).

However, the influence of the Areopagites was reduced following radical 

reforms instigated by Ephialtes in 462 BC, only four years prior to the first staging of 

the Oresteia. The reformed Areiopagos Council saw trials for deliberate murder, 

wounding, death by poison and arson, and oversaw investigations into corruption, but 

all other cases were handled by other courts {Const. Ath. 57.3, Dinarchus’s Against 

Demosthenes 1.4). In the Politics, Aristotle suggests that the impetus behind this 

curbing o f elite influence was the growing prestige of Athens’s fleet. Lower class 

citizens were actively involved in the naval victories which defeated the Persians, and in 

return, were demanding more power in their polis {Pol. 1274a). The reorganization of 

the Areiopagos received opposition, resulting in Ephialtes’s assassination {Const. Ath. 

25.4), but the new court was highly venerated in other quarters. In Against Leokrates, 

for example, Lykourgos flatters the Areopagites, referring to the reformed Areiopagos 

as “the greatest bulwark o f the city” and commending the councilors’ meticulousness 

([j.syvaxr|v xoxs ysveoBai xfj acoxripiav, Ag. Leo. 52, trans. Burtt, 1973). Aeschines, 

writing later in the fourth century BC, recommends a pious Areopagite in Against 

Timarchus, deeming him worthy of the Council {Ag. Tim. 1.81).

Commentators on Aischylos’s Oresteia have interpreted the playwright’s stance 

on the reform of the Areiopagos in different ways. Some imagine Aischylos as a
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conservative supporter o f the old Areiopagos. Conacher, for example, interprets the 

Eumenides as a critique o f Ephialtes’s reform o f the Areiopagos court. The great honour 

attributed to the court in the drama, he claims, challenges Ephialtes’s attempts to 

downgrade its authority.^ It is more commonly claimed, however, that A thena’s 

celebration o f the Areiopagos court in the Eumenides construes a mythical charter for 

the post-Ephialtean Areiopagos and acts as a warning to citizens to not allow the court 

powers beyond judging homicide cases.^ The Eumenides is thus read as an endorsement 

o f the introduction o f radical democracy and the curbing o f  elite power. Some have 

gone as far as arguing that the final play disrupts the dramatic unity o f  the trilogy, 

concluding that the playwright made artistic sacrifices in order to honour the new 

democratic institution.^ Livingstone refers to the closing lines o f the trilogy as “stitched 

on,” deeming them inconsistent with the preceding text.* Aischylos, in this reading, was 

primarily concerned with propagating his partisan message.

Defining Democracy

These readings o f the drama are not without modem implications. The Oresteia tends to 

feature prominently in modem discourses which claim Classical Athens as the 

birthplace o f W estem political values. During the nineteenth century, the disciplines o f 

classics, anthropology and archaeology emerged and became powerful instruments in 

the service o f  defining European selves and nations in opposition to their colonised 

‘primitive’ other. European intellectuals tum ed to other cultures o f earlier historical 

periods, primarily Greece, in an effort to construct their European heritage. Detienne 

suggests that ancient Greek culture continues to define W estem identity:

Greece remains the birthplace o f the West and o f all the values that 
conservatives the world over defend with equal vigour. The Greeks, who 
were once scattered tribes throughout a thousand and one motley cities, have 
become our Greeks: it is in them that our W estem autochthony must be 
founded and rooted. [...] The W est’s declared claim [is that] it has always 
been exceptional, on account o f its purely Greek values.^

Following the publication o f Grote’s A History o f  Greece (1846), political thinkers

 ̂Conacher, 1987, pp. 202-204.
 ̂Collard, 2002, p. xix;Macleod, 1982, p. 144;Podlecki, 1966, pp. 94-100.

^Macleod, 1982, p. 124.
* Livingstone, 1925, pp. 123-124.
 ̂Detienne, 2007, p. 7.
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claimed the model of Athenian direct democracy as a precursor to the modern model of 

representative democracy.’  ̂ Athenian democracy provides a historical perspective in 

studies of modem democracy.*' Grote conducted an extensive study o f Athenian 

history, crediting Kleisthenes with imparting “political franchise to the excluded mass” 

in Athens.'^ His depiction of Athenian democracy offered a paradigm for a 

revolutionary and egalitarian concept of politics. Modem democracy, it was then held, 

had its origins in Athens.

Nineteenth century political theorists looked to ancient Athens for a model of 

politics which opposed the values of earlier European aristocratic societies. Referencing 

the writings of Thucydides and Demosthenes, political movements reclaimed the term 

‘democracy,’ lending the term purely positive connotations. The values o f liberty, 

equality and freedom of speech, central to direct democracy in Classical Athens, 

became principal values o f the modem nation state. For promotors of European grand 

narratives claiming the supremacy of democracy, the Oresteia offers a celebration and 

record of the early formation of democracy through its explicit depiction of a charter 

myth for the democratic court system. The trilogy, when read as a tale o f suppressing 

chaotic tyrannical forces, supports Enlightment ideals regarding the transcendence of 

reason and justice over disorder and despotism. Aischylos’s Oresteia, it is claimed, 

marks the development from particularist forces to citizenship. Meier credits the 

Athenians as the creators of political freedom.'^ Aischylos’s contribution, in his 

reading, was to perceive and celebrate the historical moment when European democracy 

was bom.''' Endeavouring to locate an origin for Westem democracy and promote its 

status as the supreme order of government, such interpretations o f Aischylos’s Oresteia 

emphasise the significance of the political reconciliation at the close o f the trilogy, 

focusing on the achievements of the democratic court and hopeful vision of Athens’s 

future, and pay less attention to other themes in the drama and dissonances which may 

complicate interpretation.

Hansen, 2004 , p. 224. 
" Hansen, 1991, p. 1. 

Grote, 2001 , p. 76. 
M eier, 1990, p. 7. 

'''M eier, 1990, p. 137.
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Commentators who subscribe to the optimistic ending of Aischylos’s trilogy 

nevertheless have noted various tensions in the final play. Much scholarship has been 

devoted to the split vote in the trial scene where Orestes’s acquittal is wholly reliant 

upon Athena’s additional vote.'^ The decision reached by the majority of Areopagites is 

not honoured, though it is their institution which the drama claims to celebrate. This is a 

very odd way to inaugurate this pillar of democracy. Porter explains:

The Court of the Areiopagos, this crowning Athenian achievement, comes 
into being without a word from an Athenian citizen, and the collective 
impact o f the votes cast by its human jurors pales before that of the single 
vote cast by Athena.'^

I shall examine this issue fully in Chapter 2 o f this dissertation. Analyses o f other 

tensions within the text also suggest that while the plot moves towards the resolution of 

conflict, the playwright’s celebratory ending is not without problems. The optimistic 

ending of the trilogy seems suspicious and unexpected given the complexity which 

precedes it. The ongoing debates amongst scholars over Aischylos’s ‘party-line’ are in 

themselves suggestive of how easily the text evades the extraction of a straightforward 

perspective. As Hall rightly notes, “Aischylos has clothed his primeval Areiopagos in 

mythical and poetic dress which is so consciously ambiguous that it can sustain any 

interpretation.” Aischylos’s skill, I shall maintain in this dissertation, is in his 

ambiguity; he is not a propagandist.

Due to the difficulty in deciphering the political message in Aischylos’s drama, a 

difficulty which is inherent to tragedy’s agonistic and self-questioning form, Macleod 

argues that tragedy should be read as an analysis of the human condition, rather than in 

its political context:

The function of tragedy in its social and historical context is not to comment 
directly on the times, but to raise to universality and touch with emotion the 
experience of the dramatist and his fellow citizens, to interpret in myth and 
drama their deepest concerns as human beings.'*

Gagarin, 1976, pp. 77-78.  
Porter, 2005, p. 305.
Hall, 2010, p. 226.  
Macleod, 1982, p. 131.
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Nevertheless, Macleod, like other critics, evaluates Aischylos’s political position; 

“[Aischylos] clearly accepts the Areiopagos as Ephialtes reconstituted it and the Argive 

alliance.” '^ This implies that the historical context cannot be ignored. As poignant as 

tragedy’s emotion may be for a modern audience, overlooking the political dimension 

of drama risks missing the function tragedians intended their plays to have in the 

specific context of fifth century BC Athens. The final play of the Oresteia is set in 

Athens precisely because it has something to say to its Athenian audience. The trial and 

the pacification of the Erinyes have consequence for the Athenian polis.

In his illuminating essay, ‘Civic Ideology and the Problem of Difference: The 

Politics of Aeschylean Tragedy, Once Again,’ Goldhill cautions the reader against 

ignoring the “politicization o f [tragedy’s] e m o t i o n s . T h e  emotion in drama, he 

claims, adds to the text by undermining, emphasizing and destablising its resolutions. In 

this way, the Oresteia elicits various responses from its spectators and encourages 

discussion. Aischylos’s Oresteia is a radically political work, performed at the Greater 

Dionysia, a festival which in Athens was organised, financed and structured according 

to democratic ideals. Its audience represented the voting citizens of Athens, many of 

whom served as jurors and held political office. The playwright is an observer of Athens 

while at the same time exercising his duty as democratic citizen by creating a frame 

within which his audience can explore the workings of their polis.

Approaching Aischylos’s text as a product o f partisan patriotism greatly simplifies 

the purpose of his art. Dover warns that looking for the political views o f poets in their

plays is “seldom profitable and may be disastrous.”^' This is because drama was defined
22by the democratic ideal o f tq )j,saov (“putting into the public domain to be contested”). 

The theatre provided a formal setting to question civic i de o l ogy . Dr a ma ,  for the 

Greeks, was “democracy in action,” a forum for openly analysing Athens’s changing 

social, cultural and political landscape.^"* Tragedy’s aim was to problematize, not to
25simply teach or affirm the audience. It is in this way that the Oresteia is political. By 

focusing on tensions in the polis, Goldhill adds that tragedy offers “Dionysiac

Macleod, 1982, p. 144.
G oldhill,2000, p. 42.
Dover, 1957, p. 230.
Goldhill, 2004, p. 16. See I I. 23.574 and Hdt. 1.206 where eq jieaov refers to public discussion. 
Felling, 1997, p. 235.
Goldhill, 2000, p. 35.
Goldhill, 1987, p. 74.
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transgression,"' thus paying homage to the god which the theatre festival was named 

after.^^

In his groundbreaking essay, ‘The Historical Moment of Tragedy in Greece’ 

(1972), Vernant asserts that the function o f tragedy in its Athenian context was to 

explore and articulate the anxieties which were arising in a rapidly changing social 

system. According to Vernant, tragedy “confronts heroic values and ancient religious 

representations with the new modes of thought that characterise the advent of law 

within the city-state.”^̂  The innovative theatrical form was created at a specific 

‘moment’ in history, during the sixth century BC, and the conditions in which this 

phenomenon was bom must be appreciated. The authority of the gods and codes of 

behaviour outlined by the poets Homer and Hesiod became topics of deliberation as 

civic law, democracy and new ideologies of human responsibility developed. Athenians 

held their myths in high regard, but the evolving political system introduced opposing 

discourses and values. Tragedy explores oppositions between religious, political and 

legal vocabularies, and questions the tensions and ambiguities inherent in changing 

Athenian concepts.^*

It was owing to this shift that tragedy was born in Athens. As Vernant explains, 

“Greek tragedy appears as a historical turning point precisely limited and dated. It is 

bom, flourishes and degenerates in Athens, and all almost within the space of a hundred 

years.”^̂  It was a site for cultural experimentation at a time of intense social 

transformation. The desire among modern critics to tease out a monolithic message 

from the Oresteian trilogy involves a misunderstanding of the function o f Attic theatre 

as a democratic institution.^® Such approaches fail to do justice to the richness of the 

text by isolating and prioritising the optimistic discourse of political resolution above 

the discourses of doubt, hesitation and injustice which also permeate the drama.

Victory for Men

The reconcilation at the close of the Eumenides has also led critics to conclusions about 

Aischylos’s view on gender relations. The Oresteia, it is often argued, ultimately

G oldhill ,  1987, p. 76; Goldhill, 1992, p. 129.
V ernant,  1981a, p. 4.
V ernant,  1981b, p. 68.
V ernant,  1981a, p. 2.

“̂ G oldhil l ,  2000, p. 48.
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reinforces and legitimates a male monopoly o f power. The achievement o f civic order 

occurs alongside the suppression of w o m e n . C a s e  argues: “Western civilisation has 

followed the deciding gender judgments of Athenian culture in condemning women to a 

subservient role.” In this reading, the male values espoused by the gods in Aischylos’s 

drama are believed to have shaped modern society. Patriarchy was, as it were, bom in 

Athens alongside democracy.

The conflict between male and female is a central theme throughout the plot of 

the OresteiaP  The trilogy’s explicit interest in sexual conflict has received scholarly 

attention since the nineteenth century. Early social historians read the clash between the 

male and the female (Agamemnon and Klytaimestra, Orestes and Klytaimestra, Apollo 

and the Erinyes) as a microcosm of a broader historical conflict between matriarchy and 

patriarchy. Bachofen’s Mother Right (1861) hypothesized that a historical development 

occurred in the ancient world whereby patriarchy replaced an earlier, more primitive 

matriarchal order. '̂* Bachofen reads Aischylos’s Oresteia as a historical source to prove 

and illustrate this t r a n s i t i o n . He  argues: “in the adventures o f Orestes, we find a 

reflection o f the upheavals and struggles leading to the triumph o f paternity over the 

chthonian-maternal p r i n c i p l e . T h i s  poetic tradition, he claims, records “a memory of 

real experiences of the human race.”^̂  The subordination o f women in the Eumenides, it 

is argued, represents a precondition of civilized society.

Bachofen ignored any aspects o f Aischylos’s trilogy which would have negated 

the historical paradigm he set out to prove. His reading was highly selective. For 

instance, Bowlby points out how two o f the three crimes in the trilogy are committed by 

men, a pattern which does not fit with the notion that there is a clear progression from
•> Q

maternal rule to patriarchal rule. Yet, Bachofen’s thesis had a profound impact on later 

theory. In the preface to the fourth edition of The Origin o f  the Family, Private Property 

and the State (1891), Engels relies on Bachofen’s analysis o f the Oresteia to exemplify 

his materialist explanation of women’s oppression. He agrees with Bachofen’s

Mitchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 108.
Case, 2008, p. 14.

”  Rocco, 1997, p. 142.
^''Zeitlin, 1996, p. 89.

Cantarella, 1993, p. 5;Mitchell-Boyask, 2009 ,  pp. 114-115.  
Bachofen, 1992, p. 110.

”  Bachofen, 1992, p. 110.
B owlby, 2007, p. 5.
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“absolutely correct interpretation o f the Oresteia.’’̂ '̂̂  In Moses and Monotheism  (1937), 

Freud restates Bachofen’s view o f history:

It came about that the matriarchal social order was succeeded by the 
patriarchal one— which, o f course, involved a revolution in the juridical 
conditions that had so far prevailed. An echo o f this revolution seems still 
to be audible in the Oresteia o f Aischylos. But this turning from the 
m other to the father points in addition to a victory o f intellectuality over 
sensuality— that is, an advance in civilization."*®

For Freud, like Bachofen, the development from matriarchy to patriarchy marked a 

momentous achievement for humanity. These thinkers looked to the Oresteia to 

understand their current social organization and explain the inferior social position o f 

women. They posited an earlier era when women were ‘free,’ but it was a primitive time 

which was, in M itchell’s words, “pre-historic, pre-civilization.”"*'

For second-wave feminists in the twentieth century, Bachofen became a target 

o f critique. In her celebrated work. The Second Sex  (1949), de Beauvoir rebukes 

Bachofen for celebrating the shift from matriarchal to patriarchal rule, uncritically 

accepting Bachofen’s reading o f the Oresteia: “only the father engenders [...] as 

Aischylos says. [...] In making posterity wholly his, man achieved domination o f the 

world and subjugation o f w o m a n . L i k e w i s e ,  in the classic feminist text. Sexual 

Politics (1970), Millett condemns the oppression o f  women in the historical paradigm 

drawn by Bachofen from Aischylos’s trilogy, among other sources, while accepting the 

paradigm as a given. The Oresteia, according to Millett, depicts “m atriarchy’s last stand 

in the ancient w o r l d . S u c h  analyses are flawed as they confuse Aischylos’s drama 

with Bachofen’s historical paradigm. The Oresteia is a fictional play which comments 

upon its particular social context, but it is not a rationalization o f a real historical shift in 

sexual power relations.

Continuing to interpret the drama as prescriptive, even recent feminist critics 

have condemned the play for pursuing a misogynistic agenda, and Aischylos’s 

intentions have been flatly described as “the denigration o f w o m e n . D u B o i s

Engels, 2004, p. 30.
Freud, 1964, pp. 1 13-114.
Mitchell, 1979, p. 366. 
deBeauvoir, 1997, p. 111.

'•^Millett, 1971, p. 113.
‘’''Thomas, 1998, p. 214.
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denounces Aischylos as the “most misogynist” of the tragedians."*^ For Zeitlin, “the 

Oresteia stands squarely within the misogynistic tradition that pervades Greek 

thought.”'*̂  She argues that the trilogy endorses a “hierarchization of values” where the 

subordination of the feminine is presented as the just resolution to the play’s conflict.'*^ 

In her study of women’s speech in Athenian drama, McClure proposes that Aischylos’s 

Oresteia converts the deceptive speech used by Klytaimestra into the divinely
4Rsanctioned speech of the law court. Athena, as opposed to Klytaimestra, uses language 

as a means of reconciliation. Order is restored through the regulation of female speech.

Certainly, the outcome of the trial in the Eumenides is a victory for the male, 

achieved by the androgynous Athena. Millett condemns the goddess’s rhetoric and 

actions as “betray[ing] her kind.”^̂  Some feminist readers rebuke Athena for using her 

power in the service of men, rather than women.^° However, such criticisms assume an 

agreement between Athena and the playwright, and fail to give weight to the 

countercurrents in the play which undercut Athena’s preference for men.^' Critics 

ignore substantial ambiguities and tensions within the text which destabilize the 

hierarchy of male over female ordained by the Olympian gods. The Oresteia is targeted 

in feminist discourses without real engagement with the way in which the play itself 

comments upon the gender hierarchy it depicts.

Winnington-Ingram has already pointed out some of the tensions which 

problematise feminist criticisms of Aischylos’s trilogy. For instance, the female 

characters are depicted more favourably and in far greater complexity than the males: 

“interest and sympathy are concentrated upon the women in the Agamemnon, where, to 

set against Iphigeneia, Klytaimestra, and Kassandra, we have the humiliated 

Agamemnon and the ignominious Aigisthos.”^̂  Moreover, as already noted above, the 

majority of the human jurors support the condemnation o f Orestes, casting doubt on the 

force of Apollo’s pro-male rhetoric.^^ And last but not least, Apollo’s theory o f female 

biological inferiority leaves Klytaimestra’s claims to having carried, nourished, given

duBois, 1988, p. 162.
Zeitlin, 1996, p. 88.
Zeitlin, 1996, p. 87.
McClure, 1999, p. 72.

“’’ Millett, 1971, p. 114.
D eacy, 2008, p. 36. 
M itchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 117. 

^^Winnington-Ingram, 1983, p. 128. 
Winnington-Ingram, 1983, p. 120.
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birth to and nursed Orestes u n a d d re s s e d .I t  is precisely these maternal duties that 

A ischylos’s trilogy focuses upon.

Goldhill has suggested further tensions within the text, arguing, for example, 

that since Athena is a character highly reminiscent o f Klytaimestra, there remains the 

lingering threat o f  female disobedience at the trilogy’s c l o s e . I t  is still a potentially 

transgressive and powerful female who rules in the end. In Language, Sexuality, 

Narrative: the Oresteia, Goldhill points out that “the sexual and verbal ambiguity o f 

Athena stands against the society o f the polis which attempts to designate itself through 

such polarities as male/female, inside/outside.”^̂  Athena symbolizes transgression. The 

analyses o f W innington-Ingram and Goldhill show that Aischylos’s exploration o f 

sexual conflict is far more nuanced than most critics admit. Though Apollo and Athena 

support male interests, we cannot simply assume that the text as a whole promotes 

sexual prejudice. I shall show in this dissertation that there are in fact many more 

ambiguities which complicate Aischylos’s treatment o f gender relations in the Oresteia.

Psychoanalysing a Text

Psychoanalytic theory has also appropriated the Oresteia for its own purpose, using it to 

illustrate modem psychoanalytic concepts. Various psychoanalytic thinkers have found 

in the fabric o f A ischylos’s trilogy reflections o f  unconscious processes which still 

shape our modern lives and relationships. The final words o f K lein’s unfinished essay, 

‘Some Reflections on the Oresteia' (1963), offer the following observation:

I shall conclude with the tentative suggestion that the greatness o f 
A ischylos’s tragedies [...] derives from his intuitive understanding o f  the 
inexhaustible depth o f the unconscious and the ways in which this 
understanding influences the characters and situations he creates.

For psychoanalytic theorists, the continuing relevance o f Athenian tragedy is its 

expression o f commonly shared impulses and desires. Following on from Freud’s 

formative reading o f  Sophokles’s Oidipous the King  in the Interpretation o f  Dreams 

(1900), Klein turns her attention to A ischylos’s Oresteia, suggesting that the trilogy 

articulates universal matricidal fantasies. Patriarchal culture sanctions a violent

W innington-Ingram , 1983 ,  p. 124; Goldhil l ,  1986 ,  p. 51 .
^^Goldhill ,  2 0 0 4 , p .  41 .

G old h i l l ,  1984, p. 2 8 0 .
”  Kle in ,  1997 ,  p. 2 9 9 .
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separation between mother and c h i l d . I t  is for this reason that Oidipous’s patricide 

results in the destruction of social order while Orestes’s matricide leads to social 

restoration. Matricide, on a symbolic level, describes the subject’s necessary departure 

from his/her mother.

The Oresteia has been cast by psychoanalytic thinkers as a model for 

understanding the social position o f mothers and the role of symbolic matricide in 

forming subjectivities and social relations.^^ In Orestes’s murder of Klytaimestra, the 

resulting persecution by the Erinyes and the hero’s eventual acquittal, theorists have 

seen illustrated the pattern by which all subjects construct their identities as separate 

from their mothers. Klein contends: “because Orestes has injured and killed his mother, 

she has become one of those injured objects whose revenge the child f e a r s . A l o n g  the 

same line, Kristeva has employed the Oresteia to elucidate her concept o f abjection. 

The abject is that which every subject excludes or denies in constructing their 

identities.^’ Since the mother reminds her child of his/her dependency on and origins in 

another body, she is excluded on a symbolic level. Klytaimestra, for Kristeva, horrifies 

the audience by signifying abjection.

Green has claimed that Orestes’s idealisation of his dead father is exemplary of 

the process by which sons inherit their patriarchal role from their fathers.^^ On the other 

hand, both Kristeva and Cixous have focused on the relationship between Klytaimestra 

and Elektra for what it reveals about the dynamics between modem mothers and their 

d au g h ters .S u ch  approaches to Aischylos’s Oresteia are guided by an assumption that 

a universal, cross-cultural, transhistorical structure governs psychosexual development. 

Irigaray states explicitly, “what the Oresteia describes for us still takes p l a c e . T h e  

Oresteia operates in these readings to confirm observations on modern psychosocial 

development. In fifth century BC tragedies, psychoanalytic thinkers claim we already 

find the repressed, unconscious desires of the modem subject, acted out for all to see.

In his essay, ‘Oedipus without the Complex’ (1967), Vernant challenges 

psychoanalysis’s engagement with tragedy:

W ieland,  2 0 0 0 ,  p. 27.
^^Wieland, 2 0 0 0 ,  p. 13.
“ Kle in , 1997 ,  p. 291 .

Kristeva, 1982,  p. 64.
“ Green, 1979 ,  p. 50.

C ix o us ,  1996 ,  p. 110; Kristeva, 1986, p. 150.  
^  Irigaray, 1991 ,  p. 37.
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A theory elaborated on the basis of clinical cases and contemporary dreams 
is ‘confirmed’ by a dramatic text from another age. But the text can only 
provide this confirmation provided that it is itself interpreted by reference to 
the framework of the modern spectator’s dream.^^

The method of analysis is circular as the text is cited only insofar as it ‘proves’ modem 

observations. The psychoanalytic reader’s interpretative method presupposes that the 

material of the drama is structured in accordance with the oedipal framework, failing to 

acknowledge contradictions to that schema within the text.

For the psychoanalytic interpretative model not to be circular, unconscious 

structures would have to be theorized following close analysis of the text.^^ This is the 

strategy of Jacobs who in her recent study of the trilogy, On Matricide: Myth, 

Psychoanalysis and the Law o f  the Mother (2007), analyses the text to uncover 

unconscious structures not reducible to the oedipal pattern. Jacobs explains, “I use the 

Oresteia here as a way to reread Oidipous so that, rather than competing with Oidipous, 

it functions to expand the horizons of oedipal logic, to add something new to the 

f r a m e . T h e  word “use” makes it clear that Jacobs’s interest lies in how the text can be 

interpreted in a way that develops modem theory. Jacobs primarily analyses myths 

related to the Oresteian story which are omitted in Aischylos’s play, such as the story of 

Metis, Athena’s mother in Hesiod’s Theogony (886-929). Jacobs argues that it is 

significant that Aischylos’s Apollo omits Metis when discussing Athena’s genealogy 

{Eum. 663-666) and that successive generations of modem critics continue to overlook 

this omission. Jacobs argues; “the Oresteian myth conceals within it the story of the 

incorporation of Metis.” Metis, for Jacobs, symbolizes a maternal law which submits 

all subjects to a limit by prohibiting them from believing they can reproduce 

autonomously.^^ The absence of Metis in the Oresteia gives birth to Apollo’s notion that 

men can procreate without women. Metis is a reminder of the subject’s reliance on the 

matemal body. It is this law which is hidden in Aischylos’s text. By exploring this latent 

mythical structure, she argues, the dominance o f the oedipal paradigm in cultural 

analysis, which posits that patemal law structures society, is naturally called into 

question, leading to a reorganisation of our current framework of analysis and the 

potential for societal transformation.

V em ant, 1981b, p. 64.
“  Vem ant, 1981b, p. 64.

Jacobs, 2007 , p. 56.
Jacobs, 2004 , p. 25.

’̂ Jacobs, 2007 , p. 176.
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Jacobs’s study, however, fails to consider the possibility that the removal of 

Metis in the Eumenides may have been conscious and apparent to an ancient audience 

with different terms of reference. Her approach separates Aischylos’s drama from the 

Classical Athenian social, political and cultural context in which it found expression, 

where the audience’s conceptual frameworks and knowledge differed from our own. 

What is ‘latent’ from a modem viewpoint may not have been so in a different era. Her 

approach, in this sense, underestimates the audience’s complicity in the making of 

meaning. Aischylos’s ambiguities and silences lose their power in Jacobs’s reading. 

While her study highlights the exclusions operating in our current dominant symbolic 

organisation and she offers some interesting analysis of Aischylos’s trilogy, she does so, 

like other psychoanalytic readings, at the expense of simplifying the Oresteia.

In Sowing the Body: Psychoanalysis and Ancient Representations o f  Women 

(1988), duBois, like Vemant, reproaches psychoanalytic readings o f Attic drama: “the 

desire to assimilate ancient and future cultures into our own, to assume a universal 

ahistorical version of socialisation [...] seems to me naive and ideologically suspect.”™ 

The practice, instituted by Freud, of relying on ancient Greek texts to illustrate or justify 

psychoanalytic concepts, reveals a “colonizing attitude” where the dissimilarity of other 

cultures from our own is denied in favour o f producing a discourse o f sameness and 

universality to lend justification and ‘objectivity’ to our contingent views and models.^' 

Khanna concurs with the sentiments expressed by duBois, deeming psychoanalysis a
72colonial discourse.

DuBois stresses how studying drama can teach us the very otherness of 

Athenian culture and emphasize the radical changes which have occurred throughout
73history. By challenging psychoanalysis’s assumption of a static past, present and 

future, where the same structures determine subjectivities and hierarchies, we can be 

more optimistic about transformations occurring in our future sociosymbolic economy. 

As duBois articulates, “a different reading o f Greek culture may decenter and 

defamiliarize our own ahistorical mythologies o f gender hierarchy.” '̂* However, though 

psychoanalytic theory is limiting in its universalizing and homogenizing of cultures, it 

remains an invaluable tool for conducting analysis. Further, it considers how tragedy

“̂ duBois, 1988, p. 16. 
duBois, 1988, pp. 18-19.
Khanna, 2003 , pp. 5-6. 
duBois, 1988, p. 17. 
duBois, 1988, p. 29.
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reproduces cultural norms and offers a methodology for locating tragedy in the modern 

world. Athenian tragedy, as a result, has become a means for thinking about issues in 

the present.

A Tense Conclusion

My survey o f modem reactions to Aischylos’s trilogy has been largely critical o f  

approaches which posit or imply that the conflicts in the drama are soundly resolved, 

and further, that the certainty o f  the resolution promotes a partisan political agenda o f 

one sort or another. Further, 1 have argued that using the Oresteia to support modem 

concepts and theories limits how we read the drama. I am more interested in the 

tensions and peculiarities in Aischylos’s trilogy. Like Goldhill, I read the Oresteia as a 

drama which revolves around ambiguities.^^ However, I acknowledge that my interest 

in the play’s ambiguity, openness and unresolved elements also aligns with a particular 

modem trend in classical scholarship.

Originally, I came to Aischylos’s Oresteia from an interest in feminist studies 

and a desire to explore how the female body and female subjectivities were culturally 

represented in fifth century BC Athens. The trilogy, just as it has inspired other 

feminists and scholars, provided me with a medium to analyse gender norms in a world 

different from my own, as a means to investigating the arbitrary and unfixed nature o f  

modem practices and categories. This aspiration and interest is a consequence o f my 

personal position in a society that has been radically altered in recent decades by the 

impact o f feminist activisms and LGBTQ movements. One effect o f  these societal 

developments on scholarship has been a greater focus on gender and sexuality with a 

view to revising what are regarded as exclusions in earlier studies. Postmodernism 

informs my approach too and explains my scepticism o f critical approaches which posit 

true, stable and certain readings o f the text or its author’s intentions. My interest is not 

in the ‘tm e’ meaning intended by Aischylos, but in how we currently speak about that 

past, what is at stake for us as modern readers and the meanings that emerge when we 

become critical o f our hegemonic frameworks o f enquiry.

1 look to the past and the socio-political, cultural and literary context o f the 

Oresteia as a way to offer another perspective from which to appreciate the trilogy and

G o l d h i l l ,  1 9 8 6 ,  p.  4 7
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bring into relief the contingency of our own interpretative position. My approach is 

somewhat akin to that of duBois: “my interest is in the classical world as an other [...] 

about which we construct an allegory, an interested narrative that speaks to our own 

s i t u a t i o n . M y  reading differs from others who find tensions in the Oresteia as I posit 

Apollo’s X,6yoq as the locus for this instability. The issue of which parent, male or 

female, has more influence in childbearing is contentious in the drama. Aischylos’s 

intricate engagement with the issue o f gender, procreation and parenting complicates 

the trilogy’s conclusion, opening up the play to be interpreted in conflicting ways. I 

shall show how the gods’ celebration o f the court system and their bias against women 

is not the only line of thought in the trilogy’s conclusion. The controversy over creation 

and origins at the heart of the trilogy frustrates the Olympian solution and any wishes 

we may have as an audience to draw from the trilogy a straightforward message. Having 

reviewed other readings of the Oresteia in this chapter, I shall make clear how integral 

the theme of parenting is in the trilogy in the next chapter. In Chapter 2, I analyse how 

Athena relationship with her parent, Zeus, and the circumstances of her birth, motivates 

her decision to acquit Orestes and defeat the Erinyes. While the jury are not worn over 

by Apollo’s A-oyoc; against maternity, Athena’s bond with her father inspires her to 

favour Orestes, thus legitimating matricide and determining the conclusion o f the play.

duBois, 1988, p. 26.
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Chapter 2 
A Decisive Bias

In this chapter, I shall establish the significance o f the issue o f parentage in Aischylos’s 

trilogy. A pollo’s theory that only men procreate shapes the action thereafter. I shall 

predominantly analyse A thena’s reaction to Apollo’s theory, since it is Athena that 

brings about the resolution. Athena returns to Apollo’s Xoyoq, supporting his male bias 

and broadly affirming his narrative o f her motherless birth {Eum. 736-740). This bias 

motivates her decision to exonerate Orestes and refuse the Erinyes their revenge. Hence, 

Apollo’s rhetoric becomes a commanding ideology, uniting the Olympians and molding 

a gender hierarchy which determines that Orestes goes unpunished and the Erinyes are 

subjugated. The issue o f the m ale’s dominance in sexual reproduction emerges as 

decisive.

I shall discuss the function o f A thena’s vote for Orestes and her decree that 

equal votes will secure his acquittal. Athena’s vote and decree are crucial in my analysis 

o f the Eumenides. If  Athena acquits Orestes because o f her preference for men, 

continuing the logic introduced by Apollo’s A,6yo(;, then Orestes’s release is a result not 

o f human deliberation but o f the Olympian commitment to a fantasy o f male 

autonomous procreation. I argue that her vote is critical, which is a view supported by 

other com mentators.' However, other critics posit her vote as a ‘casting’ vote which has 

a purely symbolic function, thus minimizing A thena’s influence. In these readings, the 

human jury decides the case. Athena gives her vote as a gesture to break a tie reached 

by the jury. Her vote is a “tie breaking vote.”  ̂ Hester argues that this is the standard 

modem understanding o f the voting."* I shall closely analyse and draw out the 

conflicting m odem  interpretations o f A thena’s vote, pointing out the limitations o f 

certain readings, thus establishing that the text soundly supports my view that Athena 

overtums the decision o f the human jury and decides the trial’s resolution in accordance 

with an Olympian ideology o f paternal supremacy.

' Commentators w h o  concur with my interpretation o f  the voting scene include: Gagarin, 1975, pp. 122- 
123; Hall, 2010, p. 222;Loraux, 1995, p. 189; Mitchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 84; Porter, 2005, p. 305; Rocco, 
1997, p. 158; Rosenbloom, 1995, p. 116; Sommerstein, 1989, p. 225; Vellacott, 1991, p. 88.
 ̂ Some o f  these commentators include: Conacher, 1987, pp. 164-167; Fagles, 1977, p. 327; Hester, 1981, 

pp. 265-274; Podlecki, 1989, pp. 211-213; Seaford, 1995, pp. 208-217; Thomson, 1938, p. 298; Verrall, 
1908, pp. xxvii-xxix.
^Kitto, 1966, p. 19.
''Hester, 1981, p. 265.
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Judge and President

As the trial scene comes to an end, the jury cast their votes, but before the ballots are 

counted, Athena announces that she will be “the last to judge this case” (X,oia6iav Kpivai 

6 ik t iv , Eum. 734, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). She will be an agent of KploK;. Earlier, 

Athena assigned the Areopagites the duty o f Kpiaiq {Eum. 682), to “choose,” to 

“decide,” to “judge.” Now, she decides to join them. The language she uses 

communicates explicitly that her vote is in no way different from the rest of the jurors. 

She says that the duty of the jurors is “judging [...the] trial” (SiKac; Kpivovxe(;, Eum. 

682), while her own task is to “judge this case” (Kpivai 6iKriv, Eum. 734). Furthermore, 

Athena adds that she is the “lasf’ (XoiaGiav, Eum. 734) to judge. She is the final voter 

from a group. She is not performing a separate action, but completing an action already 

carried out by the other jurors. Athena casts the final vote in favour of Orestes: “I shall 

cast this ballot for Orestes” (\|/fj(pov 6’ ’Opsarr) xfiv5’ eyd) 7ipoa0fiao)j.ai, Eum. 735). She 

throws her H/fjcpoc; into the count. This action alerts the audience that Athena is partial. 

She supports the defence over the prosecution.

This display of prejudice is in some ways surprising. The last words Athena 

delivered to the jurors suggested that she would not be judging the case: “now you must 

rise, deliver your votes, and decide the case, respecting your oath. I have said my say” 

(opGouaGai 6s xpf| / Kai \|/fj(pov aipeiv Kai 6iayvc6vai 5iKr|v / al5oD|o,^ou(; xov opKov. 

el'pr|Tai Xoyoq, Eum. 708-710). Her 'koyoc, was supposedly complete. Athena earlier 

made clear that she would not have a say in the decision of the court as she feared her 

intervention would inspire further hostility: “the matter is too great for any mortal who 

may think he can decide it; but neither is it proper for me to judge a case of murder 

which can give rise to fierce wrath” (x6 7i:pay|a,a |j,£i^ov, ei tk; ofetai x66s / Ppoxoq 

8iaipsiv. ot)8s ^fiv e^oi Gŝ ik; / (p6vou SiKd^eiv 6^u|irivixoDq dbcaq, Eum. 470-472). This 

statement is loaded; Athena acknowledges a higher force of justice, Gsiaiq, which she 

would be violating. Only a little earlier, Athena spoke out against injuring others since 

such behaviour was also not Gs |J.u;  {Eum. 413-414).

Gsp-iq refers to divine law, a primal law which differs from v6|ioq, the law and 

custom recognized as human creations. In the Eumenides, the goddess Themis is the 

daughter of Gaia and Apollo’s predecessor at Delphi {Eum. 2-5), advising humans on 

divine law through her oracle. Her intelligence surpasses others. Hence, Themis is 

ai7ru|a,f|XTii; in the Prometheus Bound (18); she has high thoughts or high |j,fixi(;. Hesiod
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narrates how in union with Zeus, Themis gave birth to, amongst others, Eunomia 

(Lawfulness), Eirene (Peace), the Moirai (Destinies) and Dike, Justice herself (777. 901- 

906). She is the source o f  all human institutions o f  justice, preceding them and 

engendering them as it were. According to Homer, Themis directs m en’s assemblies 

{Od. 2.68) and summons the assemblies o f gods {II. 20.4). In the Olympian Odes, Pindar 

proclaims that Themis and Zeus together aid humans in judging difficult cases {Find. O. 

8.21-29).

There are frequent mentions o f 0£|o,i(; in the Oresteia. The chorus o f  elders in the 

Agamemnon  request 0£)a,ig from Klytaimestra (Ag. 98). They wish to be given proper 

and correct information. But when she responds and tells them o f the destruction o f 

Troy, they do not understand her words (Ag. 268-269), gesturing towards 

Klytaimestra’s dishonesty which is revealed later (^g. 1372-1373). The queen presents 

lies rather than 0e)o,i(;. Agamemnon argues that his sacrifice o f Iphigeneia was ordained 

by 08|j.i(; (Ag. 216-217), while Klytaimestra in turn swears an oath that her murder o f 

Agamemnon was conducted with 08|ik; (Ag. 1431-1432). Both characters are eager to 

claim that 08|ik; justifies their actions in order to evade punishment. They understand 

that to violate 0s|ai(; is to provoke divine wrath; punishment is hence meted out to both. 

A thena’s claim that it would not be Osixiq for her to judge murder (Eum. 471-472) sets 

up the scene so that her later decision to vote is controversial. Her judgem ent violates 

divine law.

On the other hand, the prosecution and the defence wish for Athena to decide the 

verdict, so the audience are prepared for this prospect. Both Apollo and the Erinyes ask 

Athena to judge the case (Eum. 434-435, 580-581). Apollo addresses the court as 

“Pallas, and you who are sitting with her to decide this case by your votes” (naA,A,d(;, oi 

t ’  £(pq[ievoi / i|/q(pcp 5iaipsiv xoi)5s 7rpdyia.aT0(; Tiepi, Eum. 629-630). His address is 

vague concerning A thena’s exact role but it could be interpreted that Athena will have 

the same task as the jurors, to judge the case.^ Similarly, the Erinyes, when answering a 

question from Athena, instruct that the ^ ^ o i  respect their oath when they cast their 

votes, implying that they believe Athena is part o f  the jury (Eum. 679-680).^ Hence, it is 

not entirely unexpected that Athena will vote.

This confusion in the text over whether Athena will judge the case or not is a 

result o f  the ambigous role she performs in the court. She serves different functions in

 ̂ Sommerstein, 1989, p. 201.
 ̂Sommerstein, 1989, p. 212.
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the scene. While Aischylos depicts Athena as a member o f the voting jury, he also 

makes it clear that she rules over the court. Athena, as president, delivers an ordination 

speech {Eum. 681-708), marking the foundation o f the court. She is courteous from the 

beginning with her use o f the optative kXuoit8, inviting those present to listen {Eum. 

681). However, she refers to her audience as A txikoc; {Eum. 681), a choice o f  

phrasing which communicates that she is the leader. The Pythia earlier referred to the 

Delphians who welcomed Apollo as Xscbq {Eum. 15). Orestes’s subjects are the Apyeioq 

Xeobq {Eum. 290). The term refers not simply to “people,” but to people as 

distinguished from their superior.^ Haubold defines the term as “a social world in need
o

o f support.” It denotes a group o f people under their guardian. Athena confirms her 

authority when she calls her audience “my townsmen” (ejioiq... / datoiaiv, Eum. 707- 

708), reiterating words she employed earlier (datcov xcov 8[J.a)v, Eum. 487). She also 

addresses the Athenians as “Aigeus’s army” (Aiyeccx; aTpaxw, Eum. 683), as though she 

is speaking as a military commander. With the mention o f  Aigeus, father o f Theseus, 

Athena introduces Athens’s legendary king. Her words link Athens’s glorious past with 

its promising future under the protection o f  the new court {Eum. 683-684).

Athena’s reference to the Amazonomachy further commends the Athenians in 

the context o f inaugurating the new justice system. The goddess proclaims:

e a t a i  6 8  k o I  t o  X o it io v  Aiyeox; a t p a i w

a i e i  S iK aaxcov  to u t o  P ouA ,eD xfip iov

Tidyov 6 ’ Apsiov x6v6’, A)a,a^6vcov s5pav 685
ajcrjvdt; 0’, ox’ r|A,0ov ©rjaecog Kaxd (pGovov
axpaxTjA-axoCaai, Kal 7t6A,iv veoTixo^tiv
xf|v5’ uv(/i7rupyov dvxeTxupyooaav xoxe,
’A p s i 5 ’ 80UOV, &V0SV s o t ' STKbVDHOq

nezpa ndyoq x’ ’Apei0 (;. 690

In time to come also, the people o f Aigeus will always have this council o f  
judges. (They will sit on) this hill o f Ares, the abode and camping place o f  
the Amazons when they came as invaders, out o f jealousy o f  Theseus, 
fortified this new citadel with high walls opposite the existing citadel, and 
sacrificed to Ares, whence this crag and hill was given the name 
Areiopagos [‘Hill o f Ares’]. {Eum. 683-690)

’ Homer, for instance, uses leos to refer to the subjects o f  a leader or captain {II. 2.365, 13.108, Od. 
3.214).
* Haubold, 2000, p. x.
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Athena here offers a somewhat surprising aetiology, fonning a unique explanation for 

the name Areiopagos, ‘Hill o f Ares.’ The more common story of the foundation of the 

Areiopagos court depicts how the war god Ares was first to be put on trial for 

murdering Poseidon’s son, Halirrothius, but was acquitted by a jury of Olympian gods.^ 

Aischylos is more or less forced to formulate a different aetiology since the first figure 

judged in his Areiopagos court is not Ares, but Orestes. According to Athena, the name 

commemorates the Amazonian invasion. Images of the Amazonomachy fill the west 

metopes o f the Parthenon, constructed in the decades following the original 

performance of Aischylos’s Oresteia, demonstrating how important this battle was to 

the Athenians. It was likewise a common subject in vase paintings.*'^ Herodotos 

recounts the Amazonomachy as a great Athenian victory (Hdt. 9.27.4). The legend 

paralleled their historic defeat over their Persian invaders." The Amazonomachy

marked the Athenians as the antithesis to all barbarian and effeminate cultures to the
12east.

However, Athena’s focus in the Eumenides is not on Theseus’s victory. In fact, 

she does not even mention it. I suggest that part of the reason why Athena gives the 

Amazons prime attention is because they are warrior maidens like her. Athena enters 

the play as a warrior, having just claimed the property she won at Troy {Bum. 397-402). 

She describes the Amazons too as skilled warriors; they came to Athens as an army and 

fortified their camp {Eum. 687-688). Athena and the Amazons behave like men, 

inherently destabilising societal gender norms. The Amazons’ motivation for invading 

Athens was ill-will towards Theseus (0r|aeco(; Kaxa (pGovov, Eum. 686). With this vague 

description, Athena does not explain their wrath against Athens’s legendary hero. The 

audience, however, are aware of the story of how Theseus carried away Antiope, an
13Amazon princess, and took her to Athens. Pseudo-Apollodoros records how the 

Amazons in revenge took up camp on the Areiopagos to storm the Akropolis (Apollod. 

Epit. 1.16). Just as Athena fought in Troy to bring back Helen for Menelaos, the 

Amazons marched to Athens to recover Antiope.

The Amazons are not only the epitome of female warriors, they are also 

TiapG^oi; they do not get married (Hdt. 4.114). Athena, also a TcapB^oq, makes it clear

® A pollod . 3 .14 .2 , D em . 23 .66 , El. 1258-1261, / r 945-946 , P au s.l.21 .4 . See Gantz, 1996, p. 81.
L exicon Iconographicum M ythologiae C lassicae (LIM C), 1988, pp. 469-471 V ol. I 2, A m azones 232- 

242.
" Stewart, 1995, p. 582.

Castriota, 1992, p. 143.
See Gantz, 1996, pp. 282-283  for textual and visual sources.



later in the Eumenides that she never intends to marry {Eum. 737). The Amazons and 

Athena share the qualities of dvSpsia and TiapOsveia, which sets them apart from other 

women.''* In the Eumenides, the Amazons give the court its name and Athena 

establishes its authority. The court which will protect all Athenians is indebted to 

Athena and warrior women like her, transgressive women who reject Athenian gender 

roles. Their role is not reducible to the oikos or childbearing. In effect, these are women 

not affected by Apollo’s X6yO(;. While Apollo’s theory insults Athenian mothers, it does 

not undermine Athena herself.

Athena’s allusion to the Amazonomachy also resonates with earlier words in the 

Eumenides. Apollo compared Klytaimestra to an Amazon {Eum. 627-628). Hence, 

Athena’s foundation speech for the Areiopagos reminds the audience o f Klytaimestra’s 

murder of Agamemnon. Athena finds a place for honouring the Amazons in her court, 

but also embedded in her speech is a reminder of Klytaimestra’s violence. The 

Amazons, while like Athena, are also like Klytaimestra. Just as the Amazons were 

defeated, so will be those representing Klytaimestra. Aischylos is implicitly 

foreshadowing his own conclusion. The case o f matricide is judged in the same place 

that Theseus defeated the Amazons. Just as Theseus was victorious, so will be Orestes 

against the Erinyes.'^ As the opponents of the hero of Athens, the Amazons are 

opponents of the state. The male hero protects the polis while women threaten its 

security.'^ In essence, the ferocious Erinyes are Orestes’s Amazons. Castriota adds that 

the function of the Amazon myth is to promote “the repression or containment of 

women by autochthonous males.” '^ Also, like the Amazons, the Erinyes are 7tap0^oi. 

They are “childless” (axcaiSsq, Eum. 1034). Wild and unbridled TiapG^oi threatened the 

Athenian status quo; subduing this threat was necessary.'* Athena achieves this in the 

Eumenides by including the Amazons in Athens’s mythical heritage and incorporating 

the Erinyes into Athenian society through a cult in their honour {Eum. 1021-1031).'^ 

She secures order by giving these women an important place in the polis. The message 

is clear: the Athenians are both superior in battle since they defeated the Amazons and 

pioneers injustice, and in both areas, Athena leads the way.

'''Deacy, 1997, p. 153. 
Sommerstein, 1989, p. 214. 
Merck, 1978, p. 96. 
Castriota, 1992, p. 146. 
Stewart, 1995, p. 594.

”  Burian, 2003, p. 24.
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Athena also dictates the duty o f the Areopagites. She announces that they will 

judge the first trial for murder {Eum. 682). Their area o f concern is “shed blood” 

(a'l'iiaTOt; Eum. 682), which aligns them with the Erinyes {Eum. 653). Further, the

court will incite fear amongst citizens {Eum. 690-699), directly mirroring the Erinyes’ 

claim that fear generates social obedience {Eum. 517-530). The new court will perform 

the social function previously exercised by the Erinyes. Through the foundation o f the 

court, Athena passes justice from the ancient divinites into the hands o f men, but men 

who are under her jurisdiction, unlike the Erinyes.

More than a symbolic figure o f worship, Athena is expressly the political 

authority in Athens. She directs and oversees the action o f the trial, bringing the case to 

trial by choosing the jurors, establishing the ju ro rs’ oath and instructing the prosecution 

and the defence to compile their testimonies {Eum. 482-486). Thereafter, she initiates 

court procedures and announces the beginning o f the trial {Eum. 570), calling for the 

attention o f the audience and jurors {Eum. 571). Apollo addresses Athena as the 

president, asking her to bring the case before a jury {Eum. 580-581). Athena responds to 

Apollo with authority: “ I do hereby bring the case before the court. The prosecutor, if he 

speaks first and tells the tale from the beginning, can give us proper information about 

the case” (eicdyco 5s xfiv SiKrjv. / 6  yctp 6 i 6 kcov Ttpoxepoq apxfjq Xiycov / y ^ o i t ’ av 

opBoq 7rpdy|j.aT0<; 8 i5 d aK aX ,0 (;, Eum. 582-584). Athena later announces the close o f 

proceedings {Eum. 674-675) and instructs the jurors to cast their votes {Eum. 708-710). 

The depiction o f  Athena in Aischylos’s Eumenides defines her role as guardian o f 

Athens and its democratic law court.^^ Athena is “sovereign o f this land” (xcbpaq 

dvaaaav , Eum. 288).

There is a blurring o f roles in the court scene with Athena acting as judge and 

presiding magistrate. Gagarin argues that it is unexpected that the president would act as 

a member o f  the voting jury.^' Yet, this is exactly what happens. Aischylos’s trial 

represents the first o f its kind so proceedings and roles are only being formed.^^ ft is this 

ambiguity which is crucial in the scene. Seaford argues that it is precisely because 

Athena is the president that she should not be interpreted as a member o f  the voting 

jury. However, the presumption that Athena cannot vote with the jurors on the basis 

that she is the president is not borne out by the text. The play is not a demonstration o f

Papadopoulou, 2001, p. 304.
Gagarin, 1975, p. 122.
Podlecki, 1989, p. 204.
Seaford, 1995, p. 210.
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the technical workings o f a court and the dramatist only needs to generally reflect the 

audience’s expectations o f what happens in a trial. As Podlecki rightly points out: “it 

seems to me mistaken literalism to expect Aischylos to have followed actual 

contemporary courtroom procedure to ihe last io ta ” '̂̂  Athena votes for Orestes, 

providing judgem ent from the highest authority in the polis.

Athena’s X6yo(;

Athena provides an explanation for her vote, hence risking provoking the Erinyes by 

revealing her own bias. It would be unnecessary for her to do so unless her vote matters. 

Her A,6yoq is crucial as it directly points back to Apollo’s Xoyoq, indicating for the 

audience the continuing impact o f his theory. Athena motivates her vote for Orestes as 

follows:

jafiTTip ydp oi3ti(; eaxiv î’ eyeivaxo,
TO 5’ apaev aivw TidvTa, 7iA,fiv ydfxou xuxstv, 
dTiavn 0u(j,w, Kdpta 5 ’ eijxl toi5 nazpoq.
OUTCO ynvaiKoq ou 7ipoxi|j.fioa) |i6pov 
dvSpa Kxavouaric; Swiidxcov otiokotiov.

There is no mother who gave birth to me, and I commend the male in all 
respects (except for joining in marriage) with all my heart; in the fullest 
sense, I am my father’s child. Therefore I shall not set a higher value on the 
death o f a woman, when she had killed her husband, the guardian o f her 
house. (Eum. 736-40)

Athena does not suggest how her decision will benefit society as a whole. Neither does 

she reason how she can justly allow the killing o f  a one person while condemning the 

killing o f  another.^^ A thena’s reason for voting for Orestes’s acquittal is her preference 

for the sex o f K lytaimestra’s victim. She does not favour the yuvfi {Eum. 739). She 

presents the circumstances o f her birth as an explanation for her loyalty to her father and 

personal partiality towards the male, hence deciding the case on personal grounds.^^ She 

is fially her father’s child (Eum. 738). Orestes describes Athena as “like a bold man” (cbq 

dvfip STriaKOTTSi, Eum. 296). The goddess embodies male attributes and values and her

Podlecki, 1989, p. 209. 
Vellacott, 1977, p. 120. 
Dodds, 1985, p. 59.
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masculinity aligns her with Orestes’s cause.^^ In the court which she claimed was 

“untouched by thought of gain” (KepSwv aGiKTOV, Eum. 704), Athena shows no 

hesitation in appealing to personal preference. Further, Athena classifies the case as a 

homicide trial {Eum. 682) even though she asked the prosecution to identify what the 

trial was about {Eum. 583-584) and the Erinyes clearly indicated that in their view the 

trial is about matricide {Eum. 585-589).^* Athena ignores their statement of the point at 

issue as she has no interest in the relationship between mother and child. She also fails 

to uphold her principle that it is necessary for citizens to fear punishment for their 

crimes to maintain a law abiding society {Eum. 698-699).^^ Orestes has admitted to 

committing the crime of matricide {Eum. 588), yet Athena allows him to go unpunished. 

She ignores the charge of matricide and mentions only Klytaimestra’s murderous 

actions, while not acknowledging the queen’s reason for killing Agamemnon, the 

sacrifice of Iphigeneia. The goddess’s response conveys little serious engagement with 

the issues at hand and she rather reverts to personal anecdote to form her judgement. 

Dover deems Athena’s reasoning personal and “illogical.” '̂*

It is Athena’s unique relationship with her father that grounds her partiality. 

Athena favours men because she only has a father. Her motherless birth is the key issue. 

It is implied that since Athena only has a father, she favours men and supports Orestes. 

The father and child relationship is most important; all other relationships are eclipsed 

in Athena’s resolution.^' In this way, Athena’s Xoyoq follows on from Apollo’s {Eum. 

657-666). Later in the text, Athena emphasises how Apollo delivered “plain evidence 

before the court originating from Zeus” (8k Ai6(; ydp X,a[j.7ipd |j.apTupia Tiapfjv, Eum. 

797), which confirms that Athena is allied with Apollo in abiding the ruling of Zeus.^^ 

Athena implements the judgement of her father.^^ Athena adds that Apollo encouraged 

Orestes to kill Klytaimestra, promising him that he would not be harmed for doing so 

{Eum. 798-799). This reminds the audience that Apollo too was acting out of personal 

interest in the trial; the reputation of his oracle is at stake.

Apollo prepared the audience for Athena’s alignment with the defense by 

offering that the goddess’s unusual birth proves his claim that mothers are not related to

Papadopoulou , 2001, p. 304.
Vellacott,  1977, p. 119.
Vellacott,  1991, p. 87.

“  D over,  1957, p. 236.
W inning ton- lngram , 1983, p. 126.
Neils , 2001, p. 219.
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their children {Eum. 664). However, unlike Apollo, Athena does not explicitly deny that 

a genetic tie exists between human mothers and their children. She only endorses 

Apollo’s claim that her birth was motherless: “there is no mother who gave birth to m e” 

( |if |T r |p  ydp ouxk; saxiv fi |i ’ sysivaxo, Eum. 736) and affirms that her father is her sole 

parent {Eum. 738). Notably, Athena does not respond to Apollo’s claim that she “was 

not even nurtured in the darkness o f  a womb” (ot)6’^  o k o t o io i  vr|5uoq x£0pa)i|i^r|, 

Eum. 665). Athena leaves open the possibility that a female was involved in her 

conception. For this reason Collard identifies A thena’s speech as “deliberately wide in 

meaning.” '̂* Yet despite this ambiguity, A thena’s Xoyoq implicitly affirms Apollo’s 

theory that the father is the parent who matters. Mothers are rendered obsolete.

Equal Votes

On casting her vote, Athena armounces: “the defendant wins, even if  the votes are 

equally divided” (v iK a  6’ 6 (peuycov, Kctv iao\|/ri(po(; Kpi0fj, Eum. 741). She returns to her 

role as president, establishing a decree. In effect, Athena has intervened by voting, and 

then intervened again, by ordaining a decree which will benefit Orestes. She has 

performed two actions to ensure Orestes is freed. A thena’s announcement that a split 

vote will acquit Orestes builds anticipation, making it obvious that equal votes is what 

the audience should expect.^^ It was normal practice in the historical Areiopagos court 

for an equally divided vote to result in the defendant’s acquittal. Pseudo-Aristotle 

records, “ if  the votes are equal, the defendant wins” ( v ik S , dv 6s laai, 6  (psi3ycov. Const. 

Ath. 69.1, trans. Rackman, 1971). During Aischylos’s time, the number o f jurors in the 

Areiopagos court varied from case to case, permitting that the ju ry ’s votes could be 

equally divided when there was an even number o f jurors.^^ However, though this was 

normal practice in the real court, it is crucial that Aischylos’s trial is a depiction o f the 

court’s first session, so it appears as though Athena is making up the ruling on the spot. 

She has invented the decree to assist Orestes. Hence, according to A ischylos’s play, this 

judicial practice has its origins in suspicious circumstances. The decree is at once 

familiar, and yet, highly controversial since it could be interpreted that Athena is 

introducing it in order to secure her preferred outcome.

Collard, 2002 , p. 221.
”  Gagarin, 1975, p. 127.

Hester, 1981, p. 268;Seaford, 1995, p. 209.
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According to Seaford, the purpose o f A thena’s vote is to give divine backing to 

the judicial practice o f  acquitting in the case o f a split vote. Verrail adds that Athena 

does not place a voting pebble in the urn but rather signals that she will vote in favour 

o f  Orestes only if  the ju ro rs’ votes are evenly divided.^* Her vote is conditional. Athena 

indicates this by either holding a voting pebble before the court or extending her arm
39above Orestes, but she does not add her vote to the count. Thomson suggests that 

Athena adds her voting pebble to the urn at the Eumenides 756, after the votes o f the 

jurors have been counted as e q u a l . T h e s e  commentators argue that the purpose o f 

A thena’s vote is to establish a precedent; the president will always vote for the acquittal 

o f  the accused when a tie arises.'^’

Countering these arguments, Gagarin argues that it is nowhere explicitly 

suggested in the Eumenides that Orestes’s acquittal on the grounds o f equal votes sets a
42precedent. I argue that it is implicit that Athena is establishing a decree for future 

trials, but at no point is this ruling associated with A thena’s H/fjcpoq. Athena submits her 

vote unconditionally, not only if  it is required to sanction a draw.'^^ There is no hint that 

her vote is conditional."''' The language and action o f  the scene suggest that she has a 

voting pebble in her hand and adds it to the urn at the Eumenides 734-741. If  her vote is 

not included with the votes o f the jurors, then one would expect the text to make this 

clear to the audience.'*^

Seaford argues that A thena’s ruling regarding the split vote occurs at the time o f 

the voting to make the decree acceptable to the defeated party I am not convinced by 

this interpretation. I f  the goddess wished to avoid a dispute with the defeated party, 

surely the time to announce that a tied vote would mean acquittal would have been at 

the beginning o f the trial {Eum. 582-584) or when she was instructing the jurors to vote 

{Eum. 708-710). She announces the ruling at the same time that she decides to judge the 

case as she intends the decree to save Orestes. M itchell-Boyask observes that Athena 

and the audience are watching as the jurors drop their voting pebbles into their chosen

”  Seaford, 1995, p. 210.
Verrail, 1908, p. 133.

”  Verrail, 1908, p. 133.
Thomson, 1938, p. 299.
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voting um, one urn for acquittal, the other for conviction. Aischylos’s text makes it 

clear that there is more than one um on stage as Athena at the count gives the 

instruction to empty the ballots from the “urns” (xsDxecov, Eum. 742). The destination of 

each voting pebble is visible to all.''^ Athena decides to intervene and add her own vote
48in favour of Orestes since she knows Orestes is going to lose. More votes have been 

added to the um for his conviction. This explains why Athena announces to the 

audience that a tied vote will acquit Orestes as the spectators know her vote will secure 

a tie.

This also implies that the number o f human jurors is odd. Other commentators 

maintain that there is an even number o f human jurors.''^ However, an odd number is 

suggested by the structure of the text. While the jurors cast their votes, Apollo and the 

Erinyes engage in a heated exchange of threats {Eum. 711-733). The quarrel takes the 

form of ten couplets and one triplet, which we can assume provides the appropriate time 

for one juror to cast his vote during each o f the ten couplets, followed by an eleventh 

juror who casts his vote during the first two lines of the triplet while Athena steps 

forward during the final line to announce her intention to vote. There are eleven 

separate statements in the agon between Apollo and the Erinyes, suggesting a matching 

number of eleven jurors. It has been convincingly argued that any other movement 

arrangement would have clashed with the pace created by the structure o f the verbal 

exchanges.A ssum ing  that the number o f jurors is eleven and that Athena adds the 

twelfth vote, I conclude that the majority o f human jurors favour Orestes’s conviction, 

but Athena’s vote and decree override their decision.

The ballots are tallied and Athena informs the court of the verdict: “this man 

stands acquitted of the charge of bloodshed. The votes have been counted, and they are 

equal” (dvfip 66’ eKTtecpeDysv al'iaaxoq 6iKriv. / loov ydp eaxi Tdpi0|ir|[ia x®v 7id?tcov, 

Eum. 752-753). Later in the text, Athena reaffirms that the votes were equal {Eum. 795). 

Orestes’s acquittal rests on Athena’s vote and her ruling that equal votes will acquit 

him. Without her interference, he was set to be condemned. Sommerstein suggests that

M itchell-B oyask, 2009 , p. 82.
M itchell-B oyask, 2009 , p. 84.
Som e o f  these comm entators include: Conacher, 1987, pp. 164-167; Fagles, 1977, p. 327; Hester, 

1981, pp. 265-274; Podlecki, 1989, pp. 211-213; Seaford, 1995, pp. 208-217; Thom son, 1938, p. 298; 
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Athena’s vote creates “dehberate ambiguity.” '̂ It appears the case is not decided by the 

human Areopagites, but by Athena, who has reversed a majority decision. The audience 

is left to wonder if human htigation had any impact or whether this is simply an 

instance of divine intervention.

After the Trial

The modem debate surrounding Athena’s vote and the split jury includes conflicting 

analyses o f scenes following the trial. Here, I shall argue that the closing action supports 

my view that Athena’s vote is decisive. Hester claims that if the majority of human 

jurors voted against Orestes, we should expect the acquitted hero to only express 

gratitude towards Athena and be conversely enraged with the Athenian jurors. Yet, 

Orestes promises allegiance to the Athenians. This assumption is less than convincing. 

One might dispute that Orestes should be enraged with the jurors considering that nearly 

half the human jurors voted in his favour. On hearing o f his acquittal, Orestes 

emphatically thanks Athena, Apollo and Zeus {Eum. 754-761). Porter notes that Orestes 

bestows “full credit for his acquittal on the gods.”^̂  Orestes nowhere thanks the jurors 

or the court. He never even mentions them. This fits with the interpretation that Athena 

reversed the human vote.

Orestes then promises an alliance between Athens and Argos which can be 

understood in relation to Apollo’s earlier bribe to Athena {Eum. 661-613). Orestes is 

now fulfilling Apollo’s promise. This reveals nothing about Orestes’s opinion of the 

citizen jurors. If Orestes did not fulfil Apollo’s promise on the grounds that he was 

angry with the jurors, he would be breaking the agreement with Athena who has 

delivered his acquittal. The language of Orestes’s final speech {Eum. 762-777) conveys 

that Athena is responsible for his acquittal. He speaks as someone who is relieved and 

fortunate to have received a favourable verdict, expressing excessive gratitude and 

promises o f allegiance. Orestes does not speak as a confident, self-assured victor. As 

Orestes departs he again preferences Athena, saying goodbye to her first and then to the 

citizens {Eum. 775).

Som m erstein, 1989, p. 223. 
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Additionally, Hester argues that the Erinyes express great anger toward the 

Athenians, which suggests that the human jury brought about their d e fe a t .S e a fo r d  

agrees, adding that the Erinyes’ aggression should be targeted against Athena i f  she 

reversed the jury’s majority d e c is io n .T h e  Erinyes do express rage: “I am a laughing

stock. I have suffered unbearable treatment at the hands o f  the citizens!” (yeA-ooi^ai. 

SijaoiaT’ ^  / TioXixaic; suaBov, Eum. 789-790, 819-820). Earlier in the drama, the 

Erinyes refer to the jurors as “judges” (xoix; 6iKd^ovxa<;, Eum. 601) and “foreign 

friends” (^^ov, Eum. 680). It is the “citizens” (7ioX,iTaiq) whom they rebuke in the final 

scene. Their anger is not targeted specifically against the jurors; they blame all 

Athenians for their defeat. This anger against the Athenians collectively is expected and 

has been foreshadowed. Athena, speaking o f  the Erinyes earlier in the drama, 

acknowledged that “i f  they do not get a victorious outcome, the poison that will 

afterwards fall from their outraged pride into the soil w ill be an unbearable, unending 

plague for this land” ( kcxv |af) xuxcoai 7cpdy|j.aToq viKr](p6pou, / ixexai)0i(; ioc; ek

(ppovrip.dTtov / 7is6(p tieowv OKpspioq aiavfiq voaoq, Eum. 477-479). As the voting began, 

the Erinyes warned the jurors, “to avoid dishonouring us, for we can be dangerous 

company to this land” (K a l |o,fiv PapeTav ttiv6 ’ 6 |j.iA.iav xQovoc; / ^ij|j.Pou?l6 (; 8 i|o,i |ir|6aiic5(; 

dTi|j.daai, Eum. 711-712). The Erinyes are enraged because they are defeated and 

convey their anger towards the Athenians as they warned they would. This reaction was 

expected, irrelevant o f  how their defeat came about.

Later the Erinyes complain: “the evil scheming and trickery o f  the gods has 

sundered me from my age-old privileges, and made me into nothing” {imb |o.8 ydp xi|j.dv 

Savavav 0smv / 6 ua7id>ta^oi Tcap’ o u S ^  rjpav 6 6 A.01, Eum. 845-846, 879-880). 1 suggest 

that the reference to 56?tOi by the gods implies that the Erinyes believe Orestes was 

acquitted unfairly and owing to the intervention o f  the gods. Verrall claims these lines 

refer to Athena’s offer o f  a cult in Athens to honour the Erinyes {Eum. 832-836).^^ But 

the Erinyes later accept Athena’s offer {Eum. 916) so it seem s unlikely that they would 

refer to it as a trick here. Since the Erinyes are referring to something that occurred in 

the past, it is more probable that they are referring to the gods’ actions in the trial. The 

gods’ tricks were 8 ua7idA,a|aog {Eum. 846, 880), hard to conquer or put one’s hands on. 

The Erinyes describe how multiple gods (most likely Athena, Apollo and Zeus) plotted

Hester, 1981, p. 271.
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against them. The allusion to the cunning o f the gods refers to the reversal o f the human 

verdict by A thena’s vote.

Still focusing on the closing scenes, Seaford argues that it is because the human 

votes were evenly divided that Athena is able to eventually conciliate the Erinyes.^^ 

Conacher likewise feels that Athena’s integrity as a pacifier would be destroyed if she
58reversed the vote o f  the human jury. In their opinion, the equal votes o f the jurors 

allow A thena’s mediation with the Erinyes after the trial to succeed. However, it is 

A thena’s persuasion that calms the Erinyes in the end, not anything to do with the 

voting. Athena appeals to the chorus: “you have not been defeated; the result o f the trial 

was a genuinely equal vote, and did you no dishonour” (ou ydp v8vlicr|a0’, aXk" 

iao\|/ri(po<; 5iicr| / s^fjX,6’ d?tr|Oa)(;, o i ) k  dn|j.{a as0£v, Eum. 795-796). The use o f the term 

“genuinely” (dX,ri0W(;) paradoxically calls attention to the validity o f the split vote. 

Athena would not need to emphasise that it was genuinely equal unless there was reason 

to believe this was not the case. Further, Athena here contradicts her earlier claim that 

the equally divided votes mean victory for the defendant {Eum. 741). If an equal vote 

spells victory for Orestes then it means defeat for the Erinyes. A thena’s claim that the 

Erinyes have not been defeated is designed to win them over, rather than reflecting the 

reality o f what happened during the trial. Athena begins her appeal by saying “let me 

persuade you” (£n,ol 7ii0ca08, Eum. 794), which communicates clearly the rhetorical 

purpose o f her speech.

Thomson argues that Athena’s confirmation to the Erinyes that the votes were 

equal proves her own vote was not included in the judgem ent o f the court: “if  the votes 

have only been made equal by the addition o f her own, she is adding insult to injury. 

Although Thomson assumes it is impossible that the poet intends this, the text indeed 

depicts the Erinyes as highly insulted by A thena’s claim regarding the votes. In 

reaction, they state: “io, you younger gods, you have ridden roughshod over the ancient 

laws, and taken them out o f my hands into your own! And I, wretched that I am, am 

dishonoured, grievously angry” (id) 08ol vscoTepoi, 7iaA.avox)(; vop-ouc; / Ka0i7t7idaaa08 

KttK x^pwv sl'A£a0e [lou. / eycb 5’ du|j.O(; d Td>caiva, PapiJKOxoq I b j ya  taSs, (peo), Eum. 

808-811). It is implied that the Erinyes are not swayed by A thena’s account o f the 

voting. Rather, it is her later threats o f violence {Eum. 826-828) and her reiterated bribe

”  Seaford, 1995, p. 215. 
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of a cult in honour o f the Erinyes in Athens {Eum. 832-836, 853-857, 890-891) which 

convinces them to surrender. The final scene of the Eumenides depicts exchanges 

between only divinities. The decision of the human jurors has been overshadowed and 

they have no active role in resolving the conflict at the close of the drama. Just as 

Athena decided the trial, she brokers the resolution of the dispute which arises from the 

verdict.

Ancient Commentators

Modem critics also look to ancient sources to support the view that Athena’s vote in the 

Eumenides is a tie breaking vote. However, I argue that ancient sources do not clarify 

the voting. In the Panegyric in Honour o f  the Empress Eusejiia, for instance, Julian 

records:

A0fivr|ai oijv cpaaiv, ore roiq T ratp iou; eBeaiv 8Xpc5vxo K a i ei^cov xoi(; 

oiKeioic; 7T8i06p,evoi v6|j.oic ^8ydX,riv Kal 7coX,udv0pa)7tov oiKouvxeq TtoA-iv, si'
7IOT8 t c 5v  6iKa^6vTCOv a i  vj/fj(poi K a f  I'aov y ^ o iv to  xoTq (p e u y o u a i Tipoq xoix; 
5id)Kovxa<;, xfiv xfjq ABrivag 87iixv08)o,^r|v x<S xf)v 5iKr|v 6(pA,fio8iv |j.8A,A,ovxi.

Now we are told that at Athens, in the days when they employed their 
ancestral customs and lived in obedience to their own laws, as the 
inhabitants of a great and humane city, whenever the votes of the jurymen 
were cast evenly for defendant and plaintiff, the vote of Athena was 
awarded to him who would have incurred the penalty.

(Jul. 3.114D, trans. Wright, 1913)

Julian surmises that Athena favoured the accused in the case of a split jury. Her 

judgement was indicated through an action (x f iv  xfj(; AOrivac; S 7 n x i0 S |j.^ r iv  6 ikt |v ); she 

cast a vote in addition to the already tied votes. Aelius Aristides agrees with Julian, but 

is more explicit, writing that Athena only adds her vote in the case of a split jury.^° He 

says:

I'acov xtov \|/f|(po)v y8vo)j.^(ov, 7ipoa08^^ri xfiv Tiap’ auxfji; acbi^et. Kai 
xoivuv sxi vi3v aro^8i Tcdvxaq, edv i'aai y^covxai: s6o^s ydp sksivou xaTq 
laaiq TipoaxvO^ai xfiv Tiapd xfj(; A0r]vaq dcpisTaav.

If the votes are equal, she saves by adding her own vote. And therefore, 
still now she saves all [defendants] if the votes are equal. For it was

“  Gagarin, 1975, p. 125.
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decided from that moment to add to the equal votes the one cast by 
Athena. (Ael. Arist. 2.13, my own translation)

However, Lucian presents an opposing understanding o f  the function o f  Athena’s vote 

in the Harmonides:

COOTS fiv 7I0D K a l vijv £|j.oi eq x6 peTicoaiv ai \|/fj(poi ^  xro X.6yco Kai
ê tdxTOUc; ®aiv ai d^iEivouq, ai) 68 xfiv xfjc; AGrjvaq 7ipoaxi0si(; dva7iX,fipou x6 
^ 5 so v  napa  asauxou Kal to S7iav6p0oo|j.a o iK eiov  aoi 5 ok£ixco.

So if  at the present time the voting is going against me in the count and the 
favourable votes are in a minority, like Athena give your casting vote and 
make up the deficiency in your own person, and let the credit be yours for 
setting the matter right. {Harm. 3, trans. Kilbum, 1959)

Hester argues that Lucian is not referring to A ischylos’s Eumenides, but to Euripides’s 

later treatment o f  the tr ia l.H o w e v e r , this is an arbitrary claim. Lucian is more likely 

referring to A ischylos’s Eumenides where the jurors’ votes went against the defendant, 

but Athena’s vote reversed the verdict. According to Lucian, Athena’s vote produces a 

tie rather than breaking one.^^ As a result, the credit for deciding the case goes to the 

person who gives the casting vote, not the jury. It is likely that Lucian simply 

understood the Eumenides differently from Aelius Aristides and Julian, in the same way 

modem interpreters have produced opposing readings. These ancient writers were 

interpreting this judicial practice many centuries after it began, and hence, are not 

reliable evidence for how A ischylos’s original audience interpreted the voting.^^ All the 

ancient debate demonstrates is that the voting is confusing and has provoked contention 

since ancient times.

Critics also frequently cite passages from Euripides’s plays to support the 

interpretation that Athena’s vote breaks a tie created by the human jurors.^'* Here, 1 shall 

show the limitations o f  this line o f  argument. Euripides recalls the action o f  the 

Oresteia, focusing on Orestes’s exoneration by the tied vote. In Euripides’s Iphigeneia 

in Tauris, Orestes tells his sister, “Phoebus saved me by giving evidence, and with her 

hand Pallas counted out for me equal numbers o f  votes” (Ootpoq p.’ s a t o a s  p.apTupcov, 

I'aaq 5s |io i / vi/ficpouq 5iripi0|j,rias HaA- t̂dq coX ^ t]. IT  965-966, trans. Kovacs, 1999).

Hester, 1981, p. 268.
“  Hester, 1981, pp. 268-269 .
“  Conacher, 1987, p. 165.

Hester, 1981, p. 268;Seaford, 1995, p. 209;T hom son, 1938, p. 298;Verrall, 1908, p. 133.
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Apollo’s [idpTuc; and the equal votes vindicated Orestes. At the end o f the play, Athena 

appears as the deus ex machina and describes her role in the Eumenides: “having saved 

your life before now, Orestes, on the Areiopagos when I decided the tie vote. This will 

be the custom, that when the votes are tied, the defendant wins his case” (8 K O (b a a a d  y s  /  

Kal Jipiv a ’ Apsioiq TidyoK; i|/f|(poD(; loaq / Kpivaa’, ’Opeaia. Kal v 6 ).u o |j ,’ s a i a i  t o S e ,  /  

viKdv iaf|p8i<; ooxic; av \|/f|(pot)(̂  (IT 1469-1472). Athena, not the human jury, takes 

credit for Orestes’ acquittal. However, the language is vague regarding the voting: 

Athena n/fi(pot)(; loaq Kpivaa’ (IT 1470-1471), she judged equal pebbles. Here, Kpivco 

describes Athena’s decree that the equal votes spell Orestes’s acquittal, but it is not 

clear how the equal votes came about. The makeup o f the voting body is not mentioned 

and there is no reference to the significance o f Athena’s voting pebble in the Eumenides 

735.

In Euripides’s Elektra, the playwright again claims that the split vote which 

acquitted Orestes set a model for Athenian judicial procedure. Castor informs Orestes: 

“votes justly cast in equal numbers shall prevent your being killed. [...] And for all 

generations to come this law will be established: when the votes are equal the defendant 

always gains the verdict” (I'aai 8e a ’ SKocbaouoi jj-f] GavsTv 6ik t i  / vj/fjcpoi xeGeiaai [...] 

Kai Toiav XoiTtoiq oSe vojioq T80f|asTai / v i k o v  laaiq \(/f|(poiai xov (peuyovT’ dsi, El. 1265- 

1269, trans. Kovacs, 1998). Athena’s vote is not mentioned. In fact, Athena is not 

linked at all with the establishment o f this legal practice. There is no implication that 

her vote enacts the ruling. Yet, it is clear from Euripides’s reading that Aischylos’s 

Eumenides provided a foundation myth for the practice o f acquittal by a split vote.

Seaford argues that Euripides’s reflections upon the split vote confirm that 

Athena’s vote in the Eumenides ordains the breaking o f the tie in favour o f  the 

defendant.^^ 1 agree with Gagarin that the Euripidean passages are far from 

unambiguous.^^ Crucially, they do not mention Athena’s voting pebble {Eum. 735) and 

the passages do not clarify if  votes were only cast by mortals. They claim that Orestes’s 

acquittal established a historical practice whereby equal votes secure the defendant’s 

victory, without excluding the possibility that Athena’s vote produced the tie. Euripides 

only refers to the counting o f  the votes and not the identity o f  the voters. If Athena 

decreed that the defendant wins in the case o f  equal votes, this does not negate the

“  Seaford, 1995, p. 210. 
“  Gagarin, 1975, p. 125.
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evidence from the Eumenides that her own vote produced the tie. Euripides’s plays do 

not provide proof that A thena’s vote was not counted amongst those o f the jurors.

Euripides may have wished to exonerate Athena for her apparent interference in 

the court’s decision in A ischylos’s Eumenides by stressing her achievement in 

estabhshing court procedure. In Euripides’s Elektra, Castor tells the traditional story o f 

the founding o f the Areiopagos whereby the first murder trial was established to judge 

Ares {El. 1258-1261), which directly contradicts A thena’s claim in the Eumenides that 

Orestes was the first to receive civic justice for murder {Eum. 682). Castor’s account o f 

the trial o f  Ares also challenges Athena’s account o f how the Areiopagos received its 

name {Eum. 685-690). In Euripides’s Iphigeneia in Tauris, Orestes likewise tells how 

the Areiopagos was established to put Ares on trial for murder (IT  945-946). Clearly, 

Euripides is not simply reproducing his predecessor’s play. He includes alternative 

accounts and offers his own innovations.

Rereading Euripides

While the Elektra and the Iphigeneia in Tauris do not contradict my reading o f the 

voting in the Eumenides, I suggest that Euripides’s Orestes implicitly supports it. Here, 

Euripides presents a wholly different account o f  Orestes’s trial, showing again how 

Euripides does not simply mirror Aischylos. At the end o f the Orestes, Apollo tells the 

hero: “on the Areiopagos the gods as judges in the case will cast their votes most 

piously for either side, and there you are fated to be victorious” (0sol 5s aoi 6iKri(; 

Ppapfjq / Tidyoiaiv h j  Apsioiaiv eiJoePsaxdTriv / v|/fj(pov 6ioiooDa’, &v0a vucfjaal as  xpf], 

Orest. 1650-1652, trans. Kovacs, 2002). West interprets that an even number o f 

Olympian gods cast their votes to acquit Orestes.^^ This version o f  Orestes’s trial is also 

recorded by Aelius Aristides {Panathenaic Oration 66) and Demosthenes (Dem. 23.66). 

Demosthenes claims that twelve gods adjudicated between the Erinyes and Orestes 

(Dem. 23.66). Euripides’s Orestes depicts how the hero is acquitted by the gods 

following a verdict o f  conviction at the Argive assembly. The Argives voted to 

condemn Orestes to death for committing matricide {Orest. 857-858). The gods 

overturn the verdict o f the mortals. It is important that one o f the divine votes must

West, 1987, p. 292.
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belong to Athena.^* Hence, in this telling, her vote creates the tie which frees Orestes as 

it did for Aischylos.

It is relevant, I suggest, that the alternative version o f  the trial in Euripides’s 

Orestes has Orestes acquitted by a jury o f  Olympians, including Athena. Aischylos’s 

audience, just fifty years earlier, were perhaps also familiar with this myth o f O restes’s 

acquittal by the votes o f Athena and the other Olympians, and hence A thena’s vote in 

the Eumenides is understood to have the same function as her vote in what was 

presumably the traditional myth which Aischylos adapted: to vote for O restes’s 

acquittal and reverse the human judgement. It seems intuitive that Aischylos is recasting 

the traditional myth which is later presented in Euripides’s Orestes. Commentators have 

pointed out that the split vote receives little attention in the Orestes', the focus is on the 

divine verdict.^^ The votes o f the gods remove the uncertainty for Orestes created by the 

human verdict. Aischylos’s audience, if  accustomed to the myth that Orestes is rescued 

by divine vote, would have assumed that A thena’s vote is included in the count in the 

Eumenides and reverses the human ju ry ’s verdict.

Divine Intervention

Mirroring the myth o f A res’s acquittal by the gods, Apollo foretells that the gods will 

favour Orestes at his trial on the Areiopagos {Orest. 1650-1651). In both stories o f 

Ares’s and Orestes’s acquittals, A thena’s vote frees the male. Deacy identifies how 

throughout extant Greek literature Athena supports male heroes, often at the expense o f
70causing suffering to women. The vote o f Athena in the Eumenides recreates the divine 

voting which is central to myths o f the foundation o f  the Areiopagos. Ultimately, 

Orestes is judged by the Olympians. In this way, the jury  in the Eumenides represents a 

union o f human and divine. It could be interpreted that this makes the court’s decision 

all the more powerful. Solmsen argues that the Olympian victory “has a symbolic 

significance which transcends the case.”^' But if  that were simply the case, one would 

expect the drama to end here. Rather, the action continues as the Erinyes aggressively 

dispute the verdict and need to be reconciled by Athena. The decision o f the court

Hester, 1981, p. 268.
W illink, 1986, p. 355; Rutherford, 2005 , p. 293. 

™ D eacy, 2008 , p. 60.
Solm sen, 1995, p. 195.
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inspires further hostility, not harm onious resolution. In the end, A thena alone w ithout 

any hum an help brings about the resolution o f  the d ram a’s conflicts.

O restes is victorious ow ing to A thena’s vote and her ruling. It is not the legal
72  •process w hich decides the m atter. The outcom e o f  the votes em phasizes the m tensity 

o f  the clash betw een the prosecution and the defence, and as Finley argues, “attests the 

strength o f  the E rinyes’s position.” ’  ̂ The introduction o f  the Erinyes as figures o f  cult 

w orship at the close o f  the play is foreshadow ed by the support they receive from  the 

A reopagites; they carmot be brushed a s i d e . A p o l l o ’s theory o f  m ale reproductive 

superiority convinces less than h a lf  the jury ; the m ajority  do not condone m atricide and 

vote in favour o f  the prosecution. The plot pivots upon A thena’s extra vote, which 

secures O restes’s acquittal, sanctions m atricide and legitim ates the suprem acy o f  the 

father in both the political and biological spheres. The logic w hich guides A thena’s vote 

continues to  determ ine her actions as she acts on b eh a lf o f  her father to subdue the 

Erinyes. A thena’s birth is introduced as an issue in A pollo ’s Xoyoq. H er m otherless birth 

continues to have im m easurable significance thereafter. A thena decides the trial and 

resolves the conflict o f  the play ow ing to her relationship with her father, or more 

specifically, ow ing to her com m itm ent to a theory o f  m ale autonom y in sexual 

reproduction. A thena’s m otherless birth is no trivial m atter. H aving established the 

centrality o f  A pollo’s X o jo q  and the story o f  A thena’s birth to the resolution o f  

A ischy los’s plot in this chapter, I shall m ove on to a broader discussion o f  how  

parenting and procreation were understood in fifth century BC Athens. In Chapter 3, I 

analyse various ideas surrounding procreation in m edical w ritings, art and poetry. The 

aim  o f  this discussion is to situate A ischylos’s exploration o f  this them e w ithin its own 

context. I argue that the issue o f  w hich parent, m ale or fem ale, w as m ore dom iant in 

procreation was a contentious issue at this tim e. H ence, A ischylos was responding to 

ideas recognisable to his audience, allow ing him  to add to this contentious debate and 

play his audience’s expectations.

Rocco, 1997, p. 158.
Finley, 1955, p. 275.  

’‘’ Solmsen, 1995, pp. 195-196.
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Chapter 3 
Theorising Procreation

It has become a truism in modem scholarship that A pollo’s theory in the Eumenides 

reflects common thinking among fifth century BC Athenians^^ Padel’s observation is 

typical: “many Greeks denied that the womb had power to engender. In the Oresleia, 

[...] the male god Apollo [...] claims that the male is the one who engenders, [...] the 

female is all passive r e c e p t io n .A p o l lo ’s Xoyoq is representative o f a trend, and thus, 

deemed uncontroversial. Greeks routinely viewed the female sex as passive, superfluous 

even, in the processes o f reproduction, while they promoted the male as the essential 

creator. The male sexed body is productive; the female receives and nurtures his 

creation. With women reduced to merely receptacles, their influence over their children 

and oikos was limited. The biological superiority o f the male explained his ‘natural’ 

right to authority.

However, while this view held credence, it did not stand alone. The ‘standard’ 

discourse surrounding human creation received substantial opposition and questioning. 

The aim o f this chapter is to explore the discussion surrounding the roles o f the sexes in 

procreation in Athens to bring into focus not only the contentiousness o f Apollo’s 

Xoyoq, but also to highlight the ambiguity underlying his theory and all theories o f 

procreation. The dispute amongst Anthropologists in the 1960s over the attitude to 

paternity in the Trobriand Islands demonstrates how varied ideas surrounding 

procreation can be even in our time.^^ Apollo’s voice can be viewed as one among 

many who were striving to argue their own perspective while making spurious claims to 

certainty. He is a protagonist in a familiar and heated debate. Apollo’s Xoyoc, is 

distinctly argumentative in this context. The playwright is not simply regurgitating and 

affirming collective ideology, but exploring a wider contemporary conversation.^*

The Appeal to (puoioXoyoi

The female body was isolated as an object o f inquiry in Greece, exemplified by the 

creation o f a new area o f medicine which claimed that it required special attention,

B oylan ,  1984, p. 85 ;L loyd ,  1983 ,  p. 86.
Padel,  1992, p. 107.

’’ ’’  S ee  Leach, 1966  and Spiro, 1968.
A llen ,  2 0 0 8 ,  p. 81.
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79gynaecology. Apollo’s 'koyoc, in the Eumenides shows how biological investigation

could be guided by misogynistic presuppositions. Fagles adds: “it was also sociological

and economic propaganda which might be used to ensure the male inheritance o f

property in the democratic s t a t e . A p o l l o ’s words demonstrate both how ideology

formed biological concepts and also how biology was employed with the explicit

purpose o f justifying social inequality. However, Gagarin cautions that A ischylos’s play
8 1presents the only extant example o f this propagandistic use o f biology. A ischylos’s 

Apollo employs biological theory mixed with theogonic material as an argument to 

denigrate women. His theory has a purpose. This, however, need not entail that such 

explicit aims were also shared by the thinkers who engaged in the fifth century BC 

debates surrounding the roles o f the sexes in sexual reproduction.

The question o f  origins concerned many Greek thinkers. Hesiod composed the 

Theogony as a means to explain the origins o f the cosmos and all life within it.*^ By the 

third century AD, the Latin writer Censorinus still found it relevant to discuss in the 

Birthday Book the variety o f opinions which intellectuals held about origins {Birth. Bk. 

4.1). The range o f  hypotheses intellectuals put forward on the matter demonstrates the 

contestability o f the t o p i c . T h e  intellectual backdrop to Apollo’s A-oyoc; was a plurality 

o f views vying for attention in a competitive climate. Lloyd argues: “male-orientated 

values were not the only ones that found articulate expression.” '̂* Sommerstein goes 

even further, claiming that theories resembling Apollo’s in the Eumenides represented 

“a minority view even among natural philosophers, most o f whom held that both male 

and female contributed ‘seed’ essential to the process o f generation.”^̂  The ancient 

debate over sexual reproduction problematises the notion in modern scholarship that 

there was consensus on the matter.

Apollo’s Xoyoq in the Eumenides is frequently aligned in modern scholarship 

with fifth and fourth century BC theories o f  conception, particularly that o f Aristotle, 

who was writing a century after Aischylos. In his notes on Aristotle’s Generation o f  

Animals, Peck conflates Apollo’s Xoyoq specifically with Aristotelian theory:

^^King, 1998, p. 1 1.
Fagles, 1977, p. 325.
Gagarin, 1976, p. 102.
Clay, 2003, p. 3; Rowe, 1983, p. 124.
Padel, 1992, p. 109.
Lloyd, 1983, p. 59.
Sommerstein, 1989, p. 208.
For example. Demand, 1994, p. 135; Hogan, 1984, p. 171; Peck, 1943, p. 372.
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“[Aristotle’s theory] is a view put forward also in the Eumenides o f Aischylos by
87Apollo.” Aristotle’s agreement is offered as proof that Apollo’s theory was 

recognisable and easily digestible for Aischylos’s audience. Sommerstein hints at the 

error in this conflation: “we do not know whether Aischylos himself believed it, or
o  o

whether his audience would have found it convincing.” While Apollo’s Xoyoq, finds 

resonances in Aristotle’s later writings, this does not necessarily imply that it represents 

the pervasive fifth century BC perspective.

Aristotle and the Debate

In the Generation o f  Animals Aristotle examines the contemporary debate concerning 

the contributions o f male and female to procreation. He asserts that only the male 

produces generative seed, echoing Apollo’s idea in the Eumenides that only fathers are 

progenitors. But it is clear in Aristotle’s discussion that his view by no means represents 

the standard. He cautiously asks:

T ioxep ov  T tp o isx a i o7t£p|o.a (SaTisp x6  a p p s v  K a l e o t i v  e v  |iiy )j,a  x6  y iv o f ie v o v  

8 K 6 t)oTv a 7 t£ p |id x o iv , f] o u G w  a7i8p|o,a d n o K p iv e x a i 017:6 t o u  Gfi^^eoc;. K al e i  

lJ,ri08v, T ioxep ov  o ijS s  aXko o u 0 ^  cru|j.pd?LA£xai siq xfiv  y ^ e o i v  oXkb. | i 6 v o v  

T O p sxE i xoTcov, f] cru|xpdXA£xav x i, K a i x o ijx o  Timq K a l x lv a  xpoT iov.

Does [the female] discharge semen as the male does, which would mean that 
the object formed is a single mixture produced from two semens; or is there 
no discharge o f semen from the female? And if there is none, then does the 
female contribute nothing whatever to generation, merely providing a place 
where generation may happen; or does it contribute something else, and if 
so, how and in what manner does it do so?

{GA 726a32-726b2, trans. Peck, 1943)

The exploratory register employed by Aristotle suggests he expects these questions to 

arouse diverse reactions from his audience. Aristotle unsurprisingly presupposes that the 

female provides the place (xoTioq) where creation occurs, i.e. the womb. However, the 

question he believes requires answering is whether she supplies anything other than the 

xoTioq, and if  she does, whether this is generative a7rsp|ia, which would be equivalent to 

male oTiepiia, or is it some unknown ingredient? What is certain for Aristotle is that the 

male’s OTiepjia is generative. The male and the female are inherently different for

Peck, 1943, p. 372.
Som m erstein, 2008b , p. 438.
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Aristotle but must unite in order to sexually reproduce (GA 767al4-18). Men and 

women differ in their functions, but not so radically that one can procreate without the
OQ

Other. His uncertainty rests on whether or not there is a combining (au|a,pd}LA.co) of 

male and female generative elements to create a child. By questioning if there are “two 

seeds” (6uoiv a7i8p|j,dT0iv, GA 726a33), male and female, Aristotle reveals that a theory 

of dual seeds existed. When later asserting his own view that only the male supplies 

a7C8p|j,a with all the essential constituents for procreation, he confirms that there were 

intellectuals who supported the notion that the female too provides essential a7isp|ia: 

“the offspring is not formed from a mixture of two seeds, as some allege” (otjSs 

|j.iyva))j.^cov d|j,(poTv yivsxai, roaTtep xivec; (paaiv, GA 727b8-9).

Aristotle’s denial that females produce aTispfxa rests on his beliefs about 

menstrual blood;

87rsi 5s to u t’ eoxiv 6 yvyvexai xoiq 0fi>xaiv (bq f| yovf) xoTq dppeaiv, 8i3o 
5’oijk ^68xexai aTispiiaxiKctq d|j.a yiveaBai dTroKpiasic;, cpavepov 6xi x6 0fjX,D 
ou cru|j,pd^A£xai a7tep^ia siq xf)v y ^ eo iv . si )j,£rv ydp anspfia riv, Kaxafifivia 
oi)K dv r|v. v w  8s 8id x6 xai3xa ytyvsa0ai sksivo ouk eoxiv.

Now it is impossible that any creature should produce two seminal 
secretions at once, and as the secretion in females which answers to semen 
in males is the menstrual fluid, it obviously follows that the female does not 
contribute any semen to generation; for if  there were semen, there would be 
no menstrual fluid; but as menstrual fluid is in fact formed, therefore there is 
no semen. (GA 727a26-30)

Aristotle arbitrarily correlates menstrual blood with male a7tsp)j,a. He assumes that if 

females produce generative fluid, it should have the same consistency as male ansp^ia, 

and since females produce menstrual blood, which has a different consistency to semen, 

he concludes that female an:Ep|a.a does not exist. Menstrual blood does not contribute to 

creation while male a7tsp)j.a does. In Aristotle’s account, menstrual blood is evidence of 

the inferiority o f the female body; women fail to produce semen;

EOiKS 8s Kttl xfiv |j.op(pfiv ywaiK i Tiaiq, Kai saxvv f] yuvf] ©aTisp dppsv 
dyovov. d8uva)j.{a ydp xivi x6 BfjA-ii saxi, x® laf] 8i3vaa0ai tiexxsiv sk xfjq 
xpocpfjt; a7i£p|j,a xfjc; i)axdxri(; [...] Sid xfjc; (puoscoq.

A boy actually resembles a woman in physique, and a woman is as it were 
an infertile male; the female, in fact, is female on account of inability of a

Boylan, 1984, p. 92.
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sort, it lacks the power to concoct semen out o f the final state o f the 
nourishment [...] because o f the coldness o f its nature. (GA 728a 18-21)

Aristotle argues that the difference between the sexes is connected to the difference 

between hot and cold. Heat is a prerequisite o f fertility. It is in the nature ((pijaic;) o f the 

female body to be cold (v|/uxp6q). This coldness makes the female body barren (ayovoc,). 

In opposition, the male body is “hot” (08p)j,6v, GA 767a 18).

Aristotle earlier acknowledged the contestability o f  his claim that only males 

produce a7i8p|j.a (GA 727b8-9). In the Parts o f  Animals, he reveals that there is likewise 

a debate amongst intellectuals concerning hot and cold:

^ioi...0£p)i6Tspd (paavv £ivai,...Ta dvai^a xcov ^al|j.o)v koI xa 6f|A,8a twv 
dpp^cov, oiov nap|j,8vi6r|q xdq yuvaiicaf; xrov dv5pcbv Bspia-oxspaq sivai cpriov 
Kal exspov xiveq Sid xfiv 08p|o.6xr|xa Kal 7ioA.uai^oi3aaiq yivo|j,8voov xwv 
yuvaiKeicov, ’E^TrsSoKA-fiq 88 xoi)vavxiov. 8xi 6’ ai|j.a Kal xo^^iiv oi 0sp|i6v 
6tiox8povot5v 8ivai (paaiv ai)x®v, oi 5s vj/uxpov.

It is asserted that bloodless animals are hotter than those that have blood; and 
that females are hotter than males. Parmenides and others, for instance, 
assert that women are hotter than men on the ground o f the menstrual flow, 
which they say is due to their heat and the abundance o f their blood. 
Empedokles, however, maintains the opposite opinion. Again, some say that 
blood is hot and bile cold, others that bile is hot and blood cold.

{Parts 648a26-33, trans. Peck, 1937)

A ristotle’s analysis o f the debate suggests a general assumption amongst thinkers that 

the dichotomy between hot and cold somehow explained sexual difference.^^ However, 

the terms within this debate were highly negotiable. Aristotle has revealed that the terms 

hot and cold are uncertain in their relevance, but nevertheless, he expects his audience 

to accept as nonnegotiable his theory that female coldness explains female reproductive 

inadequacy. Both his explanation and conclusion are arbitrary.

Aristotle’s opinion is not based on empirical observations, but reflects his preset 

assumption that women are inferior. His condescending view o f women is clear in the 

Politics: “as between the sexes, the male is by nature superior and the female inferior, 

the male ruler and the female subject” (x6 dppsv Tipdc; x6 0fjA,u (pi3osi x6 )j.^ Kpsixxov x6 

5e x^^pov, Kai x6 |j.£rv dpxov x6 5 ’ dpx6ia,evov, Pol. 1.1254b13-14, trans. Rackman, 

1990). Aristotle describes the female body according to its deviation from the norm as

Lloyd, 1964, p. 105.
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represented by the male body. Since the female body does not imitate the male body, 

Aristotle deems fem ales defective and the birth o f  a female a “monstrosity” (tEpaq), 

adding that the female body is evidence that “nature has in a way strayed from the 

generic type” (TiapeKjBePriKe ydp f] ( p i j a i c ;  ey  T o m o i q  s k  xoi5 y ^ o u g  xpoTiov xiva, GA 

767b6-8). Aristotle’s interpretation o f  his data is described within a framework which 

presupposes gender inequality.

Precedents to Aristotle

Aristotle’s responses to his predecessors’ sexual theories reveal the rivalry that 

characterised the debate. He ascribes his own single ajiepiaa theory to the natural 

philosopher Anaxagoras:

(paal yap oi ^  xoT(; aTiep^aaiv sivai xai3xT]v xfiv ^avxicoaiv sijGijc;, oiov 
Ava^ayopaq Kai exspoi xwv (puaio?t6ycov. yvveoGai xs yap 8 k  x o C  appevoq x6 
a T i e p u a ,  x6 5e 0fj?Li) T ia p e x e v v  xov x o t io v .

Thus, some people, such as Anaxagoras and certain other physiologers, say 
that this opposition [between male and female] exists right back in the 
semens, alleging that the semen com es into being from the male, while the 
female provides the space for it. (GA 763b30-34, A107 DK)

Anaxagoras, writing from around 467 BC, was also a contemporary o f  Aischylos. 

Hence, his sexual theories are often presumed to have inspired A pollo’s Xoyoq in the 

Eumenides!^^ Aristotle does not mention A ischylos’s Eumenides as a relevant reflection 

on earlier theories. Nonetheless, solely as a result o f  conflating Aristotle’s later theory 

o f  procreation with A pollo’s 'ko'^oq, modem commentators look to the works o f  

Anaxagoras as A ischylos’s inspiration.^^

However, aligning Aischylos with Anaxagoras is highly problematic. Since 

Aristotle is the only source who attributes this v iew  to Anaxagoras, it is uncertain if  his 

ascription can be tru ste d .A c c o r d in g  to another later source, Censorinus’s Birthday 

Book, Anaxagoras contended that both the father and mother emit seed which engenders 

the foetus {Birth. Bk. 5.4). Anaxagoras also thought that children inherited the physical

A llen, 2008 , pp. 75-76; M itchell-B oyask, 2009, p. 119; Som m erstein, 1989, p. 206.
A key proponent o f  the v iew  that Anaxagoras inspired A p o llo ’s theory in the Eum enides is W olfgang  

Rosier, w hose work Reflexe vorsokratischen  D enkens b e i A ischylos I w as unfortunately unable to source. 
Kember, 1973, p. 9.
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appearance o f whichever parent, mother or father, provides the most seed {Birth. Bk. 

6.8). Censorinus’s survey contradicts A ristotle’s. It is difficult to determine which 

source is incorrect. Aristotle certainly had a motive for distorting his sources since he 

was putting forward a precedent to support his own theory. Kember rejects Aristotle’s 

report on Anaxagoras’s single seed theory on the grounds that no other source supports 

it.̂ "* Reading Aischylos as an expression o f Anaxagoras assumes an agreement with 

A ristotle’s later and potentially incorrect interpretation o f his predecessor.^^

Kemper further problematises the association between Aischylos and natural 

philosophy, arguing that the Eumenides cannot be read as a record o f  the theories o f 

natural philosophers since there is no discussion in the play o f any o f their central 

c o n c e p ts .A p o llo ’s 'koyoq bears little semblance in form, for instance, to the technical 

inquiry exemplified later by Aristotle. Apollo’s theory is far less rigorous. However, 

A ristotle’s later theory o f sexual reproduction undoubtedly shows a similar line o f 

thinking to that found in Apollo’s ?t6yo<;. Both Aristotle and Aischylos’s Apollo 

speculate that only males are progenitors. Censorinus attests to other thinkers who held 

this view; Diogenes, Hippon and the Stoics all maintained that only the father produces 

seed {Birth. Bk. 5.4). Hippon promoted this idea during Aischylos’s lifetime.

While Aischylos’s Apollo is not a mouthpiece for any one particular philosopher, 

he is presented in the guise o f a philosophical orator. Apollo was certainly considered 

an authority on biology. His epithet Paean marked him as an expert in healing and 

medicine. Apollo’s Xoyoc, belongs to a more populist discourse than that reflected in 

philosophical writings, but that does not take away from the fact that there was 

agreement between Apollo’s ^.oyoq and some contemporary theories. As Allen asserts, 

“Aischylos was an innovative and intellectually curious poet, who was ready to 

incorporate contemporary debates into his work.”^̂  However, it is nonetheless 

problematic, I argue, to privilege Apollo’s viewpoint on the grounds that it is supported 

in certain physiological discourses. Aischylos is reworking broadly recognisable terms

Kember, 1973, p. 12.
It is also unlikely that A p ollo ’s Xoyoc, credits A naxagoras since the philosopher had a negative 

reputation in Athens. In the P erikles, Plutarch records how an Athenian decree was issued against 
Anaxagoras {Per. 32 .1). He was impeached for not believing in the gods. In the Lives an d  O pinions o f  
E m inent P h ilosophers, D iogenes Laertius also suggests that Anaxagoras was put on trial and condemned  
for im piety {D.L. 2 .3). This suggests that there was popular prejudice against his perceived secular form 
o f  inquiry.

Kember, 1973, pp. 8-9.
A llen , 2008 , p. 74.
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and concepts for his own purposes, which cannot be reducible to the same purposes as 

Aristotle or his predecessors.

Theories of Two Seeds

The rivalry which characterised dialogues between thinkers debating the topic of 

parentage is apparent in Aristotle’s discussion. In the same way, Apollo’s A,6yo<; evokes 

not only theories which resonate with it, but importantly, the theories o f those who 

disagreed with him, which I will turn to now. Pseudo-Plutarch records in On the 

Opinions o f  Philosophers that Pythagoras, Epikouros and Demokritos believed that 

women produce seminal seed {Op. Phil. 5.5). Parmenides too hypothesized a dual 

ajrepiia theory (B18 DK). After Aristotle also, counterviews to his own continued to 

enjoy support. Galen, though heavily influenced by Aristotle, proposed a theory of dual 

male and female seeds (IV 604, 612, 626, 642 K). Aristotle acknowledges this 

counterview when he rejects the theories of both Empedokles and Demokritos. 

Empedokles, Aischylos’s contemporary, contended that the male and female contribute 

generative seed (B63 DK). Aristotle rebukes Empedokles’s theory, countering that if 

both male and female produce seed then the female should not require the male to 

procreate. The female in this case could provide both the seed and the place for its 

development on her own {GA 722bl3-17). Aristotle misses the point here, failing to 

accept that both aTrspjia combine in the reproductive process.

Demokritos (460-370 BC) likewise believed that both males and females 

produce O7iep|o,a, showing how this theory continued to find credence after Empedokles. 

Aristotle presents Demokritos’s view:

ArniOKpiToq 6e 6 ApSripirriq tv  rfj |J.riTpl yiveaOai (pqai xfiv 6ia(popdv 
Toi) 6fi>.eo(; Kal toi5 app£V0(;, o tj fi^ xo i 6id 0£p|i6Tr|Td ys K ai yDXporriTa t o  

)i£rv yiyvsaGai 0fj>Li) x6 6’ appev, dAl’ oTrotepou dv Kpaifia^ t o  aTispfxa t o  

(mb Toi) )j.oplot) s?i06v ro Siacpspouoiv dA,X,f|X,cov t o  0fj>ci) Kal t o  dppev.

Demokritos of Abdera holds that the difference of male and female is 
produced in the womb, certainly, but denies that it is on account of heat and 
cold that one becomes male and another female; this is determined, he 
asserts, according to which of the two parents’ semen prevails, the semen 
that is to say, which has come from the part wherein male and female differ 
from one another. {GA 764a6-ll, A143 DK)
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The pangenesis doctrine which Aristotle attributes to Demokritos holds that the male 

and female emit a7isp|j.a drawn from all parts o f the body. Aristotle challenges this view 

stating that if  both parents produce seed then, “the offspring, if  female, should also take 

after its mother, and if  male after its father” (GfjA-iJ t ’ av f)v Kal xfj p,riTpi soiKoq, fj appev 

Ktti TW Ttaxpi, GA 764b26-27). Resemblances between parents and their children o f the 

opposite sex imply, according to Aristotle, that both male and female do not provide 

a7T£p|j.a. Demokritos was as prolific and esteemed a thinker as Plato and Aristotle. Lee 

warns against underestimating the influence and importance o f views presented by
98philosophers, such as Demokritos, whose many works have not survived. As the 

Platonic tradition provided the foundations for later philosophy, ancient thinkers who 

fell outside o f that tradition are often fo rg o tten .H o w ev e r, none o f these philosophers 

had the last word.'°°

The Hippokratic Corpus, a collection o f medical d7i66£i^vq from the fifth and 

fourth centuries BC, composed by different doctors with diverse views in a climate o f 

fierce competition, offers further examples o f the view that both the male and female 

produce generative OTrepiia. On Regimen records that there are female and male 

contributions to the embryo, but the female element is weaker (O.R. 28-29). The writer 

o f  On the Generating Seed and the Nature o f  the Child argues that both partners 

produce seed. A male child results from a combination o f strong seeds; a female child is 

the product o f  weak seeds {G.S.N.C. 6). Generally, writers in the corpus insist that the 

male seed and the creation o f a male child are superior.’®' Within the texts, complex 

formulations o f female difference are expressed, turning the general belief that women 

were inferior into natural facts. The female remains in these theories, as in the theories 

o f  the philosophers, unequal to the male.

Nonetheless, theories ascribing a generative role to mothers in sexual 

reproduction represent opposition to the notion that the female body was essentially 

futile and passive. That many Greek writers were able to imagine the female as more 

than just the xonoq and the xpocpoq demonstrates how they could challenge gender 

inequality.'®^ The notion that the female emits seed placed her as equal to the male in 

creation. The female body is reproductive and exists in relation to the male, rather than

Lee, 2008, p. 184.
Songe-Moller, 2002, p. 4.
Lee, 2008, p. 254.
Lloyd, 1983, p. 9L  
Boylan, 1984, p. 90.
Lloyd, 1983, p. 107.
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in opposition. These discourses to some extent challenge binary models of 

activity/passivity which govern other Greek views o f procreation. Hence, Apollo’s 

Xojoq does not represent the only persuasive and influential view on sexual 

reproduction that existed in the ancient world. Appreciating the diversity of opinions on 

the matter means eroding the authority of Aristode, since privileging his perspective 

leads to the marginalising of the counterview. The diversity of views undermines the 

notion that there was a standard perspectice, rendering Apollo’s Xoyoq negotiable, rather 

than strictly normative.

Female as Field

The interest in sexual reproduction was not isolated to philosophers and doctors. 

Literary treatments of the theme also reflect diverse perspectives and ambiguities. 

Euripides’s Jason and Hippolytos wish that men could produce children without women 

{Med. 573-574, Hipp. 616-624), demonstrating how Apollo’s fantasy of male 

autonomous procreation reverberated in later drama. Songe-Moller posits that a 

“misogynist tradition of metaphors” survives in Greek literature for describing sexual 

rep roduction .A gricu ltu ra l metaphors in drama are prime examples. Tragic poets 

relied upon the language of farming to describe sexual acts and reproduction. For the 

Greeks, ploughing the earth was closely analogous to implanting semen in a woman’s 

body, connecting ideas which are unrelated in modern t h o u g h t . A p o l l o ’s Xoyoq 

provides an example of this with his use of the term veoaTtopoq {Eum. 659), meaning 

“newly sown.” The mother is planted with the father’s sown seed.

This correlation between sexual reproduction and vegetative growth is most 

apparent in the stories of the sexual union of Ouranos and Gaia. In a surviving fragment 

from Aischylos’s Danaids, Aphrodite describes the union of the male and female 

primordial deities as follows:

spa dyv6<; oupavoq xpwoai xQova, 
spcot; 5s yaiav X.a|i(3dvsi ydfj.ot) xuxsiv.
6|j.Ppo(; 5’ (XTc’ suvdsvToq oupavoC t i e o m v  

E K uas yatav, f) 6s TiK xsTai PpoxoTq 
|af|A,cov TS PooKdt; K a l ptov Ari|a.fiTpiov

Songe-Moller, 2002, p. 80.
Clarke, 2001, pp. 369-370.



5 ^ 6 p co v  t’ OTTcbpav. sk voxl^ovToq ydjiot)
T£?iei6q EOTV. Tfflv 5’ sy® jrapamoi;

The holy Heaven passionately desires to penetrate the Earth, and erds takes 
hold o f Earth for union with Heaven. Rain falls from the brimming fountains 
o f Heaven and makes Earth conceive, and she brings forth for mortals 
grazing their flocks, Demeter to sustain their life, and the fruit o f  trees: by 
the wedlock o f the rain she comes to her fulfilment. O f this, I [Aphrodite] 
am in part the cause.

(Aischylos fr. 44 Radt, trans. Sommerstein, 2008a, adapted)

Aphrodite arouses Ouranos’s desire and he impregnates Gaia with his inseminating rain. 

Thereafter, the land provides produce for humans. Sexual coitus produces vegetation. In 

On the Opinion o f  Philosophers, Pseudo-Plutarch records how Greeks thought o f the 

sky as a father since rain has a quality akin to semen, while the earth is a mother since 

she receives his rain/semen {Op. Phil. 1.6). Older sources also attest to this association. 

In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Gaia produces flowers at the will o f  Zeus {HH  2.9). 

Creation from the earth is a result o f  Gaia’s fertility and Zeus’s command. Gaia is the 

personification o f the earth, directly aligning the female body with soil.

G aia’s fecundity is emphasized in Hesiod’s Theogony (126-146). Without a 

male partner, she generates many divinities. She is not the recipient o f male semen, but 

procreates alone. This presents a different model o f creation, parthenogenesis from the 

soil. A ischylos’s audience were very familiar with female divinities who procreated 

asexually.’°  ̂ In fact, stories o f goddesses producing offspring without men are far more 

common than men procreating alone. These traditions contradict the notion o f male 

autonomous procreation which Apollo propounds in the Eumenides. The Homeric 

Hymn to Apollo  depicts how Hera produced Typhaon alone; “Hera once bore him in 

anger at father Zeus, when he gave birth to glorious Athena out o f his head” ("Hpr| 

STiKTS Traipi, / tivIk’ dpa Kpovi6ri(; e7iucu5ea yeivaT’ AOfivfiv 8k

Kopucpfjq, ////3 .3 0 7 -3 0 9 , trans. M. L. West, 2003). Hera conceived Typhaon to retaliate 

against Zeus. She competes with her husband by producing a child without him. An 

audience educated in these stories will not be easily persuaded that Apollo’s account o f 

A thena’s origins offers indisputable evidence that mothers en masse are not 

physiologically related to their children, even if  Apollo’s Xoyoq appeals to cultural 

prejudice. There are more birth stories in their shared resourse o f myths to disprove 

A pollo’s A,6yoq than there are to support it.

Fem ale parthenogenesis w ill be discussed more later in Chapter 7.
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In Aischylos’s Libation Bearers, Elektra prays “to Gaia herself, who gives birth to 

all things, nurtures them, and then receives that fruit o f her womb back into herse lf’ 

(Kal Faiav ai)xf|v, f] id  Jidvia xvKTexai / 0p£i|/aad x’ auGiq xwvSs ici5|a,a A.a[iPdvsi, Lib. 

127-128, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). Elektra gives a libation to Gaia as she is the 

source o f e v e r y t h i n g . I n  the Prometheus Bound, Gaia is again the “mother o f all” 

(7ia|j,n,fixcop, PB  90, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c). Aischylos’s Elektra directly alludes to 

H esiod’s depiction o f Gaia, including an image o f autonomous female reproductivity, 

which essentially contradicts Apollo’s suggestion that only men are progenitors {Eum. 

657-666). Opposing conceptions o f female reproductivity are voiced by different 

characters in the trilogy, revealing the diversity o f  views available.

Aischylos employs agricultural imagery with different effect in the Seven Against 

Thebes. The chorus o f  Theban maidens credit Oidipous as the progenitor o f his 

children: “Oidipous the father-slayer, who sowed the sacrosanct soil o f  his mother, 

where he had been nurtured” (TiaxpoKxovov Oi5v7to5av / ooze [aaxpoq dyvdv / aTisipaq 

dpoupav, iv’ sxpd(pri, Seven 752-754, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c). Jokasta is imagined 

as a field (dpoDpa) that nurses (xpscpco) offspring. Oidipous, on the other hand, is the 

sower (aTisipco). The key event is the sowing. This is the moment o f creation as the male 

plants seed in the female soil. The analogy implies that male ejaculation is the act which 

gives birth to progeny. The father is the progenitor and creator; the mother is the nurse. 

Further, the father is human, the mother is not. This represents a common metaphorical

structure in Greek thought; the father is the active worker o f the earth while the mother
108is passive, awaiting cultivation. The m ale’s exertion ensures the continuation o f his 

lineage.

Sophokles employs the field metaphor with similar effect. In Oidipous the King, 

Jokasta is “ [the mother,] the field that had yielded two harvests, him self [Oidipous] and 

his children” (n.rixproav 6 ’ otiou / kIxoi 6mX,fjv dpoDpav oh t s  Kal xeicvcov, O T  1256- 

1257, trans. Lloyd-Jones, 1994a). Jokasta is again the dpoupa. The role o f  the father is 

not specified, but 6i7iX,6(̂  {OT  1257) recalls Jokasta’s two male partners, father and son, 

Laios and Oidipous. Their children emerged from Jokasta’s body like a plant sprouts 

from the earth. How the children were created is uncertain. Yet, the comparison 

between Jokasta and a doubly ploughed field suggests that she was the inert recipient o f 

her male partners’ seed.

Garvie, 1986, p. 76. 
duBois, 1988, p. 68.
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In the Women o f  Trachis, Deianeira describes Herakles’s absence from their 

home also using the language o f agricultural work;

K d(puaa)j,ev 6fi naX3aq, ouq Ksivoq Tioxe 
yT]Tri(; oticoc; a p o u p a v  8kto7iov A,aPcbv 
oTTsvpcov |j,6vov 7rpoa8i68 Kd^ap.d)v aTia^.

We had, indeed, children, whom he, like a farmer who has taken over a 
remote piece o f  ploughland, regards only when he sows and when he 
reaps. {Track. 31-33, trans. Lloyd-Jones, 1994b)

Deianeira uses the first person plural form o f (pi3co, to “produce,” indicating that wife 

and husband together produced their children. Herakles is the farmer who looks from 

afar at the apoupa which he sows (aTtsipco) and reaps (s^a|j,dco). Sexual reproduction 

occurs just once, as expressed by n,6vov...a,7ia^ {Track. 33), conveying an aloofness 

between the spouses. The image also conveys H erakles’s ownership o f his wife; she is 

his land. The children are likewise their father’s property. Mother and father bring forth 

their children together, but the male is in control and human, while the female is passive 

nature.

In the Orestes, Euripides plays with agricultural metaphors at a key moment 

when Orestes directly alludes to Apollo’s A-oyoq in Aischylos’s Eumenides. Orestes tells 

his maternal grandfather his reason for supporting Agamemnon; “my father engendered 

me, and my mother, ploughland receiving the seed from another, gave me birth” (Ttaxfip 

£(pUT8ua^ )i8, ofi 5 ’ STIKT8 Tiaiq / TO a7i8p|a.’ dpoupa TiapaA.aPo'ua’ dA,A,ov> Tidpa, 

Orest. 552-553, trans. Kovacs, 2002). Euripides’s Orestes explicitly differentiates 

between male and female; his father was the planter-producer ((puxsuco), his mother the 

producer (tIkxci)). The difference between these actions is made clearer with an analogy. 

Klytaimestra was the dpoupa that received Agamemnon’s a7i8p|j,a. His planting o f his 

OTiepiia marked the moment o f creation. She merely held his seed and delivered his 

offspring. Euripides is transparently referencing his predecessor’s work. Orestes’s 

justification for committing matricide is that his mother is not his real parent genetically 

speaking. There is a clear purpose motivating his viewpoint, just as there is also for 

Aischylos’s Apollo. But Euripides develops the agriculture metaphor further than 

Aischylos, demonstrating how Apollo’s Xoyoq relies on this familiar imagery.

However, in Aischylos’s Agamemnon, the playwright does something different 

with this metaphor, manipulating familiar terms for the purposes o f characterisation and
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demonstrating how diversely the female as field image can be construed. Following her 

murder o f Agamemnon, Klytaimestra boasts:

|o,’ ep8|ivfj \j/aK(x5i (poiviag 5p6aot>,
Xaipouaav o i)5 ^  rjaaov f] 5ioa66xcp 
ydvei oTioprixoq k(xA.uko(; iy  X.oxeu|j.aaiv.

[He] hit me with a black shower o f  gory dew— at which I rejoiced no less 
than the growing com  rejoices in the liquid blessing granted by Zeus when 
the sheathed ears swell to birth. (Ag. 1390-1392, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b)

Klytaimestra describes the murder using violent language, miming her actions so as to 

bring the full horror o f her act on the s t a g e . H e r  words echo Homer’s Iliad}^^ Homer 

describes M enelaos’s reaction when Antilochos offers him a mare the latter unfairly 

won at the funeral games commemorating Patroklos: “and his heart was warmed like 

the grain when it grows ripe with the dew on the ears, when the fields are bristling ( to io  

68 0u|j,6(; / idvOri cbq si xe Tispi o taxueaaiv  sspori / A.riiou dA,5fiaKOVTO(;, 6xs cppiaaouaiv 

dpoupai, II. 23.597-599, trans. A. T. Murray, 1999). Here, the ripening com describes 

M enelaos’s satisfaction at reconciling with Antilochus after he had rebuked him for 

cheating. In Aischylos’s text, the growth o f com likewise describes K lytaimestra’s 

satisfaction at rebutting Agamemnon, not through reconciliation but rather through 

revenge. The intertextuality at play here likens Agamemnon to the cheating Antilochos, 

placing the Argive king in an ignoble light.

In Aischylos’s metaphor for procreation, the mother exercises agency. Having 

violently struck Agamemnon dead, she is sprayed by his blood. She describes his blood 

as rain (\|/aKdg). The liquid nutrient prompts birth (X,6x£U|ia), the birth o f  com 

(oTtoprixoq). By taking his blood-rain, she transgressively generates alone. 

Agamemnon’s blood is like Zeus’s rain, thus associating the king o f  gods with the 

human king. The comparison activates the divine world as a frame o f  reference for the 

audience.'"  In some sense, Klytaimestra takes the guise o f Gaia, the female who 

receives Zeus’s rain, but she describes herself as the earth’s produce, the com, rather 

than the earth itself.

Klytaimestra could be “sown com ” or already “growing corn;” a7xopr|x6q 

introduces an interesting ambiguity. If  Klytaimestra is a sown crop, she is a farm er’s

D iggle, 2005, p. 216.
Richardson, 2000 , p. 234.
Later, 1 shall further discuss the significance o f  the allusion to the union o f  Ouranos and Gaia in this 

passage (p. 153).
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produce. In this understanding o f  aTtopriToq, the avenging Klytaimestra could be 

Agam em non’s crop, his creation. Klytaimestra is bom from the seeds Agamemnon 

previously sowed. Agamemnon, it could be interpreted, is responsible for his own 

demise. If  one imagines Agamemnon as the farmer, this has implications for his 

culpability in the revenge plot. The father’s control over creation is intimately linked 

with his own downfall. This could implicitly recall his murder o f Iphigeneia. The use o f 

the word 6p6aoq (Ag. 1390) is interesting in this regard. It refers to “dew,” but also to 

anything that is young and tender. The blood that Klytaimestra takes from Agamemnon 

has vulnerable and youthful qualities. In effect, the murder o f  Agamemnon returns to 

Klytaimestra youthful blood, the blood o f her young daughter perhaps, and with it, the 

queen flourishes. In offering Agamemnon and Kassandra as sacrifices to Zeus (Ag. 

1387), Klytaimestra links her act to the sacrifice o f Iphigeneia."^ Iphigeneia haunts the 

scene. The playwright, I suggest, spins the image o f the active father-farmer on its head; 

it is precisely Agamemnon’s agency in killing Iphigeneia which has destroyed him. The 

spilling o f her young blood has led to his loss o f life.

However, oTiopriToq also means “growing corn.” Klytaimestra, in this 

understanding, is not an untilled field awaiting cultivation as in the standard metaphor, 

but an already growing crop which thrives when it receives the m ale’s nutrient. In some 

sense, she appears to produce freely. Perhaps this autonomy is a hint at K lytaimestra’s 

adultery. She is not under the control o f her husband. But, primarily, the description 

leaves the source o f the produce unspecified. Klytaimestra, it seems, is generating alone 

like Hesiod’s Gaia. Aischylos demonstrates the potential for reinterpreting the metaphor 

o f the female as field. In this instance, he generates a figure o f horror. K lytaimestra’s 

dominance is perverse and earns her criticism from the chorus (Ag. 1399-1400). 

Through the ambiguity o f aTioprixoc;, the poet introduces uncertainty about not only 

whether it is the father or mother who is more accountable in the production o f  children, 

but also whether it is Agamemnon or Klytaimestra who is responsible for the king’s 

death. The familiar scene o f  the union o f  earth and sky offers a poetic analogue for 

issues o f responsibility in the play. Aischylos deploys the ambiguity in the contribution 

o f  the sexes to reproduction as a means to bring into question the responsibility o f  his 

characters for their murderous actions.

Lebeck, 1971, p. 76.
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DuBois argues that the popular image o f the fanner cuhivating his field replaced 

the earlier image o f  the goddess Gaia, the earth, a female divinity capable o f procreating 

autonom ously."^ The female body could be represented as both the fallow field 

awaiting cultivation and the all producing earth in the form o f Gaia. Countering 

DuBois’s analysis, I suggest that alternative representations o f  the female body are not 

necessarily mutually exclusive. The later tradition need not replace the earlier. One 

tradition may even evoke the other, destabilising the authority o f  each perspective. The 

renegotiation o f  ambiguous agricultural language and metaphors in dramatic poetry 

demonstrates the inherent contestability o f  ideas surrounding sexual reproduction for 

poets and their audience. The poets were able to rework these images and terms in 

different ways as there was not a fixed understanding o f what the roles o f the sexes 

were in sexual reproduction. Each poet could explore these ambiguities for his own 

rhetorical purposes.

The Pregnant Philosopher

After Aischylos, Plato shows clearly how the language o f sexual reproduction carried 

diverse applications owing to its inherent ambiguity. In Plato’s Timaios, men plough the 

mother “as upon ploughed soil” (cbq siq dpoupav, Tim. 9 Id, trans. Bury, 1929). Here, 

again, is the metaphor o f  the dpoupa familiar from tragic poetry. Plato is drawing upon 

cultural resources for describing sexual reproduction. When describing the beginnings 

o f the natural world, Plato’s Timaios claims, “it is proper to liken the Recipient to the 

Mother, the Source to the Father, and what is engendered between these two to the 

Offspring” (Kal 5fi K a l TipoasiKdoai TipsTisi to  |j,^  5sx6|j.£vov litixpv, x6 5 ’ 60sv Tiaxpi, 

rfiv 5e p.8Ta î) xouxcov cpuaiv SKyovcp, Tim. 50d). In the same dialogue, the male is 

compared to a tree laden with fruit {Tim. 86c), emphasizing the fertility o f  the male. 

However, it is not clear if  Plato believed that only the male produces a7isp|o.a."‘* In the 

Republic, Sokrates expresses that the only difference between the sexes is that females 

“produce” (x ik x c o )  while males “m ounf’ ( o x e u o ) ,  a distinction which leaves it uncertain 

which parent provides seed {Rep. 454d-e). The female may provide 0 7 ie p )j .a .

Plato reveals how truly flexible ideas about sexual reproduction were in the 

Symposium  when Sokrates quotes Diotima’s discourse on love:

"^duBois, 1988, p. 68.
" ‘‘ Hobbs,2006, p. 263.
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K uouaiv ydp , ecpr), to ZmKpaxsc;, 7rdvxs(; avBpcoTioi Kai K axd  to  aco|j.a Kai Kaxd 
Ti'iv v|/uxTlv, K oi C7r8i8dv ^  Tivi fi?Liidg ysvcovxai, t ik t s iv  S7ii0t)|i8T iiiawv f) 
(pijaiq . TiKxeiv 5e ev )a,£v a io x p w  o ij  S u vaxai, ^  5e xro KaA.ro. f] ydp a v5 p d q  Kai 
ytjvaiKoq a u v o u o ia  xoKoq saxtv. ea x i 5 s  xouxo GsTov x6 7ipay|ia , Kai xoijxo ^  
0vr|xtp ovxv xm ^cpcp dB dvaxov ev eox iv , f] Kurjaic; Kai fi yewrioK ;. xd 5e ^  x®  
dvapfiooxcp d Suvaxov yevsoB ai.

All men are pregnant, Sokrates, both in body and in soul: on reaching a 
certain age our nature yearns to beget. This it cannot do upon an ugly person, 
but only on the beautiful: the conjunction of man and woman is a begetting 
for both. It is a divine affair, this engendering and bringing to birth, an 
immortal element in the creature that is mortal; and it cannot occur in the 
discordant. (Sym. 206c, trans. Lamb, 2001)

The passage relies heavily on the language of sexual reproduction: kusco, Kuriaic;, 

yiyvop,ai, y8wr|ai(;, xikxo), xoKoq, cruvouaia. The terms cover actions from coitus to 

conception to pregnancy to parturition. Notably, all humans (Tidvxsq dvOpcoTioi) perform 

these actions; all are pregnant (kueco) in body and soul, and all produce (yiyvo|iav). This 

description places parturition in a positive light; it is a highly creative act. The products 

of the soul are, however, superior creations to children (Sym. 209c-d), suggesting that 

philosophical pursuits are the highest form of creation."^ Yet, Plato’s Diotima employs 

a distinctly female experience, pregnancy, as a metaphor for both cerebral and 

physiological creations."^ The focus on pregnancy comes from a woman, Diotima, 

adding to the sense that female activities are being described."^ Female imagery 

provides the model for all creation.

In the Phaidros, Plato returns to the metaphor of the field with a different purpose 

than in the Timaios, drawing a correlation between sexual reproduction and philosophy:

oxav xiq xfj 8ia?tSKXiKfi xexvp xP^M-evoq, ?taPcc)v vt/DXilv JipoafiKouaav, cpuxsuTi 
xs Kai oTieipri )j,st’ smaxfnxri(; A,6youq, oi sauxoiq x® xs (pi)x8i3aavxi Por|08iv 
iKavol Kai ouxl dKapTioi dX ka  ex o vzeq  a7i8p|o.a, o0£v aX,?toi ^  dA.>tOi(; fjGeai 
(pu6ia.evov xoux’ del dGdvaxov Tiapexsw iKavol.

When one employs the dialectic method and plants and sows in a fitting soul 
intelligent words which are able to help themselves and him who planted 
them, which are not fruitless, but yield seed from which there spring up in 
other minds other words capable of continuing the process for ever.

(Phdr. 276e-277a, trans. Fowler, 1982)

Songe-M oller, 2002, p. 112. 
Hobbs, 2006, pp. 264-265. 
Songe-M oller, 2002, p. 105.
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Sokrates reworks the metaphor of the female as field by employing agricultural 

language to describe intellectual pursuits. Sowing and planting A,6yov yields oTispiia 

which generates more A,6yoi. The cultivated female body is here the cultivated mind of a 

philosopher. The reinscribing of the field metaphor reveals the semantic stretch of these 

terms. The agricultural language customarily used to describe sexual reproduction can 

be easily introduced into alternative spheres of human creation. The planter o f X o y o q  is 

superior in the intellectual interaction, just as the farmer is dominant over the female 

field. The philosopher’s words, in this instance, replace the female body as the site of 

reproduction."*

DuBois critiques Plato’s appropriation o f maternity for the male philosopher 

which she claims facilitates the creation o f an intellectual tradition where the male is 

wholly self-sufficient.”  ̂ The male philosopher incorporates what is traditionally 

female, rendering her redundant. Songe-Moller points out that women are excluded 

from the masculine and spiritual creation which Plato p ro m o te s .H o w ev e r, while 

Plato idealises the male philosopher, he does not negate the female. In a sense, she is 

always there since the image of the pregnant philosopher relies on the traditional 

representation of the pregnant female for its meaning. What is interesting about Plato’s 

images is rather his rejection of a clear system assigning what is intrinsic to the male 

and to the female.'^’ He does not distinguish between male and female, liberating both 

from their cultural r e s t r a i n t s . A n y  traditional opposition between the sexes collapses 

in Diotima’s image of the pregnant philosopher. In exploiting the ambiguity of these 

terms, Plato shows how malleable and negotiable the terms used to describe the roles of 

the sexes in sexual reproduction are. In the period after Aischylos, Plato shows the 

contestability of ideas surrounding gender and reproduction, and their openness to 

exploitation for the purposes of a specific agenda.

Erichthonios and the Athenian /Gcbv

The different motivations guiding poetic explorations of sexual reproduction can be 

seen clearly in treatments of a key Attic myth; the genesis story o f Athens’s founder

"*duB ois ,  1988, p. 178.
" ’ duBois, 1988, p. 173.

Songe-Moller, 2002, p. 96.
Sandford, 2010, p. 122.
Hobbs, 2006, p. 271.
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Erichthonios. He was literally born from the soil. Further, Athena features as a primary 

character in his genesis story, linking it with A ischylos’s Eumenides where Athena also 

plays a pivotal role. Like Aischylos’s play, the story o f Erichthonios’s birth spoke 

directly to Athenians. The genesis o f their founder provided a means to understand their 

own relationship with their polls, and hence, affirm their place as citizens. Further, I 

argue that the story o f Erichthonios’s birth demonstrates the plurality o f ways maternity 

was imagined.

The myth o f Erichthonios’s birth was popular in the fifth century BC, the same
123period as the first performance o f Aischylos’s play. The birth story is frequently 

depicted in fifth century BC Attic vase painting.'^'* An Attic red figure hydria attributed 

to the Oinanthe painter depicts Gaia rising into the scene holding the infant 

Erichthonios.’^̂  She is handing the boy to Athena, who receives him. The child reaches 

out for Athena. Another fifth century BC Attic vase, a red figure stamnos, shows Gaia 

with her arms outstretched towards Athena.'^^ From G aia’s hands, Athena takes 

Erichthonios. The implication is that Gaia produced Erichthonios, but Athena assumes 

the duty o f rearing him. The focus in the vase paintings is on the roles played by the two 

goddesses, Gaia and Athena. Loraux interprets that the images show Erichthonios’s 

passage from his infancy under the care o f Gaia to his social role under A thena’s 

guardianship.'^^ In essence, the scenes represents not Erichthonios’s biological birth, 

but his birth as A thens’s founder, which relies upon his relationship with Athena.

Homer’s Iliad  provides more details about the relationship between Athena and 

Erichthonios;

oi 5’ ap’ AGfivai; eixov suKxijisvov 7iToA,ie0pov 
5fj)a,ov ’Ep£x0i1o<; |j.syaX,fiiopo ,̂ 6v t i o t ’ ABfivri 
0pe\|/E Ai6<; 0DydTTip, t8K8 6e ŝ{6cDpo<; apoupa, 
kci6  6 ’ tv  AGfivriq elasv e w  tv  Tiiovi vrjcp.

And they who held Athens, the well-built citadel, the people o f  great-hearted 
Erechtheus, whom Athena, daughter o f Zeus, once nurtured, but the earth.

Loraux, 1993, p. 4 L
Lexicon Iconographicum  M ythologiae  Classicae (L IM C), 1988, pp. 632-634  Vol. IV 2, E rechtheus 11, 

32-34.
British M useum , L ondon , Inv. E l 82.
Staatliche A ntikensam m lungen ,  Munich, Inv. 2413.
Loraux, 1993, p. 62.
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the giver o f  grain, bore him; and she settled him in Athens, in her own rich 
shrine.'^* (//. 2.546-549, trans. A. T. Murray, 1999)

This section is most likely a later Athenian insertion into the epic. In the Homeric 

account, Athena is Erichthonios’s Tpo(poq (from xpecpto). The xpocpo^ is the essential tie 

between A thens’s founder and the polis. However, Erichthonios is a product o f  the 

fruitful apoupa (//. 2.548). The dpoupa is naturally conflated with the earth goddess 

Gaia as personified in vase paintings o f the story. There is no mention o f  Erichthonios’s 

father.

Erichthonios’s birth from Gaia features elsewhere. In H erodotos’s Histories, 

Erichthonios is “earthbom ” (yriyEVEOc;, Hdt. 8.55, trans. Godley, 1981). This epithet 

clearly identifies Erichthonios as bom from Ge, an alternative name for the goddess 

Gaia. The same epithet appears in the prologue of Euripides’s Ion (20). Following this, 

Hermes calls the people o f Athens auxoxBcov {Ion 29), a term related to Erichthonios’s 

name mentioned only a few lines earlier. Athenians can claim they are autochthonous 

owing to Erichthonios’s birth from Ge. Behind the A thenians’ cherished claim to be 

autochthonous lies the memory o f  their origins in one mother.

The notion that the land o f  Attica is female goes far back. In Plutarch’s Solon, 

the famous lawmaker promotes the idea that the Athenian land was female, boasting 

how he had freed her from bondage {Sol. 15.5). Plato develops this idea much later:

87t£v6fi 68 7iavx8A,W(; s^8ipYaa|o,cvoi f|aav, Kal f) yfj auxoijq ^iixr|p ou aa  
dvfjK8v, K ai vDv 6ev (bq 7 i8p i )j.r|xp6; Kai xpocpou xfjc; ^  fl

(3ot)X,8iJ8a0ai X8 Kal d|iuv8iv auxouq, edv t ic ;  ett’ auxfiv ii], Kal UTisp xcov 
oKkisyv 7ioA,ixff)v (hq d6sX,(pc5v ovxcov Kal yr|yevmv 5 iavoeia0a i.

And when they were quite finished the earth as being their mother delivered 
them, and now as if  their land were their mother and their nurse they ought 
to take thought for her and defend her against any attack and regard the other 
citizens as their brothers and children of the self-same earth.

{Rep. 414e, trans. Shorey, 1930)

The land that the Athenians live o ff and fight to protect is the same soil which they 

originate from. Here again is the notion o f yriysvriq. Athenians are united in their origins 

from a shared mother. Similarly, in the Menexenus, Athenian men enjoy a

The names Erechtheus and Erichthonios are variants indicating the sam e m ythical figure. Burkert 
explains that Erichthonios w as a later nam e given  to the founder o f  Athens. The later name reflects his 
unusual birth from the earth, xQwv. In order to avoid confusion, I shall refer only to Erichthonios. See 
Burkert, 1983, p. 156.
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“brotherhood” due to their shared maternal origins (p-ific; uritpoq Jidvxec; d5sA.(poi (piivxec;, 

Menex. 239a). In Plato’s texts, the Athenian citizen identifies with the polis  and his 

fellow citizens as a consequence o f their perceived shared origins from the earth. The 

myth o f autochthony defines Athenian brotherhood.

In Against Leokrates, Lykourgos quotes a section from Euripides’s lost play 

Erechtheus where the Athenians are celebrated as a superior people owing to their 

autochthonous origins (Ag. Leo. 100). Lysias similarly idealises Athenian autochthony 

in his Funeral Oration (17). He explains how most nations are created when colonisers 

aggressively take over a foreign land, but Athenians rightly possess their land since they 

were born from its soil, and therefore, “possessed in one and the same country their 

mother and their fatherland” (d?tX,’ auToxOovsq ovxeq rqv aurfiv £ k s k x t |v t o  p.r|T£pa k u I 

7iaTpi6a, Lys. 2.17, trans. Lamb, 1930). Autochthony deems Athenians unique as it 

naturalises their citizenship s t a t u s . F u r t h e r ,  it generates solidarity amongst citizens 

through a myth o f common parentage. For Lysias, the land o f Athens provides both a 

mother and father to all Athenians.

In the years shortly after the first staging o f the Oresleia, Athenians came to rely 

on their mother and father to secure their citizen status. The Periklean citizenship law o f 

451/450 B.C., designed to reduce citizen numbers, declared that only an Athenian bom 

from an Athenian father and mother could claim citizenship {Const. Ath. 26.3). Neither 

parent had more influence. This enhanced the status o f Athenian citizen mothers since 

they and their children were deemed superior to foreign women and their children. 

Women, as well as men, became the guarantors o f citizenship for the male lineage. The 

existence o f this law makes clear that there was a debate in Athens surrounding the 

significance o f parentage in the 450s BC. Hence, poetic explorations o f  the 

contributions o f the sexes to creation were part o f a much broader current conversation 

about how to define an Athenian citizen. Ancestry was not just o f  interest to the poets, 

but was a key issue in determining the rights o f A thens’s citizen and non-citizen 

inhabitants.

Claim to land acts as a marker o f citizenship in Aischylos’s Oresteia. Athena 

offers the Erinyes social esteem in Athens by gifting them land {Eum. 890). Their 

choice is between remaining hated outsiders or becoming honoured owners o f x9®v. 7’o 

be an alien is to have no claim to Athenian land. On arriving home from war, the herald

Loraux, 2000, p. 23.
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in the Agamemnon  honours his fatherland (id) Tiaxpcpov 0’u6a<; Apysiaq x^ovoq, Ag. 503). 

His origins are the o f  Argos. The land, for him, belongs to his paternal ancestry. 

However, when Eteocles expresses the debt the Thebans owe to their homeland in 

A ischylos’s Seven Against Thebes, he gives the land a distinctly maternal character:

t)|a,a(; 5e xpil vi5v [...] 10
Ffi IS  |J.riTpi, (piA.Tdx^ xpocpffl
fi ydp vsotx; epTiovxaq sij^evsv TieScp,
dTtavxa 7tav5oKoi3aa 7iai8£iaq 6x ?l o v ,
e0p£i|/ax’ oiKTixfjpaq do7ri6ri(p6pouq
7iiaxoij(; onag y^oia08 Tipô  ZP^oq x66s. 20

This is the time when every one o f  you [...] must come [...] to the aid o f  your 
Motherland, your most loving nurse; for when you were children crawling 
on her kindly soil, she generously accepted all the toil o f  your upbringing, 
and nurtured you to become her shield-bearing inhabitants and be faithful to 
her in this hour o f  need. (Seven  10-20, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c)

Here, the function o f  the land is the same as the regular duties o f  nursing and nurturing 

performed by human mothers. Maternal nurturance is highly valued in this passage. The 

Thebans must protect the land because it, like a mother, gave them life.

A ischylos displays conscious awareness o f  how the land could be imagined as a 

father or mother. Depending upon the response he desired from his audience, he could 

give primacy to one parent over the other. There was no fixed gender hierarchy to 

comply with as neither male nor female had definitively greater influence. In the 

prologue o f  A ischylos’s Eumenides, the Pythia’s interest is in paternal origins. She 

refers to the Athenians as “children o f  Hephaistos, who turned an untamed land into a 

tame one” (naiSeq 'H(paiaxou, / dvrmepov xiB^xsc; f|)j,8pco|a,^riv, Eum. 13-14,

trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). The Athenians succeeded in civilising the The Pythia 

is alluding to the story o f  Erichthonios, but remarkably chooses to associate the 

Athenians with Erichthonios’s divine father, Hephaistos, rather than their mother, Gaia, 

and nurse, Athena. She posits a male source for the Athenians, foreshadowing how  

Apollo later will stress the prominence o f  the male in procreation. However, the 

reference to the x6®v reminds the audience that the Athenians are elsewhere considered 

descendants o f  Gaia. The audience w ill naturally remember the roles played by Gaia 

and Athena in the birth and rearing o f  Erichthonios. The wild land which the Athenians 

cultivated in the Pythia’s speech was the female earth they originated from. The Pythia 

implicitly points to Erichthonios’s mother, but chooses to give primacy to his father.
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The Pythia’s assumption that the Athenians are descendents o f Hephaistos is 

paralleled in other sources. This is a well known story. In the Description o f  Greece, 

Pausanias records: “men say that Erichthonios had no human father, but that his parents 

were Hephaistos and Earth” (Tiaispa 68 ’Epix0ovicp X,8youaiv dvBpcojicov |isv o i)5 ^ a  

sivav, yovsaq §8 "Hcpaioxov K al rfjv, Paus. 1.2.6, trans. Jones, 1978). Hellanikos, a fifth 

century BC chronicler, also believed Hephaistos was Erichthonios’s father (fr. 4F39). 

Pseudo-Apollodoros’s the Library describes Hephaistos’s role in Erichthonios’s genesis 

most fully:

xouTov ol 'H(paioTou Kal xfji; Kpavaou Guyaxpot; Ax016o(; 8ivai A,8youaiv, 
ol 5e 'HcpalaxoD Kai ABrivaq, ouxcoq. A9riva 7iapsy^8xo 7ip6<; 'TIcpaiaxov,
OTLka. KaxaoKsudaai Be^iouoa. 6 6s 8yKaxaA.8A,8i|j,)i.8V0(; ijtio A(ppo6ixri(; siq 
S7u0u|j.iav wX,ia0s xfjc; AGrivag, k o I 6 i 6 k 8 iv  auxfiv fjp^axo- r\ 6e ecpsuysv. cbq 
68 eyyuq auxfjq sy ^ sx o  7toX,X,fj dvdyiqi (fiv ydp xco t̂oq), STtsipaxo cruv8A,68Tv. 
f] 6s (be; acbcppcov Kai 7iap0^o<; ouoa o u k  qvsaxsxo- 6 6s dTtsoTispiirivsv si(; x6 
aKsXoq xfjq Qeac,. SKsivr) 6s (xuaax0siaa spvcp anond^aoa xov yovov siq yfiv 
sppi\)/s. (psx)yoi3ar|g 6s auxfj^ Kal xfjq yovfjq slq yfjv Tieoouariq ’Epix06vioq 
yivsxai. [...] ^  6s xw x sji^ s i xpacpslc; ’Epix06vio(; ujr’ auxfjc; AGrivac ,̂ 
EK(3a?td)v A|j,(piKXT3ova sPaolXEDasv A0r|va)v, Kal x6 sv dKpo7i6X,si ^oavov xfjq 
A0rivd(; l6p'6aaxo, Kal xwv Hava0r|valcov xfjv sopxfiv ai)vsaxf]aaxo, Kal 
Hpa^i0Eav vr|i6a v6)j,(pr|v syrnisv, s^ rjq ai)XM Tcaic; nav6toL)v Eysvvq0ri.

Some say that this Erichthonius was a son o f Hephaistos and Atthis, 
daughter o f Kranaos, and some that he was a son o f Hephaistos and Athena, 
as follows: Athena came to Hephaistos, desirous o f fashioning arms. But he, 
being forsaken by Aphrodite, fell in love with Athena, and began to pursue 
her, but she fled. When he got near her with much ado (for he was lame), he 
attempted to embrace her; but she, being a chaste virgin (and wise), would 
not submit to him, and he dropped his seed on the leg o f the goddess. In 
disgust, she wiped off the seed with wool and threw it on the ground; and as 
she fled and the seed fell on the ground, Erichthonius was produced. [...] 
Having been brought up by Athena herself in the precinct, Erichthonius 
expelled Amphictyon and became king o f Athens; and he set up the wooden 
image o f Athena in the Akropolis, and instituted the festival o f  the 
Panathenaea, and married Praxithea, a Naiad nymph, by whom he had a son 
Pandion. (Apollod. 3.14.6, trans. Frazer, 1956)

A similar account o f Erichthonios’s birth featured in a now lost play by Euripides. 

This suggests that Hephaistos’s failed union with Athena was part o f the Erichthonios 

story in the Classical period. Pseudo-Apollodoros gives much less attention to Ge than 

earlier writers. While other authors posit Ge as Erichthonios’s mother, Pseudo-

Frazer, 1956, p. 90.
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Apollodoros believes that either Atthis or Athena is his mother. However, his story 

which follows complicates this by crediting Ge as the producer. The author reports that 

he knows of two different accounts of Erichthonios’s parentage. His uncertainty is 

communicated through A.syco. Pseudo-Apollodoros is retelling versions of the story, 

indicating that the tradition is inconsistent. He makes it clear from the beginning that the 

identity o f Erichthonios’s mother is highly contestable. Contrastly, the father is certainly 

Hephaistos. Ovid’s Metamorphoses, of the first century AD, paradoxically narrates how 

Erichthonios was produced without a mother {Met. 2.553). Uncertainty surrounding 

Erichthonios’s mother may have been common in later versions of the story.

In the Library, three events bring about Erichthonios’s birth: Hephaistos’s 

ejaculation, Athena’s throwing o f the inseminated wool to the earth and Ge’s 

parturition. Hephaistos’s ejaculation seems to represent the moment of creation. But it is 

Athena who facilitates the impregnation and it is implied that Erichthonios is her child. 

There is an interesting change in the language. The masculine form of “seed,” yovoq, 

becomes yovf], the feminine form, owing to Athena’s actions with her wool. There is no 

difference in meaning between these fomis— both mean “seed”— so the change in 

gender is significant. Erichthonios is bom from yovfi, female seed. Athena, it is 

suggested, is not only Erichthonios’s rpocpoq (Apollod. 3.14.6), but produces the future 

king through the use of her wool. Though Athena does not receive Hephaistos’s semen, 

she behaves as though she is the biological mother.'^'

The story is reminiscent of how Hephaistos and Athena joined forces, on Zeus’s 

instruction, to produce the first woman in Hesiod’s Theogony (570-580). In the Library, 

they produce the first Athenian man. The pairing of Hephaistos and Athena locates the 

story of Athens’s founder within the atmosphere of Hesiod’s famous cosmogonies. 

However, Pandora is created from a combination of Hephaistos and Athena’s craftwork, 

while Erichthonios is created as a result o f sexual desire. Hephaistos essentially 

attempts to rape Athena, but she escapes. As Loraux elaborates: “the first Athenian was 

not born from the union of the sexes, but from their disjunction.” '^^ Athena, as the 

female protagonist in the story, occupies the role o f Erichthonios’s mother, but without 

tarnishing her virginity. She aids the genesis through the use o f her wool, but she does
1 “X ̂not have sex. Working with wool was a prototypical female activity in Greece.

Songe-M oller, 2002, p. 5.
Loraux, 2000, p. 24.
Schein, 1995, pp. 19-20.
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Hence, the wool signifies a distinctly female contribution to creation. Ge receives what 

Athena cannot receive, the product o f Hephaistos’s arousal, allowing a sexual union o f 

sorts. His semen combines with A thena’s wool to impregnate Ge. The myth affirms that 

G e’s body is required for Erichthonios to be bom. The role o f the female earth is 

understated, but is nonetheless essential. Her reception o f the inseminated wool enables 

A thena to become a mother to Erichthonios.

Owing to the emphasis on A thena’s virginity, Loraux argues that autochthonous 

birth “does way with the significance o f w om en’s maternity.” '̂ '* Goldhill argues that 

this Athenian tradition offers support from myth for theories which denied the female a 

role in sexual reproduction.'^^ Female sexuality and its contribution to sexual 

reproduction are replaced by the virgin motherhood o f Athena. Loraux adds that 

A thena’s virgin maternity represents a form o f motherhood which is impossible in the 

human world; the image provides Athens’s citizens with a fantasy o f a world without 

m o t h e r s . L o r a u x  presents Apollo’s Xoyoq in the Eumenides as another instance o f this
137Athenian fantasy. Songe-Moller comments in a similar vein;

The myth associates fertility with virginity, thus implying a model o f 
reproduction devoid o f  sexuality: reproduction without female participation.
The Athenian boy has a father but no mother. What this suggests is some 
ideal o f one-sex humanity, where all children are boys, and each child 
originates from the father alone. [...] It could be said that the myth implies a 
vision o f the human to eternity without needing to mix him self with anything 
that differs in nature from him self.’ *̂

I suggest there are problems with these interpretations. The autochthony myth is for the 

benefit o f Athenian men and it directly affirms their origins and shared citizen identity. 

Yet, the myth does not deny the importance o f mothers. While A thena’s virginity is 

idealised in the story, alongside her link with Erichthonios, the essential problem is not 

that there is no mother, but rather than there are three potential mothers: Atthis, Athena, 

Ge. It is the task o f isolating who the mother is which leads Pseudo-Apollodoros’s 

inquiry. Arousal, coitus, gestation, parturition and nursing are all features o f the story, 

so it is an error to suggest that female sexuality and maternity are denied. Further,

Loraux, 1993, p. 8. 
Goldhill, 2004, p. 39. 

' ‘̂’ Loraux, 1993, p. 11. 
Loraux, 1993, p. II .  
Songe-M oller ,2002 ,  p. 5.
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Hephaistos appears secondary to the female figures and he is not depicted in an 

honourable light. He fails to win Athena, ejaculates and then disappears, leaving Athena 

to rear the child and introduce him to society. This is hardly a romantic view of 

fatherhood. It is as though Erichthonios is an orphan child; his biological parents move 

aside to allow Athena rear him, making him a child of Athens as it were. Erichthonios 

becomes king because of Athena, not owing to his father. What is paramount in these 

stories is stressing the link between Erichthonios and Athena, an alliance which Pseudo- 

Apollodoros attempts to naturalise by suggesting Athena is the biological mother. In 

effect, this author’s account has nothing definitive to say about the relationship between 

child and mother or child and father. Its aim is to establish the validity o f Erichthonios’s 

kingship.

Within Pseudo-Apollodoros’s attempt to ally Erichthonios with the virgin 

goddess o f Athens, the role o f Ge is downplayed, but the confusion this creates 

concerning the hero’s parentage is always apparent. Pseudo-Apollodoros’s story 

represents not a negation of the maternal role, but an exploration o f what constitutes 

maternity. The discourse o f virgin motherhood sits uneasily with Erichthonios’s birth 

from Ge. Ge’s delivery of Erichthonios recalls the goddess’s asexual reproductivity in 

the Theogony (126-132). The Erichthonios myth relies on the Hesiodic image of the 

fecund Ge. The Athenians are products o f Hephaistos’s seed as it impregnated Ge, the 

mother of all.'^^ The role of Ge in the story gives Erichthonios’s birth more importance. 

He is born, like the primeval divinities, directly from Ge. It is as though his birth signals 

the beginning of the world. He is yriyeviiq as in other tellings o f the story. It is important 

to recall that in earlier versions, the role of Ge in producing Erichthonios is central. 

Autochthony implies birth from the female earth. Condemning autochthony as a 

rejection o f maternity stems from an over reliance on and simplification o f Pseudo- 

Apollodoros’s account.

The Erichthonios story clearly shows how different storytellers exploited the 

uncertainty surrounding his parentage. What is important is that the ambiguity o f terms 

and roles in procreation meant that parentage could be reimagined in different ways. 

Athena assumes the roles of mother and nurse in the Erichthonios story though she did 

not give birth to her son. This is highly significant considering Athena’s preference for 

the father and child relationship in the Eumenides (734-740), a preference which has

' ” duBois, 1988, p. 63.
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momentous consequences. The behttUng o f women in A ischylos’s play effectively 

undercuts the relationship between Athena and Erichthonios, the relationship which 

secures the A thenians’ tie to their patron goddess. A pollo’s Xoyoq challenges a story 

which is central to Athenian identity, making it highly controversial. It is with this 

context in mind— a context o f ambiguous vocabulary for describing procreation, and 

debate over the contributions by men and women as parents, and the significance of 

these contributions— that Apollo’s A,6yo  ̂must be interpreted. In Chapters 1 to 3 o f this 

dissertation, I have identified Apollo’s Xoyoq as a point o f uncertainty in the Oresteia, 

offering this as my unique entry way into analysing tensions in the trilogy’s conclusion. 

I have established the importance o f this theme in the play: A thena’s motherless birth 

essentially brings about Orestes’s victory and the Erinyes’ surrender. That the theme o f 

procreation and heritage is contentious is not only borne out by the play, but also in 

discussions o f  this theme in other texts. Aischylos is not simply affirming dogma, but 

engaging with a debate. In the following chapter, I shall establish the contentiousness of 

Apollo’s ^toyoq further by examining the language he uses.
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Chapter 4 
The Language of Parenting

The opening word o f Aischylos’s Eumenides is “first” (Tipcbiov), which Goldhill points 

out is reveaHng since the action o f the play will “turn on relations o f origin, or 

parenthood.” ''*̂  The trial is deeply concerned with creation. Apollo’s claim that Orestes 

is the product o f his father alone generates a vision o f  creation devoid o f women {Eum. 

657-666). However, Padel points out how the concepts employed to describe creation in 

Greek literature “have complicated resonances.” *'*' This is very much so the case in the 

Eumenides. Aischylos employs language that is so ambiguous that it is contentious and 

open to reinterpretation. The language o f sexual reproduction, then, gives rise to 

controversy. Aischylos draws on the troublesome language o f parenting and creation, 

purposefully employing concepts which provoke uncertainty and debate. In this chapter, 

I will analyse the poetics o f Apollo’s A-oyoq, revealing the complex resonances his 

terminology has in the trilogy.

T O K tru q  and xpocpoq

After breaking with convention by declaring that a mother is not a xoKsuq {Eum. 658- 

659), Apollo goes on to explain what he believes a mother is. She is the “nurse” 

(Tpo(p6c;) o f the “newly-sown wave” (KU|o.aTO(; veoaTiopou, Eum. 659, trans. 

Sommerstein, 2008b), the liquid product o f  a male, who is described as “he who 

mounts” or “ leaps” (6 GpcpaKCov, Eum. 660). This unusual use o f  OproaKcov to describe a 

man appears elsewhere in Aischylos (fr. 15). The playwright seems to be evoking the 

term 0op6(;, meaning “semen.” Essentially, Bpcpcnccov connotes the provider o f semen, 

confirming the male as the producer o f seed. The language relies on nature imagery, 

removing any sense o f human connection between father and mother. Herodotos uses 

the word Gopoq when describing how fish procreate (Hdt. 2.93). Their mating ritual 

involves the female swallowing the male seed to become pregnant. Oopoq is also 

ejaculated by Indians, who copulate openly like cattle (Hdt. 3.101). By relying on the 

term 0pd)OKCov, Apollo insinuates that the father and mother are strangers who copulate 

like animals to facilitate reproduction. The man provides the seed; the woman is the

''’“ Goldhil l ,  1984, p. 208.
Padel,  1992, p. 109.
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field to his animal produce. This is inconsistent with Apollo’s earlier ode to the 

institution o f marriage, which he claimed is protected by Hera and Zeus, and represents 

the closest bond mortals can experience {Eim. 213-218).''*^ Now, the mother is the carer 

o f the male’s sperm. She is soil to his seed. Her involvement is not with the t s k v o v  but 

with the epvoq, the young shoot which she nurtures and keeps safe {Eum. 661). Apollo 

has established a distinction: the female nurses, the male mounts.

Apollo separates parenting ( t o k s i 3(;) and nurturing (xpocpoq). The mother is the 

nurse, but she is not the parent. These nouns already have an established usage in the 

Oresteia. In the Libation Bearers, Orestes employs the plural form o f lOKSuq to refer to 

his mother and father together: “for my parents, both alike” (toKeijai 5 ’ 6|o.co(;, Lib. 385, 

trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). TOKsi3ai could refer to either parent, Agamemnon or 

Klytaimestra, alone, but it most likely applies to both p a r e n t s . T h e  Erinyes also use 

the noun to indicate father and mother as a pair on several occasions {Eum. 152, 497, 

545). The chorus add that both parents are (plX,oi {Eum. 271). The singular xoKsuq can be 

either male or female. Apollo, then, is altering the previous understanding o f xoKetx; in 

the drama by associating it solely with the male parent. Sommerstein notes: “Apollo 

does violence to the normal usage o f the noun toKeuq.”''̂ '* This essentially places Apollo 

in a weak argumentative position. In order to make his argument, the god must 

manipulate the language o f reproduction which the audience are accustomed to. 

Common understanding does not support his viewpoint. However, to k s u c ; is 

grammatically masculine so there is a certain natural association between the noun and 

the male parent which to an extent supports Apollo’s restricted use o f the term. 

Nonetheless, the audience are pressed to interpret that Apollo is using terms in an 

unusual way.

The noun xpocpoc; is likewise burdened with a history o f associations in the 

Oresteia. In the Libation Bearers, the earth is depicted as a nurse {yQovbq xpocpou. Lib. 

66). The chorus tells how the earth receives blood and from her, vengeance is bom. This 

image o f nursing corresponds with Apollo’s A,6yo(;. The nurse takes a liquid substance 

into herself, and thereafter, it becomes something else. She facilitates the transformation 

o f liquid to living form. Apollo adds that a god may destroy the male’s seed during this

Som m erstein, 1989, p. 209. 
'''^Garvie, 1986, p. 145. 

Som m erstein, 1989, p. 207.
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process {Eum. 661). Thus, it is divinity that is responsible if the seed does not survive, 

not the mother. The mother acts as nurse as long as the gods allow her to.

For the audience, the primary figure associated with nursing in the Oresteia is 

Kilissa, Orestes’s nurse. The chorus introduce Kilissa as “Orestes’s nurse” (xpocpov 6’ 

’Opcaxou, Lih. 731). When Apollo claims that the meter is the xpocpoi; o f the embryo, 

the audience are surely reminded o f Kilissa and her description o f nursing:

(pRov 5 ’ 'Opeaxriv, xfjt; s^fiq vj/uxiiq xpi^fiv,
6v £^e0ps\|/a |o,r|xp60sv 6e8ey|j,^r|, 750
KCIK’ VUKXlTtMyKXCOV OpGicOV Ke}t£U|J,dX(BV
K al noXXd K al |j .o x 6 iip ’ dvco(p8X,r|x’ 8 |j.o l

xA,dar|— x6 )j.f] (ppovoijv ydp (baTiepel Poxov
xpe(p8iv dvdyKT|, nwq ydp ou; xpoTicp (ppsvoq
ou ydp XI (ptovsT Tiaiq sx’ cov ^  OTtapydvoiq, 755
si A.i|x6(;, fj 8i\|/ri xiq, fi >Liv|/oupia
e x e i. vsa  5e vr)6ij(; auxdpicric; xekvcov.

xouxcov Tipoiiavxiq ovaa, noXXa 5', oio[a,ai,
\|/8Da08iaa TtaiSoc; aTiapydvoov (pai8puvxpia,
yvacpsuq xpo(psu<; xe xauxov sixstriv xsX,oq. 760
8yd) 5i7i?Ld(; 6s xda5s xsi^pMva^iaq
sxoua’ ’Opeaxriv s^s6s^dp,riv naxpi-
xs0vt]k6xo(; 5e vov xdA,aiva 7isi)0op,ai.

But dear Orestes, who wore away my life with toil, whom I reared after 
receiving him straight from his mother’s womb! (Over and over again I 
heard) his shrill, imperative cries, which forced me to wander around at 
night (and perform) many disagreeable tasks which 1 had to endure and 
which did me no good. A child without intelligence must needs be reared 
like an animal— how could it be otherwise?— by the intelligence o f his 
nurse; when he’s still an infant in swaddling clothes he can’t speak at all if 
he’s in the grip o f hunger or thirst, say, or o f  an urge to make water— and the 
immature bowel o f small children is its own master. I had to divine these 
things in advance, and often, I fancy, I was mistaken, and as cleaner o f the 
baby’s wrappings— well, a launderer and a caterer were holding the same 
post. Practising both these two crafts, I reared up Orestes for his father; and 
now, to my misery, I learn that he is dead! (Lib. 749-763)

Addressing Orestes as (piloq, Kilissa implies an intimacy between them (Lib. 749). She 

tells o f how she brought Orestes up from childhood, employing the verb £Kxp8(pco (Lib. 

750). Orestes was given by his mother to Kilissa to rear (Lib. 750). In this scene, Kilissa 

eclipses Klytaimestra as caregiver to Orestes. The child’s weaning and rearing occurs 

outside o f her influence.''*^

G o ld h i l l ,  1984, p. 170.
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Kilissa describes the unpredictabihty o f  Orestes’s vr|Suq when he was an infant 

{Lib. 757), foreshadowing Apollo’s use o f the same term {Eum. 666). Kilissa speaks o f  

the vr|6i3q o f a male child, while Apollo describes the dark vri6uq where Athena was 

never nurtured {Eum. 665). The context o f A pollo’s A,6yo  ̂ implies that the vrjSuq is a 

distinctly female body part, an anatomical cavity where the embryo develops, which is 

tempting to translate simply as ‘w om b.’ In the Hippocratic Corpus, the womb is denoted 

by the term uaxspa {On Ancient Medicine 22, Aphorismi 5.22). Likewise, Herodotos 

employs uoxepa to describe the womb (Hdt. 4.109). Aischylos chooses the more 

ambiguous term vri6ij<;. Athena has no mother since she was never nurtured in a vr|6i3(;. 

But, K ilissa’s speech shows that the vr]6i3(; also signifies a cavity in the male, the bowel 

or stomach. The obscurity o f meaning inherent in the noun defies any attempt to 

associate it with the male or female exclusively. I shall explore associations with the 

term vt|8T3q more in Chapter 7. Apollo is trying to construct a theory which dichotomises 

the sexes, but the terminology he employs will not allow that. The terms which form the 

theory only amplify confusion surrounding reproduction. The playwright is pressing on 

the uncertainty o f  these terms.

Kilissa’s speech prepares the audience for A pollo’s A.6yoq in another way. The 

nurse performed her tasks for O restes’s father {Lih. 762), foreshadowing Apollo’s 

theory o f  paternal superiority in the Eumenides. For Kilissa, the father is the parent, 

while she was the caregiver o f the child which she received from the mother. The 

m other’s role is transitory, existing somewhere between father and nurse. The nurturer 

o f the child is not the mother, but the nurse, a non-family member. Following Kilissa’s 

and Apollo’s complementary speeches, the audience have been offered a distinctive 

account o f  parenting where the father is the parent, the mother briefly nurses the foetus 

and the nurse rears the child. The m other’s role is minimal; her relationship is 

essentially only with the unborn seed o f  the father which she keeps safe only to the 

extent that the gods allow her to.

Crucially, K ilissa’s straightforward account o f child-rearing is complicated 

within the text o f the Libation Bearers. In the agon between mother and son prior to the 

play’s climactic murder scene, Klytaimestra calls Orestes her “child,” using the noun 

TEKVOV {Lib. 896), the same noun which appears in Apollo’s 'koyoc, {Eum. 658). 

Klytaimestra goes on to describe how she nursed the infant Orestes with her breast {Lib. 

897-898). He was well nourished, suTpa(pf|c; {Lib. 898). Here, Klytaimestra performed 

nursing duties which Kilissa claimed was her domain {Lib. 750). Klytaimestra adds: “I
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reared you” (eycb a ’ 80ps\|/a, Lib. 908). Again, twenty lines later, she repeats her claim 

to have nursed her child {Lib. 928). The emphasis on “1” (syra) sounds like a challenge 

to Kilissa. This competition to claim the nursing role reveals how important this duty 

was; nursing does not lack social significance.

Klytaimestra identifies her maternal role through breastfeeding, which is an 

activity neither Kilissa nor Apollo mention. In immediate response to Klytaimestra’s 

appeal to breastfeeding her child, Orestes hesitates and questions whether he should kill 

his mother {Lib. 899). Orestes recognises that he is her child, and hence, calls her p.fiTr|p 

{Lib. 899). He implicitly agrees that she breastfed him and that this is significant. 

K lytaimestra’s dream and Orestes’s interpretation o f it {Lib. 527-550) reveals that 

Klytaimestra certainly breastfed her son.'"^^ Orestes’s tragic predicament is clear; he is 

about to kill the parent who nurtured him with her breast, the parent who his life 

depended upon as an infant. The filial bond between Klytaimestra and Orestes at this 

juncture seems impossible to challenge. This moment o f Orestes’s recognition o f  his 

m other’s influence is evoked by Apollo’s Xoyoc, since he relies on the same terms. The 

A-oyoq against maternity paradoxically reminds the audience o f  the inextricable tie 

between Klytaimestra and Orestes.

I suggest that the emphasis on breastfeeding in the agon between Klytaimestra 

and Orestes held greater significance for an ancient audience than for a modem one. 

Aischylos clearly modelled the character o f Kilissa upon Homer’s Eurykleia, who in the 

Odyssey plays a prominent role as Odysseus’s xpocpoq {Od. 2.361, 4.742, 17.31, 19.15, 

21.380, 22.391, 22.480, 23.25). Just as Kilissa describes her nursing duties on Orestes’s 

return to his oikos, so too, Eurykleia is present at Odysseus’s vooToq to claim her role in 

Odysseus’s rearing.’"*̂ Both Eurykleia and Kilissa aid the overthrow o f their nurslings’ 

enemies. One exchange between Odysseus and Eurykleia is particularly relevant. 

Odysseus addresses Eurykleia affectionately as |xaTa and tells o f how she nursed him 

(ipetpco) and fed him with her breast {Od. 19.482-483). Eurykleia acted as Odysseus’s 

wet-nurse while Klytaimestra explicitly claims this responsibility in the Libation 

Bearers (897). Aischylos could easily have allowed Kilissa this duty too, which would 

have eclipsed Klytaimestra’s role in Orestes’s infancy, but he does not. Rather he 

emphasizes it, having Klytaimestra reveal her breast on stage.

''■'’ G arv ie , 1986, p. 292. 
G oldhill, 1984, p. 169.



In the original production o f the Oresteia, the male actor most likely appeared 

on the stage in luscious robes pointing at an exposed artificial breast.'^* Homer’s Iliad  

inspires the scene. In a desperate attempt to convince Hektor not to fight Achilleus, 

Hekabe shows her breast to her son and pleads with him to take pity on her (//. 22.82- 

83). Aischylos is reproducing an idea fi'om epic; the mother’s breast is a powerful 

symbol o f the child’s maternal dependence. The theatrical tension o f the moment of 

hesitation relies upon the audience recognising that the bond between mother and child 

is special. Aischylos gives Klytaimestra prominence in Orestes’s rearing through giving 

significance to breastfeeding. Orestes was reliant on the i^aotoq, the breast. In his 

interpretation of Klytaimestra’s dream, Orestes imagines himself as a snake violently 

drinking blood and milk from his mother’s breast {Lib. 540-550). He envisions nursing 

as a form of sadistic oral attack on his mother.’"'̂  Thus, when Apollo later says that the 

mother is the nurse {Eum. 659), the audience may be reminded of Orestes’s conflicting 

emotions around his mother’s breast, the object which causes him to hesitate.

The Lion Cub

Another passage of text is instructive for the audience’s interpretation of Apollo’s

definitions o f to k e i jc; and xpocpot;. It occurred in the Agamemnon. There, the chorus of

elders show an interest in the language of parenting, referring to the concepts o f xoKSijg

and xpocpoq together. When describing Helen’s part in the Trojan War, the chorus

construct an allegorical story about a man rearing a lion cub in his home {Ag. 717-736).

The cub is cherished by the household but matures to become its destroyer. Nappa

explains how modem scholarship tends to treat the lion as a representation o f Helen

who is responsible for Troy’s annihilation.'^'^ Knox’s account of the parable is standard:

“the antistrophe describes the destruction brought to Troy by Helen, the lion cub.” '^'

Yet, Nappa rightly points out that imagery in the Oresteia frequently has more than one

referent, and thus, the lion can equally be read as a metaphor for the disaster Paris
1brings upon his house. I concur with Nappa that the correspondence between the lion 

and Paris is in fact more fitting since he was reared within the Trojan palace, while

D eForest, 1993, p. 129.
Sim on, 1988, p. 41.
Nappa, 1994, p. 82.
Knox, 1952, p. 17.
Nappa, 1994, p. 82.
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Helen came from o u t s i d e . T h e  lion parable evokes the Trojan situation where a son 

brings destruction to his oikos owing to an ill-devised marriage.

This is also highly reminiscent o f what is happening in Argos. The chorus’s 

anecdote captures the anxiety which runs throughout the Oresteia surrounding the 

dangers posed to the oikos from within. Iphigenia, Agamemnon, Klytaimestra and 

Aigisthos are all killed by their kin. Hence, all the murderers in the trilogy are 

connected in the image o f a lion cub maturing to the detriment o f  the house. The chorus 

open the passage: “a man once reared in his home an infant lion” (s0ps\)/cv 6 8  Xiovxoq I- 

/ viv 6 6 |j.0 i(;...0 'u- / xcoq dvfip, Ag. 717-719, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). Distinctively, 

the male is the nurse, as is indicated by the verb xpecpco, which is directly related to 

xpocpoq. The cub is described as “fond o f the nipple but deprived o f its milk” 

(dyaA,aKxov...(piX,6 ^iaaxov, Ag. 718-719). The cub is missing its mother. He is 

(piA.6 |a.aoxo<;, a description which aligns the cub with the infant Orestes {Lib. 897). 

Orestes, then, could be viewed as the cub that becomes his house’s destroyer, though 

this interpretation can only be arrived at retrospectively. The chorus follow with an 

image o f the man feeding the cub (Ag. 723-726). The image created by the chorus’s 

description is o f a lone father caring for a cub without maternal help. It is an image o f 

union between father and child. However, this image is quickly shattered:

XpovioOeit; 6 ’ dTisSei^sv t]- 
0oq x6  Tipoq XOKECOV- xdpiv 
ydp xpocpeuaiv d)i8 ipcov 
)iri>o0 (p6 voiaiv ey dm iq  
6 aTx’ dK8A,st)axo(; sxs\)^8v. 
al'iaaxi 5 ’ otKoq 8(pup0q, 
d)o,axov akyoq oiK8xai(;
|j.8ya aivo(; tio?lukx6 vov.
8K 08oi) 5 ’ i8 p8 '6 (; xiq d- 
laq 56|xok; 7ipoos0p8(p0r|.

But in time it displayed the character inherited from its parents; it returned 
thanks to its nurturers by making, with destructive slaughter o f sheep, a 
feast, unbidden. The house was steeped in blood, an uncontrollable grief to 
the household, a great calamity with much killing. What a god had caused to 
be reared as an inmate o f  the house was a priest o f  Ruin. (Ag. 727-736)

There is a distinctive move from the singular to the plural. The natural parents o f the 

lion are denoted by the plural xokecov (Ag. 728), while its human carers are referred to

' ” Nappa, 1994, p. 85.
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by the plural xpo(p8{3aiv (Ag. 729). The parental influence spells trouble for the nurses. 

I'here is a separation o f TOKeuq and ipocpoq, pre-empting how these roles will be divided 

again later in Apollo’s Xoyoq, but the division here is not according to gender. The 

parents instil destruction; the nurses are the victim o f this. The alliance between the 

male nurse and the lion is lost as the animal succumbs to its inherited nature, a nature 

determined by its t o k e c o v , parents plural. In the lion cub allegory, t o k 8 i3<; carries 

negative connotations while xpo(p6<; is positive. The child takes over the malicious 

character o f its parents. Further, the parable shows that male and female can nurse the 

infant. Male and female are also parents. The binary sexual roles which Apollo later 

develops are fluid and interchanging in this earlier passage. Creating a neat loop, the 

passage ends with a return to the verb xps(pco as the chorus bemoans the destruction o f a 

home by that which it reared (Ag. 736).

This image o f evil being passed from one generation to the next undoubtedly has 

great significance for the central theme o f the trilogy, which considers how the curse on 

Atreus impacts his descendants.'^'^ Knox explains:

The lion cub is a symbol o f reversal to type, o f  hubris that resembles its 
parent: and this connects the parable with the house o f  Pelops, where in each 
generation the evil strain in the race comes out. The specific references to 
the individual members o f that house emphasize a new series o f  
identifications, and for each o f them the parable has a wealth o f meaning.

The lion cub signifies the violence latent within the family. Hence, Kassandra likens 

Agamemnon, Aigisthos and Klytaimestra to lions (Ag. 1259, 1224, 1258).*^^ Each has 

become the adult lion, the destroyer o f the oifcos. The lion cub image, then, certainly has 

implications for Orestes. He, after all, is the lion cub in the family, the young male on 

the verge o f adulthood. Orestes will repeat the actions o f  his parents; he will kill a 

family member as they did before him. Further, his victim will be his mother, the 

xpocpoq according to Apollo. The chorus’s separation o f the roles o f xoKeuq and xpocpoc 

in the Agamemnon takes on new meaning in Apollo’s A,6yo(;. These roles were 

performed by male and female in the lion cub anecdote but Apollo gives them exclusive 

sexual connotations. The effect o f this is interesting. For the chorus o f the Agamemnon, 

the destructive force o f the xoKsuq harmed the xpo(p6<;. The sway o f the parent overrides

K nox, 19 5 2 , p. 18.
K nox, 19 5 2 , p. 22 .
K nox, 19 5 2 , p. 19.
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the nurse’s influence with detrimental consequences. But for Apollo, the xpocpoc; is 

distinctly the mother. The story of the lion cub has importance for the entire trilogy as it 

equates societal destruction with violence against the nurse. Orestes indeed becomes the 

lion. According to Apollo’s gendered definitions o f toksuc^ and xpocpoq, Orestes has 

inherited the destruction of his father and brought harm upon his mother. Such an action 

spells the destruction of the oikos and war in the Agamemnon. Aischylos has already 

established the danger which results when tok8i3(; dominates xpocpoq, deeply unsettling 

Apollo’s distinctions.

epvoq

According to Apollo, the task o f the mother is to keep the spvoc safe {Eum. 661). The 

object of her nursing is a “shoot.” The newly-sown KU|j.a engendered by the male {Eum. 

659) becomes an spvoq under the mother’s care. The concept icij^a appears on only 

three occasions in Aischylos’s trilogy: in Elektra’s prayer to Gaia {Lib. 128), in 

Apollo’s X-oyoq {Eum. 659), and later again, in Athena’s persuasion speech {Eiwi. 832). 

Athena tries to convince the Erinyes to surrender their opposition: “lull to rest the bitter 

force of the black surge” (Koijia K£A,aivoi5 icuiiaxoq TtiKpov [levoq, Eum. 832). In this 

instance, icu)j.a may recall the black sea as depicted in Homer’s Iliad (7.63-64) and 

Odyssey (4.402).'^^ I agree with Verrall, however, that id)p,a here primarily means 

“seed” or “foetus” and relates to the earlier mention of this concept by Elektra.'^* It is 

the wave o f sperm which causes the female to s w e l l . T h e  image the playwright 

constructs in the final reference suggests that the female Erinyes are capable of 

producing a malicious icu|j.a from within them that will harm Athens. The Erinyes are 

virgins, but are also progenitors here. They are not the nurses of the ici5|ia, but the 

source of it. They produce id))j.a autonomously. Likewise, Gaia appears to produce icC^a 

autonomously and then receives it back into herself {Lib. 128). This is a clear reference 

to Gaia’s dominant role in the formation of the cosmos in Hesiod’s Theogony (126- 

138), an allusion which will take on more significance later in this chapter and in my 

discussion of intertextuality in the Oresteia (Chapter 7). It is crucial that Apollo’s use of 

the term Kijjia recalls Elektra’s prayer to Gaia and the active, generative role performed

Sommerstein, 1989, p. 247. 
Verrall, 1908, p. 147.
Padel, 1992, p. 108.
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by the goddess in reproduction. Goddesses are depicted as active generators of icu îa 

both prior to and following Apollo’s Xoyoq, directly problematising Apollo’s theory of 

male biological superiority. Apollo assigns ico|a,a as a male product, but it can also be a 

female’s. Male and female produce generative id5|j.a according to the Oresteia.

The language of sowing in Apollo’s A.6yoq prompts the audience to imagine the 

father as a farmer and creator, while the mother is soil holding his shoot. According to 

Apollo, Athena is an spvoq that no goddess could have produced {Eum. 666). However, 

Aischylos presents these same terms slightly differently earlier. Klytaimestra laments 

Iphigeneia, “the offspring that I conceived by him, the much-bewailed Iphigeneia” 

(dA-X,’ 8|i6v sk t o {)5’ spvoq depG^ / tfiv 7ioA,t)K>i.aT3Triv ’Icpiyevsiav, Ag. 1525-1526). 

Iphigeneia is s|j.6v...spvoq, vehemently Klytaimestra’s shoot. The shoot came from 

Agamemnon ( e k  t o u 5 ’) but belongs to Klytaimestra. Hence, the tie between mother and 

epvoq is strong.

Notably, the repetition of the agricultural term epvoq automatically links 

Klytaimestra’s claim regarding Iphigeneia in the Agamemnon with Apollo’s 'koyoq later. 

When Apollo speaks o f the spvoc; which the mother protects {Eum. 661), the audience 

are expected to remember that Iphigeneia was identified as Klytaimestra’s epvoc; (Ag. 

1525-1526). She was the shoot which Klytaimestra sought to keep safe. Hence, for the 

audience, the epvoq refers to more than the father’s embryo which the mother gestates. 

It is the child which the mother rears. Apollo’s X,6yo<;, then, implies that the mother 

protects the child into adulthood; there is a social relationship between mother and 

child. The father, on the other hand, only impregnates. The language of Apollo’s Xoyoq 

reveals an extensive relationship between mother and child.

Apollo’s following remark may take on a specific meaning in this reading; “for 

those in whose case this is not prevented by a god” (olm |j,fi pX,dij/  ̂ Gsdq, Eum. 661). 

Apollo interprets that a god may prevent a mother from keeping her spvoq safe. The 

audience know that in the case o f Iphigeneia, the spvoq, her father was involved in her 

death. Apollo is in effect asserting that Agamemnon was not responsible; it was all 

down to the gods. The question o f responsibility which was introduced in the 

Agamemnon is still being disputed in the Eumenides.

Klytaimestra not only claims Iphigeneia as her own, but also uses the word 

depBsv {Ag. 1525), which is notoriously difficult to tra n s la te .P e a rso n  points out that

Pearson, 1930, p. 55; Sansone, 1984, p. 5.
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the verb dEipco, meaning “to lift” or “take charge of,” usually refers to the actions o f  a 

father in Greek literature; this is the only surviving instance where the mother is the 

actor o f this verb.'^ ' Strikingly, this is not the first time the poet has used this verb in 

connection with Iphigeneia. On the occasion o f  her death, Iphigeneia was depGev, 

“ lifted up” (Ag. 234).'^^ On the orders o f her father, she was lifted up over the sacrificial 

alter (Ag. 231). When enacted by her father, dsipco spelled Iphigeneia’s death. Though 

fathers normally perform dsipco, Klytaimestra assumes the task. When Agamemnon 

does act dsipco, it is perverse and dangerous. The point is that the vocabulary for 

describing parenting is so broad that it cannot be delineated according to gender. 

Klytaimestra ‘lifted up’ her spvoq, giving her authority over her child. Apollo’s Xoyoq 

carries a different understanding and corrects K lytaimestra’s claims, but using 

vocabulary that is equally subject to reinterpretation.

TiKTCo and yiyvonai

Further ambiguity is generated by Apollo’s X,6yoq since the father is never explicitly 

named as the x o K e ix ;.  Apollo tells us that the mother is no/ the TOKeuc;, but never asserts 

that the father is. Rather than clarifying what the father is, Aischylos relies on 

ambiguous verbs to describe what the father does. The leaper, 6 S p ro o K c o v , produces, 

TIKTCO (Ei/m. 660); the father can produce without a mother (dv y ^ o i i ’ dvsu [ariTpoc;, 

£um. 663). The two verbs here are t i k t c o  and yiyvo)j,ai. The latter clause is formed using 

a potential optative. A father could  procreate, employing the verb yiyvo}xai. The claim 

automatically sounds uncertain. Apollo is dealing with verbs that are notoriously 

flexible, and further, gender neutral. ylyvo|iai can be used in a wide range o f contexts 

and applied to people, things and events, meaning “to be bom ,” “to come into being,” 

“to be produced,” “to become.” Six lines after Apollo employs yiyvo)j,ai to describe how 

fathers beget, he uses it again to promise that Orestes will “become” A thena’s ally 

(yiyvo|j,ai, Eum. 670). This is a verb with broad application. Hence, it is not at all 

obviously the action o f a father specifically.

The audience know that females perform both reproduction verbs which Apollo 

assigns to the male. Males and females traditionally are subjects o f the verb t ik t c o . 

Padel explains:

Pearson, 1930, p. 55.
Sansone, 1984, p. 5.
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Tikteiri’s range o f usage implies a jostling o f inconsistent assumptions about 
procreation, which evade the question o f  the fem ale’s creative contribution, 
and are summed up in the English lexicon’s explanation: “o f the father, 
beget; o f the mother, bring forth.

Orestes acknowledges that Klytaimestra produced him, referring to her as x s K o u a a  {Lib. 

913). He explicitly confirms that he was bom  from Klytaimestra’s body.'^"* Klytaimestra 

agrees that she is his parent (teKOuaa x6v5’ ocpiv, Lib. 928). Orestes rebukes 

Klytaimestra: “you gave birth to me— and then threw me out into misery” (xsKoi)aa yap 

|j.’ £ppiv|/a(; cc; t o  6uaTUX£<;, Lib. 913). Orestes suggests that since she enacted xiKTCO, she 

is expected to care for him. He assumes that his suffering is due to K lytaim estra’s 

failings as a parent. At this point in the trilogy, mothers are clearly believed to be 

required for the successful producing and rearing o f children. The mother is the source 

o f her child. Agamem non’s body never features in the drama as a reproducing body. 

Yet, Klytaimestra is repeatedly depicted as fecund and able to procreate. Both 

Klytaimestra and Orestes understand xikxco  as a female activity, yet it an action assigned 

to the male in Apollo’s A,6yo(; {Eum. 660).

One particular section o f A ischylos’s Libation Bearers, which I have briefly 

discussed already, is critical in this discussion o f  reproduction verbs. Elektra prays to 

Gaia:

K a l r aTav a u x f iv ,  fj xct jidvxa x iK x sx a i,

0p£V|/aad x’ auBiq xo)v88 icu|ia A,a[a.pdv8i- 
...7i87ipa|a,^oi ydp vuv ye Ttcoc; dX,6|o,e0a 
Ttpoq xfjq xsKouariq.

And to Earth herself, who gives birth to all things, nurtures them, and then 
receives that fruit o f her womb back into herself. [...] At present we are 
virtually vagrants, sold by our mother. {Lib. 127-133)

In this extract, Gaia and Klytaimestra are both agents o f the verb xIkxco {Lib. 127, 133). 

The inference is that there is nothing in existence that does not originate from Gaia’s 

action o f xvkico. Everything in the cosmos is produced from a mother. This stands 

starkly in contrast to Apollo’s theory o f  parentage where the father is the actor o f  t Ikxco. 

Gaia is also a nurse as indicated by the verb xpscpco {Lib. 128), a crucial term in Apollo’s

'“ Padel, 1992, p. 107. 
Green, 1979, p. 48.



Xoyoq in the Eumenides. Apollo separates u k tc o  (father’s sphere) and xpscpoo (mother’s 

sphere), but for Elektra, both verbs are the actions o f a mother, Gaia.

The chorus o f maids explicitly equate i^ f ir r ip  with t i k t c o  {Lib. 419, 422). Fathers 

are likewise the actors o f this verb. Orestes refers to his father as t o y  x s K O v ia  {Lib. 690). 

rhe father and mother are both identified by their enacting o f  u k t c o ;  the language o f 

reproduction defines their roles. There is no clear difference between mother and father 

as progenitors. The chorus in the Libation Bearers speak o f the father begetting 

(Tiaxepcov xe Kai x ek o v x co v , Lib. 329). Hence, the female and the male are both agents o f 

the verbs which Apollo implies in the Eumenides describe only a male action.

This obscurity exists in other texts too. Both reproduction verbs yvyvo)j.ai and 

tiktco  are regurgitated again and again throughout Hesiod’s Theogony to describe 

female generation; the closing list o f births provides a good example o f the frequency o f 

their usage {Th. 931-984). Notably, Hesiod employs y ly v o |j .a i  and tiktco to depict the 

goddesses N ight and Gaia’s bearing o f their children {Th. 123-132). The goddesses 

produce their children autonomously, demonstrating how these verbs can be applied to 

female reproduction exclusively. Also in Hesiod’s Theogony, Ysivo|o,ai, a related verb to 

yiyvo|j.ai, describes the male god Pontos’s begetting o f  Nereus {Th. 233) and Zeus’s 

bearing o f Athena from his head {Th. 924). Ouranos and Kronos 8 K y iy v o |j,a i their 

children {Th. 154, 668). Hence, these examples demonstrate how these verbs are used in 

the context o f  a male and female reproducing together, and also to describe autonomous 

female or male procreation. The terms have a very broad meaning non-inclusive o f  any 

specific connotations o f sex. Apollo’s A,6yo<; assigns definitive meanings to verbs that 

inherently are open to interpretation, rendering his theory highly unstable.

Apollo adds that Athena is the type o f spvot; that no goddess “could bring forth” 

(av TSK oi, Eum. 6 6 6 ) .  The playwright relies on a potential optative, which makes it clear 

that this is a hypothesis, not a certainty. The meaning o f this could be understood as 

goddesses can bring forth ( t ik t c o ) ,  but just not offspring like Athena. So, goddesses can 

enact tvktco too. By placing t Iktco beside the word 0 s d ,  the playwright suggests that this 

is a female action as well as a male. Apollo identifies Athena as the spvoq {Eum. 667) 

which creates confusion. A few lines prior, the epvoc; is that which the mother guards 

{Eum. 661). To be the epvoq in this context is by definition to be nurtured by a mother. 

Hence, there is slipperiness in Apollo’s language which gets the audience paradoxically 

associating Athena with gestation.
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Further, A p o llo ’s Xoyoq appears to structurally replicate an earlier speech  spoken  

by Orestes. O restes endeavours to convince Athena that he has been cleansed and 

purified o f  blood pollution: “I w ill g ive  you pow erful p roof o f  this” (x8K|ifipvov 68 

TcovSe a o i ixeya, Eum. 447). He offers xsK)if|piov like A pollo  does later. O restes 

inform s Athena that he has undergone rituals w ith animal blood and water in order to be 

cleansed. H e fo llo w s this up w ith an account o f  his origins, his ytvoc, {Eum. 454): he is 

the A rgive son o f  A gam em non w ho was k illed  by his mother. O restes presents a )idpTuq 

to prove A gam em non w as murdered— the net o f  clothes with w hich  K lytaim estra  

surrounded A gam em non {Eum. 461). The iidpTuq, the net, testifies to O restes’s murder 

o f  K lytaim estra too. Orestes presents a TSK[j.fipvov fo llow ed  by a iidpruq, and an account 

o f  a genesis, the sam e ingredients w hich  w ill m ake up A p o llo ’s clim actic 'ko'^oq. Orestes 

refers to K lytaim estra in this earlier replica speech as “m y mother” (e|if) /  |if|XTip, Eum. 

459-460). He confidently asserts, “I killed m y mother” (sKxeiva xfiv xsKouoav, Eum. 

463); he killed the xsKoijaav, the one w ho brought him forth. O restes explicitly  

conflates M.ilTr|p and the verb x i k x o o . A p o llo ’s convergence o f  father and x i k x c o  directly 

contradicts O restes’s account o f  h is ow n gen esis, an account w hich the audience are 

naturally expected  to remem ber ow ing to the structural sim ilarities betw een  the 

speeches. A p o llo ’s attempts to redefine the concept o f  a parent can only sound em pty in 

this context, g iven  the extensive em phasis g iven  to the bond betw een m other and child  

in the earlier narrative.

^£VOl

A p o llo ’s attempt to undermine m others is further frustrated by his appeal to ^svia. He 

likens the relationship betw een father and mother to that o f  a m ale ^^oc; to a fem ale  

^ ^ 0 (; (f) 6 ’ a m p  Eum. 660). M itchell-B oyask  argues that this description is

crucial to interpreting the passage, can be translated sim ply as “stranger” or

“foreigner.” Som m erstein points out h ow  this idea o f  spouses being strangers to one 

another further dow ngrades the institution o f  m a r r i a g e . Y e t ,  A p o llo ’s double use o f  

the term cannot fail to evoke the trilogy’s earlier d iscussion  o f  i^svla, guest-host 

relationships.'^^ The abuse o f  hospitality, such as displayed by Paris’s adulterous affair 

with H elen, carries dire consequences, ^ ^ o i  are d ivinely  protected {Eum. 270 , 546).

Sommerstein, 1989, p. 209.
Mitchell-Boyask, 2009, p. 120.
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Gods, ^svoi and parents are on par in terms o f the sanctity due to them {Eum. 270-271). 

I'he chorus o f  elders tells the spectators how ^CTioq Zeus, god o f hospitality, contrived 

the war at Troy to punish Paris (Ag. 362-366). Abuse o f hospitality offends Zeus.'^^ 

^svva implies a bond with great cultural significance. This explains why Klytaimestra 

addresses the disguised Orestes and Pylades as ^ctoi. followed by an immediate 

promise o f hospitality (Lib. 668). When Apollo formally addresses the Athenian jurors, 

it is also as ^^ov  (Ei/m. 748), which exemplifies the respectful resonances the term 

carries. To disavow ^svia meant incurring Zeus’s wrath. Sexual reproduction too, then, 

is a process with social importance. M itchell-Boyask concludes: “while most 

scholarship has seen the dissolution o f the mother’s blood tie to child as a denigration o f 

the female, the recasting o f maternity in terms o f ^evia actually elevates it according to 

the Oresteia's conceptual structure.” '̂ *

Apollo’s depiction o f  procreation as occurring between two strangers ironically, 

through the social significance o f ^svia, affirms that there is a respected social pact 

between male and female. I ’he mention o f ^evoq brings Apollo’s physiological 

terminology into the cultural sphere; biological reproduction cannot be separated from 

its social significance. So as Apollo seeks to show that the female is biologically 

inferior to the male, he reveals that male and female practice a social interdependence. 

If mother and father cooperate under the code o f ^evia to reproduce, this gives greater 

importance to childbearing, ^evia reveals a significance Apollo cannot deny. The 

playwright uses the Erinyes’ response to A pollo’s Xoyoq as an opportunity to emphasize 

the ironic implications o f The Erinyes address the jurors as ^ ^ o i  {Eum. 680),

mirroring Apollo’s assertion that mothers are ^evoi.'^^ Thus, the point is clear; if  jurors 

must be honoured as ^ ^ o i, so too must mothers.

Apollo’s Omissions

Apollo’s Xoyoq includes terminology laden with ironies and ambiguities. Further, there 

are obvious exclusions in his speech. Apollo does not mention parturition or 

breastfeeding so the audience are left wondering about the significance o f these 

activities. Orestes described how Klytaimestra bore the heavy weight o f her children

Fraenkel, 1950, p. 39.
M itchell-Boyask, 2009 ,  p. 120.
M itchell-Boyask, 2009 ,  p. 77.
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from beneath her ^d)vr|, a clear reference to labour {Lib. 992). Hence, maternity has been 

associated with labour and breastfeeding in the trilogy, along with child-rearing, but 

Apollo says nothing o f these activities.

Apollo also does not mention the significance o f shared blood, but the audience 

have certainly been primed to expect him to. The Erinyes already established that the 

m other’s kinship with her child is a result o f how she nurtures the embryo with her 

blood {Eum. 607-608). They use the verb xpecpco. Hence, later when Apollo says the 

mother is the ipocpoq, the audience recall how it is with her blood that the mother nurses 

during gestation. This is significant as Orestes suggested that there is no blood tie 

between him and Klytaimestra {Eum. 606). However, the Erinyes successfully rebuked 

him on this {Eum. 607-608). In effect, when Apollo defines the mother as Tpocp6(; o f the 

seed, he implicitly and ironically affirms the Erinyes’ theory that the mother nurtures 

with her blood and discounts Orestes’s denial o f  kinship with his mother.

Orestes is first to problematize the genetic tie between him and his mother in the 

trial. During the Erinyes’ cross-examination o f  Orestes in stichomythia, the hero asks 

the chorus suggestively, “and I am blood-kin to my mother?” (eyw 5s M-ilTpoq tfjq ejj-fiq 

al'p.aTi; Eum. 606). Orestes defines Klytaimestra as his “mother” (|o,r|Tp6q, Eum. 606), 

but proposes that he is not related to her “in blood” al'jiaxi, Eum. 606). He 

tentatively introduces the idea that he is not his m other’s blood relation, expressing the 

proposition as a cautiously asked question. He phrases the question so that its content 

does not have universal implications for all mothers. The use o f xfjc; 8|afj(; makes this 

clear. Orestes suggests only that he is not made o f the same blood as his mother. Yet, 

even his isolated vision o f  his own parentage surely gets the audience thinking more 

broadly about the physiological tie between mother and child, especially since this is a 

topic that the audience have been encouraged to mull over. The chorus o f  elderly maids 

in the Libation Bearers promote the idea that Orestes’s sole parent is his father. As they 

goad Orestes to kill his mother, the chorus instruct him to yell at Klytaimestra that he is 

his father’s child (Opoouaa Trpoq o e  t 8 k v o v  Tiaxpoq a'u6av. Lib. 829). Again, their 

instruction refers to the particular situation, not to all mother-child relationships. In the 

Eumenides, Orestes is regurgitating this idea.

Notably, an earlier instance o f stichomythia in the play also features a discussion 

o f ancestry (Eum. 415-421). Here, the Erinyes disclose an account o f their parentage to 

Athena. The Erinyes declare that they are the “everlasting children o f N ight” (NuKxoq 

aiavfj xsKva, Eum. 416). The Erinyes claim their mother as their kin while Orestes
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subjects his filial relationship with his mother to scrutiny. The playwright clearly shows 

how different characters have opposing preferences; the Erinyes credit only their 

mother, Orestes only his father.

Orestes’s question features at the close of the agon between him and the 

Erinyes. At the beginning of the cross-examination, he responds to the Erinyes’ first 

question with a self-assured admittance o f the murder he committed {Eum. 588). Yet, by 

the end. Orestes’s confidence is wavering. He defensively questions his prosecutors 

rather than submitting to answering all their questions as the judicial procedure 

demands {Eum. 586). He does not answer the Erinyes’ three final questions {Eum. 603- 

608) and resorts instead to questioning them {Eum. 604-606), thus digressing from the 

issue of Klytaimestra’s murder. Through turning attention from himself to the Erinyes, 

Orestes manages to express his motivation for the homicide; Klytaimestra killed her 

husband and his father {Eum. 602). This is important as the Erinyes do not give Orestes 

the opportunity to explain this.'^^ The audience are given the impression that Orestes’s 

suggestion that he does not share blood with his mother is reactionary. He introduces 

the idea that his mother is not his blood relation only in response to the line of 

argumentation pursued by the Erinyes. The Erinyes maintain that they did not punish 

Klytaimestra as “she wasn’t of the same blood as the man she killed” (o t jk  Tjv 6|aav)j.O(; 

qxoToq 6v K aT £K xavev, Eum. 605). Earlier, the Erinyes expressed the same idea to 

Apollo {Eum. 212). There too they employed the term 6)iai)j.O(;, “of the same blood.” 

The Erinyes’ privileging of shared blood is what stirs Orestes. Orestes’s immediate 

attempt to deny a blood relationship between him and Klytaimestra reveals that he 

endorses the Erinyes’ hierarchy. Rather than criticizing the Erinyes’ partiality towards a 

kin dispute over a violation of marriage, Orestes urgently endeavours to reduce his 

relationship with his mother to a similar status as that between Klytaimestra and 

Agamemnon. In Apollo’s A,6yot;, the god tries to give Orestes’s strategy universal 

meaning. Fundamentally, Orestes agrees with the Erinyes; there is something more 

sacred about blood relationships.

Orestes produces no evidence to support his hypothesis. In fact, he earlier 

connected his blood with his mother’s. After killing his mother, Orestes tells how he is 

“fleeing this kindred bloodshed” (cpeuycov x66’ aijaa kovvov. Lib. 1038). The use of 

Koivoq, “shared,” reveals that Orestes believes at this point in the trilogy that he shares

'™ Sommerstein, 1989, p. 192.
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blood with his mother. There is no doubting that Klytaimestra gestated Orestes and 

hence nourished him with her blood. The Erinyes’s reaction confirms the illogicality o f 

Orestes’s question. They exclaim: “how else did she nourish you, you filthy murderer, 

beneath her girdle? Do you disavow your m other’s blood, the nearest and dearest to 

your own?” (nag ydp a ’ s0pev|/’ otv ^xot^, ® )iiai,(p6vs, ^wvr|(;; ciTieiJxn 

(pi^Liaxov; £um. 607-608). The mother nurses with blood. Orestes has no response to 

either question and he is defeated in the agon. Crucially, the question o f what is a ^Tixrip 

has been raised. Apollo takes up Orestes’s rhetorical question later in his Xojoq, but 

takes it up literally and gives it universal importance. But, crucially, the central concern 

for Orestes and the Erinyes— blood— is totally evaded in Apollo’s theory o f 

procreation. Yet, it was already established that shared blood defines the m other’s 

kinship with her child. Apollo forms his X.oyog by rejecting the prior definition o f blood 

kinship between mother and child.

Aischylos sets up his drama so it is clear to his audience that Apollo’s theory o f 

parentage wholly contradicts the earlier understanding o f the relationship between 

mother and child, rendering his Xoyog unconvincing and manipulative. The kinship 

between mother and child is what underscored the tragedy o f matricide, giving the 

trilogy its tension and energy. A pollo’s Xojoq denies this tension which the audience 

have been primed to empathise with. In this chapter, I argued that the language o f 

Apollo’s Xoyog, which is heavily burdened with earlier resonances, complicates his 

message. It is not so easy to discount mothers. In agreement with other commentators 

who read tensions in Aischylos’s trilogy as I discussed in Chapter 1, Apollo’s Xoyog 

introduces more tensions than it resolves. Chapter 2 established how Apollo’s Xoyog 

determines the trilogy’s conclusion, but since the language o f  his Xdyog is troubling, the 

conclusion o f  the play is then made uncertain. In Chapter 5, I shall explore this 

uncertainty further by analysing how Apollo’s Xoyog relates with earlier imagery 

surrounding procreation in the trilogy. My aim is to show how the playwright’s 

discussion o f parenthood is far more nuanced that A pollo’s Xoyoq suggests. A pollo’s 

Xoyog reads as highly problematic in this context o f  a rich exploration o f the relationship 

between parent and child.
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Chapter 5 
Images of Fathers and Mothers

In this chapter, I further analyse Aischylos’s treatment of the relationship between 

parent and child in the Oresteia. The broader implications of how the playwright 

conceptualises parenting will be suggested. This will involve examining the 

representation of Agamemnon as a father and Klytaimestra as a mother. Further, I will 

examine the prominence of Artemis in the first play and consider the implications of 

Artemis’s role as a protector of mothers for interpreting the trilogy as a whole. My aim 

is to unpack the background to Apollo’s Xoyoq in the Eumenides. Apollo’s claim that 

only men are progenitors will be analysed against the playwright’s nuanced discourse 

surrounding parenting and childbearing.

The Bird Simile

In the first choral ode of the Agamemnon, the chorus draw a striking image of vultures 

grieving for their lost young. The image acts as a simile comparing the Atreidae to the 

birds o f prey (Ag. 43-49). The poet returns to bird imagery as the trilogy unfolds, 

presenting the sequence of images as analogies for reading related human affairs. It is a 

poetic strategy which demands that the audience actively interpret the drama’s images, 

gradually teasing out the play’s message. The overlay of bird imagery in the trilogy 

links key events in the family’s history. The chorus of elders describe the Atreidae 

setting out to Troy like birds of prey demented with anguish:

|o.£yav SK 9t)|a,oi) KA,dî ovxeq Apr|
xpoTiov aiyuTcicav, oi'x’ eKTiaTiovq
aXysGi TiaiScov UTiaxoi ?l8X£Cov 50
aipo(po6ivo'Dvxai
Tixepuycov spsx^ioTaiv spsaa6|isvov,
5s|j.vioxfipr|
Tiovov 6pxaX,lxrov d)J:oavzeq
vnazog 5’ dicov fj xig A7i6X,X,cov 55
f] fldv fj Zsuq oicovoGpoov
yoov o^uPoav xrovSs |o.sxoiKcov
uoxepoTioivov
7i8|i7i:ei Tiapapfiaiv ’Epivuv.

Uttering from their hearts a great cry for war, 
like birds of prey who, crazed
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by grief for their children, wheel around
high above their eyries,
rowing with wings for oars,
having seen the toil o f watching
over their nestlings’ beds go for nothing
and some Apollo on high, or Pan,
or Zeus, hearing the loud shrill wailing cries
of the birds, exacts belated revenge
on behalf o f these denizens o f  his realm
by sending a Fury against the transgressors.

(Ag. 48-59, trans.Sommerstein, 2008b)

The theft o f  the chicks from the nest acts as a metaphor for Paris’s stealing o f Helen 

from the Spartan palace. The chorus claims that Apollo, Pan or Zeus sent an Erinys to 

exact revenge for the theft. In effect, the Erinye is represented by the war-hungry 

vultures. Through the simile, the chorus suggest that the gods supported the Achaian 

campaign to Troy. The gods defend the Atreidae as they do the vultures.

The chorus are clearly presenting their own interpretation o f  past events through 

the medium o f the bird simile. Remarkable is the inclusion o f the indefinite tiq (Jg. 55). 

Aischylos explicitly signals to the audience that the chorus is unsure which god 

orchestrated events. They are hypothesizing, creatively interpreting historical events. 

The simile functions to suggest that the Achaian revenge was divinely orchestrated, a 

perspective on events which is in fact unsubstantiated. With this early example o f a 

simile in the trilogy, the playwright demonstrates how imagery is employed with a 

purpose. The simile is not superfluous to the plot; it carries a persuasive power. Simile 

can manipulate the audience’s perspective on unfolding events. Like a code, it 

communicates something.

Aischylos demonstrates how reading a simile, an activity which both his 

characters and audience will do throughout the trilogy, is an uncertain exercise and one 

which can be easily exploited. I n  this sense, A ischylos’s first bird simile functions as a 

‘sign’ in the action.’ It shows how subjective readings o f  events will be in the trilogy. 

What the chorus presents as the doings o f the gods is rather their own creative 

interpretation o f a simile. The poet already introduced contentiousness surrounding 

symbols in the opening watchm an’s speech: “if  indeed the city o f Ilium has been taken 

as the fire-signal vividly declares” (eiTisp ’IA ,1od tioA -k; / M A ,c o k 8 v , (bq 6 (ppvKzoq  

dyysA,X,(ov npsnei, Ag. 29-30). The fire-signal can be seen clearly (TipETia)); it is visible,

' Bushnell ,  1982, p. 8.
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but the watchman is unsure o f its meaning. The symbol needs to be read correctly. 

Aischylos is cleverly highlighting how symbols and images can be easily misread and 

reread with different outcomes.

The image o f the vultures is complex and draws the audience to identify with 

different characters in the play. The birds have lost their young, but Menelaos was 

deprived o f his wife. There is some discrepancy amongst commentators about how the 

audience should interpret the simile’s interest in the lost children. Verrall asserts that 

TiaiScov (Ag. 50) refers not to the offspring o f  the birds but to the young men who stole 

from the nest. He points out that t e k v o v  is the term commonly applied in Greek poetry 

to describe animal offspring, while Tiaiq refers to a human child or young adult. In 

Verrall’s interpretation, the birds lament the violation o f M enelaos’s marriage bed by 

the I'rojan men. Conversely, it is suggested in Sommerstein’s translation above that the 

birds mourn their young. In agreement with Sommerstein, other commentators posit 

7tai6cov as meaning “children” in the objective genitive, not the subjective.^ Denniston 

and Page suggest that the birds are depicted as “parent-vultures.”"̂ I concur with this 

interpretation. My analysis o f these lines assumes that the birds are depicted as grieving 

fathers, though neither Menelaos nor Agamemnon has yet lost a child.

West notes that animals were naturally described in human terms in Greek fables.^ 

The poets assimilated the natural and human worlds. By using Tiaic; to describe the 

chicks, Aischylos brings the audience’s attention to the significance o f the animal 

anecdote for the human story. Tiait; refers to a human child generally in A ischylos’s 

trilogy, as is exemplified only a few lines later when the Atreidae are referred to as 

Axpecoq TravSaq (Ag. 60). Fraenkel comments that “the feeling o f  grief is intensified” 

since Tiaiq gives the bird image human significance.^

Conversely, Iphigeneia is a t e k v o v  (Ag. 207) and Apollo denotes a child as t e k v o v  

(Ei/m. 658) when he presents his controversial Xoyoq; no doubt he is speaking o f a 

human child. These uses o f t e k v o v  are interesting. The chorus liken Iphigeneia to a goat 

when they describe the horrific scene o f  her sacrifice (Ag. 232). Hence, the poet 

encourages the audience to think o f the circumstances o f Iphigeneia’s death as fitting 

for an animal, inhumane so to speak. I suggest that the poet’s use o f  t 8k v o v  here (Ag.

^Verrall, 1904, pp. 195-196.
 ̂ Thomson, 1938, p. 9.
Denniston and Page, 1957, p. 72.

 ̂ West, 1979, p. 2.
^Fraenkel, 1950, p. 32.
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207) dehumanises Iphigeneia. Hence, when Apollo uses the same term at the climax of 

his defence speech in the Eumenides, the audience may sense that he is also 

dehumanising children. Apollo’s t e k v o v  (Eum. 658) recalls how Iphigeneia was treated 

like a sacrificial goat. In effect, t 8 k v o v  may hint at a tragic undervaluing of children. 

The term instils a clinical tone to Apollo’s A.6yo .̂ The emotional relationship between 

parent and child is evaded.

Aischylos directs his audience’s attention specifically to human children through 

employing TtaiScov in the bird simile. The audience know he is communicating 

something about the children in the house o f Atreus. The reference to Apollo (Ag. 55) 

further clarifies that the poet’s interest is with the royal children. Fraenkel can offer no 

explanation for why the poet mentions Apollo in the parados.^ Aischylos, 1 suggest, is 

identifying Apollo as the protector and avenger of the children-chicks, foreshadowing 

the role Apollo assumes later in the Oresteia when he defends Orestes. The bird simile 

sets up the expectation that Apollo will be involved. Further, the bird simile stresses that 

the Atreidae are fathers. This is important as the audience will never witness any 

interaction between the kings and their children on stage. The chorus suggest that Zeus 

may have sent the Erinye to support the fathers (Ag. 56). Here, the Erinye is an agent of 

the bereaved father birds. Zeus also gave the kings their thrones and sceptres (Ag. 43). 

From the very beginning of the dramatic action, the chorus hint that Zeus and Apollo 

support Agamemnon, an alliance which will prove crucial to the conclusion o f the 

trilogy. The bird simile provides the first description o f Agamemnon and Menelaos and 

it clearly establishes the specific aspects o f Agamemnon’s character which will come 

into focus in the trial scene in the Eumenides'. his role as a king and as a father.

In this discussion of the specifically paternal character of the birds, it is crucial to 

draw attention to the origins of Aischylos’s bird simile in Homer’s Odyssey!^ Following 

the climactic moment in Homer’s epic when Odysseus reveals his true identity to his 

son Telemachos, the narrator describes their joyous reunion:

KA.aTov 6s d6ivcbxspov q x’ oicovoi,
(pfjvai fj aiyuTnol ya|o,i|/d)vi)xe<;, oiai is  T£Kva 
dypoxai £^si?iovxo Tidpoq Ttexerivd ysveaOai- 
coq dpa xoi y ’ eA.S£iv6v vn 6(ppuai 6dKpuov sipov.

 ̂Fraenkel, 1950, p. 36. 
* Rabel, 1982, p. 325. 
^Verrall, 1904, p. 196.
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And they wailed aloud more vehemently than birds, sea-eagles, or vultures 
with crooked talons, whose young the country-folk have taken from their 
nest before they were fledged; even so piteously did they let tears fall from 
beneath their brows. {Od. 16.216-16.219, trans. A. T. Murray, 1995)

Aischylos’s bird simile evokes Telemachos’s emotional reunion with his father in 

Homer’s Odyssey. In epic, the image of the birds’ empty nest captures the intense 

mourning of a father and son who have been long separated and their home plundered 

by the suitors. The episode marks a turning point where Odysseus and Telemachos’s 

individual efforts to restore their oikos becomes their joint mission. The alignment of 

father and son is the antidote to collective suffering.

It is striking that Homer uses xeicvov to denote the young bird-Telemachos {Od. 

16.217). Aischylos consciously deviates from the Homeric model by preferencing jraic; 

{Ag. 50). Aischylos make the father-child relation more explicit in his bird simile; the 

audience are expected to read the human situation into the image. A similar interest in 

the bond between father and child is expressed in Homer’s Iliad. Achilleus’s menis ends 

when the hero returns Hektor’s body to King Priam. The warrior finds internal 

reconciliation through honouring a father’s love for his son. Priam appeals to Achilleus: 

“remember your father, godlike Achilleus” (iivfjaai Tiaxpoq ooio Gsoiq STcvsiKeX,’ 

AxvA-̂ tci), II. 24.486, trans. A. T. Murray, 1999). Achilleus’s grief for his own father is 

stirred (//. 24.507) and together Priam and the hero cry over their mutual losses (//. 

24.509-511). Homer pays tribute to the relationship between father and son. However, 

Homer does not exclude mothers. Achilleus compares Priam’s grief to Niobe’s 

suffering. In an extended digression, Achilleus tells of Niobe’s terrible mourning after 

her twelve children were killed by Apollo and Artemis {II. 24.602-617). Homer treats 

Niobe’s grief as equivalent to Priam’s. The bond with one’s child is invaluable for both 

parents.

For Homer, the sanctity of the relationship between father and son is illustrated 

most powerfully by the house of Atreus saga. In the Odyssey, the tale o f Orestes’s 

murder of Aigisthos provides a paradigm of heroic vengeance {Od. 1.29-30). Orestes is 

a hero because he avenges his father. Aigisthos, Agamemnon’s murderer, is the source 

of Orestes’s dilemma, akin to the threat the suitors pose to Telemachos. On the death of 

Klytaimestra, the Odyssey remains vague. While Orestes orders that her corpse be 

buried, nowhere is her death explicitly described {Od. 3.309-310). Homer avoids 

assigning Orestes as the agent of matricide; it may even be possible that Klytaimestra
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committed suicide.'*^ The story of Orestes’s vengeance inspires Telemachos to defend 

his father’s estate. In epic, Agamemnon and Orestes are comparable to Odysseus and 

Telemachos. Through the bird simile, Aischylos is subtly evoking this Homeric parallel. 

I suggest that Aischylos references the scene o f Odysseus and Telemachos’s reunion as 

it resonates with the story that he going to tell on stage. The relationship between father 

and son will receive much attention in his drama. The Homeric paradigm may function 

to remind Aischylos’s audience that his famous poetic predecessor revered this 

relationship. However, in contrast to Homer’s silence, Aischylos makes the issue of 

Klytaimestra’s murder a vital concern. Orestes is pushed to murder his mother in order 

to prove his loyalty to his father. Further, Aischylos highlights the danger Agamemnon 

poses to his child, Iphigeneia. Aischylos explores the darker aspects of the familial 

violence in the house of Atreus saga, inevitably complicating Homer’s adoration of the 

father-son union. Aischylos’s bird simile alerts his audience that he will be reassessing a 

theme already explored in epic.

The bird simile itself and the episode in the Odyssey which it references bring the 

audience’s attention to the role of fathers. Menelaos and Agamemnon are depicted as 

father birds who once watched over their chicks in their nests (Ag. 53-54). Through the 

metaphor of the grieving birds, Aischylos presents both Menelaos and Agamemnon as 

devoted fathers. The audience know well that Menelaos and Agamemnon attacked the 

Trojans in order to recover Helen and punish Paris for his abuse of Spartan hospitality. 

Hence, the image of the birds implies that Helen’s infidelity entails a suffering similar 

to that experienced by fathers who lose their children. In this regard, the image appears 

unfitting. The terrible loss suffered by the Achaians owing to the war fought for Helen 

is lamented later in the play when the chorus watch the ashes returning from Troy (Ag. 

438-451). It is clear that the great suffering of the Achaians outweighs the losses which 

motivated the Atreidae to go to war in the first place. Peradotto notes, “Menelaus's 

dreamy, erotic grief over the loss o f Helen is set sharply against the brooding anguish of 

the community for the Argive dead.”"  For the audience, the image of the distraught 

birds is a more apt illustration of the grief experienced by all the Achaians who lost 

their children in the war.

The audience may notice a paradox too in the bird simile. Agamemnon and 

Menelaos are referred to as the Atreidae (Axp8i8av, Ag. 44) and the sons of Atreus

' “ West, 1988, p. 181.
"  Peradotto, 1969, p. 255.
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(Arpecoq TiaiSac;, Ag. 60), emphasizing their fiHal connection to their own father. Atreus 

was famous in mythology for having cruelly killed Thyestes’s children and served them 

as a meal to their father, a story which becomes prominent later in the play as it is told 

by Kassandra (Ag. 1219-1222), the chorus (Ag. 1242-1244), Klytaimestra (Ag. 1501- 

1503) and Aigisthos (Ag. 1583-1604). 1 shall discuss this background story later in this 

chapter and again in Chapter 7. Other Greek writers tell how Tantalus, the grandfather 

o f Atreus and Thyestes, served his son Pelops as a meal to the gods (Od  11.582-92, 

Paus. 10.31.12, Oresf. 4-10, /T  386-88). Infanticide, familial violence and cannibalism 

are reoccurring motifs in the house of Atreus saga. Hence, paternal bereavement as 

represented by the grieving vultures ironically mirrors the suffering of Thyestes, 

Atreus’s brother, who cursed Agamemnon and Menelaos for their father’s infanticide. It 

is a subtle evocation, but if  the audience note it, their sympathy for Agamemnon and 

Menelaos may waver. They were not fathers who lost children; rather they are the 

descendants of known infanticides. The audience already know that Agamemnon 

sacrificed Iphigeneia, acting out his inherited brutality. It becomes clear by the end of 

the choral ode, following the climactic description o f the sacrifice of Iphigeneia, that 

like Atreus, Agamemnon and Menelaos are not dutiful fathers as the bird simile initially 

suggests. Again, the audience are being challenged to read symbols carefully. The bird 

simile does not reflect the nature of the Atreidae accurately. It expresses the chorus’s 

idealization o f their kings. The conflicted history of the house o f Atreus reveals a more 

sinister aspect of the relationship between father and child.

The image of the birds, in this regard, is multifaceted. The chorus may read the 

simile differently to the audience. The simile presents the Trojan War as divinely 

sanctioned and reminds the audience of the archetypal bond between father and son 

presented in Homer’s Odyssey, while in contrast, it may alert them to the myth of 

Thyestes, a tale which presents a violent disharmony between father and child. 

Importantly, the image also works on another level. It prepares the spectators to 

emotionally sympathise with a parent’s experience o f losing a child. The death of 

Iphigeneia becomes a prominent issue soon after, so this garnering o f sympathy has a 

function which 1 will suggest later in this chapter.
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The Bird Omen

After reporting on the destruction brought upon Trojans and Achaians by the w ar (Ag. 

63-71), the chorus tell o f the omen which foretold o f  Troy’s defeat prior to the departure 

o f the Achaian fleet a decade earlier. The chorus term it a bird omen (Boupioc; opviq, Ag. 

112), relating the omen with the bird simile (Ag. 48-59). The chorus describes the 

content o f the portent as follows:

oicovrov (3aai>ts\)<; paaxA-suai ve- 
wv 6 KeX,aivo(;, 6 t ’ s ^otiiv dpyac;,
(pav^xeq iK ta p  [o,8?td0pcov x^po^ 6opi7tdA.xot)
7ia|j.7rp£7txoi(; ev eSpaioiv,
POOKO[I£VOI A,aylvav, epiicu|iova (psp|iaxi, ycwav,
(3A,ap8vxa A,oia0icov 6p6|icov 
alTtivov a’lA-ivov sItte, x6 5’ viKdxco.

The king o f birds appearing to the king o f  ships,
one black, one white in the hind parts,
near the house, on the side o f the spear-wielding hand,
settling where they were conspicuous to all,
eating a scion o f the hare tribe, pregnant with many offspring,
her final run cut short.
Cry sorrow, sorrow, but may good prevail! (Ag. 114-121)

In this passage o f the text, kingship is emphasised as it was in the earlier bird simile. 

The kings are “twin-throned” (5i0p6voi), Ag. 43 and 6i0povov, Ag. 109) and described 

as the “king o f  birds appearing to the king o f ships” (oicovmv PaaiA,sij(; PaaiA^ijai vscov, 

Ag. 114). The kings are also “warlike” ()o.axi^ou<;, Ag. 124). The language o f the augury 

reading evokes the Atreidae. The prophet Kalchas instructs the army that the birds are 

the kings (Ag. 122-125). He enforces the idea that the Atreidae and the eagles share 

certain traits. Kalchas interprets that the omen signals that Menelaos and Agamemnon 

are destined to capture Troy and plunder the city’s possessions (Ag. 125-130).

Aischylos is describing the process o f augury interpretation. The audience are 

explicitly alerted that the chorus’s interpretation o f  the omen comes from Kalchas; it 

presents one m an’s reading o f a sign. Implicit is the possibility that Kalchas may be 

incorrect. The other characters and the audience may choose to believe his reading or 

not. The prophet’s claim that Troy will fall rests on his skills o f omithomancy. In 

Kalchas’s interpretation, the pregnant hare symbolises Troy, and her foetus the city’s 

inhabitants. The consumption o f the pregnant hare spells the A treidae’s victory.
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The audience are most hkely surprised by the components of Aischylos’s omen. 

The textual backdrop to the opening of the Agamemnon is undeniably Homer’s Iliad, 

the most famous description of the Trojan War. Aischylos’s drama depicts 

Agamemnon’s vooxoq, similar to how Homer’s Odyssey presents Odysseus’s. The 

Nostoi was another poem in the Epic Cycle which narrated Agamemnon and 

Menelaos’s homecoming from the war. The repetition o f these homecoming myths in 

Greek storytelling shows how familiar and popular they were. The Agamemnon 

assumes that the audience know the narrative of the Iliad and the Epic Cycle. The omen 

which inaugurates the Trojan War features in Homer’s Iliad. Odysseus describes the 

omen and Kalchas’s interpretation of it:

&\̂ 0’ scpdvr] [j.£ya afji^a- 8pa.K:o3v sttI vwxa Sacpovvoc; 
o|0.8p5aA£O(;, tov p’ auxot; ’OA,i3|j,7no(; r|KS cpocoq 6s,
P(0|io{) TJTtai^aq Tipo^ p a  nXaTdviazov o p o v a s v .  
svO a 5 ' s o a v  axpoD0oTo v e o o o o i ,  vf)7na xeicva, 
o^cp cn ' dKpoTdxcp 7isTdX,oiq UTtoTieTCTri&Teq 
OKTcb, d td p  lititrip  8vdxT| rjv fj t e k s  TSKva- 

CV0’ 6  y e  xoijq e)u :siva  Kaz-qoOis TStpiyroxaq- 
lifixrip 5 ’ dia.(p87ioxaxo 66Dpo|a,evTi (piA,a xeicva- 

xf|v  6 ’ £AxA,i^d|j,£V0 (; Tixepuyot; A,d(3sv d)j.(piaxuiav. 
at)xd p  STtel Kaxd xsK va cpdys o x p o u B o io  Kai a i)x f|v , 
x o v  dpi^riX,ov 0f|K ev 08O(; 6<; Tiep 8(pr|V8- 
Xaav y d p  liiv  80tik 8  K p o v o u  Tidiiq dyicu>tO|j,f|X8(o- 

fi|a.8iq 5 ’ ea x a o x sq  0au|j.d^O|j.sv o io v  exuxQ^i. 
cbq o u v  6 8 iv d  ji8A,copa 08® v 8iafjX,0’ 8K axop,paq,
KdA-xaq 5’ auxiK’ enena Oeonponecov dy6p8D8- 
xiTix’ dvscp ey^8a08 Kdpr| Ko îooovxeq Axaioi; 
fi|iiv x65’ s(pr|V8 xepaq [leya ^rjxisxa Zevg 
6\|/i|j.ov 6\|/ixsA^oxov, oou kA,8 0 (; ot) tiox’ 6A,sTxai. 
cbq o^xoq Kaxd xsKva cpdye axpouOovo Kal auxfiv 
OKxw, dxdp î Tixrip ^dxr] fiv fj x£K8 x8Kva, 
coq qiaetq xoaaaCx’ siea 7ixoXs)j.i^O[i8v au0i, 
x(S SeKdxcp 6s 7i6A.iv aipiqao|J.8v supudyuiav.
Ksivoq xcbc; dyopsus- xd 6f] vuv Tidvxa xs?tsvxai. 
aXX’ aye |ii|ivsxs Tidvxsq EiiKvfmi6s<; Axavol 
auxou siq 6 kev doxu p-sya Hpidiioio sX,co|xsv.

There appeared a great portent: a serpent, blood-red on its back, terrible, 
which the Olympian himself sent into the light, glided from beneath the alter 
and darted to the plane tree. Now on this tree were the nestlings of a 
sparrow, tender little ones, on the topmost bough, cowering beneath the 
leaves, eight in all, and the mother that bore them was the ninth. Then the 
serpent devoured them as they twittered piteously, and the mother flitted 
around them, wailing for her dear little ones; but he coiled himself and
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caught her by the wing as she screamed at him. But when he had devoured 
the sparrow’s httle ones and the mother with them the god who had brought 
him to Hght made him disappear; for the son of the crooked-counseHng 
Kronos turned him to stone; and we stood there and marvelled at what had 
happened. So, when the dread portent interrupted the hecatombs of the gods, 
then immediately Kalchas prophesied, and addressed our assembly, saying;
“why are you silent, long-haired Achaians? To us has Zeus the counsellor 
showed this great sign, late in coming, late in fulfilment, the fame of which 
shall never perish. Just as this serpent devoured the sparrow’s little ones and 
the mother with them— all eight, and the mother that bore them was the 
ninth— so shall we war there for as many years, but in the tenth we shall take 
the broad-wayed city.” Thus spoke Kalchas, and now all this is being 
brought to pass. But come, remain all you well-greaved Achaians, just where 
you are, until we take the great city o f Priam.

{II. 2.308-2.332, trans. A. T. Murray, 1999)

The basic structure of Aischylos’s omen mimics Homer’s. Kalchas is the human 

augury-reader, a predator kills a mother animal and her young. 7'he chorus in the 

Agamemnon add that Zeus sent the birds of prey (Ag. 135), agreeing with Homer’s 

vision of the snake as Zeus’s creation. The Atreidae are aligned with Zeus in Kalchas’s 

augury readings. The omens are gruesome and induce horror as Zeus’s animals eat a 

mother and her young. Fraenkel interprets that every expression Aischylos employs in 

this passage brings out the tragedy of the hare’s d ea t h . He a t h  adds that for Aischylos’s 

audience who are hearing about the events leading up to the Achaian fleet’s departure 

for Troy, any reference to a bird omen would naturally have conjured up the sparrow 

and snake omen in Homer’s Iliad. H e  adds, “that the omen turns out to involve 

different species would of course strike the audience as significant and demand 

interpretation.

Aesop’s fable The Sparrow and the Hare suggests that both sparrows and hares 

were popularly thought of as the prey of eagles; perhaps hares and sparrows were easily 

interchangeable for the purposes of storytelling. Besides the difference in species which 

Heath points out, a more notable innovation is that while the sparrow is with her young 

in the Iliad, Aischylos’s hare has not yet given birth; she is big with her young 

(8piKTjp,ova, Ag. 119). The mother animal in Aischylos’s omen is specifically in the 

latter stage of pregnancy. A hare could be depicted pregnant, a sparrow could not.

'^Fraenkel, 1950, p. 82. 
Heath, 2001 ,  p. 18. 
Heath, 2001 ,  p. 18.
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Aischylos’s omen focuses on a female animal prevented from giving birth. Hence, 

Kalchas’s interpretation o f the bird omen leads the audience to imagine the Atreidae as 

father birds eating a pregnant mother. The fathers disrupt a mother’s pregnancy. 

Aischylos paints an image o f fathers denying a mother her role in reproduction. The 

term epua'))j,c£)V (Ag. 119), which Aischylos employs to describe the hare’s pregnancy 

reappears later in Apollo’s Xoyoq (Ku^aio^, Eum. 659). When Apollo rejects maternity 

near the close o f the Eumenides, the audience is pressed to recall the pregnant hare in 

the Agamemnon  and the consequences o f her death.

The image o f the hare represents the playwright’s first depiction o f pregnancy. 

The text clearly emphasizes that the hare is pregnant with the term spiKU|j.cov (Ag.

119).'^ This is significant since the female role in reproduction will become a central 

issue in the trilogy. The hare’s pregnancy is violently disrupted by the eagles, producing 

horror for the audience and perhaps compelling them to sympathise with the position o f 

the pregnant mother, complicating how the audience will later react to Apollo’s theory 

o f  male autonomous procreation. I shall return to the story o f the scavenged hare in 

Chapter 7 o f this dissertation (p. 191) when I posit a similar narrative, the myth o f 

Zeus’s swallowing o f the pregnant goddess Metis, as an implicit backdrop to 

A ischylos’s trilogy as a whole.

Aischylos does not allow the image o f  the eagles ingesting the pregnant hare to 

easily leave the minds o f his spectators. The omen carries significance for the trilogy as 

a whole. The Pythia compares the killing o f Pentheus by Dionysos’s Bacchants to the 

hunting o f a hare (Eum. 26). Also in the final play, the Erinyes describe Orestes as a 

cowering hare (Eum. 326). Orestes is TticoKa {Eum. 326), matching the description o f the 

omen (Ag. 136).'^ The Erinyes maintain that the hare Orestes must be sacrificed to 

atone for his mother’s death (Ei/m. 326-327), recalling the mother hare who died 

previously. A hare (Orestes) must die in exchange for the murdered mother. In this 

metaphor, Klytaimestra could be equated with the mother hare in the omen. The 

consumption o f the hare and the murder o f Klytaimestra are linked. Importantly, the 

hare simile lends sympathy to O r e s t e s . H e  is the hunted hare, not the hunter bird like 

his father.

Fraenkel, 1950, p. 71. 
Podlecki, 1989, p. 159. 
Peradotto, 1969, p. 2 6 1.
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Kalchas’s Artemis

Kalchas predicts that the goddess Artemis will be angry as a result of the slaughter of 

the hare and her unborn litter;

“ oiKTCp ydp 87ri-
cpGovoq ’ApTE|j,i(; dyva 
Ttxavoiaiv Kual Tiaxpoq
auTOTOKOv Tipo >l6xod jxoyepdv TitdKa 0uo)j.^oiaiv
aTuyei 6s SeiTtvov aisxrov.”
alTtvvov alTtivov sItis, to 6’ eu viKdxco.

“For holy Artemis, out o f pity, bears a grudge against the winged hounds of 
her father who slaughtered the wretched hare, litter and all, before it could 
give birth; she loathes the eagles’ feast.” Cry sorrow, sorrow, but may good 
prevail! (Ag. 134-138)

Artemis is angry at her father and his eagles. Kalchas does not indicate how he knows 

that the goddess has been provoked by the contents of the portent. The prophet calls on 

Apollo to appease his sister (Ag. 146). Apollo is his Tiaicov, healer. Earlier, the chorus 

approached Klytaimestra as their Tiaicov (Ag. 98), a title she proves not to deserve. This 

may cast doubt on whether Apollo is a trustworthy healer. Kalchas calls on Apollo with 

a specific request: “let her not cause any persistent adverse winds that hold back the 

Danaan ships from sailing” xiva<; dvxvTivoouq Aavadiq xpovlac; exsvfjSac; / dTiA-oiac; / 

XEÛ ]1, Ag. 147-150). Before there is any indication of unfavourable weather, Kalchas 

suggests that Artemis may seek retribution for the hare’s death by manipulating the 

winds. Later, when weather conditions do cease the ships, stranding the army at Aulis 

(yig. 188-191), Kalchas announces Artemis as their source (Ag. 202). He does not 

announce this immediately, however, despite his earlier suspicion that Artemis would 

impede their sailing. He declares Artemis as the cause of the winds only after other 

weather remedies failed (Ag. 199-200). Kalchas, it seems, is far from confident. His call 

to Apollo, his patron god, fell on deaf ears; the weather became unfavourable despite 

Kalchas’s plea (Ag. 147-150). Now, he struggles to come up with a solution to the 

winds.
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Argive Feasts

In Kalchas’s interpretation o f the omen, Agamemnon and Menelaos are the hounds of

Zeus. The prophet refers to the Atreidae as A.ayo5aiTr|q (Ag. 124), hare-devourers,

explicitly associating the actions o f Zeus’s birds with the human kings. Since Kalchas

conflates the eagles with the Atreidae, he deduces that Artemis is opposed to the Greek

leaders. Hence, Kalchas progresses from reading a message o f  victory in the omen to

suggesting that the omen spells danger for the Atreidae. The description o f the hare and

her litter as a “meal” (6sT7ivov) reminds the audience o f  Thyestes’s feast o f his children,
18the act which bore an ancestral curse on the house. Aischylos creates a constellation o f 

imagery relating to fathers and consumption. The association o f imagery subtley 

connects different events. Kassandra describes a father eating (Tiatpoq PsPpcoi-iCTaq) the 

roasted flesh o f his children (Ag. 1096-1097). She uses a different phrase later to 

describe the same act: Thyestes eating his sons (Tiaxfip cyeiJoaTO, Ag. 1222). Aigisthos 

describes Thyestes’s feast in gruesome detail:

^ s v v a  5e t o u 6 8  SiiaOeoq Tiaxfip 
Axpsijq, 7ipo0u|j,(D(; |id?̂ ?LOv fi (piA,co(;, Tiaxpi 
xcb)j.«, Kpeoupyov ri|a,ap si)0i3p,co(; aysiv 
6 o k c 6 v , T ia p e o x s  8 a iT a  T raiSsicov  K pscov . 

i d  IJ.8TV 7 io 6 f ip r | K a l d K p o u q

eOpuTtx’, dvcoOev (...) 
dv6paKdq KaGfiiievoq. 
dar||ia 5 ’ autrov auuK’ dyvoiot >.aP(bv 
e a 0 E i  (3opdv dacotov, cbq opdq, y^ei.

But Atreus, [...Agamemnon’s] impious father, in an act o f  hospitality to my 
father that was more eager than it was friendly, pretending to be holding a 
cheerful day o f butchery, served him with a meal o f his children’s flesh. The 
foot parts and the combs at the ends o f the arms, (and the heads, he set aside; 
the rest o f their flesh) he chopped up, well away from the diners who were 
sitting each by himself, so that it was unrecognizable; and Thyestes at once, 
in ignorance, took some o f  it and ate it, a meal that, as you now see, was 
ruinous for the family. (Ag. 1590-1597)

Herodotos reproduces A igisthos’s description o f Thyestes’s feast to illustrate the story 

o f Harpagus’s punishment o f Astyages in the Histories (1.119.4).'^ His use o f 

Aischylos’s text suggests that the passage was memorable for the ancient audience; it

Peradotto, 1969, p. 246.
Sommerstein, 2008b, pp. 194-195, n .331.

1590

1595
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stood out. Thyestes’s feast parallels the eagles’ consumption o f the pregnant hare. In the 

Eumenides, the Erinyes terrify the audience as they yearn to hunt and eat Orestes (Eum. 

244-268). The chorus proclaim “terror grips m e” when they are reminded o f  Thyestes’s 

feast ((popoq Ag. 1243), offering a hint for how the audience was expected to

react to all the horrific images o f ingestion in the trilogy.

I suggest that it is significant that Aischylos situates the repeated chorus refrain, 

“cry sorrow, sorrow, but may good prevail!” (al'^tivov alTtivov siTts, x6 6 ’ eij viKdxco, Ag. 

121, 138) immediately following references to the savaged hare. Clearly, the playwright 

intends the image o f the pregnant hare to have an emotive force. Images o f eating and 

cruel feasts saturate the trilogy; the playwright sees something intrinsically perverse 

about cannibalism in the Argive house, which also links the Atreidae with Zeus and 

Kronos. In Hesiod’s Theogony, Kronos swallows his children while Zeus swallows his 

pregnant wife Metis. I shall discuss the significance o f these parallels further in Chapter 

7 (p. 186). The boundaries between fathers and their family members are in urgent need 

o f repair in these myths. While Agamemnon is not responsible for the death o f the 

pregnant hare, K alchas’s relating o f  the eagles and the Atreidae contributes to the 

broader pattern o f ingestion imager>' in the trilogy, essentially suggesting that the 

Atreidae, like their ancestors, are treacherous eaters o f  young.

Artemis K0Vp0Tp6(p0<;

In contrast to Zeus who sends the eagles to kill the hare, Artemis is enraged by the 

hare’s death. Kalchas has established that there is an opposition between Zeus and 

Artemis. Artemis did not appear to the Achaians to bemoan the event, but Kalchas 

believes that she is angry (Ag. 146-150). This is crucial. Artemis becomes a character in 

the Agamemnon  because Kalchas assumes she is annoyed by the death o f  the pregnant 

hare. He also assumes the Zeus sent the birds. This reveals the role Artemis occupied in 

the consciousness o f Aischylos’s audience. It could be taken for granted that Artemis 

would be angry because she is the protector o f young animals. The hare was sacred to 

Artemis. In Callim achus’s Hymn to Artemis, the goddess is described as the hare- 

shooter {H.A. 3). Thumiger notes; “hare-hunting is not one o f  the heroic hunts 

celebrated in Greek culture as offering men a chance to prove their courage. [...] hare-
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hunting has strong connotations o f  pre-adulthood.” There was an association between 

hares and childhood, the period in life protected by Artemis. The goddess features in the 

play primarily in her role as KOupoxp6(po^. The pregnant hare provides a means for the 

dramatist the introduce Artemis’s interests: maturation and pregnancy. Artemis is not 

simply a character in the trilogy; she represents an entire sphere o f  concern.

According to Kalchas, Artemis is angry that the mother hare was prevented from 

giving birth; the hare was killed “before giving birth” (Tipo Xoxou, Ag. 136). Notably, 

the birthing term, Xoxdo, meaning specifically “lying in wait for,” implies passivity on 

the part o f  the female. Kalchas here reflects that Artemis is concerned with successfijl 

parturition. In A ischylos’s Suppliants, the daughters o f  Danaus pray to Artemis Hecate 

who supports women in labour {Siipp. 677-678). Artemis appears in later tragedy too as 

the protector o f  pregnant mothers. The chorus in Euripides’s Hippolytus tell how they 

call upon Artemis when they are in labour {Hipp. 162-169). Artemis eases their birth- 

pangs. The Greek Anthology  records how women made dedications to Artemis after 

they had given birth {G.An. 6.201). Hence, a wom an’s parturition occurred under 

Artemis’s divine protection. In Callimachus’s Hymn to Artemis, the goddess tells Zeus 

that she will live in the mountains and only travel to the cities in order to aid wom en in 

labour. She adds that her mother Leto experienced no pain as she gave birth to her since 

the Moirai determined that Artemis would bring easy labours {H.A. 21-26). In contrast, 

Leto suffered nine days and nine nights o f  painful labour to bring forth Apollo, 

Artemis’s brother {HH  3.92-94). In addition, Leto did not nurse Apollo. Instead, the 

goddess Themis fed him nectar and ambrosia as soon as he was bom (////3 .1 2 3 -1 2 4 ) . It 

is Artemis’s destiny to aid mothers in pregnancy while the story o f  A pollo’s birth hints 

at his m alevolence towards the processes o f  reproduction and nursing.

Kalchas describes Artemis as “holy” (dyvct, Ag. 135), and a few  lines later, as 

“kindly disposed” (sucppcov, Ag. 140), and “the Fair One” (d Ka>.d, Ag. 140). Artemis is 

a gentle and compassionate divinity. A ischylos constructs a miniature hymn to her:

Tooov Tiep su(ppcov, KaX,d,
5p6aoiai A,s7ttoi(; p,aA.£pcov X,8 0 vtcov 
TidvTcov t ’ dypov6|acov (pi^toiidaxoiq 
Oripcov 6PpiKd?LOiai xspTivd.

^"Thum iger, 2006, p. 199.
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So very kindly disposed is the Fair One 
To the unfledged seed o f fiery lions,
And so delightsome to the suckling whelps 
O f all beasts that roam the wild. (Jg. 140-143)

Artemis shows kindness towards animals who love their m others’ breasts 

((pilo|idoToi(;). The audience know A rtem is’s protection extends to human infants too. 

Later when Klytaimestra reminds Orestes how he suckled milk from her breast as a 

baby (Lib. 896-898), the audience know that this activity between mother and child is 

protected by Artemis. The murder o f  the pregnant hare, Kalchas assumes, evokes 

Artemis’s wrath given her role as Koupotpocpoq. She refuses to accept the killing o f a 

pregnant animal.^' Aischylos introduces Artemis into the plot as the protector o f  

mothers and their young, reminding the audience that these familial relationships are 

revered by the goddess.

Reading a <rujipo)^ov

Kalchas believes that Artemis is the source o f  the destructive winds (^4g. 202), and the 

chorus in response, deem Kalchas’s words to be destined (Ag. 157). The prophet claims 

that the goddess demands a cr6|j,poA,ov, a sign or token (Ag. 144). She wants a sign to 

compensate for the harm committed against the pregnant hare. It is an ambiguous 

request to say the least. Kalchas’s words require interpreting. cru|a.paA.£iv means “to 

throw things together,” “to bring information to bear on a s i tu a t io n .In h e re n t ly ,  

cn3|j.poX,ov implies that something needs to be resolved, that important information for 

understanding a situation is missing.^^ The verb implies the act o f gathering information 

to reach a conclusion. This is something both characters and the audience engage in, 

reaching conclusions based on bringing the events and imagery in the play together.^''

The poet has already provided a paradigm for this interpretative process. The 

watchman was waiting for a cru(a,poA.ov (Ag. 8). Klytaimestra instructed him to watch for 

the sign indicating Troy’s defeat (Ag. 9-11), but he knew to be cautious when 

interpreting the signal (Ag. 29-30). The poet develops this sign-reading model as the 

play continues, indicating that interpreting correctly and critically is a central concern in

Fraenkel, 1950, p. 84.
Irwin and G reenw ood, 2007 , p. 7.

”  Struck, 2004 , p. 79.
Irwin, 2007 , p. 48.
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the trilogy. Signs present the audience with interpretative riddles to figure out. 

Klytaimestra, later, refers to the fire beacons as a cn3î Po?i.ov sent to her from 

Agamemnon in Troy (Ag. 315-316). She knows of the Achaian victory because o f the 

cn)|j.(3oX,ov. Notably, the chorus are not so trusting of the sign. Much later in the play, 

they are still questioning the meaning of the fire beacons (Ag. 475-487). They 

interrogate whether the fire beacons tell o f victory or are some divine deception, 

suggesting that “the coming of this joyful light has beguiled our minds like a dream” 

(tspTcvov loS’ 8I0OV (pffiq 8(pf|Xcoosv (pp^at^, Ag. 492). The chorus only accept that Troy 

has been taken when the herald appears and reports on the victory (Ag. 503-538). They 

trust his testimony as he does not “signal voicelessly with fire-smoke” (cb̂  o u t ’ avauSo^ 

OUTS aoi 5aicov (pXoya, Ag. 496). From the perspective of the chorus, spoken testimony 

is trustworthy while reading symbols is not.

Artemis’s supposed demand for a auiJ.poA,ov generates ambiguity and suggests 

caution, yet Kalchas interprets definitively that the Atreidae must placate the goddess 

(Ag. 201-202). From the obscurity of the bird omen, the prophet instructs that the 

Atreidae must act. As mentioned earlier, the chorus refer to Kalchas’s instruction as 

“another remedy” (ixXXo ^iixap, Ag. 199). The implication is that Kalchas has voiced 

previous suggestions which failed. He has not been successful at au|j.paX,£iv. Aischylos 

is purposely bringing into question Kalchas’s reliability as a reader o f signs. Worrying, 

then, is the chorus’s brief mention a few lines earlier that “the senior leader of the 

Achaian fleet [is] not criticizing any prophet” (Kai  t 60 ’ fiye{j.(bv 6 Tips- / oPuq vscov 

AxauKcov, /  |j.dvT iv  ouiiva \|/sycov , Ag. 184-186). Agamemnon is choosing to agree with 

Kalchas’s readings, relying on the prophet, and thus, he does not interpret the cr6iJ.poA-ov 

himself. He does not exhibit caution in reading signs as the watchman does in the 

opening lines of the play or as the chorus do later. In the tapestry scene, Agamemnon’s 

fails to note the danger symbolised in the material leading his way to the palace, leading 

to his death (Ag. 944-957). His concern for his own prestige overrides his interpretative 

skills. He is not equipped to read signs. Agamemnon’s commitment to Kalchas’s 

reading is made clear; “it is a grievous doom not to comply” (Papsia |asv KJip t o  

TTiOteOai, Ag. 206). He is not complying with Artemis, he is complying with Kalchas. 

This distinction is clear for the audience. The king has been persuaded (tcsiO co) by 

Kalchas’s omen reading. He has not tried to understand ouiiPo^lov, but has been 

persuaded by Kalchas’s ambiguous oracle.
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fitiviq

Artemis’s part in the Agamemnon has received ample attention in modem scholarship. 

Lloyd-Jones deems A rtemis’s motivation for punishing the Atreidae to be one o f the
25most debated problems in the Oresteia. Denniston and Page describe the passage as

Oft“in some respects obscure and in others plainly unsatisfactory.” Critics claim that 

Aischylos fails to assign any wrongdoing to Agamemnon; there is no real cause o f 

Artemis’s anger.^^ Some have pondered if  her antagonism towards the Atreidae in this 

scene is meant to be understood as an expression o f her opposition to the fated Achaian
■y o

defeat o f the Trojans; Artemis and Apollo famously supported the Trojans in the war. 

Lawrence rightly contradicts this view on the grounds that there is no indication in the
29text that Artemis is opposed to war.

The killing o f the pregnant hare, Artem is’s sacred animal, warrants her wrath in 

Kalchas’s reading. The cause o f  Artem is’s anger is as simple as that: Artemis is angry at 

Zeus over the killing o f the pregnant hare. The failure o f critics to accept this cause 

reflects an assumption in modern scholarship that Aischylos is not concerned about 

Artemis’s providence as guardian o f mothers and the young, rather than any weakness 

in the text itself. 1 suggest that for an ancient audience, Artem is’s anger over the killing 

o f an animal would have been unsurprising. They were accustomed to other myths 

where Artemis avenges injured animals. Another ancient source describes Artemis as 

angry with Agamemnon for killing an animal. The story o f  the unfavourable winds at 

Aulis is told in the Cypria. The Cypria is part o f the Epic Cycle and is tentatively 

attributed to Stasinus o f Cyprus (Athenaeus’s Deipnosophistae 15.682d-f, Tzetzes’s 

Chiliades 13.638). It functioned as a prequel to Homer’s Iliad  and narrated the events 

leading up to the Trojan War and the first nine years o f  the battle. Proclus’s later prose 

summary o f  the epic in the Chrestomathy (cited in Photius’s Bibliotheca, ninth century 

A.D.) is the only surviving source detailing the content o f  the epic, but it is clear that the 

Cypria was well known in fifth century BC Athens, as exemplified for instance by 

Herodotos’s mention o f it in the Histories (2.117.1). The story o f A rtem is’s anger 

towards Agamemnon is told in Proclus’s summary o f the Cypria:

Lloyd-Jones, 1983, p. 87.
D enniston and Page, 1957, p. 77.
Denniston and Page, 1957, p. xxiii.
L loyd-Jones, 1983, p. 87.
Lawrence, 1976, p. 104.
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Kai TO 5emepov T)0poia[4.^ou t o o )  aT0 A.0 D sv AijX16i, Aya|j.£|ivcov etiI Gfipaq 
PaA.(bv sX,a(pov, ■U7iep(3dX.A£iv s(pr|a8 Kal xfiv ’Apxsiiiv. M r|viaaaa 6s f) Oeoq 
STieaxsv auxoix; xoi) 7t>toi) STtiTieiiTiouaa. Kd^^xavToq 68 eiTrovToq
TTiv xfjc; 0eou |j,fjviv Kal "Icpiyevsiav KsA^uoavToq Gijsiv xfj ApT8|ii6i, cbq stiI 
ydjaov auxfiv AxvÂ Â T |j,£xa7i:s^(pdp,evoi, Gusiv eTtixeipoCoiv. Apx8)j.i(; 5s auxfiv 
e^apTidaaaa, siq Taupouq lasxaKO^l^si Kal dOdvaxov Tioiei. eA.a(pov 6s dvxl 
xfjq Koprjc; 7tapiaxr|av xra Pcoia,cp.

While the expedition had mustered a second time at Aulis, Agamemnon, 
while at the chase, shot a stag and boasted that he surpassed even Artemis.
At this the goddess was so angry that she sent stormy winds and prevented 
them from sailing. Kalchas then told them of the anger o f the goddess and 
bade them sacrifice Iphigeneia to Artemis. This they attempt to do, sending 
to fetch Iphigeneia as though for marriage with Achilles. Artemis, however, 
snatched her away and transported her to the Tauri, making her immortal, 
and putting a stag in place of the girl upon the alter.

{Cyp. 1, trans. Evelyn-White, 1998)

Here, Artemis is explicitly angry at Agamemnon. This is not the case in the 

Agamemnon. Critics have wondered why Aischylos does not reproduce the story of 

Agamemnon’s b o ast.S o p h o k les  later recreates this account from the Cypria in his 

Elektra (563-576). In Sophokles’s retelling, the offence against Artemis is even worse 

since Agamemnon was hunting in her sacred grove. Yet, Aischylos deliberately rejects 

this tradition.

I offer that the playwright expects that the tradition from the Cypria will be 

naturally evoked for his audience. Kalchas declares that “a Wrath [...] will avenge a 

child” (Mfjviq xsKVOTroivoq, Ag. 155). The reference may be designed to mirror the |J.fivi(; 

of Artemis in the Cypria, assuming that this term was used to describe the goddess’s 

wrath in the original epic. The root x s k v o  may conjure up animal young for the 

audience, recalling how Artemis is provoked by the slaughter o f animals. In contrast to 

Fraenkel’s reading of this passage, which he deems has no “double meaning,” I argue 

that Kalchas’s words are purposely highly obscure.^’ Kalchas refers to the child’s 

avenger as the “guileful keeper of the house” (oIkov6 )j,0 (; 6 oX,la, Ag. 155), implying that 

the [ifjvK; that will avenge a child is Klytaimestra. A few lines earlier, after fearing that 

Artemis may hamper the campaign, Kalchas used the words “bent on another sacrificial 

slaughter” (a7iS'u6 o |j,^a  Guaiav Exspav, Ag. 150). This appears to refer to a sacrifice

Lloyd-Jones, 1983, p. 101. 
Fraenkel, 1950, pp. 92-93.
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which Artemis demands, but it could be the sacrifice of Agamemnon which 

Klytaimestra will commit. In this case, the sacrifice of Iphigeneia goes hand in hand 

with that of Agamemnon. Kalchas’s warning of another sacrifice hints at Agamemnon’s 

doom. The oracle predicts the king’s death. Agamemnon, however, fails to interpret 

this. The agent of the sacrifice is “a fashioner of strife” (veiKecov xeKiova, Ag. 152). 

Again, this could be Artemis or Klytaimestra. It is not clear which character Kalchas is 

speaking about. He seems to be speaking about both at once, demonstrating the inherent 

obscurity of oracular speech. Kalchas’s words identify Artemis’s wrath at the death of 

the hare with the future wrath o f Klytaimestra in response to the death o f Iphigeneia. 

The audience will perceive this double meaning immediately, bringing into relief 

Agamemnon’s failing to do the same.

Aischylos’s trilogy dramatises the consequences o f |j.fjvi(;, just as Homer’s Iliad is 

concerned with the p.fjvi(; of Achilleus. Notably, for Klytaimestra and Achilleus, their 

)if|vi(; is bom in reaction to actions committed by Agamemnon. The centrality of fJ-fjvK; 

as a theme in epic is suggested by the positioning of this term as the first word in 

Homer’s Iliad. Aischylos’s audience will have noted it as significant that this noun 

identifies Klytaimestra. Muellner defines nfivvq as follows;

lifivic; is not a word for a hostile emotion arising in one individual against 
some other individual, as we may spontaneously understand it. It is the name 
of a feeling not separate from the actions it entails, of a cosmic sanction, of a 
social force whose activation brings drastic consequences on the whole 
community.

While Kalchas and the chorus align the Atreidae and Zeus in the Agamemnon, Artemis 

and Klytaimestra are subtly connected through the nature of their shared [ifivix;. Their 

jifjviq is in reaction to male violence. Artemis’s wrath is towards the eagles while 

Klytaimestra detests Agamemnon for killing her daughter. This further polarizes fathers 

and mothers. Artemis acts on behalf of the mother hare while Klytaimestra retaliates for 

Iphigeneia. The goddess and the queen are concerned about mothers and their children, 

but both are also capable of immense violence. I suggest that Klytaimestra’s weapon for 

trapping Agamemnon— the net (Ag. 1380-1381, Lib. 980-984, 997-1004, Eum. 634- 

635), a device specifically used for hunting— ^further associates the queen with the famed 

huntress Artemis.

Muellner, 2005, p. 8.
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What is important here is that the playwright’s audience know from the Cypria 

that Artemis punished Agamemnon for killing her sacred animal. Whether a stag or a 

pregnant hare, Artemis’s anger is provoked by insolence towards animals. So 

Aischylos’s pregnant hare replaces not only the sparrows in Homer’s omen but also the 

stag in the explanation of Artemis’s anger in the Cypria. Aischylos cleverly reshapes the 

omen which signalled Agamemenon’s victory in the Iliad as a dual functioning sign of 

his success at war and his personal downfall. The pregnant hare is a powerful symbol in 

this regard.

Artemis’s anger over the killing of the pregnant hare brings into focus her 

particular concern for pregnant mothers and their children, her providence which is not 

symbolised in the image of the stag in the Cypria. Aischylos is stressing that pregnant 

mothers have divine protection in the form of Artemis. The maltreatment of mothers 

generates lifjvit;, which inevitably transforms society. Fontenrose argues that Artemis 

“has nothing to do with the conflict of the Oresteia.’’̂ ^̂  On the contrary, I suggest that 

since the trilogy’s conflicts find resolution through the establishing of a hierarchy which 

demotes mothers, the inclusion of Artemis in her role as protector of mothers certainly 

carries significance. Artemis’s presence in the Oresleia deserves analysis.

The playwright consciously innovates Artemis’s role in the story of the Achaian 

fleet at Aulis. Aischylos does not directly connect Agamemnon’s actions with Artemis’s 

fj,fjviq, as Sophokles does later or the Cypria did earlier. Kalchas interprets that the eagles 

represent the Atreidae, just as the chorus earlier posited the vultures to be the kings. The 

characters on stage are engaged in a creative process of bird sign reading. The eagles 

represent what Agamemnon is going to do himself in the future: kill a mother and her 

young. He will kill his own daughter, he will disregard the relationship between 

Klytaimestra and Iphigeneia, and he will lead a war that will result in the deaths of many 

mothers and their children. However, this is all only realised later. Kalchas’s reading of 

the omen posits that the brothers Menelaos and Agamemnon are the same as their father. 

The fathers in the house of Atreus injure children and mothers, thus disregarding that 

which Artemis seeks to protect. Peradotto observes, “Artemis hates the eagles because 

they typify the Atreidae [...] she hates both eagles and Atreidae for the same reason. 

However, it is not Artemis who conflates the eagles and the Atreidae, but Kalchas.

Fontenrose, 1971, p. 90. 
Peradotto, 1969, p. 240.
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Aischylos makes it clear that Agamemnon has not done anything to provoke Artemis. 

There is no obvious reason for her to punish him.

Kalchas’s reading o f the omen creates the scenario where the Atreidae will 

commit the act which makes them analogous to the eagles. Kalchas advises Agamemnon 

to placate Artemis, but the prophet never says explicitly that Agamemnon must sacrifice 

Iphigeneia. His instruction to the Atreidae almost brings them to tears (Ag. 204), but this 

instruction is never revealed. Agamemnon fears killing his child (Ag. 206) and 

comments that the army want her to be sacrificed to ease the winds (Ag. 214-216). 

Hence, Agamemnon interprets that the sacrifice o f Iphigeneia will pacify Artemis, but it 

is not certain that this is the exact remedy that Kalchas suggested. The king kills his 

daughter, becoming the eagle in the omen, hence invoking ^fjviq, which will take form 

in Klytaimestra’s future revenge. The augury reading and Agamemnon’s agreement with 

it sets the king up to offend Artemis. Agamemnon kills his daughter as a result o f  how 

he has interpreted a ai3)o.(3oA,ov. Events could have gone differently if  he read the omen 

differently. Inevitably, Agamemnon’s death is a direct consequence o f his agreement 

with Kalchas.

Kalchas never explains why it is that Artemis punishes the Achaians for the 

death o f the hare.^^ He says that Artemis bears a grudge against Zeus and his eagles (Ag. 

135), and as a result, the portent is ominous (Ag. 145). Her anger is in reaction to the 

contents o f the portent, not what Kalchas claims it re p re s e n ts .T h e  causal link between 

Artemis’s anger at Zeus and her decision to hinder the Achaian ships is obscure. 

Sommerstein suggests that Artemis, being offended by Zeus, seeks revenge by harming
37Zeus’s human protege, Agamemnon. Agamemnon was given his kingly power from 

Zeus (Ag. 42-43). Zeus and Agamemnon are not only allied as kings, the text stresses 

that they are both fathers. Kalchas tells how Artemis is angry at her Ttatfip (Ag. 135) and 

the Atreidae were introduced to the audience as fathers through the bird simile (Ag. 49- 

59). Artemis, on the other hand, is concerned about the welfare o f mothers, as the omen 

suggests. Artemis opposes Agamemnon, in this reading, because he represents Zeus on 

earth.

Fraenkel, 1950, p. 97. 
Lawrence, 1976, p. 97. 

^^Sommerstein, 1980, p. 167.
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A gam em non’s Choice

The chorus shift their interest from the Atreidae as a pair to Agamemnon alone as they 

describe the circumstances surrounding Iphigeneia’s death. They narrate how 

Agamemnon decided to sacrifice his daughter rather than abandon the mihtary mission 

(Ag. 205-213). Faced with Kalchas’s prophecy, Agamemnon bemoaned, “it is a grievous 

doom not to comply, and a grievous one if  I am to slay my child, the delight o f  my 

house” (Papeia Ktjp to in'i TiiOsaOai, / (3apsta 6’ 8i t sk v o v  5ai^co, 66|j.cov ayaA,|j.a, Ag. 

206-207). In Agam em non’s own words, he has a choice but both options are heavy with 

suffering (PapsTa). The bird simile at the beginning o f  the play underpins Agamem non’s 

decision; the grief the father birds expressed over their empty nest is now manifesting as 

his reality.

Denniston and Page interpret that Agamemnon has no choice but to abide by
•j o

Artemis’s instruction. It is Agamemnon’s duty to do as Artemis commands; he cannot 

save Iphigeneia from the goddess’s will.^^ Sophokles’s Elektra later exaggerates the 

constraint Agamemnon is under when she explains that the fleet could neither travel 

homeward nor to Troy owing to the winds; Agamemnon had to surrender Iphigeneia in 

order to move at all (£/. 572-574). Euripides also presents Agamemnon as acting under 

duress (IT  19). However, A ischylos’s Agamemnon has more freewill in the matter than 

these interpretations imply. Fraenkel describes his decision as “voluntary.”''® He chooses 

to abide by K alchas’s decidedly obscure interpretation o f the omen. Further, 

Agamemnon explains that he cannot desert his fleet (Ag. 212). The king chooses the 

blood pollution that will incur from Iphigeneia’s death (Ag. 210) above the 

disintegration o f the military campaign (Ag. 213). d|o.apT(bv (Ag. 213) stresses the moral 

failure Agamemnon faces if he retreats.'^’ Sommerstein, however, points out that nothing 

in the play suggests that Agamemnon is obliged to his allies.''^ Menelaos is just as 

horrified by the prospect o f killing Iphigeneia as Agamemnon is (Ag. 203-204). In 

Euripides’s Iphigeneia in Aulis, Menelaos criticizes Agamemnon for choosing o f his 

own accord to sacrifice Iphigeneia, motivated by his wish to preserve his command and 

fame (lA 356-364). In his account o f events, it is not clear which o f  the gods caused the

D enniston  and Page, 1957, p. xxiii.
D enniston and Page, 1957, p. 87.
F raenkel, 1950, p. 99.
F raenkel, 1950, p. 123.
Som m erste in , 2008b , pp. 25, n. 47.
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adverse winds {lA 351); Artemis is not identified as the cause. Kalchas, however, 

advises Agamemnon to sacrifice Iphigeneia to Artemis {lA 358-359). Euripides’s 

Agamemnon does so gladly.

When confronted with the choice o f  losing prestige or losing his child, 

Agamemnon decides to safeguard his own hegemony. It is this same self-interest and 

concern for prestige which results in Agam em non’s defeat in the tapestry scene (Ag. 

908-972). Importantly, it is proleptically that K alchas’s augury reading is validated. 

Agamemnon became a child-killer like his ancestors in response to Kalchas’s 

interpretation and evocation o f  Artemis. Kalchas introduces a course o f  action which 

Agamemnon fully enacts. His choice to agree with Kalchas reveals his true character. 

The king’s priority is his prominence in the po/is, not his oikos. The sacrifice o f 

Iphigeneia is not determined by divine will but the deliberated choice o f  Agamemnon. 

A ischylos’s innovative reinterpretation o f the story positions Agamemnon as responsible 

for his own downfall. Agamemnon went to war for reasons o f personal pride; the 

sacrifice o f Iphigeneia reveals this."*  ̂This is his crime. While Zeus ordained the war and 

the Achaian victory, Agamem non’s motivations are flawed.

Agamemnon concludes his contemplation on the matter by asserting;

Tcauaavenou ydp 0Davac;
TiapGeviou 6 ’ aiiiaxoc; 6p- 
ya  Tiepiopycoq stiiGu- 
îsTv 08|ii(;. 8U ydp el'r].

That they should long with intense passion for a sacrifice to end the winds and 
for the blood o f a maiden is quite natural. May all be well! (Ag. 214-217)

The term Tiepiopyox; (Ag. 216) describes the anger o f the soldiers who are eager to 

depart for Troy. This is the real factor which influences Agamemnon, his partiality 

towards the restless and exhausted army. He wishes to appease them. The reference to 

the anger o f the soldiers may imply that Iphigeneia will be killed even if  Agamemnon 

refuses to commit the sacrifice.'^'' She will die at the hands o f the soldiers anyway as 

they are desperate to depart from Aulis. This proves the persuasive power K alchas’s 

augury reading has had on the army.

Lawrence, 1976, p. 105. 
Denniston and Page, 1957, p. 87.



But, if Aischylos intended the audience to interpret that Iphigeneia’s fate is out 

o f Agamemnon’s control, I suggest that he would make this clear in order to exonerate 

the king and further, the focus given to Agamemnon’s moral meditation would be 

unnecessary. The point is the Aischylos purposely makes the scene unclear. 

Agamemnon’s contemplation on the matter is paramount in this scene precisely because 

it is his decision whether Iphigeneia lives or dies. I argue that these lines, as quoted by 

the chorus, elucidate where Agamemnon’s priorities lie. His concern is the anger of the 

soldiers, not the emotions of his child or family. Nowhere does Agamemnon consider 

the opinions o f his family on the matter, only that o f the soldiers. As the military allies 

believe that it is 08|j,i(; to spill the blood of a napO^oq, Agamemnon deems that his 

actions are justified.

The chorus’s reaction to Agamemnon’s words immediately undermines his claim 

that the sacrifice of Iphigeneia is Gsjiiq. They describe Agamemnon’s mind as “impious, 

impure, unholy” (5t)oosPfj [...] / avayvov, dvispov, Ag. 219-220). While Artemis is 

dyvoq (Ag. 134), Agamemnon is the opposite, dvayvov. Artemis’s holiness is expressed 

in her concern for children; Agamemnon’s unholiness manifests in his killing of his 

child. He is aioxp6|j.iixiq, acting out shameful schemes (Ag. 222). The language here 

could not get much harsher or more accusatory.

The chorus deem that Agamemnon’s wretched and frenzied determination to 

commit the sacrifice was the 7tpcoT07ifna,cov, the first cause of ill (Ag. 223). In the minds 

of the chorus, the sacrifice of Iphigeneia is a primal crime. This is the act which sets in 

motion the violence which follows. Interestingly, in the closing lines in the Libation 

Bearers, the chorus ignore the death of Iphigeneia as a crime in the house’s history. 

They include Thyestes’s suffering, Agamemnon’s murder and the death o f Klytaimestra 

as the three acts of destruction in the house (Lib. 1065-1076). The chorus evade the 

crime which the dramatist placed as first in the Agamemnon^^ Characters in Aischylos’s 

trilogy reveal their different loyalities through what they define as criminal and just. 

When defending her killing of Agamemnon, Klytaimestra reminds the chorus that the 

sacrifice of Iphigeneia was a polluting act (Ag. 1420). Her disgust is in tune with the 

earlier revulsion expressed by the chorus. The playwright has structured the play so that 

the audience is primed to sympathise with Klytaimestra’s motivation for revenge.

Vellacott,  1991, p. 74.



The chorus posit the motivation behind Agamem non’s decision to sacrifice his 

daughter as his desire to advance the war for the retrieval o f Helen (Ag. 225-226). The 

chorus condemn the king’s ridding o f a daughter in order to avenge the loss o f  a wife 

(Guyaxpot;, yuvaiKOTtoivcov, Ag. 225). The verbal antithesis in the Greek between 

daughter and wife is significant here.'*^ The chorus are disgusted by Agamem non’s 

defence o f a social relation (wife) above kin (daughter). The sentiment expressed by the 

chorus foreshadows the Erinyes’ loathing o f Orestes owing to his disregard for his 

blood-tie to Klytaimestra (£i/m. 608). Father like son, both Agamemnon and Orestes 

discount obligations to kin. From the perspective o f the chorus in the Agamemnon, 

Agamemnon’s disregard for his blood relation is dishonourable. This is crucial since 

Apollo and Athena will propagate Agamemnon’s bias; they maintain that the injury o f a 

spouse is a greater grievance than the maltreatment o f a blood relative. Yet this moral 

stance is condemned by the chorus in the Agamemnon. In the first play, the playwright is 

bringing into question morals that will later become fully associated with Olympian 

ideology. But, while the chorus express aversion towards Agamemnon for his actions, 

the murder o f their king inspires them to turn their anger towards Klytaimestra. 

Agamemnon’s aiaxp6|ir|n(; (Ag. 222) is overshadowed by Klytaimestra’s [iEya>L6|ir|Ti(; 

(Ag. 1426). By the end o f the first play, the father’s failings fall short o f  the m other’s.

The Great Sacrificer

The chorus paint an emotive picture as they describe Iphigeneia’s sacrifice. The event 

provides the only example in the trilogy o f  a scenario in which Agamemnon is described 

in the company o f one o f  his children. The chorus make it clear that Agamemnon was 

present at his daughter’s death; father and daughter were together (Ag. 231). Hence, the 

sacrifice o f Iphigeneia is the prime episode the dramatist offers to the audience for 

assessing Agamem non’s role as a father. It is notable that Klytaimestra is not present at 

Aulis. The story o f the sacrifice demonstrates what occurs when Agamemnon exercises 

sole authority over his daughter. The sacrifice scene presents an instance o f  a father 

acting as sole parent; the mother has no say. The scene o f Iphigeneia’s sacrifice presents 

the only reference point for analysing a father acting without maternal input. Crucially, 

in the absence o f her mother, Iphigeneia meets her death at her father’s orders. Similarly,

Verrall, 1904, p. 29.
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the father vultures in the opening bird simile in the Agamemnon  lose their chicks. 

Fathers, it would appear, do not make good protectors o f  children. A ischylos’s vision o f 

fathers as lone parents is deeply disturbing. Yet, Apollo will argue that fathers are the 

only parent that matters {Eim. 657-666).

The playwright does not offer much to balance the negative impression o f male 

parenting created by the scene o f Iphigeneia’s sacrifice. In the Libation Bearers, Orestes 

and Elektra continually attempt to rouse Agam em non’s infernal support {Lib. 315, 332, 

456-522). The chorus add to their cries and call to the underworld for aid to be sent to 

Elektra and Orestes {Lib. 476-478). While K lytaim estra’s grief was predominant in the 

Agamemnon, the children’s mourning for their father takes centre stage in the Libation 

Bearers. Simon describes their lamenting as “ stirring up the dead to create a powerful, 

phallic father.”'*̂  Orestes and Elektra have been left bereft owing to K lytaimestra’s 

actions. Orestes wishes to be master o f the palace {Lib. 480) and Elektra is eager to 

marry {Lib. 487). Elektra describes herself as a slave {Lib. 135). Elektra, a daughter o f 

marriageable age, has been unable to transition to the status o f yuvf| since she lacks a 

Kupioq.'̂ ** The text stresses that their loss o f  paternal support is detrimental for them. 

Agamemnon is required to support his children’s transition to adulthood. This is the 

parenting role o f a father according to the logic o f the Libation Bearers, to ensure his 

child’s successful social integration. His role in procreation is never mentioned.

The children desperately call upon their father, but he never appears. Yet the love 

they express for their father dilutes the negative impression o f the king generated in the 

first play.'*^ His children’s affection for him places Agamemnon in a positive light. Yet, 

the shade o f Agamemnon fails to respond to his children’s c a l l s . T h e  audience might 

expect that Agamemnon will arise from the underworld to offer guidance to his children. 

After all, the ghost o f Klytaimestra takes to the stage in order to instruct the Erinyes in 

the Eumenides (94-139) and Darius’s shade appears to advise his wife and the Persian 

elders in the Persae (681-842). Significantly, Darius’s shade appears at his tomb, a 

similar setting to the opening scene o f the Libation Bearers where Elektra and Orestes 

are reunited at the tomb o f Agamemnon. The visual resemblance between the tomb 

scenes in the two plays may have led the audience to expect that Agamemnon’s shade is

Simon, 1988, p. 54. 
“'^Goldhill, 2004, p. 37. 

Solmsen, 1995, p. 192. 
Simon, 1988, p. 54.
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going to appear, just as Darius’s had in Aischylos’s earlier play. But, Aischylos chooses 

to preserve Agamemnon’s absence from the stage after his death.

Orestes later claims Agamemnon supports him from his grave {Eum. 598), but 

there is no evidence for this. In Homer’s Odyssey, Agamemnon has never even seen 

Orestes {Od. 11.452-453). There is a stark lack of relationship between Agamemnon and 

his children. As Armens notes, “[Orestes is] the deprived and rejected child. Who can 

feel for a father he has rarely seen or a mother who prefers her paramour to her child? 

Orestes, the patriarchal son, is, seemingly, a man without knowledge of love.” '̂ In a 

prayer to Zeus, Orestes compares himself and Elektra to the young of a dead eagle, 

evoking the bird simile and the bird omen in the Agamemnon. Orestes says:

Z8U ZeC, Gscopoq xcovSe Ttpayiidxoov yevoij- 
iSou 6e yewav euviv aisToi3 Jiaxpoq,
BavovToq tw Tt t̂SKxaiai Kal a7i8ipd|iaaiv 
88ivfj(; £x^Svr|(;. touq 6’ dtTicopcpaviajxevouq 
vfjaxit; 7118̂ 81 oi) ydp ^xeXeic;
6r\pav Tiaxpcpav Jipoo(psp8iv aKTivTi|j.aaiv. 
ouxco 5s Kû i8 xqv68 x’, ’HX^Kxpav X̂ yco, 
i68iv Tidpeaxl aoi, 7iaxpoax8pfj yovov, 
d|i(pco (puyf]v 8XOVX8 xf)v auxfjv 66|acov.
Kal xou Buxfjpoq Kav oe xiixcovxoc; nsya 
Tiaxpoq V8 0 oooi)^ xoiJa6’ d7iO908ipaq ti608v 
s^8ig oiJ-oiaq svOoivov yepaq;
oi)x’ aisxoi) y^80A,’ d7ro(p08ipaq, jrdX,iv 
7C8|i7isiv sxoiq dv afi|j.ax’ si)7ri0fi ppoxoTq- 
oux’ dpxi-Koq aoi Tiaq 65’ avavOsiq 7xu0|j.fiv 
Pcô ioiq dpf|^8i PouGuxok; ^  fip-amv. 
k6|o,i^’, and a|avKpoi5 6 ’ dv dpsiaq jieyav 
66|iov, SoKoijvxa Kdpxa vDv TtejixcoK^ai.

Zeus, Zeus, look down on these things! Behold the orphan brood of the eagle 
father, of him who died in the twisting coils of the fearsome viper! The 
bereaved children are hard pressed by ravenous hunger, for they are not yet 
full-grown so as to be able to bring home to the nest the prey their father 
hunted. So too you can see this woman, Elektra, and me, children robbed of 
their father, both alike in banishment from their home. And if you allow us 
nestlings to perish, whose father was the great sacrificer who greatly 
glorified you, from whence will you get the honour of a fine feast given with 
comparable generosity? If you let the brood of the eagle perish, you would 
never again be able to send mortals signs that they would readily believe; 
and if this ruling stock is allowed to shrivel away entirely, it cannot minister 
to your alters on days when oxen are sacrificed. Take care of us, and you can

Armens, 1967, p. 73.
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raise this house from littleness to greatness, a house that to all appearance is 
now utterly fallen. {Lih. 246-263, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b)

Agamemnon is an “eagle father” (aiexoi) Tiaipoq, Lib. 247). In the bird simile, the 

Atreidae are depicted as “vultures” (aiyujncbv, Ag. 49) and “birds” (oicovoGpoov, Ag. 56), 

while in K alchas’s reading o f the bird omen, they are “birds” (oicovc&v, Ag. 114) and 

“eagles” (aiexcov, Ag. 137). Aischylos is constructing a compressed metaphor as the 

drama unfolds. The descriptions o f Agamemnon function to develop the audience’s 

impression o f him as a father. The chorus initially saw Agamemnon as a father bird 

grieving over his empty nest, but then Kalchas aligned him with a father bird eating a 

pregnant mother. The metaphor now finds completion in the image o f the young nesting 

birds mourning their father bird. Like the earlier bird simile, the image initially appears 

to present Agamemnon as an ideal father, a nurturer who once brought food to his 

children (Lib. 249-251). This is the aspect o f their father which the children valorise. 

I'he passage stresses the vulnerability o f children; without their father, they are hungry 

(Lib. 250). The helplessness o f young children is further captured in the nurse’s speech 

(Lib. 734-765). The nurse describes Orestes as a baby unable to control his bowel 

(vri5i)<;. Lib. 757) or communicate his hunger (Lib. 756). Children require parental care.

While Orestes idealises his father as once a great provider, he also describes his 

father as “the great sacrificer” (xoij Ouxfjpot; [...] [xeya, Lib. 255), reminding the audience 

o f Iphigeneia’s death at Agamemnon’s hands. The audience are encouraged to notice a 

tension here: Orestes bemoans the death o f  his father, but the cause o f  Agamemnon’s 

death was his decision to sacrifice Iphigeneia. Further, Orestes’s reference to the father 

bird’s “hunt” (Gfjpav, Lib. 251) may conjure up the image o f the eagles eating the 

pregnant hare. Orestes’s words seem designed to recall Agam em non’s actions which led 

to his downfall, hence reminding the audience o f  Agamem non’s failings as a parent 

while simultaneously highlighting the longing the children feel for their father.

Klytaimestra’s G rief

The suffering o f the father birds in the bird simile extends to K lytaimestra’s grief for her
52lost daughter. The bird image conjures up Klytaimestra’s loss o f Iphigeneia. While the 

bird simile was famously associated with the reunion o f  a father and son in the Odyssey,

”  Knox, 1952, p. 18.
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it is a more appropriate illustration o f a mother’s loss o f her daughter in the Oresteia. 

Grief for Iphigeneia is most strongly articulated by Klytaimestra. The pain of losing a 

child becomes fully associated with the queen. Her sorrow will be the cause o f the 

entire action in the Agamemnon. In a sense, the play dramatises the consequences for 

Agamemnon and the Argives of Klytaimestra’s bereavement. Through the bird simile, 

the dramatist introduces the notion that the loss o f children motivates violence. It stirs 

the father birds to go to war. The murder of the pregnant hare likewise results in further 

violence. The death of Iphigenia will rouse Klytaimestra’s dissent. The previous 

imagery has led the audience to expect Iphigeneia’s death will bring destruction. The 

loss of a child has detrimental consequences for the entire community.

Klytaimestra's loss is evoked in her language. In the Agamemnon, her first words 

announce: “in accordance with the proverb, may a morning of good news be born from 

the womb o f this night of good news!” (8'6dyy£?iO(; rooTiep q Tiapoqaia / ecoq y ^ o u o  

[iqipoq si)(pp6vq(; Tidpa, Ag. 264-265). Klytaimestra personifies the morning (ecoq) as a 

mother (iiqxpoq) who delivers good news. The queen herself is the source of the news 

that Troy has fallen {Ag. 267). Hence, Klytaimestra is equivalent to the morning in the 

proverb. The metaphor instantly brings attention to Klytaimestra’s maternal role. She is 

a mother. Through the use of different metaphors, both Agamemnon and Klytaimestra 

are introduced to the audience in their parental roles. The position in the text of 

Klytaimestra’s opening greeting is certainly loaded as the chorus have just finished 

describing the bleak circumstances of Iphigeneia’s death (Ag. 200-50). The maternal 

guise in which Klytaimestra first speaks to the audience is significant; the audience will 

naturally see her as the mother of the deceased Iphigeneia.”

After killing Agamemnon and Kassandra, Klytaimestra announces that her 

purpose was to avenge Iphigeneia (Ag. 1417). She reaffirms that this was her motive on 

several occasions (Ag. 1432, 1504, 1525-1527, 1555). The queen adds that Iphigeneia is 

“much-bewailed” (7ioA,i)KA,a0T6v, Ag. 1526). Aischylos presents Klytaimestra as a 

character in mourning for her child. The bird simile, designed to illustrate the despair of 

the Atreidae, leads the audience to sympathise with Klytaimestra’s position in the 

drama. The central bond between parent and child depicted in the Agamemnon is 

between Klytaimestra and Iphigeneia; the focus is the mother and daughter rather than 

the father and son o f epic.

W inning ton- lngram , 1983, p. 103.
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The anguish expressed by Kiytaimestra over the loss o f her daughter was familiar 

to the Athenian audience. Humphreys stresses that in all cultures the “intensity o f 

emotional relationships is surely affected by the value placed on them by the actor’s 

culture [...] and reactions to child death therefore have to be related to the status o f 

children in the culture.”'̂ '* In fifth century BC Athens, the continuity o f a m an’s estate 

through the generations depended upon the survival o f his children. For an Athenian 

woman, the bearing o f children was her primary duty. It was not until the birth o f her 

first child that she would be fully accepted in the oikos o f her husband.”  Owing to 

disease, a large proportion o f newborn infants did not survive their childhood.^® The 

communal rituals performed by women at festivals such as the Thesmophoria, which 

involved mourning the goddess Demeter’s loss o f Persephone (a myth I shall discuss 

more fully in Chapter 7), may have served to psychologically prepare them for the 

probability o f  losing a child o f their own.

Kiytaimestra’s affection for Iphigeneia becomes overshadowed by her surviving 

children’s hatred for their mother. Elektra refers to Kiytaimestra as “my mother, who 

has an impious spirit towards her children that belies the name o f mother” (s)afi ye 

|ii'lTT|p, ou6a[icc)(; S7icbvu|j,ov / (pp6vr|(j,a Tiaial 5ua0sov 7i£7ta|a,8vr|, Lib. 190-191). 

Kiytaimestra’s lafjvic; erodes her relationship with her surviving children. They hate her 

because she killed their father {Lib. 429-433). Further, Kiytaimestra mutilated 

Agamemnon’s corpse {Lib. 439-440) and denied him a proper burial {Lib. 433). The 

death o f Agamemnon has left Elektra and Orestes desolate, their future uncertain {Lib. 

132-134, 336). In effect, Agamemnon’s death has led to social disintegration and 

pollution. As Goldhill explains, “for a woman to plot like a man -  and thus aim at the 

position o f authority -  is inevitably to plot against a man: against the established order 

o f p a tr ia rc h y .K ly ta im e s tra ’s rule is detrimental for her children and society as a 

whole.

The queen, following her violent retribution against Agamemnon, fails to provide 

maternal protection to her surviving children. On discovering that Orestes has killed 

Aigisthos, Kiytaimestra orders, “someone give me, right away, an axe that can kill a 

man!” (8olr| tk ; dv6poK|afjxa tisAxkuv (he, To-xoq, Lib. 899). Kiytaimestra is prepared to 

kill her son when faced with her own death. Her willingness to use force recalls her

Humphreys and King, 1981, p. 3.
”  Cantarelia, 1993, p. 47.

Demand, 1994, p. 22.
Goldhill, 2004 ,  p. 34.
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threat to fight the chorus o f elders in the Agamemnon (Ag. 1419-1425). Her desire for 

power and self-preservation overtake her past concerns for her daughter.

Yet, Klytaimestra’s sensitive maternal affection for Iphigeneia also continues to 

echo throughout the plays, alongside the negative depiction o f her. Elektra refers to 

Iphigeneia as “the sister who was pitilessly sacrificed” (xfjg ruGsiaric; vrjX^ctx; 

6ia,oa7i6pot), Lib. 242), reminding the audience o f  the chorus’s poignant description o f 

the sacrifice and Klytaimestra’s calls for justice for her child in the Agamemnon. 

Orestes recalls how he was once dear to his mother {Lib. 1007), evoking for the 

audience an image o f K lytaimestra’s tenderness towards her children before the death o f 

Iphigeneia. On hearing the false news o f  Orestes’s death, Klytaimestra expresses 

sorrow. She exclaims, “ah me, we are completely, utterly ruined!” (o’l 'ycb, Kax’ cxKpaq 

siTtaq (bq 7iop0o'6|.i80a, Lib. 691). She mourns being stripped o f her “loved ones” ((plX,cov, 

Lib. 695), adding, “and now Orestes” (Kai vi)v ’Opsaxriq, Lib. 696). The death o f 

Orestes, for Klytaimestra, presents a specific instance o f a general phenomenon. He is 

the latest in a line o f  (piA,ov she has lost. The broad meaning o f the term (pOtoi conceals 

who exactly it is Klytaimestra has mourned. In Orestes’s response to his mother {Lib. 

700-706), he also speaks o f (piX,oi, but distinctly when referring to non-familial friends, 

essentially emphasising the broad meaning o f the term. In this sense, K lytaimestra’s 

words may communicate that the loss o f  her son is equivalent to the loss o f  non-kin. 

The poet inserts a broad term which brings into question the sincerity o f  Klytaim estra’s 

pain. However, her allusion to past grief must remind the audience o f Iphigeneia. The 

death o f Orestes stirs the same pain in Klytaimestra as the loss o f her daughter. 

Klytaimestra adds that Orestes was kept away from Argos to guard him from the curse 

on the house {Lib. 697). She adds later that he was sent to live with friends, not exiled 

{Lib. 914). Orestes would certainly have been a target in the case o f a revolt in the
58king’s absence so this explanation is legitimate. Recognizing Klytaimestra’s sorrow as 

genuine allows the complexities o f  her character to emerge. She is both affectionate and 

violent.

In the Eumenides, implicit reminders o f K lytaimestra’s bond with her children 

continue to feature. The Pythia’s description o f the passing o f  the oracle at Delphi from 

mother to daughter in the prologue {Eum. 1-6) may remind the audience o f the ruptured 

relationship between Klytaimestra and Iphigeneia. Shortly before Apollo presents his

Margon, 1983, p. 296.
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koyoQ, he mentions that Agamemnon’s miUtary campaign was “for the most part a 

successful venture” (fi|i7ro?triK6Ta / xa tiÂ Tot’ cx|j.sivov, Eum. 631-632). The audience 

may interpret that Agamemnon’s sacrifice o f Iphigeneia was the element that was not 

successful. The uncertainty in Apollo’s statement gets the audience thinking critically. 

They are not allowed to forget Iphigeneia. The cause of Klytaimestra’s opposition to 

Agamemnon is kept alive for the audience to contemplate.

The Sacrifice of Iphigeneia

The scene of Iphigenia’s sacrifice haunts Aischylos’s trilogy. The chorus describe what 

happened:

A,ixat; 5s Kal KA,r|56vac; Jiaxproou^
Tiap’ 01)6 ^  aid) xs TtapBeveiov 
80EVTO (pi?t6|j.axoi ppapfj(;.
(ppdaev 5 ’ do^oK; 7iaxf]p |j,8x’ suxdv 
6iKav xijj-aipaq i)7i£p0s Pco|j,oi5 
7i8n>iovav 7tepi7isxfj Tiavxi 0u[a.w TipovcoTcfj 
^̂ aPsTv depSriv, ox6 |iax6 q 
IE Ka>.>LV7ipq)poD (puA.aKa Kaxaaxs^v 
(pBoyyov dpaiov oiKoiq, 
pta yipXivihv x ’ dvai36(p 
KpoKou Pa(pd(̂  6 ’ zq keSov xeouaa 
EPaX,?t’ SKaaxov 0'uxfip- 
cov d7i ’ 6|j,|j.axo(; p£X,8 i
(piA-oiKxcp, TipsTiouad 0 ’ cb̂  ^  ypacpaiq, Tipoaewsrteiv 
0£A,oi)a’, STiei 7i:oA.X,dia(;
Ttaxpoq Kax’ dvSpwvaq euxpaTie^oDt;
8|j.eA.\|/sv, dyva 5 ’ dxai3pcoxo(; av5a naTpdq 245
(piXov xpix6a7iov5ov su- 
7iox|j.ov Tiaicova (piX-coq exi^ia—  
xd 8’ ev0ev oux’ 8i6ov oux’ ^stico- 
xexvai 5e KdX,xavxo(; ouk dKpavxoi.

Her [Iphigeneia’s] pleas, her cries of “father!” 
and her maiden years, were set at naught 
by the war-loving chieftains.
After a prayer, her father told his attendants 
to lift her right up over the alter 
with all their strength, like a yearling goat, 
face down, so that her robes fell around her, 
and by putting a guard 
on her fair face and lips to restrain 
speech that might lay a curse on his house

230

235

240
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by force, by the silencing power o f a bridle.
As she poured saffron dye towards the ground
she cast on each o f  her sacrificers a glance darted from her eye,
a glance to stir pity, standing out as if
in a picture, wanting to address them
by name— because often
at the rich banquets in her father’s dining-chambers
she had sung, a pure virgin with pure voice,
duly and lovingly performing her father’s
paean for good fortune to accompany the third libation.
What followed I did not see and do not say
but the skilled prophecies o f  Kalchas do not fail o f fulfilment. (Ag. 228-249)

Various features o f this passage are striking. Agamemnon instructs that Iphigeneia is to 

be gagged and held above the sacrificial alter (Ag. 231-237). The playwright emphasises 

that Agamemnon is giving the orders; he directs this act. The men employ force and 

might ((3ia) to enact the sacrifice (Ag. 237). The dramatist makes it clear that Iphigeneia 

is being sacrificed against her will. She does not, as Euripides later depicts her, accept 

death to earn K ? ^ o g  and aid the Achaians: “I do not say no to death” (0avoi5aa 8 ’ o u k  

dvaivo|iai, /A 1501). A ischylos’s Iphigeneia cries and begs to her father, but he ignores 

her (Ag. 228-229). Agamemnon does not heed the distress o f his child.

The playwright shifts the focus from the simile o f  the stolen vulture-children in 

the opening o f the Agamemnon  to the very real loss o f Iphigeneia (Ag. 205-247). The 

chorus’s narration o f Iphigeneia’s sacrifice reveals that the Atreidae are not fathers 

whose children were taken from them, but rather, they are the killers o f  Iphigeneia. In 

this way, the bird simile begins a network o f  imagery carrying great significance for 

how the audience will judge Agamemnon. Agam em non’s actions introduce a profound 

moral problem. The sympathetic image o f  the father birds retrospectively takes on new 

meaning for the audience as Agam em non’s treatment o f Iphigeneia is disclosed.

The chorus describe Iphigeneia as like a “she-goat” (xv|j.aipa(;, Ag. 232). The 

simile seems designed to draw parallels between Iphigeneia’s sacrifice and the 

sacrifices which commonly occurred during festivities in honour o f Artemis. Goats 

were sacrificed to Artemis during wartime. In the Hellenica, Xenophon records that it 

was customary in Sparta to sacrifice a goat to Artemis Agrotera before going to battle 

(Hell. 4.2.20). Elsewhere, in the Anabasis, Xenophon explains how the Athenians 

vowed prior to the Battle at M arathon that they would sacrifice a goat to Artemis in 

exchange for every Persian soldier they killed. Following the battle, they were unable to 

source enough goats so instead they inaugurated an annual practice o f sacrificing five
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hundred goats to Artemis {Anab. 3.2.12). According to Xenophon, this practice was still 

taking place during his lifetime. It must have been an annual ritual that was very 

familiar to Aischylos. Munn identifies that the special devotion Athenians gave to 

Artemis during the Persian Wars reveals their anxiety concerning the divine wrath that 

war could i n s p i r e . T h e  destruction brought about by war was believed to anger 

Artemis. Hence, the goddess had to be placated. Aischylos’s audience understood that 

war necessitated a sacrifice to Artemis. However, in the Agamemnon, sacrifice takes a 

human form rather than that of a goat.

Mejer asserts that the symbolic significance of human sacrifice requires 

deciphering.H ow ever, I suggest that human sacrifice was a familiar element in myths 

concerning Artemis. The notion of human sacrifice in the worship of Artemis features 

elsewhere. In Euripides’s Iphigeneia in Tauris, Athena instructs Orestes to establish a 

law whereby a man is sacrificed in honour o f Artemis Tauropolos (IT  1459-1461). 

Furthermore, ancient lexicographers connected an Athenian dictum, Ti|j,pap6(; eifxi, with 

a story about an Athenian father named Embaros. Apollo’s oracle dictated that Embaros 

must surrender his daughter to be sacrificed to Artemis to compensate for the killing of 

a bear. In order to prevent his daughter’s death, the father hid his daughter in the temple 

of Artemis and sacrificed a goat dressed in his daughter’s clothing 

(Leutsch/Schneidewin Paroem. Gr. I 402, Eust. II. 2.732).^’ This local Athenian story 

replicates the scenario described in Aischylos’s drama. Agamemnon sacrifices his 

daughter to atone for the killing o f an animal sacred to Artemis. However, unlike 

Agamemnon, Embaros chooses not to sacrifice his daughter. The Embaros myth shows 

that it was possible to refuse Artemis’s request for a human sacrifice. Perhaps 

Aischylos’s mention of a goat hints to his audience to recall the myth of Embaros; 

Agamemnon’s chooses to do that which Embaros refuses. Agamemnon’s actions as a 

father can be judged in comparison to Embaros’s who shows determination to protect 

his daughter. Further, the story of Embaros demonstrates that human sacrifice was a 

familiar notion in the myths associated with the cult of Artemis.

In the Agamemnon, the playwright emphasises two well known aspects of 

Artemis’s cult; firstly, the goddess’s role in protecting mothers and their young, and 

secondly, the worship of the goddess through human sacrifice, which manifests in

M unn, 2 0 0 6 ,  p. 265 .
^  Mejer, 2 0 0 9 ,  p. 68.

Perlman, 1989,  p. 125.
“  L loyd-Jon es ,  1983 ,  p. 98.
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Athenian cult practice as the offering of goats. The omen and the sacrifice o f Iphigeneia 

demonstrate Artemis’s power to protect and to punish. The play offers a thorough 

explication of Artemis’s providence. Artemis is the goddess who will protect mothers 

and children when they are slaughtered in the pursuit of power.®  ̂ She will punish the 

aggressors. To insult mothers is a grave offense against Artemis, a lesson that must have 

repercussions for how the audience will judge Apollo’s denial of maternity in the 

Eumenides. Aischylos is presenting a crucial problem. By siding with the Olympian 

ideology of favouring fathers above mothers, the Athenian polis may run the risk o f 

suffering the wrath o f Artemis.

Artemis at Brauron

The chorus in the Agamemnon stress Iphigeneia’s status as a TtapG^oq (Ag. 215, 229), 

usually translated as “maiden” or “virgin.” She is also described as dxaijpcoTOc; (Ag. 

245), literally meaning “unbulled,” which Sommerstein posits as a cultic term for a 

virgin.^"* She is depicted as pure and dutiful, performing for the men who ironically 

become her killers (Ag. 232-247). The playwright gives special attention to Iphigeneia’s 

dress; she is wearing “robes” ( j ic t iX o io i ,  Ag. 233) that are “saffron” in colour (K p o K o u , 

Ag. 239). In Aristophanes’s Lysistrata, these same ritual elements feature. As the 

women prepare en-masse to refuse sex to their husbands, Lysistrata says that she is 

dTaDpcbxri (Lys. 217), unbulled, and KpoKCOxocpopsco (Lys. 219), dressed in the krokotos, 

the same ritual saffron garments as Iphigeneia wears in the Agamemnon. Aristophanes 

includes the female form dxaupmTri, just as Aischylos did (Ag. 245).^^ However, the 

women in Lysistrata are married so the meaning of dxaijpcoTOc; differs to the modem 

understanding o f virgin. Greek terms in this context are notoriously difficult to translate 

into English. Rigoglioso points out the failing of English definitions of 7tap0^O(;:

Attempts to equate it with “virgin” and “maiden” inevitably become 
problematic, as textual evidence reveals that a parthenos was sometimes one 
but not the other and sometimes neither.^^

Peradotto, 1969, p. 246. 
Som m erstein, 2008b , pp. 29, n. 54. 
Henderson, 1987, p. 95.

^  R igoglioso , 2009, p. 40.
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Rigoglioso proposes that the term TiapBevoq describes a state of ritual purity which can 

be appUed to virgins and mothers aUke.^^ It was not a technical description for a woman 

who had never had sex, but for a woman practicing ritual celibacy.^** The Lysistrata 

passage suggests that women who adopted a status of ritual purity (dxaTjpWToq) were not 

required to be virgins, but avoiding sex was a condition of their rites. Perhaps both 

7iap0^oq and dxaBpcoToq are terms originating from ritual settings. In this sense, 

Aischylos is reproducing the language of cult practice. Aischylos compels his audience 

to see Iphigeneia as young, pure and innocent, a 7iap08VO(; on the brink o f conducting 

cult rites.

Peradotto identifies that the cultic references in the Agamemnon passage 

culminate to create the impression that Iphigeneia is a participant at the festivals in 

honour of Artemis in Brauron.^^ Located in Attica, Brauron was a site of cult worship 

exterior to the Athenian polis. It was a centre for the cult worship of Artemis. The 

importance o f this site for Athenians is attested to by the building of a temple to 

Artemis Brauronian on the Akropolis during the fourth century BC.^° The Athenian 

tyrant Peisistratos originated from Brauron and officially installed the worship of 

Artemis in Athens during the sixth century BC. Excavations at the ancient site of 

Brauron began in 1948 under the direction of Papadimitriou. Included in recoveries 

from the site were fragments of hundreds of black figure craters, decorated with scenes 

of girls running foot-races or dancing.^' These date to the late sixth and early fifth 

centuries BC, demonstrating that activities were taking place at the site during 

Aischylos’s lifetime. Archaeologists also discovered votive statues, one of which 

depicts a young girl holding a hare.^^ This provides further evidence that the hare was 

sacred to Artemis and sheds light on why Aischylos chose to feature a hare in his omen. 

The playwright is encouraging his audience to reflect upon their worship of Artemis. 

The archaeological finds from Brauron suggest young girls went to the site to perform 

rituals and games.

Aristophanes’s Lysistrata provides further evidence about the activities that took 

place in Brauron. The all female chorus in the Lysistrata recollect the rituals they 

performed as young Athenian girls:

R igoglioso , 2009 , p. 42.
Stewart, 1995, p. 578.
Peradotto, 1969, p. 245.

™ Peradotto, 1969, p. 244.
Perlman, 1989, p. 119.
Peradotto, 1969, p. 244.



87itd STT| yeyw a’ ei)0i)q fjppricpopow- 
s i t ’ dA^xplc; f| 5sK£Tvq oijoa TdpxTiyexi- 
Ktti xeoi)aa xov KpoKcoxov dpKToq t| Bpaupcov(oi<;- 
KdKavr|(p6poi)v nor' ovoa nalq KaA.fi 'xoua’ 
ioxd6cov 6p|j,a96v.

As soon as I turned seven I was an Arrephoros; 
then when I was ten I was a Grinder for the Foundress; 
and shedding my saffron robe I was a Bear at the Brauronia; 
and once, when I was a fair girl, 1 carried the Basket,

73wearing a necklace of dried figs. (Lys. 641-647, trans. Henderson, 2000)

At the onset of puberty, Athenian girls ‘act the she-bear’ for Brauronian Artemis. The 

women mention the wearing of the KpoKcotoq as a significant feature of the rites (Lys.

645). Artemis played a role at various stages o f female maturation.^'' King explains;

“menarche and first lochia [...] seem to complement each other, forming the opening 

and the completion of the transformation of 7iap0£rvoq to yuvfi. At each of them Artemis 

is i n v o l v e d . T h e  girls who went to Brauron to conduct rites were enacting an 

important aspect of their progression to womanhood.’  ̂The scholia on the passage in the 

Lysistrata comments that young girls go to Brauron to act the she-bear (dpKxeusiv) or 

imitate the she-bear (|j,i^fioaa0ai xf]v dpKxov) which involved a mystery rite and a goat
77sacrifice (Scholia Ar. Lys. 645). Perlman interprets: “the maiden apKxov [bears] at 

Brauron ‘acted the she-bear’ by imitating the bear’s transformation from maiden to 

mother.”^̂  In the Agamemnon, Iphigeneia is around the same age and wears the same 

dress as the dpKxov. As mentioned earlier, she is likened to a goat. The rituals at Brauron 

clearly provide the material the playwright draws upon in this scene.

The chorus describe Iphigeneia’s sacrifice as a TipoxeA-sia (Ag. 227), literally a 

“pre-nuptial rite.”^̂  This further suggests that the audience were naturally expected to 

think of the festivities at Brauron as they watched. The chorus also describe the Trojan 

War as a pre-marriage rite (Ag. 65). In Aischylos’s Argos, war and infanticide take the 

place of customary rituals. Iphigeneia is approaching the age to marry, but she faces her 

own death. Her icupioc;, Agamemnon, enacts her sacrifice rather than securing her

See discussion o f  the textual problem at Lys. 644-645 with associated literature in Henderson, 1987, pp. 
156-157.

King, 2002, p. 83.
King, 2002, p. 90.
Perlman, 1989, p. 118.

”  Perlman, 1989, p. 118.
Perlman, 1989, p. 123.

™ Sommerstein, 2008b, pp. 27, n.49.
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marriage. By explicitly identifying Iphigeneia’s sacrifice as a pre-marriage rite, the 

playwright stresses the perversity of her fate: Iphigeneia will be killed rather than go to 

Brauron and perform the rituals in order to become a woman. Cole comments, “girls
ROhad to serve Artemis before proceeding to the service of Aphrodite.” It is this 

transition which Agamemnon denies Iphigeneia. His parenting is perverse and 

destructive.

Aischylos’s allusion to female maturation rites was surely apparent to the

ancient audience, though this feature of the drama is easily missed in modern reception.

Aischylos’s plays are spotted with material which betrays the influence of cult practices

upon his thought. Kassandra’s dramatic prophetic speeches and frenzy (Ag. 1072-1330)

seem designed to mimic the routines of female oracles, such as the Pythia at Delphi. In

the recognition scene in the Libation Bearers, Elektra discovers Orestes’s lock of hair at

Agamemnon’s tomb, a token of honour for his dead father {Lib. 168-179). The Greek

Anlhology records how girls dedicated a lock of hair to Artemis at puberty {G.An.

6.277). Aischylos is relying upon common ritual practices which his audience will

easily recognise and understand the significance of.

Specific aspects of female ritual appear throughout the trilogy, not only in the

scene o f Iphigeneia’s sacrifice. Orestes describes how his mother “had borne the weight

of [Agamemnon’s] children beneath her girdle” ou t e k v c o v  nveyx’ UTto ^cbvriv Pctpoq,

Lib. 992). The allusion to Klytaimestra’s girdle, ^6 vr|, is significant. The Erinyes later

refer to her ^cbvri again. They challenge Orestes: “how else did she nourish you, you

filthy murderer, beneath her girdle?” (ncbq ydp a' eOpeij/’ av ^xoq, co |0,iav(p6vs,/ ^Mvriq;

Eum. 607-608, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). King explains that there were various

rituals surrounding the ^6 vrj in Greece, all of which were performed in honour of

Artemis.^' A married woman untied her r̂ovr] when she was in labour. King adds: “I

believe that the association between Artemis and the ^6 vr|, worn throughout the

jiapGsvoq to yuvq transition, deserves to be seen not as one o f many examples of the

release of all knots at times of transition but as a far more specific reference to the 
82powers of Artemis.”

Aischylos’s veiled reference to this ritual in his trilogy demonstrates the 

influence of Artemis’s cult. The importance of rites such as those that were performed

Cole,2004, p. 210. 
*' King, 2002, p. 89. 

King, 2002, p. 89.
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at Brauron is reaffirmed at the end o f Aischylos’s trilogy. As Athena endeavours to 

placate the Erinyes, she announces: “from this land, mighty as it shall be, you will 

forever receive the first-fruits, sacrifices before childbirth and before the completion of 

marriage” (7ioA.A.fj(; 5e xf|o5’ ex’ dKpoBivia / 0i3ri Ttpo TiaiScov Kai ya|i.r|^voD

TS?touq, Eum. 834-835). Athena affirms the necessity o f childbirth and marriage by 

extending Artemis’s providence to the Erinyes. Interestingly, Artemis is not mentioned 

despite her prominence in the Agamemnon. But, the mention of pre-marriage rites and 

sacrifices before childbirth reminds the audience o f Artemis’s role in the scene of 

Iphigeneia’s sacrifice and in the bird omen. All that which Artemis is assumed to 

represent in the Agamemnon, pregnant mothers and their bond with their young, is 

undermined in the trial scene of the Eumenides. Apollo denies the maternal role in 

reproduction. Athena consents to this and gives Artemis’s providence to the Erinyes. 

The audience may be wondering if this resolution is going to once again stir Artemis’s 

^fjvK;. The power o f Artemis, while only poetic for a modem audience, was real for the 

ancient audience. Hence, the ancient spectators will understand the ramifications of 

Apollo’s rejection of maternity and Athena’s consent with this.

Artemis Iphigeneia

In Aischylos’s description of Iphigeneia’s sacrifice, the young girl is aligned with 

Artemis. Artemis’s sacrificial victims seem to be associated with the goddess. For 

instance, Embaros’s daughter hides in Artemis’s temple. In Aischylos’s drama, 

Iphigeneia is dyvoc; (Ag. 245), just like Artemis (Ag. 134). Iphigeneia was famously 

identified with Artemis in cult. Critics propose that Iphigeneia was worshipped as a 

goddess at Brauron and later replaced by Artemis.*^ Pausanias even refers to cults of 

Artemis Iphigeneia {Pans. 2.35.1). This conflation o f Artemis and Iphigeneia in Greek 

cult explains the frequency of myths which depict Artemis taking Iphigeneia from Aulis 

before she is sacrificed. In Proclus’s summary of the Cypria, Artemis steals Iphigeneia 

before she is sacrificed by the Achaians and takes her to Tauris where Iphigeneia is 

deified (Cyp. 1). This account correlates with the notion that Iphigeneia and Artemis 

were worshipped together as divinities. The myth may act as a foundation story for how 

the two females came to occupy the same cult site. Hesiod also records that Iphigeneia’s

Perlman, 1989, p. 124; Lloyd-Jones, 1983, p. 95.
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sacrifice was averted by the intervention o f  Artemis (Hesiod fr. 23al7 , Merkelbach and 

West).

The relationship between Iphigeneia and Artemis is dramatized in Euripides’s 

/phigeneia in Tauris. Iphigeneia tells how Artemis stole her from the sacrificial alter in 

Aulis and left a deer to be sacrificed in her place; the goddess then took Iphigeneia to 

the land o f the Taurians (IT  26-30). Euripides is following the tradition established in 

the Cypria, proving again that this tradition was alive in the fifth century BC. Artemis 

installed Iphigeneia as the priestess in the temple in Tauris where Iphigeneia conducts 

secret sacrifices {IT  34-39). Iphigeneia explains that she fears Artemis {IT 37). Similar 

to A ischylos’s vision, Artemis, akin to Klytaimestra, is a protector but violent and fear 

inducing as well.

In Aischylos’s account, Iphigeneia is not rescued by Artemis. As I have 

mentioned before, Artemis never actually appears in the play. Kalchas claims that she 

directs the action. Aischylos chooses to ignore the popular tradition. Nowhere in the 

Oresleia is there an explicit mention o f the prominence o f Iphigeneia in the worship of 

Artemis. However, Aischylos must presume his audience will automatically unite 

Iphigeneia and Artemis in their minds. The chorus complete their narration o f the story 

o f Iphigeneia’s sacrifice with a  vague statement; “what followed I did not see and do 

not say; but the skilled prophecies o f Kalchas do not fail o f  fulfillment” (xd 8’ &v9sv 

o u t ’ 8i5ov o u t ’ ewsTtco / T 8 x v a i 5e K d^txavT oq o u k  otK pavTov., Ag. 248-249). 

Iphigeneia’s death and burial are not described. Thus, Aischylos leaves it open for the 

audience to wonder what happened to her next. By refusing to refer to the story o f 

Iphigeneia’s rescue, the dramatist makes Klytaimestra’s loss all the more affecting. 

Klytaimestra believes Iphigeneia is dead and this strengthens her motive for vengeance. 

More importantly, it keeps the focus on Agamem non’s culpability. The king is not 

exonerated by the reassuring news that Iphigeneia is still alive and that Artemis did 

orchestrate the events. The reference to Kalchas {Ag. 249) reminds the audience o f the 

prophet’s interpretation o f  the bird omen. His t£xvt| is fulfilled.

The term T8xvr| denotes K alchas’s art or skill, but also carries connotations o f 

cunning. Kalchas’s omen reading is a creative and persuasive activity. The chorus’s 

claim that his prophecy has been fulfilled is purposely ambiguous. It could simply refer 

to the easing o f the winds, which proved Kalchas’s remedy {Ag. 200) was successful. 

However, Kalchas also predicted; “for their awaits, to arise hereafter, a fearsome, 

guileful keeper o f the house, a wrath that remembers and will avenge a child” ()a,v|̂ v8i
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yap cpo(3spd uaA.{vopxo(; / oiKovojioq 5oMa (^vd|aa)v p-nviq xsKVOTioivoq, Ag. 154-155). If 

Kalchas has remedied the winds, so too will it bring about a vengeful wrath. His 

‘remedy’ is the source o f the suffering to come. The chorus immediately follow this 

with an observation on the human condition; “over the one side Justice looms, that they 

may suffer and learn. The future one will hear about when it happens; till then, leave it 

be” (AiKa §s toTc; TiaGoua- / iv paGeTv eTivppSTtei / x6 |o,8A.X,ov 5’, eTisi y ^ o ix ’, av 

kXuok;- Tipo 250-252). This is an interesting sentiment to express

immediately following the mention o f  Kalchas. The chorus bring into question the 

whole art o f prophecy.

Competing Parental Loyalties

Besides the links between Artemis and Iphigeneia, there are implicit parallels between 

Artemis and Athena. The chorus in Euripides’s Ion capture the similarities between the 

two goddesses: “you [Athena] and the daughter o f Leto, two goddesses, two virgins, the 

holy sisters o f  Apollo” (cru Kai Tiaiq d Aaxoysvqq / 8iJ0 08ai 8i3o JiupBsvoi / Kaoiyvrixai 

osp.val Ooipot), /on  465-467, trans. Kovacs, 1999). Artemis is described emphatically as 

TiapG^oq in Greek literature. She has the same status as Iphigeneia and A thena (Eum. 

737). In the Homeric Hymns, Artemis is a parthenos (H H 27.2). Callim achus’s Hymn to 

Artemis depicts the goddess as a young girl approaching her father Zeus to ask him if 

she can remain a TiapG^oq eternally (7iap 0svlr|v aicbviov, H.A. 7). Zeus consents to her 

request. Artemis and Athena are similar in this regard. Both remain chaste. In the 

Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Persephone tells her mother Demeter how she was 

gathering flowers with a group o f maidens, which includes Athena and Artemis, when 

Hades abducted her {HH  2.424-432). Elektra too is unwed in the Libation Bearers and 

she calls upon Persephone for aid {Lib. 490). In Greek consciousness, maidens are often 

associated, perhaps reflecting the real group ritual activities that women conducted 

separately from men.

Athena and Artemis are also both favourites o f  Zeus. In epic, Hera attacks 

Artemis and bemoans how Zeus made Artemis a lion among women and allows her to 

kill at her pleasure {II. 21.483-484). Following the dispute with Hera, Artemis runs to 

her father seeking his comfort {II. 21.505-507). A thena’s closeness to Zeus is captured 

in Aischylos’s play {Eum. 738). Hera reacts with anger and jealousy to the births o f 

Athena {Th. 927-928) and Artemis ( ////3 .1 0 0 ). However, Athena is the goddess o f war
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and the city while Artemis is the goddess o f the hunt and wilderness. They represent 

different activities and environments. Aischylos creates a greater polarity between the 

two goddesses as his Athena favours fathers while his Artemis is the protector o f 

mothers. For Aischylos’s audience, the obvious counterpart to A thena’s preference for 

fathers in the Enmenides is Artem is’s concern for mothers in the Agamemnon. Here, the 

similarities between the two powerful TiapG^oq goddesses becomes significant. The 

prominence o f Athena at the close o f the trilogy reminds the audience o f Artemis in the 

opening. Athena and Artemis both feature in the trilogy, Artemis at the beginning and 

Athena at the end. The trilogy is sandwiched by these two goddesses and their 

competing parental loyalties. The trilogy opens with the ode to Artemis and ends with 

the worship o f Athena. One does not exist without the other.

Interestingly, Athena is aligned with Apollo in the Eumenides, A rtemis’s 

brother. In Greek myth, Apollo and Artemis are regularly depicted together. Jointly, 

Apollo and Artemis kill Tityos when he attempts to rape Leto {Find. P. 4.4, Apollod. 

1.22). The myth o f Niobe (II. 24.602-617), which I discussed earlier, is a particularly 

famous example o f Apollo and Artemis working in unison. Again, their aim is to defend 

Leto, their mother. Aischylos dramatized this story in his Niohe, demonstrating his 

interest in the myth. Apollo and Artemis appear in a similar guise in Aischylos’s drama. 

Akin to the myth o f Niobe, the sibling divinities determine the tragic fate o f  another 

mother, Klytaimestra; Artemis is implicated in the death o f Iphigeneia (Ag. 200-247, 

1418) and Apollo orders Orestes to kill Klytaimestra (Lib. 269-275). The duo o f  Athena 

and Apollo in the Eumenides may naturally conjure up for the audience the sibling 

partnership o f Apollo and Artemis. Hence, Artem is’s absence at the end o f the trilogy is 

apparent. Athena has replaced Artemis. In the absence o f  Artemis, Apollo and Athena 

undercut the position o f mothers.

Crucially, Athena appears as the deus ex machina at the end o f Euripides’s 

Iphigeneia in Tauris, mirroring her decisive role at the close o f the Oresteia. She 

instructs Orestes to establish a cult to Artemis in Halae and Iphigeneia to found a cult to 

Artemis in Brauron {IT  1446-1464). Here, Iphigeneia and Orestes work together, 

perhaps mimicking the bond between Artemis and Apollo. Euripides creates a 

foundation myth for the cult o f Artemis in Brauron. Both male (Orestes) and female 

(Iphigeneia) honour Artemis. The cooperation o f brother and sister in honouring 

Artemis in Euripides’s play contrasts with the prominence given to Apollo in the 

Eumenides. The dominance Athena and Apollo attribute to Zeus and fathers at the close
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o f the Eumenides is balanced by the worship o f Artemis at the close o f  Iphigeneia in 

Tauris. It is interesting that these cults are instituted by Athena. I suggest Euripides is 

responding to the tensions at the close o f  Aischylos’s famous trilogy. Euripides’s 

Athena compensates for the apparent failings o f Aischylos’s Athena.

Euripides’s reinterpretation o f the story suggests that A ischylos’s audience 

found something about Apollo and A thena’s dismissal o f mothers problematic. The 

omen and the sacrifice o f Iphigeneia begin the action o f the Oresteia; both events 

establish the cult o f  Artemis at the centre o f  the playwright’s interest. The bird imagery 

which dominates the choral ode connects these pivotal events with the death o f 

Agamemnon and his children’s mourning, hence relating Artemis with the question o f 

whether Orestes should be punished or acquitted for committing matricide. The entire 

trilogy is structured in a way so that all the ensuing action following the omen cannot be 

judged without reference to Artemis and her providence. Hence, Euripides makes 

explicit what is implicit in the Eumenides: the Olympian strategy o f relegating mothers 

requires remedying. Aischylos shows the problem and Euripides provides the solution 

by establishing cult worship o f Artemis. Apollo’s Xoyoq against maternity, then, while 

resolving the action o f the trilogy, provokes the audience’s concern and asks them to 

question Athena and Apollo’s response to conflict. In this chapter, I have shown how 

rather than straightforward and normative, Apollo’s Xoyoq is deeply troubling in the 

context o f the previous action and imagery. I revealed in Chapter 3 how disputed the 

topic o f procreation was in fifth century BC Athens and my discussion here in Chapters 

4 and 5 exposes that are similarly conflicting ideas within Aischylos’s trilogy. In the 

following chapters 6 to 8, I will further unravel Apollo’s Xoyoq by analysing his telling 

o f the story o f  the birth o f Athena in the context o f  knowledge available to Aischylos’s 

audience. My aim in doing so is to further illustrate that Apollo’s Xoyoq unsettles the 

trilogy’s conclusion, rather than simply engendering a satisfactory resolution.
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Chapter 6 
Stories of Athena’s Birth

Having discussed in detail Apollo’s Xoyoq, I shall now turn to Apollo’s proof for his 

theory, which proves equally troubling. Apollo’s mention o f his T8Kp,i]piov {Eum. 662), 

his “p ro o f’ or “sign,” to support his "kojoq may automatically recall the scepticism the 

chorus expressed concerning signs in the Agamemnon  (489-492). The chorus o f elders 

referred to Klytaimestra’s words as “trustworthy evidence” (7ivaxd...xeK|j,fipi,a, Ag. 352, 

trans. Sommerstein, 2008b), but discover later that Klytaimstra is far from trustworthy 

(Ag. 1372-1373). The audience have been taught a lesson: xsK|j,fipia can deceive. 

Elektra’s failure to interpret the x8K|ifipia at Agam em non’s tomb— the lock o f  hair and 

footprints— as evidence o f Orestes’s return (Lib. 205-236) further demonstrates how 

signs do not necessarily reveal the truth o f a situation. The interpreter o f xsK^iqpia can 

read incorrectly. The trilogy began with a critical sign, the bird omen, which led to the 

death o f Iphigeneia, and thereafter, Agamem non’s downfall. In a sense, the whole plot 

has turned on how the characters interpret signs. The Agamemnon  and Libation Bearers 

prepare the audience to cast a critical eye on Apollo’s xeKfxqpiov in the final play.

Apollo not only presents a xsK|j.fipiov, but also a ladpruq {Eum. 664). His 

xeKjifipiov proves his "kbyoq {Eum. 662), his theory that mothers are not parents; his 

)xdpxD<; proves that a father can procreate without a mother {Eum. 663-664). His 

)j,dpxt)c;, “witness,” is Athena, the daughter o f Olympian Zeus. Athena, it turns out, is 

both the xsK|j,fipiov and )j,dpxu(;. She is the proof that only fathers are progenitors and 

they can procreate autonomously. Before the trial began, the goddess instructed the 

defence and prosecution to “collect testimonies and proofs” (p.apxupid xs Kai x8K)o,f|pia / 

Ka?t8Ta0’, Eum. 485-486, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). Apollo summons Athena as both. 

She is the proof, and also, the witness called upon to confirm the p roof The evidence is 

only valid if  Athena confirms it. In effect, it is her word and support that really matters. 

This prepares the audience to expect that Athena will confirm Apollo’s sign. She is no 

longer an onlooker, but is a witness for the defence.

Athena fulfills her role as Apollo’s pdpxuc^ by avowing that her father is her only 

parent {Eum. 738), but she does not reach the same conclusions as Apollo about human 

reproduction. She does not suggest that mothers are not parents or that men generally 

can reproduce without women. A thena’s genesis does not have the same significance 

for her as it does for Apollo. This demonstrates for the audience that the implications o f
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A thena’s birth are compHcated. Just because Apollo presents her birth as proof o f  his 

koyoq does not mean that other characters or the audience are expected to agree with 

him. Being persuaded by Apollo’s evidence is particularly difficult since his account o f 

A thena’s birth is peculiar. In this chapter, I shall be discussing other versions o f the 

story o f A thena’s birth from Greek literature, with the aim o f stressing the uniqueness o f 

the account in the Eumenides. Apollo’s x8K|j,fipiov relies upon its audience’s pre

existing knowledge o f  the story o f  Athena’s birth. The audience have other stories to 

compare Apollo’s to. 1 argue that Apollo’s xeK|j.'ppiov gestures to a tradition o f nativity 

stories that rather than affirming Apollo’s Xoyoq, explicitly challenge it.

M etis

The greatest hindrance to Apollo’s x8K)j.'ppiov is that he leaves out key elements o f  the 

familiar story o f A thena’s genesis. In Hesiod’s Theogony, Athena has a mother, the 

goddess Metis. Metis, the divine incarnation o f wisdom, is impregnated by Zeus, but 

before the goddess goes into labour, Zeus swallows her, and therafter, delivers Athena 

from his own head (77z. 886-929). 1 shall examine Hesiod’s account fully in Chapter 7. 

For now, I point out that Apollo’s Xoyoq in the Eumenides distinctly evades M etis’s role 

in Athena's creation. Apollo’s 'koyoq, which he claims to speak opGmg noticeably omits 

Metis. The full story o f A thena’s birth told by Hesiod could not function as a TEK|j.fipiov. 

Hesiod’s account o f A thena’s birth directly contradicts Apollo’s claim that “a father can 

procreate without a mother” (Tiarfip av yslvaix’ dvsu [arixpoq. Rum. 663) and that 

Athena “was not even nurtured in the darkness o f a womb” (oi)6’ ^  aKOxoioi VTiSuoq 

xs0pa|i|j.evr|, Eum. 665). In the Theogony, Zeus delivered Athena, but in consequence o f 

swallowing Metis, A thena’s pregnant mother.

Apollo’s sparse telling o f the genesis story is designed to support his Xoyoq. I 

argue that the playwright expects his audience to recognize that Apollo has manipulated 

the genesis story. He has no truthful proof for his 'koyoc, since it is a theory that 

contradicts common sense. Apollo creates his own story for the purpose o f  subjugating 

mothers. The story is designed to undermine the relationship between mother and child 

so that Orestes’s crime appears less heinous. It is a rhetorical strategy aimed at 

acquitting Orestes. Apollo’s storytelling is guided by his Xoyoq, rather than proving it. 

Gantz points out: “Aischylos’s Eumenides depends heavily on the notion that Athena is
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the daughter o f Zeus alone.” ' If the audience are suspicious of Apollo’s evidence, as 1 

suspect that they are expected to be, his whole polemic comes into question. Athena’s 

motive for acquitting Orestes then also comes into question, and the Olympian victory 

at the close of the trilogy becomes highly problematic.

The Authority of Hesiod

While a modem audience may have no knowledge of Metis, Aischylos’s audience, who 

were rehearsed in Hesiod’s poems, were most likely alert to the absence of Metis in 

Apollo’s account of Athena’s origins. I argue that Apollo’s contradiction of Hesiod is 

expected to evoke the audience’s suspicion. Hesiod’s Theogony, being the most 

influential tradition of theogonic poetry, formed cultural knowledge with which 

Aischylos’s audience was certainly equipped. This material was the obvious reference 

point for Aischylos when he set out to narrate the story o f Athena’s birth in the 

Eumenides. For this reason, I will be focusing heavily on Hesiod’s Theogony in 

Chapters 7 and 8 of this dissertation.

Heraklitos, an older contemporary o f Aischylos, expressed scepticism of 

Hesiod’s teachings. Nonetheless, he conceded that most Greeks trusted the poet. He 

claims, “the teacher of most people is Hesiod; they think that he knows the most” 

(5i5daKaA.O(; 6e TiX îaxtov 'Hoio6o<;. t o u t o v  eTiiaxavxai 7rA.ETaTa 8 i8^ai, Hes.Test. 113b, 

trans. Most, 2006). For the Greeks, Hesiod was their most respected poet, alongside 

Homer. Other celebrated poets are referred to in ancient Greek sources: Orpheus, 

Mousaios, Archilochus, Mimnermus and Phocylides (Hes.Test. 17, 18, 83, 85), but 

Hesiod and Homer stood apart. The influence of Hesiodic poetry on drama is apparent 

in Aristophanes’s Knights. Bowie lays out the many similarities between the Theogony
■y

and the Knights, which he argues “are striking.” The plot of the Knights presents a 

parody of Hesiod’s succession myth. Likewise, the Prometheus Bound relies partially 

on Hesiod’s poetry.^ Hesiod tells the story of how Prometheus tricks Zeus and is 

punished in return {Th. 561-616). The Prometheus Bound blends Hesiod’s story of 

Prometheus with the story of lo, along with its own innovations. Hesiodic influences on 

drama confirm the familiarity o f Hesiod in fifth century Athens.

' Gantz, 1996, p. 84.
 ̂Bowie, 1993, p. 59.
 ̂Anderson, 2005, p. 133.
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It is uncertain whether Hesiod or Homer were historical figures, but what is 

certain is that for the ancient Greeks, these legendary poets were celebrated above all 

others. They were considered the closest to authoritative."* Hesiod even inspired 

philosophers with the Stoic Zeno o f Citium using the Theogony to support his own 

cosmogony in the fourth century BC.^ Plato {Sym. 178b) and Aristotle (Metaph. 

984b27) relied on Hesiod in a similar fashion.^ Nagy credits the poetic traditions of 

Hesiod and Homer as “the primary artistic means of encoding a value system common 

to all Greeks.”  ̂ While entertaining its audience, oral poetry also supplied a shared 

model for ethical and moral behaviour.* Inhabitants in the city-states of ancient Greece 

worshipped numerous gods and goddesses. Each city-state fostered its own traditions, 

cult practices and mythological systems. A divinity that was given prominence by one 

community was often ignored by another and immortals did not necessarily embody the 

same guises from one polis to the next.^ However, the disparate character o f religious 

practices evolved from the eight century BC onwards as a movement towards 

panhellenism emerged. Increased networking between city-states led to the 

development of panhellenic institutions and phenomena, such as the organisation of the 

Olympic Games, the founding of the oracle at Delphi and the spreading o f the Greek 

alphabet.'*^ The birth of panhellenic poetry was a principal component in this 

movement. Rutherford terms this building of connections between different mythical 

traditions from different parts of Greece as “panhellenic poetics.” ' '

Inhabitants of the city-states worshipped both gods at a local level and the 

panhellenic Olympian gods. Herodotos credits Hesiod and Homer as the authors o f a 

theology common to all Greeks:

^ 0ev  8e ey^ovTO SKaaxoc; twv 0sc6v, eixe aiei fjoav navxeq, okoToI is  
Tiveqxd £i5ea, o u k  f|7ciaTsaxo |isxpi ou Tipwriv i s  koI siTtstv
X.oycp.'HaioSov ydp K al "Ojiripov fiA,udr|v x8xpaKoaioioi exeai 6 o k £ co  

[lEUTipeaPuxspouc; yevsaBai Kal ou TiAiooi- ouxoi 5e eiai oi jioifjoavxec;

* M ontanari, 2 0 0 9 , p. 3 1 3 .
 ̂ M ontanari, 2 0 0 9 , pp. 3 2 5 -3 2 6 .

® M ontanari, 2 0 0 9 , pp. 3 2 8 -3 3 0 .
’ N a g y , 1992 , p. 36 .
* S co d e l, 2 0 0 4 , p. 45 .
® For instance, A th en a  w a s the central d e ity  in A th en s but th is w a s  not the ca se  in other c ity -sta tes . For 
A th en ian s she w a s sim p ly  ca lled  “the g o d d e s s” w h ile  in the sch em a  o f  the O lym p ian  pantheon sh e  w as  
ju st on e  o f  m any o f  Z e u s’s inferiors. H er g u ise s  w ere  varied; sh e  w a s m ost o ften  g o d d ess  o f  the c ity  and  
citadel but sh e  a lso  represented handicrafts and carpentry, and w a s a protector o f  heroes. S e e  Burkert, 
1985, pp. 1 3 9 -1 4 2  and D ea cy , 2 0 0 8 , p. 76 .
'“ N a g y , 1992 , p. 37 .
" Rutherford, 2 0 0 5 , p. 101.
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08oyovir|v"EA,X,riai Kai xovoi BsoTai xctq S7icovu|iia(; 56vxeq Kal xi^dc; t8  Kal 
x8xva(;8i£A.6vTsg Kal sl'Sso aijxcov arjufivavxsq.

But whence each of the gods came into being, or whether they had all for 
ever existed, and what outward forms they had, the Greeks knew not till 
(so to say) a very little while ago; for I suppose that the time of Hesiod and 
Homer was not more than four hundred years before my own; and these 
are they who taught the Greeks of the descent of the gods, and gave to all 
their several names, and honours, and arts, and desclared their outward 
forms. (Hdt. 2.53.1-2, trans. Godley, 1981)

Parry argues that the poems attributed to Hesiod and Homer were like the Bible for fifth
12century BC Athenains. In essence, the creation of panhellenic poetry marked the 

beginnings of Greek theology.'^

Poetry at this time was comprised o f countless contributions from numerous oral 

poets over many years. Lamberton, for this reason, aptly labels Greek poetry “a 

collective art.” ''* It was through oral performance that cultural knowledge was shared 

and sustained in Greece. Some modern critics attribute Hesiod and Homer’s fame to the 

invention o f writing.'^ This technological advance allowed the poets to combine in one 

work more material than earlier oral poets could present continuously and enabled them 

to record and accumulate myths from all over the Greek world. However, the poems 

were known to the majority of Greeks through oral performance since illiteracy was the 

norm and access to manuscripts was limited.'^ Hence, writing does not explain how 

Hesiod rose to such prominence. In Plato’s Laws, the role o f performance in keeping 

oral poetry alive is attested to by an Athenian who tells of the delight old men 

experience when “listening to a rhapsode giving a fine recitation of the Iliad or the 

Odyssey or of a piece from Hesiod” (pa\|/cp56v 5e, KaA-wq ’IX,id5a K al ’0 6 T 3 a a 8 ia v  f] xi 

xc5v 'Haio58lcov 5 i a x i 0 ^ x a ,  x d x ’ d v  fi|X8i(; oi y sp o v x 8 q  f j6 io x a  d K o u a a v x 8 q , Laws 2.658d, 

trans. Bury, 1967). This citation from Plato demonstrates how Hesiod was being 

performed in Athens not long after Aischylos’s time. Greek oral poetry was composed 

collectively over generations, subject to adaptation and delivered repeatedly to mass 

audiences. It was produced and received in a group environment. Hence, Hesiod’s 

Theogony was a shared resource.

Parry, 1971, p. xi.
Lamberton, 1988, p. 14.
Lamberton, 1988, p. 18.
Most, 2006 , p. xx; West. 1966, p. 47. 

''’ Nagy, 1992, p. 38.
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The poems and epics attributed to Hesiod and Homer held a special status yet 

there were nonetheless always competing mythologies in circulation. As Sommerstein 

explains, “there was never any single, authoritative, canonical version o f the traditional 

stories.” '^ Storytelling was highly contentious for this reason. Various poetic traditions 

shared the same polytheistic vision of a divine world inhabited by generations of gods 

under the rule o f Zeus, but each tradition presented differing accounts o f various 

elements in this divine world. Even disparities arise between the poems attributed to 

Hesiod and Homer, though these works are closely related. Lamberton emphasizes that 

the Greek myths were never definitively set in stone.'* Various traditions flourished. 

The competitive context in which oral traditions evolved in Greece dictated that no one 

poet and no one theogony stood out as truly unchallenged. This is hinted at in the 

Histories when Herodotos, in order to support his assertion that Hesiod and Homer 

produced the earliest theogonies, relegates the primacy of other poets: “but these poets 

who are said to be older than Hesiod and Homer were, to my thinking, of later birth” (oi 

6s Tipoxepov 7ioir|Tai A,8y6|j,£voi xouxcov xcov dv8pO)v yevsoOai uatepov, sfioiys SoKceiv, 

eysvovTo, Hdt. 2.53.3, trans. Godley, 1981). Although the poems attributed to Hesiod 

and Homer were the closest to authoritative in the Greek world, other works were 

influential.

The Derveni papyrus, discovered by archaeologists in Macedonia in 1961 and 

dated to the later fourth century BC, records eighteen hexameters of commentary on 

theogonic poetry attributed to Orpheus. Scholars believe that the Orphic tradition, which 

survives in the Derveni papyrus, was influential in Greece since the sixth century BC.'^ 

Much of what survives of the Orphic theogony resembles Hesiod’s Theogony, but it 

restores motifs from near Eastern myths which were altered in the poem attributed to
70Hesiod. The Derveni papyrus is the oldest surviving manuscript in Europe; no records 

of the poems by Hesiod and Homer have survived from such an early date. It clearly 

demonstrates that although the Hesiodic and Homeric corpora represent the most 

influential and impressive of Greek theogonies, other traditions were circulating.

Even within the poems attributed to Hesiod, there is an allusion to the rivalry 

between oral poets. The Muses in Hesiod’s Theogony attest to the supremacy of 

Hesiod’s theogony above all others in the opening lines of the poem: “we know how to

Som m erstein, 2005 , p. 164.
Lamberton, 1988, p. 39.
Kirk, Raven and Schofield , 1991, p. 21.
Kirk, Raven and Schofield , 1991, pp. 32-33.
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say may false things similar to genuine ones, but we know, when we wish, how to 

proclaim true things” (1'5|j.£v  v(/eij6sa 7ioX,A.d A^yeiv ST6(ioiovv 6|o,oTa / v5)j,ev 6’ sux’ 

s0e?tco^ev dX,r|G8a yr|pi3oao0ai, Th. Tl-2%, trans. Most, 2006). The Muses divinely 

inspire Hesiod to tell the true story of the gods to his audience {Th. 29-34). The poem 

here unveils the competitive context in which oral poetry was delivered. Hesiod’s 

Theogony is the true version contra the false tales of other bards.^' Incorrect theogonies 

have been rejected to make way for his definitive story.

Besides being subject to revision and challenge from other traditions, stories 

about the gods also evoked criticism in some quarters. Xenophanes, writing in the 

generation prior to Aischylos, claims Hesiod and Homer brought shame upon the gods 

by depicting them committing crimes such as adultery and thievery (Hes.Test. 97). Plato 

later expresses similar criticisms {Rep. 2.377d-378c). There existed diverse perspectives 

on divinity, all of which were perhaps represented in Aischylos’s audience. As 

Revermann explains, “playwrights appeal to various kinds and layers of audience 

c o m p e t e n c e . B u t  whether the spectators found current theogonies dubious or not, 

these poems were known to them, and for them, llesiod’s Theogony was the most 

famous form of theogonic poetry. Stories about the gods would naturally be compared 

to Hesiod’s account.

Aischylos was partaking in a competition. He put his poetry forth to be 

scrutinized and compared to others. Apollo’s xsK)j,fipiov must be read in this context. 

Like a rhapsode, he is telling a story to his spectators. The backdrop to Aischylos’s 

Oresteia is a mythical heritage rich and varied by the contributions of competing poets. 

Hence, Apollo’s x8K|j.fipiov is naturally subject to comparison with other tellings of 

Athena’s birth story. Aischylos’s audience, then, were accustomed to variants of the 

same basic stories. They already knew the tragic plot but yet expected the plays to 

contain novel features. Innovations would still come as a surprise, however, since they 

would not know beforehand what part o f the story the playwright was going to 

innovate .T ragedy  was born out of the exploitation and innovation of already existing 

stories, at once affirming and contradicting its audience’s expectations.

Athenian dramatic performance took place in a ritual setting. At the festival of 

the Greater Dionysia, a programme of events offered Greeks the opportunity for sacred

Nagy, 1992, p. 45.
Revermann, 2006, p. 105.
Sommerstein, 2005, p. 169.
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worship and exploration o f  the relationship between themselves and divinity. But their 

knowledge o f  the divine world was not grounded in an official canon or the 

authoritative word o f  a religious hierarchy; they looked to their poets. Oral poets 

illustrated the divine world while the dramatist brought this world alive on the stage. 

Drama, poetry and the divine were intrinsically linked in fifth century BC Athens. As 

the source for the material explored on the Attic stage, oral poetry and its teachings, was 

everpresent in the minds o f  an ancient Athenian audience. This knowledge was 

immediate and fluent for them. Hence, when tragedy employs material from poetry, it is 

always constructing a representation o f a representation. Tragedy is inherently 

intertextual in this sense as it reproduces and innovates poetic material. Nearly all 

tragedy was based on myths from p o e try .A is c h y lo s  and his audience are always 

referring back to antecedents. The audience o f ancient drama can only recognise the 

playwright’s allusions to earlier texts when it has knowledge o f  this material.

The Survival of Metis

Sommerstein alludes to the possibility that Aischylos’s audience would likely have 

noticed the omission o f Hesiod’s Metis from Apollo’s T8K)a,fipiov.^  ̂ Yet, he cautions 

that, “other accounts, to be sure, ignore M e t i s . M o d e r n  critics point out that ancient 

accounts o f A thena’s origins customarily remain silent about Metis.^^ Brown argues: “in 

the interval after Hesiod, Metis was eliminated.” *̂ Hence, it is presumed that Hesiod’s 

account o f  A thena’s heritage is unimportant for the audience’s interpretation o f 

Apollo’s Xoyoc,. Blundell adds: “a denial o f motherhood may always have been a part o f 

the characterization o f [ A t h e n a ] . W e s t  argues that A thena’s birth from Zeus’s head 

was originally an independent m otif and Hesiod only added Metis to the story so that 

Athena could be provided with a mother.^*^ Metis, in this reading, is secondary and 

easily detachable from the story. The implication is that the absence o f Metis in the 

Eumenides is not alarming since this absence represents a general trend in Greek 

literature.

Sommerstein, 2005, p. 163.
Sommerstein, 1989, p. 207.
Sommerstein, 1989, p. 207.
Gantz, 1996, p. 51 ;Sommerstein, 1989, p. 207. 
Brown, 1952, p. 137.

’̂ Blundell, 1995, p. 28.
“  West, 1966, p. 401.
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However, I argue that Metis had not been forgotten. Other ancient sources 

demonstrate that the story o f Metis survived long after Hesiod. A Hesiodic fragment 

cited by Chrysippus in the third century BC retells the narrative, depicting Metis as 

Zeus’s paramour who was swallowed by him. Metis is explicitly described as “A thena’s 

mother” (A0rivair|(; ^fiTrip, Th. 929^, trans. Evelyn-W hite, 1998). I shall examine this 

account further in Chapter 7. A reference to Metis also appears in the genealogy o f Eros 

presented in Plato’s Symposium  (203b). The author o f O f the Origin o f  Homer and  

Hesiod, and Their Contest mentions Metis as a possible mother o f Homer: “as for his 

[Homer’s] mother, she is variously called Metis, Cretheis, ta, and Eugnetho”

(|iriT8pa 5s oi Mfjxiv, oi 5s KpT]0r|i5a, oi 5s 0S|iiaxriv, oi 5s Euyvr|06, Orig.HH. 

314, trans. Evelyn-White, 1998).

Long after Aischylos, Pseudo-Apollodoros recorded the story o f  Metis in The 

Library.

)4,iYvuTai 5e Zeuq Mfin5u [j,STaPaA.?LOi)ar| si<; KoXXaq iSsac; ujisp xou 
).u''iauve}L0siv, Kai aijifiv ysvo|iEvriv syicuov KaiaTiivsi (p0doa(;, STtsiTisp eXzye 
Ffj yswT^osiv 7iai5a iisra  xfiv |j.c?^A,ouoav s^ auxfjq ysw aaO ai Koprjv, 
oqoTjpavof) 5Dvdaxriq ysvi'iasxai. t o u x o  (poPr|0sl(; mTSTiisv auxfiv- cbq 5 ’ 6 
xfi<;yEwfiascL)c; svsairi j(p6voq, 7iA.fi^avT0(; auxou xfiv KS(paA.fiv 
7is>LEKsdlpo|j.r|08coq f) Ka0d7isp dA.A.01. A.syouaiv 'H(paioxou, sk Kopixpfiq, 
£7rl7ioxa|j.ou Tpixoovoq, A0riva oi)v oti^^ok; dvE0opsv.

Zeus had intercourse with Metis, who turned into many shapes in order to 
avoid his embraces. When she was with child. Zeus, taking time by the 
forelock swallowed her, because Earth said that, after giving birth to the 
maiden who was then in her womb. Metis would bear a son who should be the 
lord o f heaven. From fear o f that Zeus swallowed her. And when the time 
came for the birth to take place, Prometheus or, as others say, Hephaistos, 
smote the head o f Zeus with an axe, and Athena fully armed leaped up from 
the top o f his head at the river Triton. (Apollod. 1.3.6, trans. Frazer, 1956)

This is the only version o f A thena’s birth which Pseudo-Apollodoros records, 

suggesting he believed it to be the most familiar full account. He gives no attention to 

Apollo’s account in Aischylos’s Eumenides or the notion that Athena has no mother. 

Against the view o f modern critics, these sources confirm that Metis was a familiar 

character to Athenians. Hesiod’s poetic successors kept the story alive, demonstrating 

how influential Hesiod’s account was. It restricts our reading o f the Eumenides if  we 

undermine the influence o f  Hesiod or assume a constant trend existed whereby Metis 

was eclipsed. There is an important difference between A pollo’s outright denial o f
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Athena’s mother in the Eumemdes and the omission of Metis in other sources. Only in 

the former case is Athena’s mother explicitly rejected.

From the Head of Zeus

Homer’s Iliad (5.880) and Odyssey (6.229) refer to Athena as the daughter o f Zeus 

without mention of Metis. Similar to Aischylos’s Eumenides, these sources do not 

explain how Athena was created. The Homeric Hymn to Athena (28.1-16) and Pindar’s 

7”’ Olympian Ode (35-44) tell how Athena was bom from Zeus’s head. There is no 

mention, however, of preceding events to the birth. The chorus of Euripides’s Ion 

exclaim: “I entreat you, Athena, my goddess, you who never had part in the pangs of 

childbed, brought to birth from the forehead o f Zeus by Prometheus the Titan” (as xctv 

(o6iva)v A,oxvav / dv£iX,si0uiav, 8|j.dv / ABdvav, I k e t c i j c o ,  / llpo|j.r|0£T Tixavi A.ox£X)- / 

Getaav Kax’ dKpoxdxaq, / Koptxpdq Aioq, Ion 452-457, trans. Kovacs, 1999). Aischylos 

never mentions Zeus’s head in the Eumenides. Apollo does not explain how Athena was 

bom without a mother or how she came into being. Following Apollo, Athena does not 

offer an explanation either. She vaguely says she is of her father (S’ 8i|o,l xou Tiaxpoq, 

Bum. 738). The spectators are left with no other option but to rely on their shared 

heritage o f mythical knowledge to fill in Aischylos’s blanks, surely a textual strategy by 

the playwright. The strategy implicitly directs the audience to other versions of 

Athena’s nativity story. In this sense, an awareness of Greek texts is an essential 

precondition for interpreting the Eumenides

Further, by not mentioning Zeus’s head, Apollo avoids explicitly suggesting that 

mortal men could give birth from their heads. Apollo not only omits Metis but also the 

motif of Zeus’s delivery from his head, demonstrating the selective nature of Apollo’s 

rhetoric. Further, if  Apollo made it explicit that Zeus is Athena’s parent in virtue of 

having delivered her, the logical conclusion would be that the parent is the figure who 

gives birth to a child, i.e. the mother in the normal instances of human childbearing. The 

story of Zeus’s parturition is hence excluded. Aischylos’s audience, however, are 

expected to remember that Athena emerged from her father’s head, and I suggest, in the 

process of recalling the fuller stories o f Athena’s origins, they will remember too that 

Athena has a mother.

Buxton, 1982, p. 2.
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From as early as the seventh century BC, depictions of Athena’s birth from the 

head of Zeus are found in Attic vase painting and reproductions of the scene on vases 

became increasingly popular in the sixth century The scene usually depicted on
33vase paintings includes a small, fully-armed Athena emerging from Zeus’s head. Zeus 

is seated and surrounded by a crowd of gods. Sometimes Hephaistos is present and acts 

as a midwife, holding the axe which he used to break open Zeus’s head to assist the 

delivery. Alongside the gigantomachy, Athena’s birth represents the most common 

subject matter in vase paintings on Akropolis pottery.

Neils suggests that the popularity o f images o f Athena on vase paintings in the 

sixth century BC was a consequence of the reorganization of the Panathenaia, the major 

festival in honour of Athena at this time.^^ The central day of the Panathenaia festival 

was 28 Hekatombaion when Athena’s birth was ce leb ra ted .M ean w h ile , the 

prominence of images of Athena’s birth in vase painting decreased greatly after 460 

BC. However, the birth scene continued to be found in Athenian iconography and is 

depicted on the east pediment of the Parthenon (438-432 BC). The story of the birth of 

Athena from Zeus’s head appears in Greek literature and art again and again, proving it 

to be a very popular s to ry .H e n ce , Aischylos includes a topical story at the climax of 

the Eumenides, one that will be immediately familiar to his original audience.

Blundell argues that the predominant approach of poets was to write Metis out
39of the story in order to explain the unique bond between Athena and Zeus. Neils adds: 

“the city’s tutelary goddess is deliberately associated with Zeus, and her potency on 

behalf o f its citizens derives from her intimate association with the King of the gods.”'*̂  

The union of Athena and Zeus guarantees that Athens is divinely favoured. Throughout 

Aischylos’s Eumenides, the uniqueness of the bond between Athena and Zeus is 

emphasised."" Athena has access to Zeus’s thunderbolt {Rum. 826); she received her 

knowledge from her father {Eum. 850) and the Athenians are revered by Zeus owing to 

their association with Athena {Eum. 1002). However, contra previous commentators, I

Neils , 2001, p. 228.
Lexicon Iconographicum M ythologiae  C lass icae (L IM C), 1988, pp. 743-746 Vol. II 2, A thena  343-369. 
W agner,  2001, pp. 99-100.
Neils, 2001, p. 227.

“  D eacy, 2008, p. 77.
”  Neils , 2001, pp. 226-227.

Deacy, 2008, p. 77.
”  Blundell, 1995, p. 28.
''“ Neils , 2001, p. 219.

Papadopoulou , 2001, p. 305.
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suggest that the tendency to omit Metis in order to stress the powerful bond between 

Zeus and Athena does not imply that A ischylos’s audience were uncritical o f her 

absence in A pollo’s account o f  A thena’s genealogy.

Even texts which elide the story o f A thena’s conception do not necessarily deny 

Metis. The Homeric Hymn to Athena  exemplifies this:

...xf|v aiJToq eyeivaxo laTiTtexa Zeug
08(ivfj<; SK Kecpa t̂fjq, 7io>^s|j.fiia x zv jz ' exoD oav, 5
X puosa, 7ia|J.(pav6o)VTa- asPaq 5 ’ TtctvTai; opw vxaq
dBavdxouc;- f] 58 7ip6o08v Aioc; a ly io x o io
saat)(a,^co(; ropouasv dji’ dBavdxoio Kapi^vou,
a e ia a a ’ 6^i)v dKOVxa- [o,8yaq 6 ’ eXsM ^ex’ ’DA.t)|j,7ioq
88VVOV iJTto Ppi^riq y t̂auKCOTTiSog- d|i(pl 68 y a ia  10
o|j,8p5a?t8ov idxTia8v- SKivfiGri 5 ’ dpa novzoq,
KU[a,aai Tiopcpupeoiai icuK(b)a,8V0 (;- SKXpxo 8 ’ dX,)j,ri
8^a7rtvri(;- oxfja8v 6 ’ 'YTtspiovoq ayXadq uloc;
iTiTiovx; (OKUTCoSaq 5rip6v xpovov, 8io6x8 KOupr|
sDt8x’ dTi’ dGavdxcov o6|j,cov 08O8iK8A,a xeijxi] 15
riaX,A,dc; A6rivair|- yfiGrios 5s p.r|xi8xa Zevq.

...From his awful head wise Zeus him self bare her arrayed in warlike arms o f 
flashing gold, and awe seized all the gods as they gazed. But Athena sprang 
quickly from the immortal head and stood before Zeus who holds the aegis, 
shaking a sharp spear: great Olympus began to reel horribly at the might o f the 
bright-eyed goddess, and earth round about cried fearfully, and the sea was 
moved and tossed with dark waves, while foam burst forth suddenly: the 
bright Son o f Hyperion stopped his swift-footed horses a long while, until the 
maiden Pallas Athena had stripped the heavenly armour from her immortal 
shoulders. And wise Zeus was glad. (////2 8 .4 -1 6 , trans. Evelyn-White, 1998)

While the focus in the Homeric Hymn to Athena  is on the earth-shattering birth o f 

Athena from her father’s head, Metis is also alluded to within the text, though only 

implicitly. Zeus is twice referred to with the epithet [irixisxa, meaning “all-wise” {HH  

28.4, 16). The title |j,r|xiexa derives from the goddess Metis. Zeus is |o,rix{8xa because he 

contains Metis inside his body; he assimilated her qualities when he swallowed the 

pregnant Titaness."*^ Hence, the Homeric Hymn to Athena  is not entirely silent about 

Athena’s mother. This text does not support the modem notion that Metis was removed 

from the tradition. The hymn also does not promote the idea that Athena has no mother 

as Aischylos’s Eumenides does. In the Homeric Hymn to Athena, Athena’s mother is 

contained in Zeus, her father.

D etienne and Vernant, 1991, p. 107.
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By the second century AD, Lucian is able to mock the circumstances o f A thena’s 

deHvery in the Dialogues o f  the Gods. The dialogue depicts a conversation between 

Zeus and Hephaistos. Zeus begs Hephaistos to split open his skull in order to bring his 

labour pains to an end {DG 13.8). When Hephaistos strikes Zeus’s head with his axe, 

Athena emerges and Hephaistos offers a comical reaction;

t1  to C x o ;  K opri ^ 0 tiX.0 (;; |o.sya, cb Zeu, KaKov 
sixei; ^  Tfi KEcpâ ifj. eiKOTcoq youv 6^Tj0u|xoq fiaGa 
xriA.iKa'UTriv vno  xfiv |j.T]viyya TiapO^ov ^cooyovcov 
K a l ta i J T a  &vo3tA,ov. rj t i o u  atpaxoTisSov, o tj  

KS(paA,fiv £?L8?Lfi9svq 8XC0V. f] 5s rcriSa K a l Trup- 
piX^C î K a l x fiv  daT c iS a  n v d a a e i  K a l to  56pu 
7idA.A,ei K a l ^B ouaig  K a l x6 )o,syiaTov, K aX fi Tidvu
K a l d K ) ia l a  y s y ^ r j x a i  8 fi ^  P p ax sT .

Hullo, what’s this? A girl in armour? That was no small trouble you had in 
your head. No wonder you were short-tempered, breeding a big girl like that 
in your brain— and her with armour into to the bargain. It w asn’t a head you 
had but a barracks, though we didn’t know it. She’s leaping up and down in 
a war-dance, shaking her shield and poising her spear, full o f the spirit o f 
battle; and, most wonderful o f all, see how good looking and grown up she’s 
become in this short time. (DG  13.8.226, trans. M. D. Macleod, 1961)

The notion o f birth from Zeus’s head is comical for Lucian and his audience. Apollo’s

x8K|j.fipiov, then, is laughable at a later moment in Greek history. Lucian’s joke about

the genesis story captures the dubious impression it may have left on Aischylos’s 

audience. The means by which Athena was created is wholly different to human 

reproduction. A story o f miraculous birth offers little for understanding human creation.

The surviving accounts o f Athena’s birth share similar elements. The arrival o f 

the warrior Athena inspires fear and shock. Athena is bom yX,auK067iV(; and raring for 

battle in Hesiod’s Theogony (924-929) and the Homeric Hymn to Athena  (28.4-16). In 

the 7''’ Olympian Ode, Pindar describes the consequences o f A thena’s birth: “Heaven 

shuddered at her, and mother Earth” (Oupavoq 5’ scppi^e viv Kal F aia  p.dxr|p. Find. O. 

7.38, trans. Race, 1997). He adds that Hephaistos was present at the birth and used an 

axe to strike Zeus’s head to enable the delivery (dvlx’ Acpaioxou xexvaioiv. Find. O. 

7.35). Brown argues that the omission o f Metis from the myth occurred alongside the 

introduction o f the figure o f the midwife, alternately played by Hephaistos, Prometheus
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or H e rm e s .T h e  similarities between stories o f Athena’s birth reveal how each author 

was retelling a hackneyed tale while inserting their own alterations. Each account 

carries the memory of its precedents, showing how older accounts, primarily Hesiod’s, 

had retained influence. Aischylos’s Apollo evokes this corpus of stories when he refers 

to Athena’s nativity, revealing the discrepancy in Apollo’s claim that Athena was never 

gestated in a womb. Apollo is lying; he is not speaking opBcoq as he claimed {Eum. 

657). In this chapter, I have argued that knowledge of Hesiod’s Theogony alters 

interpretation of Apollo’s account of Athena’s birth in the Eumenides. Apollo’s account 

is unique and hence surprising for the audience. The audience know that another version 

of the story, like Hesiod’s, does not support Apollo’s theory. His theory in effect cannot 

be proven. In the following chapter, I will look closely as similarities between the 

Oresteia and the Theogony. The aim is making this comparisons is to show how 

Aischylos heavily relies on Hesiodic poetry, thus pressing his audience to question 

Apollo’s reinterpretation of the story of Athena’s birth. The trilogy is set up to 

accentuate that Apollo has omitted Metis, Athena’s mother.

Brown, 1952, p. 137.
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Chapter 7 
Signs of Hesiod

Apollo’s T8K[afipiov is not an isolated gesture to Hesiodic myth. Rather, Hesiod’s 

Theogony reverberates throughout the Oresteia, demonstrating how popular Hesiod’s 

poem was in fifth century BC Athens. Aischylos references it again and again. He relies 

on various traditions but the structure of his plot and many of his divine genealogies 

originate from Hesiod. Solmsen argues that “we cannot ignore or dismiss as accidental 

certain structural similarities” between Hesiod’s Theogony and Aischylos’s Oresteia} 

Repeating the strategy Zeus employs in the Theogony, the Olympians gain supremacy in 

Aischylos’s Eumenides through defeating their opponents and elders, the Erinyes, and by 

claiming exclusive rights for fathers as parents by removing Metis from the narrative of 

Athena’s birth, a metaphoric ‘swallowing’ of sorts. For Hesiod and Aischylos, Zeus’s 

order is built on the overpowering of older divinities and the controlling of female 

fecundity.

In this chapter, I analyse the similarities between the Theogony and the Oresteia. 

The question o f parentage, which I have argued determines the conclusion of the 

Oresteia, is a central theme in Hesiod’s Theogony. Here, I shall outline how Hesiod 

explores this issue. I argue that this intertextuality presses Aischylos’s audience to 

interpret the trilogy through the lens of Hesiod, thus emphasizing Apollo’s departure from 

the Theogony in his telling of Athena’s ancestry and complicating the trilogy’s 

conclusion.

The Female Source

Hesiod’s Theogony describes the formation of the cosmos. The poem presents a 

succession plot; sons surmount their fathers, generating familial and social upheaval, but 

in the end Zeus founds permanent government. Zeus rises above the pattern of succession 

conflict by subjugating his predecessors and swallowing his pregnant wife Metis, 

preventing the birth of a usurping son. The god, hence, emerges as the unchallenged ruler 

through bringing an end to succession. Zeus’s order is born out of conflict. Chaos is the 

first principle bom in the cosmos {Th. 116). It is a force which has no gender or

‘ S o lm sen ,  1995,  p. 127.
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characteristics and is described as a void.^ This follows from the word’s etymology since 

it is a neuter noun. In the beginning, then, there seems to be neither male nor female. The 

first clearly gendered creation is Gaia, the female Earth {Th. 117). Chaos and Gaia are 

two mutually independent principles that are the source o f all life in the cosmos. Both 

initially produce asexually. Songe-Moller argues that both are essentially feminine, 

pointing out that Chaos “was the original cleft or chasm [...], which thus serves as an 

image o f female sexuality.”  ̂ Without engaging in sexual intercourse. Chaos brings forth 

Erebos and Night {Th. 123), while Gaia produces her male partner Ouranos, the Sky {Th. 

126). Gaia creates Ouranos for a specific purpose: he will cover her on every side, 

becoming “the ever immovable seat for the blessed gods” (o(pp’ siiri )iaKdpsaai 9soiq eSoq 

dacpaX^g aiei, Th. 128, trans. Most, 2006). Subsequently, Gaia autonomously creates 

more divinities; the Mountains and Pontos {Th. 126-132). Zeus’s divine ancestral line 

begins with Gaia. In effect, her potency alone makes the Olympian pantheon possible. 

After her primal act of parthenogenesis, Gaia and other divinities continue to produce 

alone throughout the poem. For example, Pontus goes on to produce Nereus on his own 

{Th. 233). Both male and female manifest their respective fecundity by procreating 

without the opposite sex. From the outset then, Hesiod’s Theogony shows an interest in 

childbearing, a central concern in Aischylos’s later Oresteia.

Kronos and Zeus

Ouranos and Gaia also generate offspring together, but by refusing to separate from Gaia, 

Ouranos stops her from delivering their children {Th. 156-159). Ouranos imprisons his 

children inside Gaia, denying the next generation an existence. Gaia takes action: she 

“devised a tricky, evil stratagem” (5oMr|v 6s KaKfiv STiecppdaaaxo xsxvr|V, Th. 160). Gaia 

is the first divinity amongst many in the poem to plot a SoXoq. She does so in reaction to 

Ouranos’s “evil deed” (KaKW...8pycp, Th. 158). The male is the first to inflict injury and 

the female in turn tricks him. She conspires against Ouranos, persuading her son Kronos 

to castrate his father/brother {Th. 163-182). Kronos agrees, condemning Ouranos as “the 

first to devise unseemly deeds” (TipoTSTioq ydp deiKsa iifiaaxo cpya, Th. 172). In effect, 

Gaia instigates Kronos’s overthrow of Ouranos, setting in motion a string o f disputes 

between men. Conflict in Hesiod’s poem is between males, encouraged by females. The

 ̂C lay, 2003 , p. 15.
 ̂ Songe-M oller, 2002 , p. 24.
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name Kronos means “time,” indicating how he will intervene in Ouranos’s static and 

timeless universe. K ronos’s castration o f Ouranos marks the genesis o f time and is the 

first act in the succession myth."^

Gaia directs every part o f the vendetta and Kronos enacts it. Her scheme to castrate 

Ouranos, “the whole trick” (56>tov...7idvxa, Th. 175) which she instructs Kronos to 

execute, targets the symbol o f Ouranos’s transgression, forcing him to abandon his 

incessant union with Gaia. Kronos uses a weapon created by Gaia, the jagged-toothed 

sickle {Th. 175), the tool o f her hokoq. While Ouranos resists generational succession, 

Gaia promotes the transition o f power from one generation to the next. She empowers the 

younger generation, supporting the disintegration o f  the patriarch’s hegemony, only to 

allow a new patriarch to succeed. Throughout much o f  the action o f the poem, Gaia 

supports the younger generation to the detriment o f the older.^ Through the severance o f 

Ouranos’s genitals, the separation o f sky and earth is achieved and the cosmos becomes 

populated by the freed divinities. A struggle for sovereignty between these gods then 

begins.

Kronos is named the first king o f the gods {Th. 486), but soon receives a prophecy 

from (jaia and Ouranos telling that his son will overpower him. To prevent his fate, 

Kronos swallows his newborn children {Th. 459-462). His actions earn him the epithet 

“crooked-counseled” (dyia)A.o|ifiTr|g, Th. 473). He has crooked Swallowing is an

act o f ^fjTiq aimed at maintaining Kronos’s power. Rhea, Kronos’s sexual partner and 

sister, seeks vengeance for the loss o f her children, just as Gaia did previously. Hesiod 

tells how “unremitting grief gripped Rhea” ('Perjv 5’ exe aXaoxov, Th. 467) over

the loss o f  her children. Rhea approaches her parents, Gaia and Ouranos, seeking advice 

so she can give birth to her youngest son in secret {Th. 463-473). The goddess asks her 

parents for a cunning plot, a {Th. 471). The p-fjiic; is inspired by the spivug of her 

father and children {Th. 472). Here, is the tool o f the Erinys, deity o f vengeance. 

Following her parents’ advice, Rhea gives birth to Zeus on Crete, unbeknownst to Kronos 

{Th. 477). She then hides Zeus inside Gaia. The language Hesiod uses to describe the 

place where Zeus is concealed (utio KsuG em  yairit;, Th. 483) mirrors how Ouranos 

previously hid his children in their mother (PaiTiq ^  K8U0p.d)vi, Th. 158). Both Kronos 

and Zeus are hidden inside Gaia. The goddess gestates the infant Zeus, preparing him to 

confront his father when he matures {Th. 479-480).

'‘ Clay, 2003, p. 17.
 ̂Clay, 2003, p. 17.
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Rhea returns to Kronos and tricks him again by handing him a stone wrapped in 

swaddling clothes to swallow in place o f the baby Zeus {Th. 485-486). Later, Gaia tricks 

Kronos into vomiting up his other children {Th. 494). Kronos releases his offspring from 

his stomach, delivering them into the cosmos. The image is a striking one. In R hea’s 

absence, Kronos is depicted as pregnant with their children, whom he delivers.^ The 

father assumes the ability to gestate and give birth. In effect, Rhea and Kronos have both 

carried and delivered their children. Replicating Ouranos’s strategy, Kronos attempts to 

control procreation, but he fails as Rhea outwits him with the help o f her parents. Her 

parentally sanctioned |ifjTi(;, driven by an spivuq, defeats Kronos’s egotistic jj-fjriq.

In the Theogony, men and women are tricksters; they devise 56A.o<; and lafjuq, and 

are subject to being tricked. Trickery and cunning wisdom are closely associated. The 

plot structure o f Kronos’s downfall by trickery mimics the fate met by Ouranos. The 

fathers (Ouranos and Kronos) violently obstruct birth and generational change in order to 

maintain their monopoly on power. They conceal their children and prevent relationships 

developing between mother and child. In reaction, the mothers (Gaia and Rhea) employ 

tricks to ensure the new generation succeeds the old. In each generation o f the divine 

family, son and mother ally to defeat the father. The collaboration o f mother and child is 

disastrous for the father who wishes to maintain his authority.

K lytaim estra’s Trickery

Mothers are transgressive for Hesiod and Aischylos. The father and king, for both poets, 

eliminates his child against the wishes o f the mother in an effort to protect his social 

standing. Agamemnon sacrifices Iphigeneia to pursue a war against the Trojans. 

Similarly, Ouranos traps his children and Kronos swallows his in order to safeguard their 

sovereignty. Like the fathers in H esiod’s Theogony, Agamemnon obstructs the life o f his 

child to protect his own position.

As a result, Klytaimestra loses her daughter. Klytaimestra mentions how 

Agamemnon took Iphigeneia away from Argos using a 86Xoq (Ag. 1523). In Euripides’s 

later play Iphigeneia in Aulis, Agamemnon deceives Klytaimestra, telling her Iphigeneia 

is to be married to Achilleus {lA 361-362). Klytaimestra then willingly brings their 

daughter to Aulis where Iphigeneia is sacrificed. It is uncertain whether this tradition was

* Arthur, 1982,  p. 71.
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followed in Aischylos’s lost play Iphigeneia, but Aischylos’s audience was familiar with 

the notion that Agamemnon used deceit. The trickery of Agamemnon, who is eager to 

defeat the Trojans in battle, results in the destruction of the relationship between 

Klytaimestra and her child. In revenge, Klytaimestra tricks and murders her husband. 

Mirroring the sexual conflicts in the Theogony, the father in Aischylos’s story seeks to 

remove his child and the mother responds with vengeance.

The damage inflicted by fathers upon the children of the royal house resonates in 

the closing lines of Aischylos’s trilogy. The pacified Erinyes demand a brighter future: “I 

forbid the misfortunes that make men die before their time, and ask you to grant that 

lovely young women live and get husbands” (dvSpoKfxfjxa^ 6’ dcopouq /  dTiEWSTrco ruxaq / 

vsavvScov t’ £7rr|pdTcov / dv6poTUxeT<; Pioxotx; Sots, Eum. 956-960, trans. Sommerstein, 

2008b). The audience may be reminded by these words o f how Thyestes’s sons did not 

live to adulthood and Iphigeneia died before she could be wed. This prompt to the 

audience to recollect the failings o f fathers in the play may raise concerns regarding 

Apollo’s A-oyoc;. In light of the play’s action, it is difficuh to imagine that children will 

survive in a world in which fathers are considered sole parents.

In the Agamemnon, Klytaimestra is an avenger of the younger generation. Her 

maternal protection recalls the similar role played by Gaia in Hesiod’s poem. Mothers 

have been required in both the Theogony and the Oresteia to punish fathers for 

mistreating their children. Klytaimestra, akin to Gaia and Rhea in the Theogony, 

challenges her male partner. However, Klytaimestra punishes her king herself while Gaia 

and Rhea persuade their sons to act. The conflict in the Oresteia is more directly between 

male and female. Klytaimestra works on behalf of the younger generation to the detriment 

of the king. Her revenge explicitly imitates the action committed by Agamemnon; she 

sacrifices her husband just as he sacrificed Iphigeneia (Ag. 1387, 1417-1421, 1527-1529). 

The chorus note the smell of sacrifices emanating from the palace before they realise that 

it is their king who has been killed (Ag. 1310). Homer too describes Agamemnon’s death 

as a sacrifice. The ghost of Agamemnon describes how Aigisthos murdered him “just as 

one slays an ox at the crib” (&c, xiq re KazeKxave Poijv etiI (pdTVî , Od. 11.410, trans. A. T. 

Murray, 1995). In Hesiod’s Theogony, women likewise recreate the violent actions of 

their male partners when they lose their children. Gaia directs Kronos’s attack on 

Ouranos’s genitalia since he blocked her from releasing her children from her womb and 

Rhea feeds Kronos a stone just as he fed on her children. The mothers reverse the fathers’ 

actions against them.
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Klytaimestra’s situation in the Oresteia also resonates with another narrative from 

Hesiod’s Theogony, Demeter’s loss of her daughter Persephone. Hesiod narrates:

autdp 6 Afmrixpoc; 7ioX,t)(p6p(3riq sq 'kzyo<̂  f|X,08v 
fj TSK8 Hspas(p6vriv ?̂ suKd)A,8vov, fiv AiScovsuq 
qpTiaae t)^ Tiapa )ir|Tp6(;, e 5c o k 8 5s  p.riTV8xa Zeuq.

Then bounteous Demeter came to his [Zeus’s] bed; she bore white-armed 
Persephone, whom Aidoneus snatched away from her mother— but the 
counsellor Zeus gave her to him. {Th. 912-914)

Again, the father causes the separation of mother and child. At the Eleusinian Mysteries, 

the myth of Demeter’s loss o f her daughter and their subsequent reunion provided a 

paradigm for emotive ceremonies rejoicing the seasonal return of vegetation to the 

pastures of Greece. A fuller version o f the myth is presented in The Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter. Though Zeus is aware o f his brother’s plans to abduct Persephone, he fails to 

intervene to protect her. In protest against this outrage to her motherhood. Demeter, 

goddess of the cornfields, causes the earth to fall barren (////. 2.302-313). Demeter 

restores the fertility of the land when she is reunited with her daughter. Nevertheless, 

since Persephone’s marriage to Hades was secured, she is obliged to return to her 

husband’s home in the Underworld for a third of every year. Annually, the earth becomes 

fruitless during this time owing to Demeter’s grief. Athenians travelled to Eleusis to 

conduct communal cult worship of Demeter and Persephone, an important event in the 

Athenian calendar. This was a central myth for Athenians. Aischylos, hailing himself 

from Eleusis, was very familiar with these cults and recognised their significance. This is 

implied in Aristophanes’s Frogs when the character Aischylos calls to Demeter, wishing 

to be worthy of her mysteries (Frogs 887).

Demeter is an emblem of transgression within Zeus’s Olympian order. She resists 

Zeus’s authority and challenges the father’s right to decide where her daughter will live.^ 

Klytaimestra too has been robbed o f her daughter. Iphigeneia is sacrificed for the cause of 

another pair of brothers, Agamemnon and Menelaos. Like Demeter, Klytaimestra seeks 

revenge by destructive means.* While Demeter threatened the world with famine, 

Klytaimestra kills her husband and king. By murdering Agamemnon, Klytaimestra 

dissolves the patrilineal succession. She sides with her daughter at the price of social

 ̂Seaford, 1994, p. 384.
* DeForest, 1993, p. 130.
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upheaval. Klytaimestra’s predicament may have been intended to remind the Athenian 

audience of the famous myth of Demeter and Persephone. In the Libation Bearers, 

Elektra calls upon Persephone {Lib. 490), a reference perhaps designed to recall the 

similarities between the fates of Iphigeneia and Persephone.

However, Klytaimestra’s vengeance goes further than that of Gaia, Rhea and 

Demeter since the mortal queen not only punishes her husband, but annihilates him with 

her own hand. Aischylos draws on stock goddess characters from poetry to depict 

Klytaimestra, but his female protagonist is also distinctive. Her violence is a fitting 

retribution in the context since Agamemnon’s crime also goes further than that of 

Ouranos, Kronos and Zeus since he killed his child. Klytaimestra has matched the crime 

Agamemnon committed himself Spousal violence has irreversible consequences in a 

mortal setting.

I suggest that Aischylos’s depiction of Klytaimestra owes a debt to Hesiod’s 

vision of mother goddesses. The Agamemnon encourages the audience to make an 

association between Klytaimestra and female divinity. At the end of the parodos, the 

chorus leader asserts, “1 have come, Klytaimestra, in reverence towards your power” 

(fjKco aepi^cov aov, K^LUTavin'ioipa, Kpdxoq, Ag. 258, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). The 

verb used here, ospi^co, can connote the worship of a god, or the feeling of fear and 

religious awe which the gods inspire in mortals. The chorus, I suggest, honour 

Klytaimestra as they might a goddess. Further, Klytaimestra controls ritual activities. The 

Argives obey when she instructs them to conduct sacrifices (Ag. 88-96) and they ask her 

to “be a healer of this concern of ours” (aivei Tiavcbv is  yevou / xfjaSs iispiiivriq, Ag. 98- 

99). The Argives look to Klytaimestra as their source of knowledge and salvation as 

though her royal status affords her oracular power. Klytaimestra interprets the fire 

beacons, a signalling system which she orchestrated, as though the fire is an omen from 

the divine world (Ag. 281-314), clarifying only at the end of her speech that Agamemnon 

was the source of the message of the Achaean victory (Ag. 316).

Klytaimestra’s dream in the Libation Bearers associates her with the Theogony's 

goddesses too. She dreams she gave birth to a snake which drew blood and milk from her 

breast (Lib. 527-39). In the Theogony, Gaia gave birth to Typhoeus, the god with a 

hundred heads of a serpent (Th. 821-825). The characterisation o f Klytaimestra relies on 

images of goddesses from Hesiod. The speech Klytaimestra delivers after killing 

Agamemnon and Kassandra (Ag. 1388-1392) seems to play on the audience’s 

expectations of divine mothers. I discussed the agricultural imagery in this passage
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already in Chapter 3 (p. 60). While standing over her victims’ corpses, Klytaimestra 

claims full responsibility for the murder. No other speech in Greek tragedy offers so 

many claims of responsibility by a speaker.^ In Hesiod’s Theogony, Gaia and Rhea 

similarly express no doubts concerning their right to vengeance. They are both wronged 

by the fathers of their children, just like Demeter is insulted in the Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter, and it is only the question o f how they will achieve their revenge which 

concerns them.*'’ Klytaimestra’s speech is evocative of Hesiod’s description o f Kronos’s 

emasculation of Ouranos {Th. 178-185). Drops of blood from Ouranos’s dismembered 

genitals fall on Gaia and from her the Erinyes are bom {Th. 185). The blood from an 

injured father triggers the mother’s fertility. Ouranos, in reaction to his punishment, 

which has brought about the separation of earth and sky and allowed the Titans to come 

forth, warns his children of future vengeance {Th. 210). In the Theogony, the first act of 

interfamilial violence in the cosmos is directed by Gaia and results in the birth of the 

Erinyes and the creation of a cycle of blood-for-blood retribution. In the Oresteia, having 

punished her husband, Klytaimestra takes his blood, an act which necessitates 

Klytaimestra’s own downfall and will lead to the arrival of the Erinyes. Agamemnon is 

dead, and akin to Ouranos in the Theogony, he contributes his blood unintentionally. In 

both the Theogony and the Oresteia, the blood from a father, injured by the schemes o f a 

mother, leads to regeneration and revenge by the Erinyes.

jifjTiq in the Oresteia

Revenge in the Oresteia, as in the Theogony, is reliant on lafjxiq and ^oXoq. Characters in 

the Oresteia display the skills o f lafjiiq, but Metis herself is denied her role as Athena’s 

mother. Klytaimestra practices the skills which are personified by the goddess Metis. The 

chorus in the Agamemnon remark how Klytaimestra is |i8yaA,6|j.riU(; {Ag. 1426); she is 

great iifj-nq. Buxton points out that there was no clear dichotomy between the 

personification o f concepts and their abstract usage.”  Hence, the term would evoke 

the goddess for Athenians. The chorus’s description isolates Klytaimestra as an expert in 

cunning, the skill of the goddess Metis. Later, in the Libation Bearers, the chorus of 

servant women reproach Klytaimestra for her lafjiic; {Lib. 626). In the Odyssey,

 ̂Conacher, 1987, p. 49.
Arthur, 1982, p. 72.

" Buxton, 1982, p. 30.
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Agamemnon describes Klytaimestra as dol6|iriTiq {Od. 11.422). I ’his description clearly 

demonstrates the close association between SoXoc; and

The etym ology o f  Klytaimestra’s name further associates her with M etis’s domain. 

KA.uTai|anaxpa translates as the “famed (kXuxai) plotter ((0.fiaTpa).” Homer presses on the 

meaning o f  her name in the Odyssey  when the ghost o f  Agamemnon compares Penelope 

and Klytaimestra:

...TW 01 Kktoc  ̂oi) nor' oXEizai
rjq dpsTfjq, TsiJ^ouai 5 ’ 87iix0ovioioiv doiSfiv
dGdvaxoi xapvsaoav sxscppovi nrivsA-OTreiT],
01JX roq TwSapsot) Koijpri mKd fxfioaxo epya,
Koupi6iov Kxeivaoa tiooiv, axuyepf) 6e x’ doiSf] 
saasx ’ en’ avQpdmovq, xa?tS7ifiv 5e xs (pf]p.iv OTidaaei 
0rjX,t)X£pTiai yuvai^i.

...Therefore the fame o f  her virtue shall never perish, but the immortals shall 
make among men on earth a pleasant song in honour o f  constant Penelope.
Not on this wise did the daughter o f  Tyndareus devise evil deeds and slay her 
wedded husband, and hateful shall the song regarding her be among men, and 
evil repute doth she bring upon all womankind.

(O d  24.196-202, trans. A. T. Murray, 1995)

The women inspire two songs, two paradigms o f  female behaviour. While Penelope earns 

KXeoq for her loyalty to her husband, the daughter o f  Tyndareus is in contrast famous for 

devising (pfiaaxo) against her partner. Without naming Klytaimestra, the use o f  the verb 

|i,fi6op.ai makes it clear who the poet is referring to. Klytaimestra is the famous devisor.

The shade o f  Agamemnon rebukes his w ife for her “contriving” (£|j.fiaaxo, Od. 

11.429). Klytaimestra likewise performs }j.q5o|j,ai in the Oresteia {Lib. 991). When the 

chorus in the Libation Bearers  parallel Klytaimestra with various wom en who have 

brought destruction upon mortal men {Lib. 585-652), they complain about the p.f|6o[xai 

committed by the daughter o f  Thestius. It is this characteristic which she shares with 

Klytaimestra. Kassandra too links the queen’s name with the verb |j,fi5o|j,ai:

i(b 7I07I01, xi 7I0XS p.f|68xai;
XI x65e v£ov ayoq )o.8ya
|isy ’ £v 56)^oim xoTaSs |iq5sxai KaKov
dcpepxov (piA,oioiv [...]
id) xakaiva, x65s ydp x8A,sT(;,
xov 6p.o6e|aviov t io o iv

A.ouxpoTai cpai6pi3vaaa.
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16, popoi! What, what is being schemed?
What is this fresh agony? A great evil, 
a great evil is being schemed  in this house, 
unendurable for the family [...]
16, wretched woman! Will you really carry out this deed?
You wash your husband, who shares your bed, 
in the bath. {Ag. 1100-1109)

In this strophe, the playwright twice leaves the subject o f |j.7]5o)j,ai unexpressed. The verb 

is repeated in quick succession. At lines 1107 to 1108 Kassandra makes it apparent that 

she is referring to a woman, hence Klytaimestra. But the double use o f |J.f|5op,ai without a 

subject suggests the audience would already have understood that it is Klytaimestra who 

is being referred to here. The poet is playing on the meaning o f her name; the one who 

schemes is Klytaimestra.

Aischylos earlier demonstrates the significance o f names. The chorus comment on

how Helen’s name is appropriate considering her behavior (Ag. 681-690). Her name
12E?i,8vri has its origins in the verb eXsTv meaning “capture,” “kill” or “destroy.” In 

fulfillment o f her nam e’s meaning, Helen brought destruction upon the Achaean army 

and enabled the capture o f Troy (Ag. 688-690). The Prometheus Bound  also presses on 

the significance o f a name when Power accuses Prometheus, meaning “Forethought,” o f 

being unable to exercise forward thinking (PB 85-87).'^ In the Libation Bearers, 

Aischylos explicitly acknowledges the meaning o f  Klytaimestra’s name when he depicts 

her as “the far-famed, deep-thinking fury” ( k X d t c i  / Puaa6(ppo)v ’Epivuq, Lib. 651-652, 

trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). The poet’s play with words here shows that he is aware her 

name connotes that she is a famous thinker. The queen embodies the very meaning o f 

K>.i)xai|a,fioTpa.

Chantraine has established the linguistic correlation between Klytaimestra’s name 

and the verb |ifi5o|j,ai. Importantly, the verb also shares its etymological origins with the 

goddess’s name Metis.*'* In ancient Greek thought. Metis, the goddess o f  cunning 

intelligence, is related to all activities o f  cunning, scheming, resolving and plotting which 

are denoted by the verb ^fi5o|iai. Long defines p-fiTig as, “a transformative political 

intelligence [...] which carries the sense o f  cunning, deception and craftiness as much as

Som m erstein, 2008b , pp. 81, n. 144. 
Levin, 2001 , p. 19.

''' Chantraine, 1999, pp. 693, 699.
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that of wise counsel and poHtical acumen.” '  ̂ It is a wisdom required for poHtics. Detienne 

and Vernant add:

There is no doubt that metis is a type of intelligence and of thought, a way of 
knowing; it implies a complex but very coherent body of mental attitudes and 
intellectual behaviour which combine flair, wisdom, forethought, subtlety of 
mind, deception, resourcefulness, vigilance, opportunism, various skills, and 
experience acquired over the years.

Hence, the term jifiaxcop meaning “adviser” or “counsellor” also originates from 

|ifi5o|iai.'^ Klytaimestra’s ability at devising or scheming, and also her wisdom, foresight 

and ease with which she outwits others are attested to by her name. It is these skills that 

enable her to usurp Agamemnon’s leadership and establish a new regime in Argos.

1 he implications of Klytaimestra’s name are further emphasized if we compare her 

with other female mythical characters whose names also originate from the verb p,r|5op.av. 

Most notable is the figure of Mestra whose name is closely related to that of Klytaimestra. 

While Klytaimestra denotes the “famous plotter,” Mestra means simply the “plotter.”
I o

Irwin points out how Mestra has a speakmg name; her cunning is mdicated by her name. 

Mestra was a familiar figure to Aischylos’s audience as she appears in Hesiod’s 

Catalogue o f  Women. Considering the likeness of their names, ancient spectators of the 

Oresteia may have been reminded of the stories surrounding Mestra as they watched 

Klytaimestra on the stage.

Mestra’s story in the Catalogue o f  Women is recorded in fragment 43a by 

Merkelbach and West or as fragment 69 by Most. Here, I will refer to Most’s presentation 

of the extant fragments. The later Latin poet Ovid reinterprets Hesiod’s telling of the 

Mestra myth in the Metamorphoses (8.738-878), which suggests that the Hesiodic story 

had sustained interest throughout and after the Classical period. Hesiod tells how Mestra 

is the daughter of Erysichthon, who was known as Aethon (“blazing”) as he was cursed 

with an unrelenting hunger. Eventually Erysichthon had no resources left and decided to 

sell his daughter in order to attain more food {Met. 8.843-847). Erysichthon sold Mestra 

to Sisyphus in exchange for livestock (fr. 69.18-25), but shortly after the marriage to 

Sisyphus’s son, Mestra escaped by changing her outer appearance (fr. 69.30-33). A 

quarrel erupts between Sisyphus and Erysichthon as a result of Mestra’s deception and as

Long, 2007, p. 67.
Detienne and Vernant, 1991, p. 3.
Chantraine, 1999, p. 693.
Irwin, 2005, p. 71.
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the mortals are unable to reach a resolution, a god intervenes as legal arbitrator (fr. 69.38- 

40). rhe name o f the god is missing from the text but West argues that it can only be 

Athena.'*^ In response to the case, Athena establishes a general ruling; once an exchange 

has been made, the buyer cannot demand the return o f the purchase price (CJV. fr. 69.41-

43). Thus Sisyphus must accept his losses. A thena’s decision places the onus on the
20husband in the trial; it is the m an’s responsibility to control his wife. ErysixOcbv goes on 

to sell M estra to many men from whom she escapes by transforming into various animals 

(Met. 8.870-874). Mestra eventually gives birth to a child after she is raped by Poseidon 

(CIV fr. 69.55-58). Hesiod stresses how it was only a god who could succeed in 

impregnating her.

Klytaimestra and Mestra share a similar type o f crafty intelligence. They apply their 

intelligence to rebel against their husbands. Osborne argues that the M estra myth 

represents a disorder o f the regular marriage plot; the bride refuses to remain under the 

control o f her husband and he fails to subdue her owing to her ability to change shape.^' 

Likewise, Klytaimestra refuses to be dominated in marriage; she engages in an extra

marital affair with Aigisthos and kills her husband. Mestra and Klytaimestra disregard the 

marriage bond to the detriment o f  their male partners. Their |a.fjTV(; not only frees them 

from their husbands, it represents a totally different vision o f societal order, one where 

women are not subordinates to their icupvoc;. Medea is another example o f a female 

character whose name means “cunning” and whose trickery is turned against her husband 

in Euripides’s Medea. It is |ifjxi(; which empowers these women to act as dissenters and 

disobey social norms.

As a power which brings about change, it is fitting that M-fiTK; also manifests as the 

ability to shapeshift. Both M estra and Metis are shapeshifters. Apollodoros tells how 

Metis morphed into many shapes in order to avoid coitus with Zeus (Apollod. 1.3.6). 

Hesiod also implies that Metis has shapeshifting powers when he describes how Zeus had 

to trick Metis in order to catch her and lodge her in his stomach {Th. 890); he had to hold 

her tight in order to swallow her {Th. 929r|). Though Klytaimestra does not have any 

magical shapeshifting powers, Aischylos nevertheless associates her trickery with the 

ability to morph. Throughout the Agamemnon  Klytaimestra is repeatedly referred to as 

both female and male. The first mention o f  her is by the watchman who explains that she

West, 1985, p. 169.
Osborne, 2005, p. 20.
Osborne, 2005, p. 19.
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is a woman who “plans like a man” (dv5p6|3oi)X,ov, Ag. 11). The chorus o f  elders address 

Klytaimestra: “ lady, you have spoken wisely, like a sensible man” (yw ai, Kax’ ctvSpa 

owcppov’ sixppovcoq Myeiq, Ag. 351). Agamemnon considers Klytaimestra’s antagonism 

“unwomanly” (ouToi yuvaiKoq, Ag. 940), while she asserts her wisdom as a woman’s (Ag. 

1661). As Klytaimestra speaks in public and commits a murder with her own hand, she is 

deemed to behave like a man according to Greek conventions. Aigisthos, as 

K lytaimestra’s romantic partner, is ridiculed for being a woman (Ag. 1625). Since she 

behaves like a man, he is a woman.

Klytaimestra is also imagined as an animal. Orestes tells how his father “died in the 

twisting coils o f the fearsome viper” (0av6vxo(^ ^  TiA^Kxaiai Kai o7i8ipd|iaaiv / 5sivfj<; 

exiSvriq, Lib. 248-249). Kassandra depicts Klytaimestra as a dog (Ag. 1228-1229) and 

compares her to the serpent Amphisbaena (Ag. 1233). Likewise, the chorus in the 

Libation Bearers deem her a serpent (Lib. 1047). The chorus o f servant women depict 

Orestes as the hero Perseus killing the Gorgon (Lib. 831-837), hence conflating 

Klytaimestra with Medusa, the chthonic monster whom the very sight o f turned onlookers 

to stone (Met. 4.770). On first sighting the Erinyes, Orestes instantly identifies them as 

Gorgons with serpents entangling their bodies (Lib. 1048-1050). He also describes them 

as the avenging hounds o f his mother (Lib. 1054). The Pythia recognises them initially as 

Gorgons too (Eum. 48). Like Klytaimestra, the Erinyes are depicted as dog-like and 

snake-like. This repetition o f animal imagery creates the impression that Klytaimestra has 

transformed into the Erinyes. The sense that Klytaimestra has the power to transcend 

human form is intensified in the Eumenides when she reappears as a ghost following her 

death (Eum. 94-139). The spectators are led to believe that her murder means her role in 

the drama is over and yet she appears again on the stage, making her the only character to 

appear in all three plays o f  the trilogy. She cannot be entirely rid o f

Like Mestra, Klytaimestra defies Greek expectations o f  what is considered 

appropriate behaviour and activity for a woman. Both women act as they wish which 

manifests as either a literal or imagined power to change shape. This capacity to change 

shape and pervert normal boundaries is shared by the goddess Metis. Interestingly, 

Athena resolves the social upheaval brought about by the p.fjxv(; o f both Mestra and 

Klytaimestra. Perhaps there are echoes o f the litigation process in the Mestra myth in 

Aischylos’s depiction o f the trial in the Eumenides. In both situations the daughter o f 

Metis appears to bring the destabilising power o f |if)xi(; under control.
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The Cycle of 86)uOi

Vemant and Detienne point out; “in Aischylos the theme o f the dolos is explicit. 

Trickery brings the Olympians their victory at the close o f the Eumenides. The Erinyes 

rebuke the younger gods for defeating them with 6 6 ?t0 i {Eum. 846, 880). But, trickery is 

initially Klytaimestra’s tool. Klytaimestra employs hokoq just like the characters who 

display ^fjxK; in Hesiod’s Theogony. Ouranos, Gaia, Rhea, Kronos, Zeus and Prometheus. 

Orestes details how Klytaimestra netted his father in a “bond” (5so|j.6v, Lib. 981). It was 

also with a 6 sa |i6 q that Zeus trapped Kronos {Th. 652) and punished Prometheus (77z. 

616). Klytaimestra uses the typical tools associated with [ifiTiq: trickery (56X,0(;) and 

binding (5eo|j.6(;). She describes how she used the tapestries as a net to trap Agamemnon 

(Ag. 1375-1383). Agamemnon's corpse lies netted and entangled in robes at her feet. The 

net, 6 iK'O)0 v, was an implement o f  justice for Zeus in the destruction o f  Troy (Ag. 359), 

but becomes a tool o f Klytaimestra’s justice. Elektra dismays at how her father was 

shamed by being trapped in a shroud (Lib. 494). The garments which Klytaimestra uses as 

a net are later Orestes’s p.dpTU(;, proving Agamemnon was murdered (Lib. 1010). Orestes 

refers to the net as Klytaimestra’s “trick” (5oX,d)|j.aTi, Lib. 1003). Aigisthos affirms that 

the “trickery” was a job  for a woman (5oA,63aav, Ag. 1636). Cloth is intimately associated 

with trickery. Hence, Elektra accuses Orestes o f  7rX,8Kco, “weaving,” 66X,0(; (Lib. 220).

Garments feature as tools o f  trickery elsewhere in Greek literature. In Homer’s 

Odyssey, Penelope demonstrates guile when she delays the suitors’ proposals by weaving 

Laertes’s funeral shroud by day only to unravel it in secret at night. (Od. 2.93-110, 

19.137-56, 24.129-48). Both Penelope and Klytaimestra enact their plots through weaving 

cloth.^^ Preparing materials is in itself a form o f cunning. Penelope refers to this action as 

her [ifjTK; (Od. 19.158). manifests as a weaving and unweaving o f material.^"* For 

Athena and Odysseus, their scheming is a metaphorical act o f  weaving (|ifjTiv ucpfivco, Od. 

13.303). It is not surprising then that Zeus and Athena, the gods most renowned for their 

lifjiiq, each use a garment— the aiyit;— as their shield. Given the role o f  cloth in 

symbolising Penelope’s loyalty to Odysseus, A ischylos’s use o f cloth represents a 

subversion o f the traditional framework, symbolising instead Klytaimestra’s challenge to 

her spouse.

D etienne  and Vernant, 1991, p. 61.
D etienne  and Vernant, 1991, p. 295.

“' 'S la tk in ,  1996, p. 235.
M orrell ,  1996, p. 164.
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The net is Klytaimestra’s weapon; it is her “contrivance” ( t o  p.r|xdvrma. Lib. 981). 

Kassandra also calls the net a larjxavq (Ag. 1127), used to commit a 56Xo<; (Ag. 1129). 

Zeus too employs “contrivances” (fo.r|xavaT(;, Ag. 677). Aigisthos claims the murder of 

Agamemnon was his ^rixavf] (Ag. 1609) in revenge for Atreus’s )ir|xavfi (Ag. 1582). The 

|ir|xavfi is an instrument or machine, but also connotes wiles and devices for scheming. It 

is an object or plot associated with 56A,oq and [ifjuq. It was also a stage device used in 

fifth century BC theatre. The )irixavf| was a wooden crane-like structure that was pulled 

out onto the stage. When an actor stood on top, he appeared at a higher level than the 

other actors. Gods often arrived on stage on this device, hence the creation o f the term 

deus ex machine (0s6q anb iirixavfjc;). It is clear from Aristophanes’s comedies that this 

crane existed in the fifth century (for example, Acharn. 427 and Clouds 218-238).^^ 

Taplin tentatively suggests that Athena could have entered the stage in the Eumenides on
27the i^rixavf] (Eu. 397). The |a r̂|xavq is the dramatists’s tool for deceiving and impressing 

his audience. Klytaimestra’s device of trickery is aligned with a tool at the disposal of the 

dramatist. This association hints at how trickery and persuasion are not only required for 

winning authority in political conflict, but also for the poet to win over his audience.

In a pattern familiar to audiences of Hesiod’s Theogony, (ifjric; is employed in the 

Ores tela to defeat Trickery and cunning are returned to those who commit them.

Agamemnon being alaxpoiiriTiq (Ag. 222) is no match to Klytaimestra’s [ifjTK;. The queen 

herself is then defeated by |ifjxiq. Orestes sets out his plan;

d7r?iouq 6 iJ-uGoq- xf|v6s p.8v axslxsw eaco, 
aivd) Se k p ijtite v v  xdaSs cruvBqKaq 8|o,d(;,
(bq dv 56?icp KTsivavxeq dv5pa xljiiov 
56?toiai Kal L̂TjcpGwaiv ^  xauxro (3p6x(p 
BavovTsq, Kal Ao^iaq 8(pfi|iia8v, 
dva^ A t:6?l>.cov, jidvxiq d\j/8i)5fi(; x6 Tipiv.

What I have to say is simple. My sister here is to go inside; and I bid you keep 
secret this agreement with me, so that, having killed a man o f renown by 
trickery, so too they may be trapped by trickery and perish in the same snare, 
the way that has been foretold by Loxias, Lord Apollo, a prophet who has 
never lied in the past. (Lib. 554-559)

Trickery, which is so closely associated with |o.fixi(;, is Orestes’s strategy. The Oresteia 

traces a development from )j.fixic; as Klytaimestra’s skill to Orestes’s. On facing her own

Mastronarde, 1990, p. 286;Taplin ,  1977, p. 444.
- ’ Taplin, 1977, p. 446.
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death, Klytaimestra acknowledges that she will be killed by a 56A.oc; because she used 

trickery {Lib. 888). Orestes mimics his mother. Both kill a couple and both achieve their 

revenge through lying. In a sense, the two characters are actors. Klytaimestra acts as a 

loyal wife 855-913) while Orestes acts as a stranger {Lib. 674). They employ the 

same net to trap their victims {Lib. 997-1000). When Orestes appears on the stage with 

his dead victims beneath him {Lib. 973), the audience are pressed to remember 

Klytaimestra’s appearance on stage after killing her husband and his concubine {Ag. 

1372). The scenes are visually identical. Orestes’s actions refer back to his m other’s.

This metatheatricality links mother and son together for the audience. However, 

the repetition o f certain motifs also exaggerates the differences between them. Orestes 

does not indulge in celebrating his offence as Klytaimestra did over the dead corpse of 

Agamemnon. Orestes describes him self as suffering and polluted as a result o f commiting 

murder {Lib. 1016-1017) and surrenders him self to exile {Lib. 1042). Klytaimestra, 

conversely, refused exile {Ag. 1412-1413). However, the broad model o f revenge through 

trickery comes from the Theogony. Family members share the trait o f lafixic; in the 

Theugony and the Oresteia. One character outwits the other.

pia and Gifts

While trickery is a central theme in the Theogony and the Oresteia, brute force also 

features. With the support o f  the Hundred-Handers and his siblings, Zeus is victorious in 

the Titanomachy and he binds the Titans for eternity beneath the earth {Th. 664-720). 

Zeus frees the Hundred-Handers from Ouranos’s “bind” (Ssa^co, Th. 618) only to enforce 

“binds” upon the Titans (SsopoTaiv, Th. 718). Zeus is just as brutal as his predecessors. 

Just as Kronos defeated his father, Zeus too defeats Kronos.

Zeus’s victory over Typhoeus signals another step in the cementing o f his authority. 

Gaia gave birth to Typhoeus, a product o f her union with Tartaros {Th. 821). Typhoeus 

threatens to overthrow Zeus. Again in the Typhoeus episode, Gaia is the source o f  cosmic 

revolution and instability. She produced Kronos, nurtured Zeus and bore Typhoeus, all 

dissident males. Typhoeus, however, fails to usurp Zeus’s throne. Zeus responds swiftly 

to the threat {Th. 839-843). He inspires terror, causing Gaia to groan {Th. 843) as she did 

when Ouranos blocked her from giving birth {Th. 159). There is an ominous similarity
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28between Zeus and his grandfather. Zeus attacks Typhoeus with his thunderboks and 

banishes him to Tartarus {Th. 836-868). His attack on Typhoeus has an effect which 

mirrors his defeat of the Titans, causing the earth and sea to shake {Th. 687-710). The god 

defeats the Titans and Typhoeus owing to his superior strength. His pia, “might,” 

establishes his rule.

Zeus’s pia is present in the Eumenides too. The assimilation of the Erinyes into 

Zeus’s order occurs only after Athena threatens the Erinyes with violence:

Kdyob 7r£7ioi0a Zr|vi, Kai— ri Set 'kbjziv,
Kai K̂ ifjSaĉ  oi5a ScbjxaToq |j.6vri Berov 
^  (p Kepauvdq eaxiv sacppayiaix^oq 
akV ovbkw auToi) 5sT. cru 5’ suTieiBfiq 8)ioi.

I for my part have trust in Zeus, and— what need have I to say more?— and, 
alone among the gods, I know the keys to the chamber in which his thunderbolt 
is sealed up. But there is no need for that. Be readily persuaded by me. {Eum. 
826-829)

I'he danger of Zeus’s thunderbolt is very real here; it was with this weapon that Zeus 

defeated the Titans in the Theogony (689-694). Athena’s threat of violence recalls the pia 

which Zeus employed in order to assume his position as king of the gods.

Alongside trickery and pta, Zeus employs another strategy in the Theogony. Gaia 

prophesizes that Zeus will be king of the gods and in accordance, all the divinities urge 

him to be their leader {Th. 881-884). The battles have come to an end. In effect, Zeus’s 

sovereignty is ordained by Gaia, his grandmother. Zeus orders the cosmos by dividing 

honours amongst the immortals, securing their allegiance:

6q dv |j.8Td 810 08c5v Titfjai p.dxovxo,
f̂) nv’ d7ioppaia8iv yspdoov, Tijifiv 5e SKaatov 

8̂ E|j,ev, qv TO Tidpoc; yz |j.8t’ dBavdxoiai 08Oiaiv.
Tov 5’ 8(pa0’, oaxic; dxipo^ ijtio Kpovoi) f)5’ dyspaaioc;,
Ti)a.fiq Kai yepdcov s7iiPr|as)i,8v, rj Os îiq saxiv.

Whoever of the gods would fight together with him against the Titans, him 
he would not strip of his privileges, but that everyone would have the 
honour he had before among the immortal gods; and that whoever had been 
without honour and without privilege because of Kronos, him he would raise 
to honour and privileges, as is established right. {Th. 392-396)

Blickm an, 1987, p. 345 .
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Zeus’s strategy of giving honours to the descendants of the Titans ensures that his 

political rivals are brought into allegiance.

The first divinity to receive honours in the Theogony is Styx, the eldest daughter 

of Ocean. Zeus honours Styx by enlisting her to embody the oath of the gods and by 

bringing her sons under his protection {Th. 400-401). Hesiod later tells how the immortals 

loath Styx; she lives apart from the rest of the gods (Th. 775-779). But Styx performs an 

important role in the cosmos. Whenever an immortal swears a false oath after pouring a 

libation of the water from her river, the divinity undergoes a terrible punishment (Th. 782- 

806). Styx prevents lies being told by the gods, preserving honesty. Oaths are designed to 

alleviate deception, protecting Zeus from conspiracies to overthrow him.

Hesiod also gives special attention to Hecate who Zeus “honoured above all 

others: he gave her splendid gifts” (ifiv Tcepl TidvTcov... / xi|j,rias. Ttopsv 5s oi dyX,ad Scopa, 

Th. 412-413). Hecate is the daughter of Phoebe who produces her daughter without union 

with a man; Hecate is “an only child from her mother” ( ^ lo u v o y s v r ic ;  s k  [xrixpoq souaa, Th. 

448). Zeus gives Hecate power in many realms— earth, sea and sky— and she can bestow 

happiness on mortals {Th. 413-420). Hecate holds on to her honours previously bestowed 

by the Titans, but she secures far more privileges since Zeus favours her {Th. 421-428). 

Zeus gives her authority to help people in the assembly, men in war, kings, athletes, 

horsemen, fishermen and farmers {Th. 429-447). The poet twice refers to how Zeus made 

Hecate “the nurse of all the children” (Koupoxpocpoq, Th. 450, 452). Hecate, a product of 

parthenogenesis and hence a symbol of female fecundity, is a nurse who does not produce 

her own children. Like Artemis, she is a virgin »coupoxp6(pO(;. This is Hecate’s most 

important role. On receiving her honours, she no longer represents a threat to Zeus. 

Female potency as embodied by Gaia and Rhea, which has threatened every generation of 

the male line, is repressed by subordinating all rival females through the giving of
29honours and gifts. Along with Gaia, the other primal female powers are united with 

Zeus. The conflict between the younger and older generations in the cosmos is ended as 

the children of the Titans join with the ordained king of the gods.

Aischylos’s Erinyes

Athena employs a similar strategy in the Eumenides by giving honours to the Erinyes. 

Aischylos posits a divine world encompassing older and younger generations o f gods who

A rthur ,  1982, p. 71.
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are in conflict over their mutual rights and honours. The playwright takes from Hesiod his 

genealogical constructions defining the old gods and the young. His audience recognises 

that Zeus’s sovereignty relies upon his domination of the older gods who held power 

before him and their source for this is Hesiod. In the drama, the Erinyes are the older 

deities and the Olympians (Zeus, Apollo and Athena) are the younger. The Erinyes deem 

Apollo’s defense abuse inflicted by “the young over the aged” (jipsa(3uxiv veoĉ , Eum. 

731). They assert that punishment is their allotted function {Eum. 419, 715) and rebuke 

the Olympian gods for appropriating their ancient privileges {Eum. 758-759, 808-809). 

For the chorus in the Agamemnon, the Erinyes embody the doctrine o f revenge:

xc6v 7 ioX ,uk t6vcov  yctp o t jk  

aoKOTioi 0801. KsA,ai- 
val 5’ ’Epivusq xpovcp 
ruxripov ovx’ ctveu 6vKac;
7iaX,iVTUxet xpiPfi (3vox) 
xiBsTa’ d|o,ai)p6v, ^ 6 ’ dv- 
axovq xeA,e0ovxo(; oi)xiq dX,Kd.

For the gods do not fail to take aim
against those who have killed many, and in time
the black Furies enfeeble him
who has been fortunate against justice,
reversing his fortune and corroding
his life, and when he comes
to the land of the unseen, he has no protection. {Ag. 461-468)

Murderers are destined to suffer divine vengeance from the Erinyes. When mortals wish 

for justice, they cry out to the Erinyes {Eum. 511-512). The Erinyes are referred to 

throughout the drama as instigators of punishment {Ag. 461-469, 645, 749, 991, 1433, 

Lih. 283-284). The frequent mention of the Erinyes in the Agamemnon indicates their 

importance.

The Erinyes have a broad punitive role, but their more specific task is to punish 

murderers {Lib. 400-404). The Erinyes claim they are concerned with all homicides: “we 

drive from their homes those who kill human beings” (PpoxoKxovouvxaq s k  6 6 |j .cov 

e}^at)vo|j.sv, Eum. 421). They are divinities with a specific job but they also represent an 

ability or function which others enact when they commit murder. Hence, characters in the 

drama can both evoke the Erinyes and become the Erinyes. It is only after Orestes kills 

Klytaimestra that the Erinyes appear on stage, actively demonstrating their duty. Prior to

Fraenkel, 1950, p. 39.
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this there was always a family member eager to achieve vengeance, but no kin survive to 

reprimand Orestes for his crime. The shade of Klytaimestra laments how no divinities 

have succeeded in punishing Orestes {Eum. 100-101). The Erinyes take on the task. They 

appear as the chorus in the Eumenides and explain that Klytaimestra’s death is 

appropriate punishment for the crime she committed {Eum. 603), confirming Orestes’s 

claim that Klytaimestra enacted her own death by her crime {Lib. 923). Orestes’s logic 

entails that he too will have to die and it is this outcome which the Erinyes are determined 

to achieve. It is this logic that Zeus too follows in the Agamemnon, but in the case of 

Orestes’s crime, Zeus establishes a new logic o f justice by trial which displaces the 

Erinyes.

The Oresteian trilogy depicts a movement from vengeance as the prime tool of 

justice, as signified by the Erinyes, to the new justice of Athena and Zeus’s court. Zeus 

and Athena become the deciders of what is and is not just. Mirroring the action in the 

Theogony, the ideology of revenge fuels a potentially endless pattern o f intergenerational 

brutality, which is finally ended by the king of gods. An alliance is eventually achieved at 

the end of the trilogy. Zeus’s authority in the Theogony is strengthened by including rival 

divinites in his order and honouring them w'ith privileges. To bring an end to the Erinyes’ 

wrath in the Eumenides, Athena offers them tributes {Eum. 890-899). She also promises 

the Erinyes a home and sacrifices {Eum. 832-835), and gives them the power to make any 

house prosper {Eum. 895), honours which recall those which Zeus gave to Hecate in the 

Theogony (412-450). The goddess promotes the Erinyes as persecutors of all criminal 

offenders in Athens {Eum. 932-937, 955). The Erinyes will ensure that fear o f punishment 

is induced in all mortals to discourage them from committing crimes. Athena describes 

them as a force o f justice in the city of Athens {Eum. 992-995). The Erinyes, in this sense, 

retain their old function but it is now Zeus’s judgement they will protect and promote. 

They are Zeus’s police rather than an autonomous force. The Olympians amalgamate the 

Erinyes, along with their aggressive vengefulness, within their order once it is agreed that
31the Erinyes accept their subordination to Zeus’s rule. This incorporation of female 

divinities reveals how the new orders in the Theogony and the Oresteia are dependent on 

feminine power. The strategy employed by Zeus in Hesiod’s poem is repeated in 

Aischylos’s play. The threat to Zeus’s authority posed by his female elders is removed by 

earning their loyalty through the gifting o f honours.

Solmsen, 1995, p. 199.
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After accepting their new benefits and their home in Athens, the chorus of Erinyes 

remark how their sisters, the Moirai, are the most highly honoured of the gods {Eum. 961- 

967). This directly echoes Hesiod’s Theogony where Zeus gives the Moirai the greatest 

honours after establishing his sovereignty {Th. 904-906). Their privilege is to “give to 

mortal human beings both good and evil to have” (al' x£ 5i5oi5ai / OvrixoTq dvOpcoTioioiv 

s x s i v  dya06v xe k o k o v  x e , Th. 905-906), which parallels the role gifted to the Erinyes at 

the end of Aischylos’s trilogy. This cross-referencing implies that the Zeus who resolves 

the tensions in the Oresteia is Hesiod’s Zeus, Zeus who aligns with older authorities to 

secure his rule. For this reason, Solmsen argues that Aischylos shares Hesiod’s 

“historical” attitude; both poets believe that the values and systems of the older
32generation must contribute to Zeus’s government.

In both the Theogony and the Oresteia, order is achieved by the integration of older 

rival forces. Though fifth century BC Athenians have long relied upon the Areiopagos 

court as their vehicle of justice and Zeus has long been the king of their gods, the 

audience of the Eumenides are presented with the creation of a new world. Zeus’s new 

judicial court in Athens is inaugurated and all divine power comes into allegiance with his 

j us t i c e . The  Athenian Areiopagos court is an emblem of Zeus’s justice. In this way, the 

creation of the Athenian justice system is linked with the emergence of Zeus’s rule in the 

cosmos. The Oresteia is recreating the formation of the cosmos, retelling Hesiod’s 

Theogony, with the added element that Athena is situated as an authority alongside her 

father.

The Story o f Metis

With his kingship and power won, Zeus’s first union in the Theogony is with Metis, the 

goddess of wisdom {Th. 886). Metis is the daughter of Ocean and Tethys {Th. 358), and 

Hesiod describes her and her sisters as “the oldest maidens” (TipsaPuxaxai Koi)pai, Th. 

363). She is an older divinity and powerful, hence posing a similar threat to Zeus as 

Hecate and Styx in the Theogony or the Erinyes in the Eumenides. When Metis falls 

pregnant, Zeus finds himself faced with the same predicament as his father. Ouranos and 

Gaia inform him that Metis is destined to bear a son who will be stronger than Zeus.

Solmsen, 1995, p. 196. 
”  Solmsen, 1995, p. 187.
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Zeus’s own logic o f violence which he inflicted upon Kronos is now directed against him. 

He responds both violently and craftily;

Zevq 5s Bsdjv (3aaiA,ex)(; 7ip6xT|v aXoxov 0sxo Mfjxiv,
TrA-ETaxa Gscov siSmav i5e 0vr|xc6v dvGpcoTicov. 
dXX' oxs 6fi ap ’ S|j.8X?t£ 0sdv ŷ La'OKWJiiv A0fivr|v 
T8^ea0av, xox’ STisixa 56A,cp (pp^ac; s^aTiaxfiaai; 
ai|j.uA,ioiai ?i6yoioiv 8f]v saKdx0Exo vri5i3v, 
rairjc; (ppa6piocr6vT]ai K a l Oupavou daxepoevxoc;. 
xd)<; ydp 01 (ppaadxr|v, iva [if) Paai?tr|i5a xi|ifiv 
aXkoq 8X01 Aioq dvxl 08O)v aisiysvsxdcov.
8K ydp xfjc; 8iia,apxo 3i8pi(ppova xsKva ysvte0ai.
Tipcbxriv jiEV Koupr|v yA,auKG)7ii5a Tpixoy^eiav, 
laov sxouaav Tiaxpl )o,8vo(; K a i eTitcppova (3ou>tf|v, 
auxdp STteix’ dpa TiatSa 08CC)V PaaiA,fja Kai dvSpcov 
fip.8X,A,8v xs^eaOai, iJTir.pPiov r]xop exovxa. 
dX,A,’dpa |o,iv Zevq 7tpoa08v sfiv eoKdx0sxo vriSiJV, 

oi (TU)j,(ppdaaaixo 0cd dya06v xe k u k o v  x s .

a u x o q  6 ’£ k  K8(paX,fjq yA ,auK ® 7ii6a  y e l v a x ’ A0f|vr)v,
8eivfiv sypsicu5oi)j,ov dyeaxpaxov dxpuxcbvriv,
Tioxviav, fi K£A,a5oi xs d6ov 7i6?iS|a,ov xs |o.dxai xs.
"Hpr| 6 ’ "Hcpaiaxov k Xu x o v  o u  cpiloxrixi iiiystaa 
ysivaxo, Kal ^a|o,^r|a6 Kai fjpiasv cp TraxaKoixr),
SK Tidvxcov xsKv^ai KSKaa|j,6vov Oupavicbvcov.

Zeus, king of the gods, took as his first wife Metis, she who of the gods and 
mortal human beings knows the most. But when she was about to give birth to 
the goddess, bright-eyed Athena, he deceived her mind by craft and with 
guileful words he put her into his belly, by the prophecies o f Earth and of starry 
Sky: for this was how they had prophesied to him, lest some other one of the 
eternally living gods hold the kingly honor instead of Zeus. For it was destined 
that exceedingly wise children would come to be from her; first she would give 
birth to a maiden, bright-eyed Tritogeneia, possessing strength equal to her 
father’s and wise counsel, and then to a son, a king of gods and of men, 
possessing a very violent heart. But before that could happen Zeus put her into 
his belly, so that the goddess would advise him about good and evil.

(Th. 886-900)

He himself gave birth from his head to bright-eyed Athena, terrible, battle- 
rouser, army-leader, indefatigable, queenly, who delights in din and wars and 
battles; but Hera was furious and contended with her husband, and without 
mingling in love gave birth to famous Hephaistos, expert with his skilled hands 
beyond all o f Sky’s descendants. (Th. 924-929)

I have presented the two parts of this story separately as there is a significant digression in 

between. There is some dispute amongst critics over whether both these passages even 

belong in the Theogony. Solmsen and Wilamowitz argue that the Theogony 886-900 is an

890

895

900

925
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interpolation, deeming this section to be inconsistent with the poem as a whole.^'* West, 

on the other hand, maintains that the original version o f the Theogony ended at line 900 

so that the incorporation of Metis was presented as the culmination of the story of how
35Zeus gained supremacy over the gods. Whether both sections were originally in this text 

or were presented in other poems by Hesiod, what matters for my purposes is that there 

existed a full story of Athena’s genesis which Greeks attributed to Hesiod.

It is clear that the Metis story is climactic in the plot of the Theogony. Brown claims 

that the myth of Metis is “indispensible” in the poem.^^ The scene is the most important
37in the plot as it marks the final achievement of order. Further, there are clear similarities 

between the language of the Metis story and the preceding narrative. Angier points out 

how there are formulaic correspondences between the account of Kronos’s swallowing of 

his children and Zeus’s swallowing of Metis, suggesting that they are variants of one 

type-scene.^* Repetition of language and imagery has the effect of emphasizing key ideas 

in the poem. The two ingestion stories are linked and express primary concerns of the 

poet. Hesiod twice employs the phrase e)i£A,A,8 le^soOai to indicate that Rhea was “about 

to give birth” to Zeus {Th. 468-469, 478), and again later, the phrase features twice, 

referring in this instance to how Metis was “about to give birth” to her child {Th. 888-889, 

898). The repetition of s|j.eA,A,£ xe^eoGai highlights the suffering of the goddesses. Both 

Rhea and Metis are close to giving birth, close to completing their task, but their situation 

is complicated by the intervention of their male partners.

Hesiod’s use of enjambement is revealing too. xs^eaOav occurs at the beginning of a 

sentence, separated from 8)J.8>lX£ in the preceding line {Th. 888-889). The run-over word 

is required to complete the sense of the previous s e n t e n c e . T h e  effect of this 

enjambement is that the image of Metis’s obstructed labour is drawn out over two lines of 

the poem. This is followed on a few lines later by the repetition of the phrase, again at the 

beginning of a sentence {Th. 898). £)j.£>lX£ T£^sa0ai is purposely given an emphatic 

position in the passage, indicating that the phrase communicates a central issue. Hesiod 

pronounces this idea; his lead female characters were “about to give birth.” The poet 

employs repetition and careful word positioning to deploy his theme, revealing that the

Brown, 1952, p. 131.
West, 1966, pp. 398-399.
Brown, 1952, p. 131.
Detienne and Vernant, 1991, p. 57; Faraone and Teeter, 2004, p. 178. 
Angier, 1964, p. 340.
Friedrich, 2000, p. 2.
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element which links the stories o f Kronos and Zeus is their interference with female 

pregnancy. What is at stake in the mens’ pursuits for power is controlling childbearing.

akoxo(;

Zeus and Metis are also the first acknowledged spouses in the family line. Metis is Zeus’s 

dXoxo<; (Th. 886). Hesiod describes the prior unions in the family differently: Rhea was 

overpowered by Kronos {Th. 453) while Gaia produced Ouranos (Th. 126). Neither o f 

these are affectionate couples. The term aXoxoq is, however, ambiguous and broad in 

meaning. It designates a bed-mate or spouse. This is the only occasion it is used in 

Hesiod’s poem, suggesting that there is something peculiar about Zeus and M etis’s union. 

Their relationship marks a transition. In Homer’s Iliad, Agamemnon designates 

Klytaimestra as his akojpc,, explaining that he favours Chryseis above his wife {II. 1.111- 

114). The term alludes to the formal marriage o f Agamemnon and Klytaimestra, but he 

cares less for his formal wife than his concubine. Klytaimestra asserts that she is 

Agamem non’s d?toxot; in the Agamemnon (1499). Zeus and M etis’s relationship has the 

same status as Agamemnon and Klytaimestra’s. However, in the Iliad, the term does not 

appear alone, but is joined with KoupiSioq, meaning “wedded.” Homer makes this 

distinction between aA.oxo(; and KODpiSioq aA,oxo<; elsewhere.'**’ Achilleus refers to Briseis 

as his akoxoq (II. 9.336), but when Briseis reveals how Patroklos had promised her that 

she would be married to Achilleus on their return to Phthia, she anticipates being the 

hero’s KouplSio^ aXoxoq {II. 19.297-299). The term akoxoc, alludes to a m an’s partner, his 

wife in practice, but he may not be formally married to her.

Interestingly, the word aXoypc, signifies the w om an’s part in sexual reproduction. 

Since A,6xo(; means “childbirth,” the w om an’s fertility was intrinsic to her role as 

dA.oxoq.'*' Hence, akoxpq conveys that a woman is not only a partner, but a child-bearer. 

Metis, as Zeus’s akoxoq, is his bed-mate and the potential mother o f  his children. 

Likewise, Klytaimestra is distinctly the mother o f children. The word aXoxoq brings the 

female contribution to sexual reproduction into focus. This is fitting since M etis’s 

maternity, her capacity to procreate, will present danger for Zeus.

Patterson, 1991 ,  p. 57.  
'“ Zeitlin ,  1995 ,  pp. 148, n. 125.
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I'he emphasis in the Metis passage is on giving birth, employing the gender neutral 

language o f creation, t v k x c o  and ysvvofiai.^^ Angier identifies that the most important 

repetitions in the Theogony are words for birth.'^  ̂ There is no mention of conception, 

which means that the seminal contributions of male and female to procreation are never 

made clear. Hera later becomes Zeus’s dKoixiq {Th. 921), the regular term for a human 

wife in the poem {Th. 410, 608). 1 suggest that this confirms that the union between Zeus 

and Hera is definitive. In another episode of the Theogony, Hesiod describes marriage as 

a necessity, though one which is destructive for mortal men. Zeus creates mortal women 

as punishment for the crimes committed by Prometheus. The Titan Prometheus, famed for 

his skills at deception, tricks Zeus by stealing fire and giving it to mortals {Th. 561-564). 

Zeus binds Prometheus {Th. 614-616) and as penalty for his crime, Zeus instructs 

Hephaistos and Athena to create the first woman, “an evil for human beings in exchange 

for fire” (5’dvxi Trupoq xe'u^sv KaKov dvOpcoTioim, Th. 570). Zeus’s vengeful 56X.ot; is the 

creation of women {Th. 589). Women are a curse as they care only for luxury and live off 

the hard work of men {Th. 590-602). But Zeus decrees that men must marry women and 

punishes those men who avoid it {Th. 602-607).

Marriage in Hesiod’s Theogony is an essential institution ordained by Zeus and a 

condition of order in human society. In Greek societies, marriage was a means to ensure 

the legitimacy of children and the continuation of the family’s lineage. But the 

continuation of his family line is exactly what Zeus prevents. In the divine realm, Zeus 

violates the same institution he ordains for humans by swallowing his wife and stopping 

her from giving birth to their child. In effect, the same solution closes the Oresteia as 

Apollo and Athena reject maternity and also ‘swallow’ Metis.

The Model of Divine Rule

With the swallowing o f Metis, the transgenerational chain of succession disputes is 

brought to an end and stable rule is achieved. Zeus, unlike his father and grandfather, will 

not be overthrown by his son. The king of gods has successfully intervened in his fate. 

The trickery which fuelled the earlier revolutions is now under Zeus’s control. Zeus’s 

kingship is, hence, defined by this episode. He is “king” (PaaiA,£i3q, Th. 886) and holds 

“kingly honour” (|3aai?^r|i5a xv|ifiv, Th. 892). Faraone and Teeter point out that the Metis

Evans, 2006, pp. 14-15.
Angier, 1964, p. 329.
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passage is remarkable for its emphasis on the kingship o f Zeus.'*'^ The consumption o f 

Metis enshrines Zeus’s sovereignty. He is sovereign because he contains Metis.

Hesiod’s vision o f Zeus’s monarchy echoes in the Oresteia. Zeus’s respect for 

kings is clear in the trilogy. The chorus o f  elders in the Agamemnon  tells how the 

Atreidae received their thrones and scepters from Zeus (Ag. 43-44). Apollo later reiterates 

this claim in respect to Agamemnon (Bum. 626). In Homer’s Iliad, Agam em non’s scepter 

is o f divine origin: it passed from Zeus to Hermes to Pelops to Atreus to Thyestes and 

finally, to Agamemnon (//. 2.98-108). Agamem non’s rule is ordained by Zeus. The 

breakdown o f the family in the Oresteia coincides with the disintegration o f royal power. 

A struggle for authority within the family translates into the corrosion o f  societal order. 

When the father’s rule is undermined, revolution occurs. The same movement is depicted 

in Hesiod’s Theogony. A ischylos’s audience had no immediate experience o f  kingship but 

the gods they worshipped inhabited an imagined society under the rule o f  Zeus. For this 

reason, monarchy was very much within the consciousness o f Athenians.''^ Stories o f the 

divine world, as depicted most fully in Hesiod’s Theogony, provided a model for thinking 

about kingship in a society where collective government reigned.

Agamemnon’s status as a king is described in various ways in the trilogy. The 

herald proclaims that Agamemnon deserves to be honoured above all mortals {Ag. 531). It 

is as though he is semi-divine because he is a king. Agamemnon is “lord o f the house” 

(a v a K T o q  oi'kcov, Ag. 35). He and Menelaos are “powers” (K p d x o q , Ag. 109). Agamemnon 

is “king” (PaaiAia, Ag. 521) like Zeus is “king” ((3aai}i,8{), Ag. 355). PaaiX^uq (Ag. 783, 

1346, 1489, 1513) and ava^ (Ag. 523, 530, 907) refer to Agamemnon on various 

occasions. The chorus also honour Klytaimestra as paaiXeia (Ag. 84), suggesting that the 

PaaiX^iov, the “palace,” belongs to her (Ag. 96). Agamemnon is also a despot (Lib. 53, 

942), a term lacking the negative connotations in modem usage. Aigisthos is also a despot 

(Lib. 875). What clearly distinguishes Agamem non’s rule from that o f  Klytaimestra and 

Aigisthos is the word “tyrant.” The chorus deem the killer o f Agamemnon to be a 

Tupawt^ (Ag. 1355). On achieving his revenge, Orestes declares that he has killed two 

tyrants (Lib. 973). The chorus o f  elders believe that it is better to die than to live under 

tyranny (Ag. 1365). Hence, in the semantic pattern o f the Oresteia, the kingship o f  Zeus is 

marked by Paailsiiq and this is the favoured form o f government in contrast to tyranny as 

represented by Klytaimestra and Aigisthos. Tyranny is the negative expression of

Faraone and Teeter, 2004, p. 180.
'•^Munn, 2006, p. 13.
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monarchy. Zeus’s rule, on the other hand, represents an ideal kingship. Zeus’s monarchy 

is a paradigm for human government in the trilogy.

Monarchy was also the model of government employed by Aischylos’s ancestors. 

In Mycenaean Bronze Age Greece, monarchical rule was the norm. The myths of the 

great familes in Greece, such as the saga of the House of Atreus, provided Greeks with a 

heroic past. Monarchy not only features in the Athenian past and in their notions of the 

divine world, but it was also the main form of rule practiced by their neighbours to the 

east. Greeks were opposed to the Persians since they largely rejected monarchical rule in 

favour of mostly oligarchic rule. Aischylos’s Persae offers a depiction of the internal 

workings of the Persian royal family, demonstrating the interest this held for Athenians. 

In Herodotos’s Histories 3, a negative impression of Persian tyranny is conveyed. The 

story o f King Cambyses’s cultural arrogance and brutality provides a key example of the 

failures o f tyranny. It is a warning to Herodotos’s Greek audience.

Government and its diverse forms is a topic which was understandably relevant for 

the audience o f democratic Athens where their new, experimental structure of 

government was designed to resist the failings of oligarchic, tyrannical and monarchic 

regimes. Power in Aischylos’s Athens was held by the citizens collectively but the threat 

to this system posed by individual abuses of power still remained. Citizens had good 

reason to feel concerned about the stability and viability of their democracy where 

individual pursuits of power still characterized the political scene, as was demonstrated 

by the assassination of Ephialtes and Perikles’s ostracism of Cimon only a couple of years 

prior to the first production of the Oresteia. While the royal hegemonies portrayed by 

Hesiod are situated in the divine world, these stories nonetheless tap into Athenian 

concerns about their own past, present and future. Further, this landscape of divine 

kingship puts Hesiod’s Theogony, amongst other poems, at the forefront of the minds of 

Aischylos’s spectators. According to Hesiod, Zeus favours mortal kings (Th. 81-97). 

Kingship is the form of government which is divinely ordained.

Wily W ords

Hesiod adds that the Muses give kings the gift of wise speech (Th. 81-97). Hesiod’s 

emphasis on the speech of kings aligns them with poets; both are skilled with words. 

Words win power throughout Hesiod’s Theogony. Zeus uses X,6yov to trick Metis: “he 

deceived her mind by craft and with guileful words” ( t o t ’ e T i e i i a  56A,cp cppevaq



e^aTiati'iaaq / ai)a,uX,ioiai A,6yoioiv, Th. 889-890). His wily words enabled him to trick the 

personification o f trickery. He employs a 56A,oq and A,6yoi; his victory is achieved through 

swallowing and words. Speech and swallowing are thus connected. Strauss Clay 

comments on Hesiod’s exploration o f the different functions o f speech:

Hesiod may well be the first to acknowledge the ambiguity o f  rhetoric, its 
ability to harm and to heal, to persuade and seduce, and its power to further 
the truth as well as to dress up lies.''^

The cunning aspect o f speech is repeatedly explored in Aischylos’s Oresteia. Characters 

rely on |ii30O(; as well as Xbyoq. Cilissa bemoans how Aigisthos will be overjoyed on 

hearing the p.i50O(; o f Orestes’s death {Lib. 743). The story tricks Aigisthos and 

Klytaimestra into believing Orestes is dead. A )ii50o<; can deceive its listener. Even the 

ideology o f vendetta which fuels the trilogy’s action originates from a |j.i50O(; {Lib. 310- 

314). Apollo predicts that the [iuOoix; offered during the trial will enchant the judges 

{Eum. 81-82). They will be 0£X,Krripioq, “enchanting,” and provide the [irixavfi to release 

Orestes. In Apollo’s view, judicial speech endeavours to charm and contrive. The 

discourse o f the democratic lawcourt is aimed at persuasion. Judicial speech, in effect, 

mesmerises and influences its audience. This function o f  speech is explicitly 

demonstrated by the Erinyes’ binding song {Eum. 306-396). The Erinyes warn Orestes 

that their song will act like a 6sa|xo(;, debilitating him. Words function to impress upon 

and persuade their listener. Aischylos displays conscious awareness o f  the way words and 

stories can manipulate.

The trilogy’s interest in cunning speech naturally brings the audience back to the 

the opening scene o f the Agamemnon, which I already discussed briefly in Chapter 5 (p. 

91). The watchman refuses to speak openly;

xa §’ bXka ovyco- Poiiq £7il yA-cbaari [leyac;
PePriKev- oiKoq 6 ’ autoq, si (p0oyyf]v A,dPov, 
aacpsaxaT’ dv > £̂ ŝisv- cbc; 8kcov £ycb 
p.a0oi5oiv au6oo kotj |j,a0oi)ai X,f|0O|j,av.

About other matters 1 say nothing; a great ox has stepped upon my tongue.
The house itself, were it to find voice, might speak very plainly; as far as I am 
concerned, 1 am deliberately speaking to those who know— and for those who 
do not, I am deliberately forgetting. {Ag. 36-39)

Clay, 2010, p. 449.
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The watchman alerts the spectators that speech is deceptive. He asks the audience to 

recall what they know, the knowledge they are equipped with, and to be aware that only 

the building o f the house itself could speak clearly. The characters in the play will not. 

The audience must be alert to verbal trickery.

Klytaimestra’s ability to command language is controversial in the Agamemnon and 

marks her out. The elders “marvel a f ’ her words (Kd7io0at))idaai, Ag. 318). They consider 

her to have “spoken wisely” (ocbcppov’ sucppovax; Aiyeiq, Ag. 351). Her wisdom is proven 

by her speaking abilities. Yet the chorus comment upon the difficulty in deciphering the 

meaning of Klytaimestra’s words (Ag. 615-616). Similarly, they later fail to comprehend 

Kassandra’s speech (Ag. 1112-1113, 1245) and proclaim that the pronouncements of the 

Pytho are difficult to understand (Ag. 1255). There is an excessive qualit}' to the w'ords of 

these women; they communicate more than is comprehendable. It is as though 

Klytaimestra uses the language of a prophet and in a sense this is the case since she 

knows of the dreadful acts which will unfold in the Agamemnon. Through her 

manipulation of speech, Klytaimestra directs the action in the first play. She depicts 

herself as a faithful wife, eager to be reunited with her husband (Ag. 606-612). She knows 

nothing of infidelity or brandishing weaponry (Ag. 611-612). But the audience is aware 

that the opposite is the truth. Klytaimestra is having an affair with Aigisthos and intends 

to murder her husband with an ax. Her words are fallacious. Yet Klytaimestra 

successfully tricks Agamemnon and the chorus of elders with her lies. She persuades her 

listeners: “such is my boast, and, being full o f truth, it is not a disgraceful one for a noble 

woman to utter” (xoi6o5’ 6 Koiijroq, xfjc; dX,ri08iaq ysficov / oijk aioxpoq roc; yuvaiK l ysw aia 

A.aKsvv, Ag. 613-614). She asserts that she does not speak 56'koq or deception (ou 56Xov 

(pspei, Ag. 886).

The elders are uncertain whether Klytaimestra’s interpretation of the fire beacons is 

true or designed to beguile them (Ag. 489-492). Further, they wonder if it is a case of 

divine deception (Ag. 478). They suspect that “a woman’s ordinance is too persuasive” 

(7ii0av6(; dyav 6 0fjA,t)(; opoc; S7iiv£)j,£Tai, Ag. 485). The chorus and the herald converse 

about the difficulty of concealing lies (Ag. 620-623). The tapestry scene demonstrates the 

queen’s ability to overpower with words (Ag. 944-947). With the murder of Agamemnon 

and Kassandra accomplished, Klytaimestra appears on the stage and admits to her prior 

lies before defending her actions. She declares: “I have said many things hitherto to suit 

the needs o f the moment, and 1 shall not be ashamed to contradict them now” (7roA.A,d)v



TidpoiOev K aipicoq £ipi]p,evaw / xdvavti’ siTieiv otjk S7taiaxv)v0f|ao)j.ai, Ag. 1372-1373). 

Klytaimestra’s boasts earn her accusations o f  arrogance from the elders (Ag. 1399) and 

they warn her that she will be punished for her cunning and proud words (Ag. 1425- 

1430). But the last words o f  the Agamemnon  are spoken by Klytaimestra and reaffirm that 

she is in charge. Her cunning has secured her power. Aigisthos is depicted as deceptive 

also. He tells the audience that he speaks plainly when he recounts Atreus’s crime (Ag. 

1584), yet he noticeably fails to mention his father’s adultery which provoked Atreus. 

Transparent speech is hard to come by in the Oresteia.

Aigisthos goes on to demonstrate his clumsy use o f  language by repeatedly 

threatening the chorus with violence (Ag. 1621-1623, 1631-1632, 1639-1642, 1649- 

1650). As Aigisthos did not partake in the murder, his claims to be the heroic avenger o f  

his father appear weak, and his final speech, in which he resorts to cliches and promises 

o f  money to the citizens (Ag. 1638), fails to convince the chorus.'*^ Klytaimestra, on the 

other hand, speaks respectfully to the elders and convinces them to not bring about further 

suffering (Ag. 1654-1661). She explicitly points out that her counsel is a wom an’s: “such 

are the words o f  a woman, if  anyone sees fit to leam from them” (Saip-ovoc; XĤ fi Papstct 

SuaTUx®*; 7r87iA,riy(X£voi / roS’ exei Xoyoq y u v a iK d q , el' tk ;  d^ioi |ia0evv, Ag. 1660-1661). If 

there was any uncertainty about who is directing the action in the Agamemnon, it is made 

clear in the final line as Klytaimestra asserts to Aigisthos how sycb / Kai cn3 will control 

the house and establish order (Ag. 1672-1673). She is the first commander and he is 

second. The persuasions and resolve o f  a woman ends the Agamemnon. Later, the 

persuasion o f  another woman, Athena, ends the Eumenides. Both wom en are victorious 

owing to their superior skills in rhetoric.

Apollo also asserts that he does not tell lies (Eum. 615) and that he speaks 

“correctly” (6p0c5<;, Eum. 657). Yet, there are reasons to suspect that, like Klytaimestra, 

he is untrustworthy. He assures Orestes on several occasions that he will protect him from 

punishment (Lib. 269, 1031; Eum. 64). Orestes tells how he has undergone many 

purification rituals and has been cleansed by Apollo, and yet, he still requires Athena’s 

aid (Eum. 276-288). He remains polluted (Eum. 40-42). Orestes continues to be pursued 

by the Erinyes for commiting murder despite A pollo’s guardianship. Apollo, in effect, 

does not have the power to protect him. Vellacott argues that Apollo has cheated

Goldhill, 1984, pp. 96-97.
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Orestes.'** Apollo coaxed Orestes to murder his mother without warning him of the 

persecution he would face from his mother’s Erinyes. Aischylos’s audience have been 

advised to distrust Apollo. Kassandra credits the god as her destroyer (Ag. 1080-1082, 

1085-1087). Characters who claim not to lie in the trilogy are proven to be susceptible to 

telling falsehoods.

During the trial, Apollo advises the judges to disregard their oath. He recommends: 

“an oath can in no way be stronger than Zeus” (opKoq yap ouxi Zr\vdq ioxoei nXeov, Eum. 

621). Athena begins the trial stressing that the jurors she has chosen will not violate their 

oath {Eum. 487-489). Before the voting, she reminds the jurors to respect their SpKoq 

{Eum. 710). Likewise, the Erinyes’ last words to the jurors before they cast their votes is 

to “have respect in your hearts for your oath” 5s KapSva / ...opKov aiSsiaOs, Eum. 

679-680). Earlier, I discussed the importance attached to oaths in Hesiod’s Theogony 

(782-806). Zeus honours Styx by making her the great oath o f the gods; this oath upholds 

Zeus’s regime by ensuring allegiance to him.^^ A terrible punishment is inflicted on any 

god who does not honour this oath. Hence, Apollo’s disregard for oaths reveals his 

cynical attitude towards the trial. His claim that Zeus is stronger than an oath seems to be 

a threat, a reminder to the jurors of Zeus’s pia. In essence, Apollo presses the jurors to be 

persuaded by his words as this is what Zeus decrees. It is the capacity o f words to win 

power that is at stake, not deciphering right from wrong. The trial does not offer an 

opportunity for genuine litigation. With Apollo’s threat in mind, it could be interpreted 

that the jurors are intimidated into voting for Orestes’s acquittal.

Persuasion is a skill associated with Zeus. Prometheus remarks that Zeus “will not 

charm me by the honey-tongued spells of persuasion” (Kai ouxi |j.sA.ryA,(baooi(̂  TtsiOoijq / 

87iaoi6aTmv OsA^si, PB 173-174, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c). TielGco, persuasive speech, is 

employed to manipulate and charm. It has a deceptive purpose. The chorus in the Libation 

Bearers highlights this cunning aspect of speech when they refer to “guileful Persuasion” 

(HEiGd) 5oA.iav, Lib. 726). They associate TietOco and ^okoq together, rendering persuasion 

as a form of trickery. The chorus in the Agamemnon judge that tcsiBco causes suffering 

{Ag. 385). It is Klytaimestra’s tool. She speaks persuasive X.6yoi to Kassandra to convince 

her to enter the palace {Ag. 1052). Klytaimestra’s TisiGco is designed to lead Kassandra to 

her death. Kassandra then uses tisiG®; she tries to persuade the chorus of the truth of her 

prophecy {Ag. 1239). She, however, fails to persuade them. Though Kassandra tells what

V ellaco tt, 1991, p. 76.
C lay , 2003, p. 22.
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will happen in the house of Atreus, her audience do not understand the meaning of her 

words (Ag. 1245). The chorus are won over by Klytaimestra’s lies but not by Kassandra’s 

truths. Persuasion, then, proves a victorious strategy for the deceiver.

In the Eumenides, TisiGto becomes fully associated with Athena. Having convinced 

the Erinyes to surrender their opposition, Athena thanks the goddess Peitho for guiding 

her speech {Eum. 970-971). Persuasion has brought about reconciliation.^® Athena credits 

Peitho as the source of her ability to charm {Eum. 885-886). However, the Erinyes have 

already critiqued the Olympians’ use o f speech. Early in the play, the Erinyes rebuke 

Apollo for using logoi to remove their privileges (Eum. 227), and prior to accepting their 

subjugation, they protest the use o f 56X,oi by the younger gods against them {Eum. 

846). Buxton argues: “TielGco is opposed to 66Xoq as frankness is to cunning deceit.”^’ 

However, I suggest the opposite, that even when exercised by Athena, persuasion is 

presented as a form of trickery. Speech, even the speech of the democratic court, is 

corruptible.^^

Athena’s aptitude for persuasion links her with Klytaimestra. Both women 

threaten violence (Ag. 1421-1425, Eum. 827-828), but ultimately establish their authority 

through persuasion. Athena’s skill with speech also recalls her mother. Her intelligence is 

inherited from M etis .D e tien n e  and Vernant point out: “if Zeus swallowed Metis in 

order to become ‘pregnant with metis,’ Athena is the daughter whom Metis was expecting 

at the very moment when she allowed herself to be taken by surprise.” "̂̂ Athena shows 

the closest affinity with the goddess Metis, rendering her a constant reminder of her 

mother.

Interestingly, Athena comments on the source of her wisdom in the Eumenides'. 

“Zeus has given me, too, no mean understanding” (cppovsTv 6e Kd|o.oi Zsix; e8ct)Ksv otj 

KaKwq, Eum. 850). Athena credits Zeus as her educator; he is the source of her wisdom. 

She does not mention Metis or the story o f how Zeus appropriated her wisdom through 

swallowing her. Athena’s silence concerning the maternal source of her wisdom is 

another metaphorical act of swallowing. I suggest this silence was intended to ignite the 

audience’s suspicion. Assertions by women regarding their intelligence are reasonably 

rare in extant Greek drama. Euripides has Medea speak generally of female intelligence:

Buxton, 1982, p. 109.
Buxton, 1982, p. 65.
Vellacott, 1991, p. 89.
Detienne and Vernant, 1991, pp. 108-109.
Detienne and Vernant, 1991, p. 179.
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“we too possess a muse, who consorts with us to bring us wisdom” (aXka ydp eaxiv 

jiouaa Kai fijiTv / f] 7tpoao|iiXeT oocpiaq irvcKsv, Medea  1085-1086, trans. Kovacs, 1994).

Melanippe in Euripides’s Melanippe the Wise declares that she is wise. Evoking 

the fate o f Metis, Zeus punished M elanippe’s mother because o f her oracular power (Eur. 

fr. 481.15, Collard and Cropp). Zeus wished to prevent her from prophesying divine 

se c re ts .M e la n ip p e ’s mother was transformed into a horse and became known as Hippo. 

Zeus punishes both Metis and Hippo as he fears their power. M elanippe asserts: “I am a 

woman, but I have intelligence” (syo) yDvi'i |j.sv voijq 5’ evsaxi p.oi, Eur. fr. 482, trans. 

Collard & Cropp, 2008). Her claim is followed by a digression where she describes how 

her mother taught her about the origins o f the cosmos (fr. 484 CC). Whereas Athena 

avoids crediting her mother as the source o f her wisdom {Eum. 850), Melanippe 

acknowledges that she inherited her intelligence from her mother. Euripides’s scene 

appears modeled on A thena’s proclamation in the Eumenides. Yet it is reworked to allow 

the female character to tribute her mother as the source o f her wisdom.

Melanippe’s words are quoted later by Lysistrata in Aristophanes’s play.^® 

Echoing M elanippe’s claim to intelligence, Lysistrata asserts at a crucial point:

£yd) ynvq p.sv ei|j.i, vouq 5 ’ svso ti |ioi 
ai)xfi 6 ’ ep-auxfiq oi) KaKwq yv(b|ar](; exw 
xouq 6 ’ 8K Ttaxpoq xe Kal yspaixEpcov A-oyoix;
7ioA,A.oi)(; dKouaaa’ ou |j,8iioi3aco^ai KaKOx;.

I am a woman, but I don’t lack sense. I’m o f m yself not badly o ff for brains, 
and often listening to my father’s words and old m en’s talk. I’ve not been 
badly schooled. (Lys. 1124-27, trans. Rogers, 1996)

Like Aischylos’s Athena, Lysistrata credits her father as her teacher. In the period o f the 

com edy’s production, the priestess o f Athena Polias was named Lysimache.^^ The 

similarity in sound between Lysistrata’s name and the real priestess’s suggests 

Aristophanes intended his audience to draw a strong association between the fictional 

Lysistrata and the real life priestess o f Athena.^^ Lewis argues that a later decree o f 255 

B.C. suggests at one time there was a priestess o f Polias named Lysistrate in Athens. 

There is a correlation between Lysistrata and Athena. I suggest that Aristophanes, like

Collard, 1995. p. 241. 
‘̂'C o l la r d ,  1995, p. 251. 

Lew is,  1955, p. 6. 
H enderson , 1987, p. xxxix. 
Lew is,  1955, p. 4.
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Euripides, used Athena’s speech in the Eumenides as a model for exploring the parental 

source of female intelligence, engaging with the debate over whether the male or female 

is more influential in childbearing. While Athena credits Zeus, Euripides saw how a 

mother could have been the source. Melanippe honours her mother where Athena did not. 

The parental influence on children is at stake in these pronouncements o f wisdom.

An Alternative Story of Metis

Another version of Hesiod’s story of Metis has come down to us through Galen’s On the 

Opinions o f  Hippocrates and Plato. Writing in the second century AD, Galen cites the 

third century BC Greek stoic philosopher Chrysippos. Chrysippos in turn cites Hesiod. 

The citation, recorded alternatively as the Chrysippos fragment 908, Fragmenta Hesiodea 

343 or the Theogony 929a-x, tells the story of Metis from Hesiod’s Theogony (886-929), 

providing testimony that this passage was familiar as late as the third century BC, but it 

also records an alternative version of the story. Chrysippos assigns his variant account to 

Hesiod. He claims the passage belongs to a poem which was appended to the Theogony 

(Hes. Fr. 343, Merkelbach and West). The textual source of the alternative version o f the 

Hesiodic Metis story is uncertain, and hence, it is printed by Merkelbach and West as 

‘Fragmentu Dubium.’̂ ° Elsewhere, West argues that since the two Hesiodic versions of 

the story of Metis agree so closely, the Chrysippos citation must be accepted as an 

authentic part of the Hesiodic corpus.^' Both the Theogony (886-929) and the Chrysippos 

citation {Theogony 929a-x) are survivals from a poetic tradition where Metis is the
f \ ' )mother of Athena. The two versions were alternatives within the same tradition.

In the fragment, Chrysippos explains his reasons for referring to the two Hesiodic 

accounts. He tells how many say Athena was born from Zeus’s head without detailing 

how this happened. Hesiod, he points out, does explain the precedent events to the birth 

(Hes. Fr. 343, Merkelbach and West).^^ He records Hesiod’s two versions o f the genesis 

to compensate for omissions in earlier texts. Hesiod’s tells the alternative account as 

follows:

'"'’ Merkelbach and W est, 1967, pp. 171-172. 
West, 1966, p. 402.
Athanassakis, 1989, p. 12.
W est, 1966, p. 402.
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"Upri §8 i^a)a,8vri08 Kai fjp ios m 7iapaKour|. a
SK xauTiic; 5’ epiSoq i] [isv t sk g  (pai8i|jov uvov p
"I IcpaioTOv, (piA-oxriToq axsp Aibq aiyioxoio, y
CK TidvTCOv Tiâ td̂ iT̂ ai K£Kaa|o,^ov Oupavimvcov 8
auxdp 6  y ’ ’Q ksuvotj kuI TriBuoq f|UK6[aoio s
KOTjpi] v6a(p’ 'Hpr|c; 7iapsA.8^ato Ka?L}i.v7tapficp, q
s^aTiacpcbv Mfjxiv Kai7i8p 7io?iu5fiv8’ soijaav. ^
aD^fxdpvj/aq 5’ 5 ys cyKaxGexo vri5i)v t|
5eiaaq, ^f) xe^r] Kpaxspwxepov dA,A,o Kspauvof). 0
xouvsKd p.iv KpoviSrii; uyi^uyoc; aiBepi vaicov i
KdTTTiiev £^a7iivT|(;- t] 5’ auxiKU naX.X,d6’ ABfjvriv k
icuoaxo xf)v p.£v 8XIKXS Tiaxfip dv5p(Sv xe Becov xs X
nap Kopucpfiv Tpixcovoq 8ti’ oxBrjaiv noxa)j.oio. p.
Mf|xi,(; 6 ’ aux8 Zr|v6(  ̂utio a7rA.dyxyoic; A£X,aBt)Ta v
rjaxo, ABr|vair|q pfjxrip, xeK xaiva SiKaicov ^
7rA.evaxa Bewv te i6ma KaxaBvrixcov x’ dvBpMTicov, o
evBa Bed TiapeSeKxo oBev 7iaX,dpaiq Ttspl Tidvxcov n
pdBavdxcov eKSKaaB' oi'0>tup7iia 8cbpax’ exoDoiv, p
aiyiSa Tioifiaaoa (poPsaxpaxov &vxoq ABfivriq a
cruv xfi syeivaxo pvv TioAp.pfim tevxs’ exouoav x

But Hera was very angry and quarrelled with her mate. And because of this 
strife she bare without union with Zeus who holds the aegis a glorious son, 
Hephaistos, who excelled all the sons of Heaven in crafts. But Zeus lay with the 
fair-cheeked daughter of Ocean and fethys apart from Hera, deceiving Metis 
although she was full wise. But he seized her with his hands and put her in his 
belly, for fear that she might bring forth something stronger than his 
thunderbolt: therefore did Zeus, who sits on high and dwells in the aether, 
swallow her down suddenly. But she straightway conceived Pallas Athena: and 
the father o f men and gods gave her birth by way o f his head on the banks of the 
river Trito. And she remained hidden beneath the inward parts of Zeus, even 
Metis, Athena’s mother, worker of righteousness, who was wiser than gods and 
mortal men. There the goddess received that whereby she excelled in strength 
all the deathless ones who dwell in Olympus, she who made the host-scaring 
weapon o f Athena. And with it (Zeus) gave her birth, arrayed in arms of war.
(Th. 929a-x, trans. Evelyn-White, 1998)

In Hesiod’s Theogony 929a-x, Metis is Zeus’s paramour, not his aloxoq. Zeus joins with 

Metis at a time when he and Hera are in conflict. Further, in the Theogony 929a-x, Metis 

is not pregnant when Zeus swallows her. She “conceives” (icuaaxo, Th. 929\) 

immediately after being swallowed and retains her autonomy inside Zeus’s stomach as 

“Athena’s mother” (ABrjvairiq |iTixr|p, Th. 929^). Hence, she appears to conceive in 

consequence of being swallowed. The sequence of events is otherwise the same in both 

versions of the story: there is a sexual union between Zeus and Metis; Zeus believes 

Metis’s child will be a threat; Zeus acts by placing Metis into his vri6i3q (eoKdxBexo
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vr|8i3v, Th. 890 / cyKdxBexo vr|6i)v, Th. 929r|); afterwards, Zeus gives birth to Athena from 

his head and her genesis is hnked with that o f the god Hephaistos.

The Neutral vt]8ij(;

In both passages attributed to Hesiod {Th. 886-929 and Th. 929a-x), Metis is lodged in 

Zeus’s vrjSijq {Th. 889, Th. 929ri), which is usually translated as “stomach” or “belly,” but 

is more accurately a cavity in Zeus’s body. Hesiod’s use of this word is important since it 

appears in Apollo’s Xoyoc;. Hesiod employs the word to refer to Rhea’s womb which 

brings forth children {Th. 460) and the exact same phrasing as in the Metis passage is 

used to depict Kronos swallowing the stone into his stomach (8aK(XT0STO v t |8t3v , Th. 487). 

Rhea, Kronos and Zeus all hold divinites in their vrjSijq. As 1 established earlier in this 

dissertation (p. 76), it is a gender neutral term. Hence, translating vriSuq as “womb” 

removes the ambiguity in the Greek term by giving it distinctly female connotations. 

Hesiod conflates the womb and the stomach as cavities exercising a similar anatomical 

function.*’"' It is as though the male stomach is a pseudo-womb, capable of holding a child 

in place of the mother’s womb.

Zeus becomes pregnant despite being male; he performs the role expected of 

Athena’s mother by gestating and giving birth to her.^^ 1 suggest that Hesiod’s text 

acknowledges that male gestation is curious. The poet repeats that Zeus placed Metis in 

£f]v...vriS'6v {Th. 890, 899). The inclusion of soq is important. Essentially, the poet 

distinguishes that Zeus put Metis in “his own” vri6uq. There is something unprecedented 

going on. Normally, it would not be Zeus’s vr|6'U(; performing gestation.

This repeats a motif Hesiod already explored when Kronos carried his children 

and re-delivered them by vomiting them up. vriSiJt; links different parts of the poem. 

Arthur argues that Hesiod conflates all forms of taking into and releasing from the body, 

including “acts of ingesting, conceiving, and receiving poetic inspiration, and of 

vomiting, giving birth, and singing or s p e a k i n g . A l l  are forms of creation. Both male 

and female contain a vriSuq as their creative source. However, the female vri6i3q delivers 

divinities into the cosmos— Gaia’s wrath is a consequence of not being permitted to 

release the divinities inside her— ^while the male vt]6u(; prevents their entry into the

^  Faraone and Teeter,  2 0 0 4 ,  pp. 183-184 .
“ Slater,  1992,  p. 130.
“ Arthur, 1983,  p. 107.
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cosmos. Kronos only releases his children as he is tricked into doing so and it is unclear 

in Hesiod’s accounts if  Zeus willingly gives birth to Athena from his head. The image the 

poet creates of Athena fully-armed and raring for battle on her birth suggests that she 

forced her release from her father’s body. This seems to have been how later writers 

interpreted the scene as Pindar, for instance, describes Hephaistos striking Zeus’s head 

with an axe in order to allow Athena to leap out (Find. O. 7.35-37). Athena is depicted as 

active in the birth; she victoriously escapes while Zeus is left with a head injury. Pseudo- 

Apollodoros records how the axe was required to free Athena since Zeus had a terrible 

headache (Apollod. 3.14.6). The motif of Zeus’s headache signals that Athena caused 

Zeus distress in order to escape. Release from the male body is congruent with loss of 

power. In general, male pregnancy functions to bind divinities while female pregnancy 

brings forth life into the cosmos. The point is that the male divinities carry their offspring 

in order to maintain their power. This involves taking over the female role in procreation. 

Hence, it is clear that the motive behind Apollo’s theory of male autonomous procreation 

is power, which is reliant on removing women from prominence. The notion of male 

pregnancy assumes a conflict for authority between male and female.

vt|5i3(; appears in the Oresteia on several occasions. As the ghost of Klytaimestra 

stirs the Erinyes to awaken and pursue Orestes, she instructs them to rely on the “fire in 

your belly” (vriSuog Trupv, Eim. 138). The Erinyes hold fire in their interior. More 

importantly, Aischylos relies on this same term from Hesiod at the climactic moment of 

Apollo’s ’koyoc,. Apollo asserts that Athena was not nourished in the darkness of a vr)6u(; 

{Bum. 665). Since this term can be used to describe male and female anatomy, Apollo’s 

claim does not clearly discount Athena having a mother. The term carries ambiguity. 

Further, Aischylos has chosen a term which evokes the story of Metis from Hesiod’s 

Theogony. Zeus placed Metis in his vr]6'6(; (Th. 889, Th. 929r|). Hence, Apollo’s words 

may reveal that the reason Athena was not nurtured in a vt|6ij(; is not because she didn’t 

have a mother, but because her mother is held in the vqSuq of Zeus. As I discussed in 

Chapter 4, Aischylos could have used another term here to designate “womb,” but he 

purposely relies on an ambiguous term from Hesiod which reminds the audience o f the 

story o f Athena’s mother. The concept of the vriSuc;, which proved important for Hesiod 

in linking his stories together, provides an equally important means for Aischylos to link 

his story with Hesiod’s. The vrjStx; symbolizes for Hesiod the male appropriation o f the 

female’s role in reproduction. Hence, Aischylos is implichly showing that this issue is 

also at stake in Apollo’s A.6yo(;. Further, it is the place that Metis inhabits. The vriSiiq
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recalls the swallowing of Metis. Apollo’s reference to this cavity gestures to an act of 

swallowing, which is taking place again through his rejection of Athena’s mother.

Gestation in the male vrjSiJc; signals that the male has consumed his child. The 

violent histories of the divine family in the Theogony and the royal family in the Oresteia 

share a distinctive motif: grotesque acts of ingestion by fathers. Similar to the pattern of 

conflict between fathers and sons in Hesiod’s Theogony, the clash between the brothers 

Atreus and Thyestes manifests as a male dispute for power. Men in both texts are in 

conflict. Further, the murder of Thyestes’s sons destroys the male lineage which had the 

potential to threaten Atreus’s rule. This ancestral conflict, which involves Thyestes eating 

his children, haunts the text of the Oresteia. I already discussed this ingestion imagery in 

Chapter 5. Atreus committed the infanticide in order to punish Thyestes for pursuing an 

adulterous affair with Atreus’s wife (Ag. 1191-1193). Aigisthos and Thyestes are 

adulterers; Agamemnon and Atreus are child killers. Sons repeat the transgressive actions 

of their fathers, just as both Kronos and Zeus mimic their fathers’ actions in the 

Theogony.

Violence between the generations is rife in the house of Atreus, symbolised most 

powerfully by the literal eating of children by a parent. Kronos’s swallowing of his 

children in the Theogony is undone when he releases them, but in the mortal realm, a 

father’s consumption of his children cannot be reversed. Thyestes’s sons are killed. 

Kronos and Thyestes are fathers who consume their children. Zeus eats the pregnant 

Metis in the Theogony, preventing the birth of his children.

The merging of child and parent through ingestion brings about ceaseless 

destruction in the Oresteia. The chorus of the Libation Bearers surmises that the crimes 

in the house are all linked; Thyestes’ suffering led to Agamemnon’s suffering {Lib. 1068- 

1071). Aigisthos claims the murder of Agamemnon as vengeance for the crime Atreus 

committed against Thyestes (Ag. 1604). Klytaimestra depicts her murder o f Kassandra as 

an act o f carmibalism, referring to the prophet as a “side-dish” (7tapov|/(bvrma, Ag. 1447). 

Klytaimestra’s metaphorical consumption of Kassandra is associated with the memory of 

Thyestes’s children.®’ The motif o f the sacrificial meal in the Oresteia evokes the horror 

of cannibalism with which the cycle of revenge within the family began.

Klytaimestra cites Atreus’s cruel banquet as a precursor to her killing of 

Agamemnon; Agamemnon’s corpse is offered as another alongside the young children

Pulleyn, 1997, p. 565.
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already killed (Ag. 1502-1504), Thyestes’s sons and Iphigeneia. The chorus adds that the 

avenging spirit may be seeking justice for the young boys who were made into a meal by 

Atreus (Ag. 1507-1512). The pattern of cyclical revenge resonates with the plot o f the 

Theogony. Revenge takes the form of eating in both stories, naturally linking these similar 

plots for Aischylos’s audience.

The birds’ eating of the pregnant hare (Ag. 119-120) is also part of this motif and 

begins a series o f violant acts as Agamemnon kills Iphigeneia and he is killed in turn. The 

death of the pregnant hare by Zeus’s birds sets up a poetics of swallowing/eating in 

Aischylos’s trilogy, which I suggest subtley evokes Zeus’s swallowing of Metis in the 

Theogony. Zeus ‘swallows’ maternity in both texts. The rejection of succession, whether 

that is by eating children or pregnant females, situates the Oresteia in Hesiodic territory. 

Apollo’s A,6yoq, in this context, is part o f a pattern, whereby Zeus secures authority 

through controlling childbearing and generational succession.

Double Birth

In Hesiod’s accounts o f the Metis story, Zeus ingests Metis in order to trap her. Zeus 

(perhaps unwillingly) then delivers Athena into the cosmos, but Metis remains trapped 

inside him. Athena’s release does not invite negative consequences for Zeus, unlike the 

release of Kronos’s children, but Metis’s liberation would bring about the birth of a 

usurping son. Metis is the threat. While Zeus “gives birth” (yeivaT’, Th. 924 / s t i k t s , Th. 

929V) to Athena, the logic of the Hesiodic narratives implies that Metis earlier delivers 

Athena inside Zeus. Athena is released from Zeus as an adult, dressed, in armour and 

ready to fight. She had the opportunity to be educated by her mother and be given the 

aiyiq which Metis makes for her (Th. 9290-a). According to Homer, Hephaistos produced 

the aiylq for Zeus (II. 15.310), but the Hesiodic tradition describes it as a gift from Metis 

to her daughter. Owing to this relationship between mother and daughter, Athena is 

renowned for being 7toA,T3p,qu(; (HH 2S.2), having much p,fjxv(;. She inherited the cunning 

wisdom of her mother.

It is as though Athena is bom twice, first from her mother inside Zeus and then 

from her father’s head. Athena, then, is born from a female and from a male. The motif of 

double birth is found throughout the Theogony. Ouranos hides his progeny inside Gaia 

where they await their liberation. Kronos similarly hides his children inside himself 

following their birth from Rhea and they too are born again. Zeus escapes the fate o f his
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siblings but instead is hidden inside Gaia {Th. 483), much like the Titans before him. The 

double birth motif reveals the poet’s interest in sexual reproduction as a process which 

male and female compete to control. The divinities are not born freely into the cosmos, 

but are concealed by their fathers on their birth. Men endeavour to control their progeny. 

In the poem, birth is a process that is disputed. This dispute is then brought onto 

Aischylos’s stage.

Metis’s predicament is akin to those divinities that were trapped inside Gaia and 

Kronos. Her fate also resembles that o f the Titans and Prometheus who Zeus binds to 

prevent them from threatening his authority {Th. 715-720). But Metis is imprisoned under 

Zeus’s constant surveillance since she has been incorporated into his body. In this sense, 

the swallowing of Metis in Hesiod’s Theogony echoes Ouranos’s violent sexual 

intercourse with Gaia (Th. 156-159). The Hesiodic cosmogony begins and ends with the 

corporeal merging of female and male. The father’s wish to control the processes of 

reproduction materializes as a forceful union of him and his female partner, seeking to 

eliminate the woman’s role in delivering their children. The castration o f Ouranos {'Th. 

163-182), on the other hand, represents the separation o f male and female which allows 

the cosmos to evolve. Parental separation and the overthrow of the father generate social 

transformation. When the mother and father are amalgamated, the prospect of 

transformation is eradicated.

Zeus’s treatment of Metis not only replicates his grandfather’s actions but also 

those of his father. Both Kronos and Zeus commit monstrous acts of swallowing. It is on 

the advice of Ouranos and Gaia that Zeus consumes Metis (Th. 888-893). While Gaia and 

Ouranos warn both Kronos and Zeus of their destiny, only Zeus receives advice from his 

grandparents on how to prevent his fate. Zeus succeeds because Ouranos and Gaia are on 

his side.^* Ouranos and Gaia support Rhea to the detriment of Kronos while they support 

Zeus to the ruin of Metis. Cosmic stability under the rule of Zeus can be achieved only 

once Gaia no longer favours succession. On her keen-sighted advice, Zeus swallows 

Metis before she conceives their son. Rather than attempting to remove the usurping son 

as Ouranos and Kronos did, Zeus disposes o f Metis, the prospective mother and source of 

the threat. Implicit here is the assumption that mothers provide a necessary contribution to 

procreation; if the mother is removed, the dangerous son cannot be born. Controlling her 

potency saves the day. In effect, Hesiod’s story affirms that a child cannot be created

D etienne and Vernant, 1991, p. 66.
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without a mother, the opposite message to Apollo’s Xoyoc,. Zeus is victorious through 

managing female fecundity .L ikew ise, the Olympians will win out in the Eumcnides 

through denying mothers their reproductivity.

UTixtera Zeus

The merging of Metis and Zeus not only establishes Zeus’s sovereignty but also explains 

how Zeus received his epithet |j.riTi£Ta {Th. 56, 520, 904, 916; WD 104; II. 1.175; Od. 

14.243) and became the embodiment of [ifjiK;. Metis’s name and her skills are 

consistently associated with Zeus; |j,r|nsTa was a standard epithet for the king of gods. It 

is lariTisxa Zeus who denies Demeter a relationship with her child {Th. 914), implicitly 

associating the subjugation of Demeter with that of Metis. Zeus absorbs the goddess 

Metis, the personification of iifjiK;, and harnesses control over this particular type of 

intelligence. On appropriating Metis, Zeus is transformed. In essence, Zeus’s epithet 

marks Metis’s disappearance; he is ^rixkia because he trapped Metis. The cycle of like- 

for-like vendetta is brought to an end since disputes will be judged thoughtfully within the 

superior mind of ^rixisxa Zeus. Metis advises Zeus about what is good and what is evil 

{Th. 900) and she is the “worker of righteousness” (xsKxaiva 6vKaicov, Th. 929^). The 

hatred and merciless vengeance which characterized the rules of Ouranos, Kronos and the 

younger Zeus are replaced by a regime in which forethought and deliberation decide 

matters. Without Metis, Zeus’s sovereignty could neither have been achieved nor 

maintained. She is the special ingredient that cements his rule.

The principles of (3ia and 56A,0(;/)j.fixi(; previously fueled the unrelenting process of 

generational change in the cosmos.’  ̂ It is owing to their lifjxvc; that Kronos, Gaia, Rhea, 

Zeus and Prometheus all threaten authority. Gaia and Ouranos are known for the p.f]xi(; 

they contrive {Th. 471). Both Kronos and Prometheus are dyicuA,o|J,fixiq {Th. 473, 546), but 

are outwitted by Zeus. Prometheus tries to deceive Zeus by hiding a sacrifice {Th. 537- 

539). Zeus, however, “knows eternal counsels” (owpOixa ^fiSea eiSwq, Th. 545, 550) and 

immediately recognises Prometheus’s trick {Th. 551). The lesson is clear: though 

Prometheus “knows counsels beyond all others” (jidvxcov Tispi [ifiSea eiScbt;, Th. 559), he 

cannot defeat Zeus whose cunning is otcpOixa. Both Zeus and Prometheus have a

concept though not etymologically linked with lifjxvq is semantically equated in meaning.

Arthur, 1982, p. 71.
™Clay ,2003 ,  p. 28.
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Yet, |j,i'|risTa Zeus can even outwit Prometheus, the cleverest o f the gods. Other gods 

practice cunning and are then in turn deceived themselves, but Zeus, it seems, cannot be 

trick ed /' When the skills o f Metis are brought under Zeus’s control, no trickery can occur 

unbeknownst to him. Since he contains Metis, he, in effect, is her. It is as though Zeus 

and Metis are ruling together. This is what separates Zeus from his predecessors. Through 

his seizure o f the goddess and her attributes, he can anticipate all threats to his power and 

bring a stop to conspiracies. While Ouranos and Kronos exercise iJ-fjTK; in a limited
• 72capacity, Zeus comes to personify lifjuc; itself.

In the Prometheus Bound, Prometheus tells how it was fated that “it was not by 

brute strength nor through violence, but by guile that those who should gain the upper 

hand were destined to prevail” (cog oi) k o t ’ ia^uv 01)68 Trpoq t o  Kapxspov / 56?tCp 5e

Touq UTtcpaxovTaq Kpaxeiv, PB 214-215, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c). Zeus’s leadership 

was won by the force he exacted against the Titans and Typhoeus with Gaia’s backing, 

but his uncontested sovereignty, a status held by no god before him, was achieved by his 

consumption o f Metis. Force is necessary to achieve power but it is not enough to sustain 

it. Zeus is an invincible sovereign as he ordains a regime in which “ it is not possible to 

deceive or elude the mind o f Zeus” ( o u k  saxi Aibq KA£\|/ai voov ot)5s TiapsXGeTv, Th. 613).
73Yet is an inherently ambivalent concept. It is a disorderly force, associated 

with rebellion and revolution. It overturns hegemonies and established hierarchies, 

functioning to outwit and surprise those in authority. This is how it functions throughout 

the Theogony. West argues that the ancient Greeks admired above all other mental 

endowments.^'' In Pseudo-Apollodoros’s retelling o f  the succession myth, it is Metis, 

rather than Gaia, who tricks Kronos into releasing his children:

87tei5fi 8s Zexx; eyevf|9ri x£A.£iO(;, X,ap,pdv£i Mfjxiv xfiv ’QKsavoi5 cruvspyov, fj 
5i5cooi Kpovcp KaTaTiievv (pdp|j,aKOv, ijcp’ ou eksTvoc; dvayKaaOeit; Tiproiov |j.^

Tov A,(0ov, STceita xouq TiaiSaq oijc; KaTsms.

But when Zeus was full-grown, he took Metis, daughter o f Ocean, to help him, 
and she gave Kronos a drug to swallow, which forced him to disgorge first the 
stone and then the children whom he had swallowed.

(Apollod. 1.2.1, trans. Frazer, 1956)

Clay, 2003, p. 18.
Detienne and Vernant, 1991, pp. 67-68. 
Brown, 1952, p. 133.
West, 1966, p. 267.
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In Hesiod’s Theogony, Zeus’s sovereignty relies on his control over Metis; this is the 

foundation of his rule. But fifiTK; is the very force which seeks to dismantle hierarchies 

and undermine order. It is a transformative and shifting power, not a stable one. Hence 

Zeus is in an invisible bind himself. The goddess who is the source o f this power is also 

his ultimate threat. It is only as a result of the constant vigilance which is required to keep 

Metis subdued inside him that his order appears stable. Simultaneously, Metis is both 

Zeus’s greatest ally and latent destroyer. Zeus’s power is reliant on eradicating potential 

competitors. Hence, his unrelenting task is to displace female fertility, the potential 

source of a usurping son. Zeus does this in the Theogony by binding Metis and by 

integrating other powerful females, including Gaia, Hecate, Styx and Athena under his 

rule. This is also what the Olympians do in the Oresteia. Zeus is situated in a similar bind 

with the Erinyes in the Eumenides to that found between him and various female 

divinities in the Theogony. He requires the power of the Erinyes to secure his authority, 

but yet they are a potential danger to him. The older female divinities must remain under 

his control for him to sustain his unchallenged kingship. Zeus’s male ancestors failed in 

their attempts to control sexual reproduction, but Zeus, while mirroring the actions of his
7Smale ancestors, succeeds to a degree that they did not. However, a new contest could 

feasibly lead to the overthrow of Zeus.^^ If Metis herself was tricked, then surely Zeus 

could be too. After all, Prometheus succeeded in tricking Zeus. Zeus is a contradictory 

character in this sense, having the divine quality of being impossible to deceive and the 

human quality o f vulnerability.^^ The possibility that Zeus will be usurped underlies his 

rule.

Metis and Thetis

Other sources illustrate how threats to Zeus’s hegemony occasionally recur. The Homeric 

Hymn to Aphrodite narrates how Aphrodite had the power to lead Zeus astray. Under the 

influence of the goddess, Zeus succumbs to his desire for mortal women and forgets his 

wife {HH 10.36-39). To punish Aphrodite for uniting mortal women with the gods, Zeus 

instils in her longing for Anchises, a mortal man {HH 10.45-52). Aphrodite, on becoming 

pregnant with Anchises’s child, vows to no longer boast of her power to bring mortals

Arthur, 1982, p. 76.
M unn, 2006, p. 21. 
LJoyd-Jones, 1971, pp. 82-83.
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and immortals together {HH 10.246-255). She has learnt her lesson. Zeus employs a 

strategy to eliminate the divine-human liaisons created by Aphrodite. The goddess 

threatens stability since she inspires sexual unions. In this sense, the story depicts Zeus’s 

attempts to manage the female generative principle. He must stop Aphrodite from 

inspiring desire in the gods in order to secure order. Clay aligns Aphrodite’s power with 

Metis’s: “Aphrodite’s weapons are not the masculine arms of strength and force [...]. As 

such, they resemble the strategems of which bring about the defeat of the stronger 

by means of craft and g u i l e . S e d u c t i o n  is a form of craftiness. Hence, female sexuality 

and trickery pose the same challenge to Zeus, a challenge embodied in the goddesses 

Aphrodite and Metis.

Hesiod’s Metis plot is part of a larger constellation of divine succession crises. 

While Zeus is never dethroned, his sovereignty is brought under threat. In the final lines 

of Aristophanes’s Birds, Peisthetairos points out that Athena is an heiress since Zeus has 

no male heirs {Birds 1653). By removing Metis, Zeus assures that no alliance between a 

mother and her son can threaten his sovereignty. Rather Zeus delivers a loyal daughter

who will not compromise his rule.^^ Hesiod’s cosmogony begins with Gaia’s delivery of a
80fatherless son {Th. 126) and ends with Zeus’s delivery of Athena. By giving birth to 

Athena himself, Zeus secures his influence over his daughter and ensures Athena’s filial 

loyalties lie with him. The great power of the warrior Athena will only be exercised in the 

service of Zeus, Athena’s only parent. As Thomas explains, “[Athena] represents the 

neutralising of the negative aspects o f son as successor and deposer, while affirming the 

positive aspects of son as heir and champion.”*'Athena is the ideal heir. She owes full 

allegiance to her father since her mother is part of him and her virginity ensures she will 

never produce a son stronger than Zeus. Athena symbolizes the end of succession 

disputes in the Theogony. Yet, by being born Zeus’s inferior, rather than his equal as the 

prophecy dictated {Th. 896), Athena is a reminder of the avoidance of fate upon which 

Zeus’s rule is built. Blickman argues that Athena is bom without being harmed, unlike the 

children of Ouranos and Kronos.*^ However, Athena is harmed. The goddess, by her very 

existence, recalls what has been sacrificed under Zeus’s regime: Athena’s mother, her 

unborn brother, and her own entitlements to power.

’*C lay, 1989, p. 159.
”  Arthur, 1982, p. 77.

D eacy, 2008 , p. 30.
*'Thomas, 1998, p. 211.

Blickm an, 1987, p. 345.
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Achilleus too is a symbol o f the destiny Zeus avoided. In the Prometheus Bound, 

Prometheus predicts that Zeus will be overthrown by his son {PB 764-770, 907-914, 957- 

959). Prometheus is not referring to the story o f Metis, but to another similar story 

familiar to Athenians. Pindar tells his fuller version in the Isthmian Odes:

xai)Ta Kai p.aKdpcov s)j.8|ivavT’ ctyopav,
Zexx; ox’ d)o,(pl ©snoq ay'ka6(^ t '  spiaav FloosiSav ydjicp, 
dA.oxov 8i)si5s’ 80sA,cov sKdxepo^ 
edv ep.|X£v- epcoq ydp sxev.
bXk' ov a(piv d|o.ppoxoi zeXeoav evvdv Qeav npanideq,
STiel 08a(pdx(jov STidKouaav- svTce 5 ’
8i3(3ouA,oq 8V [isaoioi
0UV8KSV Jis7ipco).i8vov fiv (pspxspov yovov dvaKxa Tiaxpot; xsksiv 
Tiovxlav 08OV, dq  KspaDvoi) xs Kpsaoov aXXo  Pê ôq
5v6^ei xpioSovxoq x’ d|j.ai)j,aK8xox), At xs p.iayo|j.£vav t] Aioq Jiap’
d5eX,(p80voiv.— 'dXXd xd |j.sv Tiauaaxs: Ppoxecov Se XDXoiaa
uiov eioiSsxco Oavovx’ ^  7TO?L£|iq),
Xevpaq ’Apei x’ CTaX,iyKiov axepoTiatol x’ dK|adv jtoScov. 
x6 |asv ei^ov rir |Is i yd|iou 0e6|iopov 
OTidaoax yspaq AiaKiSa.

Even the assembly o f the blessed gods remembered this, when Zeus and 
splendid Poseidon quarrelled over marriage to Thetis, each wishing her to be 
his own beautiful wife, because love held them in its grip. But the gods’
immortal minds did not accomplish that wedlock for them, when they heard
what was ordained. For wise-counseling Themis said in their midst that it was 
fated for the goddess o f the sea to bear a royal son mightier than his father, 
who would wield another kind o f weapon stronger than the thunderbolt or the 
tireless trident, if  she was joined to Zeus or to Zeus’s brothers. “Come, stop 
this. Let her win a mortal’s bed and see her son die in war, a match for Ares 
with his hands, and like lightening in the power o f  his feet. My advice is to 
grant the divine gift o f this marriage to Aiakos’s son Peleus.”

(Pind. I. 8.26-39, trans. Race, 2006)

Themis fears that Zeus will marry Thetis and be overthrown by their son. To prevent the 

prophecy from being fulfilled, Thetis is married to a mortal Peleus, resulting in the birth 

o f  Achilleus, whose mortality ensures he can never overpower Zeus. Hesiod also tells 

how Achilleus is the son o f Thetis and Peleus, adding that Peleus took the goddess by 

force ( m  1006-1007).

When Homer introduces Achilleus as Peleus’s son in the first line o f the Iliad, his 

audience are immediately reminded o f how the hero was fated to defeat the king o f  the 

gods had Zeus not altered destiny. Thetis laments how she was forced to marry a mortal 

(//. 18.429-34). She has suffered in the course o f  Zeus’s attempts to protect his hegemony.
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The goddess emphasises her role in creating her son. She produced (t i k t c o ) Achilleus, he 

grew hke a shoot (epvoc;), and she nourished (xpccpco) him, but she grieves how he will 

never return home from Troy (//. 18.55-60). The same parenting vocabulary appears in 

Apollo’s Xoyoq, perhaps evoking the close bond between Thetis and Achilleus in the 

Iliad, thus revealing the severe implications o f Apollo’s biological theory for mother- 

child relationships.

Since Zeus rejected Thetis, giving her to Peleus, her maternal labours brought 

forth a mortal child. Her bond with her son will be severed by his death owing to Zeus’s 

actions. The relationship between mother and son is crucial in the epic. Thetis is the 

hero’s advisor and represents him on Olympus. It is owing to Thetis that Achilleus is a 

great warrior, but also owing to her marriage, he is plagued by the human condition o f 

mortality. Zeus’s refusal to marry Thetis in favour o f maintaining his rule has profound 

consequences for the hero. Achilleus will die; his mortality is a central issue o f the epic.^^ 

His mortality leaves him with two fates as predicted by his mother: he will achieve 

eternal glory through his death at Troy or he will live a long unremarkable life at home 

{II. 9.410-416). Achilleus’s crisis follows on from Zeus’s response to the threat o f 

succession.

Thetis is the link between Zeus who will rule eternally, and Achilleus, who in 

consequence o f  Zeus’s rule, must choose how to end his life. Achilleus believes Zeus 

owes him honour since he will only have a short life (//. 1.352-356). Achilleus’s mortality 

and Thetis’s influence over Zeus continuously point back to the divine succession story, 

hi fact, the Trojan War is intimately connected with the succession myth since the 

judgem ent o f Paris occurred at the wedding o f  Thetis and Peleus (//. 24.25-30). Proclus 

claims in his summary o f the Cypria that Zeus and Themis planned the war together. 

Pseudo-Apollodoros narrates how Eris arrived at the wedding and offered the prize o f  a 

golden apple to the most beautiful goddess, indicating Paris as the judge. Paris chose 

Aphrodite as she promised him Helen o f Sparta in exchange (Apollod. Epit. 3.2). Thus, 

Paris went to Sparta and took Helen, igniting M enelaos’s rage. At the wedding o f  Thetis 

and Peleus, which marks Zeus’s avoidance o f  succession, Eris emerges to wreak havoc 

for mortals. Mortals, like Achilleus and Paris, suffer in the name o f  Zeus’s rule.

Features o f the Thetis story closely resemble the Metis plot. Like Metis, Thetis is 

a powerful force. Thetis holds favour with Zeus because she freed him from the

*^Slatkin, 1991 ,  p. 48 .
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Olympians’ bonds (//. 1.393-412). She rescued Zeus from a rebellion by Poseidon, 

Athena and Hera. In essence, she has the power to prevent or bring about Zeus’s fall from 

power. Both Thetis and Metis are dangerous since they have the power to produce sons 

stronger than Zeus. One story evokes the other, and one goddess the other, forming a 

pattern of succession crises. The myth of the struggle for divine sovereignty is 

fundamental.**”* This is the backdrop to Aischylos’s Eumenides and Apollo’s relegating of 

mothers. Apollo’s Xoyoq, I argue, is naturally related to the divine succession plot and 

Zeus’s refusal to pass on his power.

Before describing Iphigeneia’s sacrifice, the chorus in the Agamemnon tangentially 

remind the audience of Hesiod’s divine succession plot, referring to how Zeus achieved 

his sovereignty through the displacement and imprisonment o f his father, Kronos. The 

chorus narrate how Zeus succeeded his grandfather and father, and brought suffering to 

mankind (Ag. 167-178). Under the reign o f Zeus, the will of the gods is imposed upon 

humans by force (Ag. 182). In Hesiod’s Works and Days, the poet tells how humans 

enjoyed a golden age of abundance under the rule o f Kronos {WD 109-120), but Zeus’s 

reign marked a new era of punishment for mortals {WD 238-247). Aischylos’s account of 

the divine succession is distinctively Hesiodic, indicating that Hesiod’s story holds 

significance for Aischylos’s.

The poet’s positioning of the succession myth at this point of the choral ode isolates 

the relationship between child and father as destructive. It may remind the audience that 

Ouranos, Kronos and Zeus all endeavoured to rid of their children in order to protect and 

advance their own power. They also overthrow their fathers. It will transpire that 

Agamemnon sacrificed his child rather than surrender at Aulis. Through referencing 

Hesiodic material, Aischylos is building an image of fathers as highly malevolent. 

Agamemnon’s behaviour is being implicitly compared to the past actions of divine kings, 

isolating Hesiod’s succession plot as a paradigm for interpreting Aischylos’s tale. 

Importantly, the Hesiodic succession plot points to the story of Metis. Zeus’s swallowing 

of Metis brought succession to an end. Implicit in Aischylos’s recollection of the 

succession plot is a reminder of the story of Athena’s mother, the story which will later be 

omitted by Apollo and Athena.

Sl a tk i n ,  1991,  p. 14.
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Athena and Hephaistos

The association between Athena and Hephaistos’s births in the Theogony develops the 

conflict over succession. In Hesiod’s Theogony 929a-x, Athena’s birth is directly linked 

to Hera’s lone creation o f Hephaistos {Th. 929a-(p). These events are implicitly related 

too in the Theogony 886-929. Hesiod tells how Hera “was furious and contended with her 

husband” (koI ^a|j.^r|as Kai fjpiasv cp TiapaKoixT], Th. 928). Hera enacts ept^co; she 

“quarrels,” “contends,” “engages in a contest” with Zeus. The verb epi^co is related to 

epiq, “strife” or “rivalry.” Hera’s spiq manifests as asexual reproduction. Autonomous 

procreation is explicitly a competitive act. The same verb epi^co features in the Theogony 

929a-x. Hera enacts epi^oo {Th. 929a); she contends with her husband. In this account, 

Hera displays epiq before Zeus joins with Metis. Hence, Hera is not reacting to the birth 

of Athena, but nonetheless, she produces a child in order to compete with her husband. It 

is unclear why she is angry at him. The mention of the births of Athena and Hephaistos 

together in the Theogony suggests there was a dispute between Zeus and Hera over their 

respective reproductivity.**^ Hence, for Greeks, childbearing is associated with conflicts 

for power. Apollo’s appeal to a theory of male procreative autonomy, then, is easily 

interpreted as a quest for power. Pseudo-Apollodoros likewise links the births of Athena 

and Hephaistos (Apollod. 1.3.5-6). In the Greek poetic imagination, there is a clear 

parallel between the geneses o f the two divinities. In the Hesiodic corpus, antagonism

between their parents, Hera and Zeus, takes the form of an spiq, recalling the pattern of
86contest between male and female throughout the Theogony. What is at stake in this epiq 

is the production of children.

Hera proves her reproductive autonomy by producing Hephaistos. She displays 

greater fecundity than Zeus as she gives birth to Hephaistos without coitus (ov (piX,6xriTi 

[ivyeiaa, Th. 927). Hesiod’s account o f Hephaistos’s birth departs from the Iliad. In the 

Iliad, Hephaistos is simply the son of Zeus and Hera {II. 1.575). Pseudo-Apollodoros 

records both versions as alternatives (Apollod. 1.3.5-6). Hesiod, on the other hand, creates 

a clear opposition: Athena is father-born while Hephaistos is mother-born. Zeus’s 

creation of Athena, however, is preceded by a sexual union with Metis who conceives, 

gestates, and I suggest, delivers Athena. Zeus is not an autonomous progenitor. Hence, I 

suggest that the story of Athena’s birth, when situated alongside the story o f Hephaistos’s

Athanassakis, 1989, p. 7.
“ Clay, 2003 , pp. 162-163.
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birth, does not convey Zeus as in charge of the production o f children. Hera can produce 

Hephaistos on her own while Zeus is forced to swallow Metis in fear of her unbom son. It 

is as though Zeus is surrounded by women more potent than him.

Arthur argues that Zeus’s consumption o f Metis reverses the pattern of female 

parthenogenesis in the Theogony; the birth of the female from the male signifies the 

complete transformation of the cosmos.*^ Thomas concurs that Zeus resolves the tension 

between fathers and mothers which characterizes the plot o f the Theogony}^ However, I 

suggest that the opposition between male and female is not truly resolved. The genesis of 

Hephaistos is a counterpart to the birth o f Athena, as already stated, and both births 

demonstrate the necessity of female involvement in the process of sexual reproduction. 

Metis is still a part of Zeus and he requires her for his power.

It has been suggested that Hera’s act of lone creation brings forth a god inferior to
o n

Zeus’s Athena smce Hephaistos is lame. Hesiod describes Hephaistos as afi(pvyufi8i(; 

(Th. 571, 579), but does not indicate that he was lame from birth. In Homer’s Iliad, 

however, it is clear that Hephaistos was born lame. The god honours I'hetis for rescuing 

him after Hera threw him to the sea since she was ashamed of his disability (//. 18.395- 

405). Thetis, here, is the nurse of Hera’s unwanted son, just as she nurses Achilleus, the 

son Zeus did not want. However, there is no hint that Hephaistos’s lameness makes him 

inferior in the final lines o f Hesiod’s poem. Hesiod describes Hephaistos as “expert with 

his skilled hands beyond all of Sky’s descendants” ( e k  tkxvtcov t8 k v ^ o i  K S K a a [ j .^ o v  

Oupavicbvcov, Th. 929). Homer records how a man who is taught the crafts of both 

Hephaistos and Athena produces the greatest work {Od. 6.232-234). Athena and 

Hephaistos are equals; she is renowned for her pursuits in war {Th. 925-926) and he is 

famous for his skills as a craftsman.

Further, Pontos’s delivery of Nereus {Th. 233) is a precedent to Zeus’s pregnancy 

and occurs during an earlier and more primitive stage o f the ordering o f the cosmos. 

Hence, male pregnancy does not represent a progression but rather a regression to an 

earlier stage in the formation of the cosmos. Hera’s act o f asexual creation also has 

primitive antecedents. Matrilineal lineage is pronounced throughout the poem. Zeus’s 

delivery of Athena does not end the contest between mothers and fathers over creation. 

Hence, Zeus will go on in other texts to fear the threat posed by childbearing to his rule.

Arthur, 1982, p. 77.
** Thomas, 1998, p. 210.

Thomas, 1998, pp. 218, n. 229.
Clay, 2003, pp. 28, n. 46.
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The female regenerative element embodied by Metis is brought under control in the 

Theogony, but sexual reproduction continues to be a source of dispute for the divinities. 

The opposition between Athena as father-born and Hephaistos as mother-born at the close 

of the Theogony suggests the contest between male and female is far from over. Hera’s 

epic; attests to this.

Clay demonstrates how the catalogue of marriages {Th. 930-961) serves to 

reconcile Zeus and Hera by uniting their children. Further, Athena and Hephaistos work 

together to create Pandora, the mortal female {Th. 513-616).^' In Homer’s Iliad, Zeus is 

depicted as frightened o f Hera {II. 1.396-406, 15.18-25); he never gains comfortable
92control over her. This fits with the pattern of relationships explored m the Theogony, 

Zeus is eternally fearful of the potential for divine mothers to give birth to a new power 

which will be set against him.

Cosmic Justice to Athenian Justice

In Hesiod’s cosmos, cyclical revolution is superseded by fixed government once Zeus 

swallows Metis. Zeus’s second marriage in the Theogony is to Themis, the personification 

of divine law, with whom he produces Dike, Justice herself {Th. 901-903). Thus, the 

swallowing of Metis inspires a new concept of justice. Since Zeus has acquired Metis’s 

wisdom, he no longer relies on the ideology o f vendetta. 1 suggest that it is Hesiod’s 

vision of Zeus’s triumph over disparate forces and implementation of justice which 

Aischylos situates in the context of the Athenian polis.

In the Eumenides, the foundation of the Areiopagos court in Athens signals a new 

era of justice. Aischylos depicts Zeus, the king o f the gods, as the guardian of the new 

justice system, associating the justice of the cosmos with Athenian litigation. Though 

Zeus never appears as a character, he ultimately provides the evidence in Orestes’s trial 

{Eum. 797) and sends Apollo as Orestes’s advocate {Eum. 713). The arguments presented 

by the defense in the trial are spoken by Apollo but are repeatedly attributed to Zeus. In 

the prologue of the Eumenides, the Pythia, mouthpiece of Apollo, explains how Apollo is 

Zeus’s “spokesman” (TipocpfiTric;, Eum. 19). Apollo claims that Orestes is under Zeus’s 

protection; it is Zeus’s will that Orestes be acquitted {Eum. 92). Apollo later warns the 

jurors that he speaks the will of Zeus {Eum. 618). Athena likewise explains that the

Clay, 2003, pp. 162-163.
”  Slater, 1992, p. 134.
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evidence presented in the trial originates from her father {Eum. 797). In effect, Zeus is the 

source o f A pollo’s claim that men dominate sexual reproduction. Zeus is the architect o f 

the trial and its outcome. He is absent yet he is the most powerful figure behind the trial. 

The decision o f the democratic court and the will o f Zeus are one and the same. The court 

is a vehicle o f Zeus’s rule.

As the Erinyes accept residence in Athens, they mention how Zeus too lives in the 

polls {Eum. 916-918). He is in the background throughout the trilogy. The herald in the 

Agamemnon asserts that Zeus will decide if  Menelaos and his family line will survive 

(Ag. 677). Orestes tells how Zeus is watching over all the events (Lib. 985). As Athena 

attempts to persuade the Erinyes to accept defeat, she informs them that she trusts in Zeus 

(Ei/m. 826). Athena is abiding Zeus’s order. Hence, when she eventually appeases the 

Erinyes, the goddess can claim that the victory belongs to Zeus (Eum. 973). The 

pacification o f the Erinyes is Zeus’s achievement.

Zeus is as powerful in the Orestela as he is in the Theogony. A ischylos’s audience 

has long been prepared to accept Zeus as the mastermind behind the trilogy’s conclusion. 

I'he chorus in the Agamemnon claims Zeus directs the entire cycle o f  revenge which 

afflicts the House o f Atreus:

5iai Ai6(;
Ttavaixiou Tiavepysia
Ti ydp PpoToiq avsu Aioq TeX̂ Txai;
u  t w v 6 ’  01) GeoKpavTOv sativ;

All by the will o f Zeus,
the Cause o f all things, the Effector o f  all effects;
for what comes to pass for mortals, except by Zeus’s doing?
what o f all this is not divinely ordained? (Ag. 1485-1488)

Punishment and fear o f punishment are central principles in Zeus’s government (Ag. 

1560-1564). The chorus in the Agamemnon  warns Klytaimestra that she will “suffer 

stroke in return for stroke” (TU|a,|a,a r6|ip,axi m a a i ,  Ag. 1430). The same understanding o f 

justice which grounds Klytaimestra’s dissent spells her doom. At different points in the 

drama, both Klytaimestra and Agamemnon acknowledge that their actions may lead to 

their own downfalls (Ag. 1567, 206-209). Every act has consequences in the world 

Aischylos depicts. Zeus is likewise merciless in the Prometheus Bound. Hephaistos 

suggests that Zeus is harsh because he is new to power (PB 35). The daughters o f 

Oceanos bemoan that Zeus rules arbitrarily and has forsaken the old powers (PB  150-
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151). The supreme god in Aischylos’s universe is Zeus. Other gods are powerful, but 

Zeus determines events. Lloyd-Jones confirms that this vision o f Zeus comes from 

Hesiod.^'* All references to Zeus’s rule and justice in the Oresleia point back to Hesiod 

since it was there that his law was established. Aischylos’s politics is shaped by Hesiod’s 

theology. Having firmly established the influence o f Hesiod on Aischylos’s drama, the 

aim o f the final chapter o f this dissertation will be to suggest how this intertextuality 

effects interpretation o f the Oresteia. In Chapters 4 and 5, I showed how Aischylos 

unsettles Apollo’s theory o f female biological inferiority by situating it in a context o f 

imagery and language which affirms the importance o f the mother and child bond. 

Chapters 6 to 8 are concerned with unravelling Apollo’s proof for his theory, A thena’s 

birth. 1 argue that Apollo’s proof is problematic as the audience have been primed to 

compare it with Hesiod’s very different version o f the tale. Chapter 8 focuses on how the 

playwright challenges the audience by reinterpreting Hesiod.

”  Lloyd-Jones, 1971, p. 87. 
Lloyd-Jones, 1971, p. 86.
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Chapter 8 
The of the Oresteia

The Theogony, as argued in Chapter 7, is Aischylos’s model. Aischylos brings the 

contest over creation and power in Hesiod’s Theogony onto the Athenian stage. While 

Aischylos relies heavily on Hesiod to structure his plot and build his characters, his 

departures from Hesiod are most illuminating. Aischylos sets up Hesiod as the 

audience’s interpretative frame, but at key moments challenges Hesiod with interesting 

effect. While the drama echoes the Theogony, Aischylos is not simply reproducing its 

message or offering testament to Hesiod. Aischylos mirrors Hesiod with a purpose. The 

intertextuality at play in the Oresteia creates opportunities to explore Olympian 

ideology and its place in Athenian society. In this chapter, I shall look closely at how 

Aischylos creates ambiguity and unsettles his audience through gesturing to and 

contradicting Hesiod.

In the opening of the Eumenides, the Pythia acts as a storyteller. She tells the 

history of the oracle at Delphi (Eum. 1 -8) which she knows from a Xoyoq (Eum. 4). The 

Pythia records how Gaia passed the prophetic seat to her daughter fhemis, which then 

passed to Gaia’s other daughter Phoebe (Eum. 1-7). The seat was given from one 

goddess to the next. Here, the playwright depicts a peaceful succession whereby each 

goddess graciously gives the seat to another. Notably, the genealogy originates from 

Hesiod (Th. 135-136). The peaceful female succession stands in stark contrast to 

Aischylos’s description of the violently competitive male divine succession (Ag. 167- 

183). The reference to the succession at Delphi perhaps reminds Aischylos’s audience 

of how Gaia supports succession in Hesiod’s Theogony, while the male gods seek to 

avoid it.

The Pythia goes on to explain how Phoebe gave the seat at Delphi to Apollo as a 

birthday gift, explaining how Apollo received her name as his epithet {Eu. 7-8). Critics 

point out how this description differs greatly from other versions of the story where 

Apollo aggressively took the Delphic oracular chair {HH 10.300-374, Pindar fr. 55, IT  

1234-1283).' Aischylos stresses that the succession at Delphi occurred without force 

{Eum. 5). 1 suggest Aischylos is preparing the audience to notice the effect of his 

deviations from traditional stories. The playwright has created a new story o f Apollo’s 

accession in Delphi which differs from the story which the audience expect to hear.

' Podlecki, 1989, p. 129.
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Apollo is presented as the grateful receiver o f  a gift, rather than a violent usurper. This 

innovation interestingly functions to emphasise the bond between Apollo and his 

maternal lineage. His position in Delphi is wholly reliant on his female ancestors. 

Women can not be so easily rejected as Apollo later attempts to do.

Myth as

In the midst o f  the trial scene, A ischylos returns to H esiod’s account o f  the divine 

competition for rule o f  the cosm os. Immediately prior to A pollo’s A-oyoc;, an explicit 

reference to the succession disputes in H esiod’s Theogony features in the agon  between 

Apollo and the Erinyes. The arrangement o f  the arguments is crucial. Apollo claims that 

Zeus supports fathers and is not concerned with the rights o f  mothers {Eum. 625). The 

bond between child and father, it is implied, must be respected above all other familial 

loyalities. In response, the Erinyes challenge Apollo:

Ttaxpoq 7ipoTV|aa Zeuq |o,6pov tm am ?i6ycp- 
auToq 6 ’ eSriae Tiaxepa 7rp£o(3i3Triv Kpovov.
TTWt; t a i J T a  touxoiq o u k  ^avxicix; Aiysiq;

On your account, Zeus sets a higher value on the death o f  a 
father. Yet he him self imprisoned his old father, Kronos.
Isn’t your statement in contradiction with that?

{Eum. 640-642, trans. Sommerstein, 2008b)

Here, H esiodic myth is offered as testimony in the trial, only twenty lines before Apollo 

delivers his Xoyoq. The Erinyes ask the jury and audience to witness it, using the verb 

)iapxijpo|iai, the action o f  a |0.dpTU(; (Eum. 643). This anticipates Athena becoming  

A pollo’s i^dpxuq in the next passage. The story o f  Kronos is the Erinyes’ xsK|o,f|piov, the 

story o f  Athena’s birth is A pollo’s. The Theogony is activated as the audience’s 

interpretative frame immediately prior to A pollo’s 'kbyoq. In this way, the audience is 

primed to interpret A pollo’s telling o f  the story o f  Athena’s birth as a manipulation o f  

H esiod’s story.

The story o f  the binding o f  Kronos is known from H esiod’s Theogony (717- 

720). The anecdote when placed at this point in the Eumenides defies A pollo’s claim  

that Zeus favours fathers. The story o f  Kronos’s defeat makes clear the real motivations 

behind the Olympian preference for fathers in the Eumenides: Zeus requires the loyalty
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of his children if his hegemony is to remain intact. The Erinyes’ allusion to the story of 

Kronos’s downfall at this crucial point in the drama also explicitly recalls how Zeus 

came to power within the context of a succession dispute. Just as the House of Argos 

has been plagued by familial violence, Zeus’s background is also one of familial 

conflict. If the audience here recalls the full story o f Zeus’s accession, they will realise 

that Zeus’s relationship with his father wholly contradicts Apollo’s claims regarding the 

sanctity o f the bond between father and child. Not only did Zeus bind his father, but he 

did so in self-defence. Zeus only prevailed over his father’s wrath to become king 

because his mother and his grandmother protected him. Further, the kings’ greatest 

threat is their sons. As the story of Metis illustrates, Zeus is destined to be overthrown 

by his son, just as his father and grandfather were before him. Hesiod’s succession myth 

explains Zeus’s attempt to undermine mothers and control the female generative 

principle.

In Aristophanes’s Clouds, the Erinyes’ xsK^,f|piov in the Enmenides is 

reproduced. During a debate over whether justice exists, the Weaker Argument asks: 

“if that’s where justice is, then how come Zeus hasn’t been destroyed for chaining up 

his own father?” (Tic&q Sfjia 6vkti(; ouar|(; 6 Zebq / otjk anoXaiXzv xov ;raT8p’ amoij / 

5qaa(;; Clouds 904-906, trans. Henderson, 1998). In reaction, the Stronger Argument 

rebukes the Weaker Argument for employing this form of testimony {Clouds 907-908). 

Aristophanes shows how rhetoric can be used to justify the weaker argument, rendering 

persuasion more powerful than justice.^ Hesiod’s story of Zeus’s binding of Kronos is 

also presented as evidence by Euthyphro in Plato’s dialogue. Euthyphro offers the story 

as testimony in defence of his prosecution of his father {Euth. 6a). Sokrates refutes 

Euthyphro, arguing that the war between the gods did not happen and is only a tale 

{Euth. 6b). The use of myth as court evidence is a weak strategy, but myth is the 

primary material of both the defence and the prosecution in Aischylos’s trial scene.

Apollo’s response to the Erinyes is important too. Apollo defends Zeus:

7TE6a(; }iev av A.uaeiev, so n  to{)5’ aKoq 
Kal Kdpxa 7ioA.X,fi jj,ri)̂ avf) l̂UTfjpioc; 
dv6p6(; 5 ’ 87i£i6dv a i|i’ dvaoTtdari Koviq 
ixna^ Qavovxoq, ouiiq e o t ’ dvdotaaiq.

 ̂ Podlecki, 1989, p. 177. 
^M c D o n a ld ,  2010, p. 474.
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Fetters he can undo: there is a cure for that affliction, and many a device for 
getting him released. But when once a man had died, and the dust has sucked 
up his blood, there is no rising again. {Eum. 645-648)

Apollo challenges the Erinyes by pointing out that Zeus’s treatment of his father is not a 

useful analogy for judging homicide. Murder has no counterpart in the divine world 

since only mortals die. Apollo has in effect pre-empted the fallacy in his A-oyoq which 

follows. By the same logic, Athena’s miraculous birth is not appropriate testimony in a 

human trial. Apollo has shown that appealing to stories about the divine world cannot 

clarify human dilemmas. Divine precedents are always contestable and do not apply to 

human experience in any straightforward way. The gods are distinctly different since 

they are immortal.

Even before defending his 'ko'^oq as the “correcf’ one (6p0coq, Eum. 657), divine 

stories have been unravelled as a problematic iidpruq. The persuasive speeches of 

Apollo and Athena avoid the reality o f death and succession which face humans, and 

moreover, the intense emotions which only humans experience in this regard. The 

herald in the Agamemon expresses the emotional separation between gods and mortals: 

“who, except the gods, is free from pain for the whole of his lifetime?” (xic; 6e 7i;A,fiv 

08O)v / (XTiavx’ d7rfn.icov xov 6v’ aiffivoq xpovov; Ag. 553-554). Mortals are vulnerable and 

have a strong awareness of their powerlessness."* Their gods enjoy freedom from 

vulnerability. The gods in the Eumenides replace the human emotional dilemmas 

explored in the trilogy, dilemmas centred on the relationship between mother and child, 

with a fictional hypothesis of a world in which humans have no reliance upon the 

maternal body.

The murder of Agamemnon symbolises the subordination of fathers, which 

destabilizes the very conditions of Zeus’s hegemony. Zeus’s logic ih the Eumenides, as 

articulated by Apollo, very much belongs to the territory of the Theogony. The belittling 

of mothers and the necessity to defend the bond between child and father are strategies 

employed to protect Zeus’s power. The audience is alerted that Zeus is repeating the 

strategy he employed in the Theogony to bring an end to political revolutions in the 

Oresteia. I suggest that the Erinyes’ added call to the jurors to witness their accusation 

adds emphasis to this section {Eum. 643). The text encourages the audience to see how 

Hesiod’s text is mobilized as a means for the Erinyes to successfully challenge Apollo. 

Twenty lines later, Apollo announces his theory o f male biological superiority and

^ D avies, 1997, p. 43.
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narrates the story of Athena’s birth as proof for his claim, which could likewise be 

countered by another Hesiodic narrative, the myth o f Metis. Notably the Erinyes are 

interrupted and do not respond. Apollo bribes Athena {Eum. 667-673) and she brings 

the proceedings to an end {Eum. 673-5). 1 suggest that the text has led the audience to 

expect that the Erinyes will contradict Apollo again by appealing to the story of Metis.

Further, the phrasing adopted by Apollo to announce Athena as the proof of his 

Xoyoc, {Eum. 664-6) could have operated to remind the audience that Metis is Athena’s 

mother. Apollo refers to Zeus as “Olympian Zeus” (’OX,t)|iJiiot) Aioq, Eum. 664). In 

hexameter poetry, 6v6<; is customarily accompanied by the epithet aiyioxoc;. Throughout 

Hesiod’s Theogony, Zeus is addressed by this epithet {Th. 11, 13, 24, 50, 735, 918, 966, 

1022). Aischylos appears to deliberately replace “aegis-bearing” with “Olympian.” An 

Athenian audience, rehearsed in the epithets o f their gods, may have observed this 

amendment. The epithet “Olympian” appears in the Theogony on only three occasions. 

It is first used of Zeus in the context of his rise to power which sees him coaxing the 

gods to support him against the Titans {Th. 390). It is then used to refer to Zeus in his 

involvement with the liberation of Prometheus {Th. 529). The final, climatic usage of 

the epithet occurs when Zeus has defeated the Titans and is installed as king of the gods. 

The story of Metis immediately follows the reference {Th. 881-886). In the Eumenides, 

“aegis-bearing” is replaced with “Olympian” with the effect of evoking the climax of 

Hesiod’s succession story and Metis.

Immediately thereafter, Apollo claims “no goddess” could have bore Athena 

(ouTiq [...] 0£(x, Eum. 666). If the audience is already thinking about the story of Metis 

here, Apollo’s explicit negation that a goddess could have given birth to Athena can 

only remind of how Zeus prevented Metis’s labour. Likewise, Athena’s later negation 

that “no mother” produced her (|o.fixr|p...ouTiq, Eum. 736) paradoxically recalls the 

swallowing of Metis. Through the arrangement o f his references to Hesiod, Aischylos 

has made it clear that Apollo and Athena are deceptive orators, telling lies for their own 

ends. Hesiod’s Zeus swallows Metis; Aischylos’s Apollo and Athena omit her. 

However, by evoking Hesiod’s Theogony, but then denying Metis in the Eumenides, 

Aischylos makes Zeus’s strategy apparent for his audience. The layout o f the scene is 

designed to generate unease. The Olympians in the Eumenides have removed the story 

of Metis. Swallowing has become a narrative strategy. They are engaged in their own 

creative theogony, using storytelling for their purpose of winning power.
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G oddess Night

From the beginning o f  the Eumenides, Aischylos encourages his audience to think about 

Hesiod’s genealogies. Orestes calls to Athena: “but whether she is in a region o f the 

land o f Africa, close by the stream o f her natal river Triton [...] may she come here” 

(aXX' su£  ^  TOTioic; AiPDaxiKoTc; / Tpixcovoc; d|a(pl ysvE0A.{ou Tiopox) / [...]

eXGoi, Eum. 292-297). By alluding to the river Triton, Orestes evokes the tradition o f  

Athena’s birth attributed to Hesiod {Th. 929\i). Athena is also referred to as Tpvxoy^sia 

in the Metis episode in Hesiod’s Theogony (895), suggesting the river Triton was 

considered the place o f her birth here too. Appearing on stage, Athena alludes to her 

“aegis” (aiyi6oq, Eum. 404). Hesiod claims Metis to be the designer o f the aegis which 

she gave to Athena {Th. 929q). Hence, A thena’s reference may echo Hesiod’s account 

o f Metis.

A thena’s first speech interestingly turns to the subject o f origins. Athena does 

not recognize the Erinyes and asks them to explain what race they belong to {Eum. 408- 

412). The Erinyes address Athena as “daughter o f Zeus” (Aioq Kopr], Eum. 415) and 

explain how they are the children o f  Night {Eum. 416), pushing an opposition between 

Athena’s father and the Erinyes’ mother. Aischylos has deviated from Hesiod in his 

accounts o f the geneses o f both Athena and the Erinyes. The text introduces here how it 

will play with genealogies, a topic that will later become crucial to A thena’s decision to 

support Orestes and reject the Erinyes’ pleas.

As already outlined, the birth o f  the Erinyes in the Theogony occurs alongside the 

beginning o f the cycle o f vengeance in the poem. In the Oresteia, the Erinyes also enact 

revenge but Aischylos departs from Hesiod’s account o f their origins. According to 

Aischylos, the Erinyes are the children o f Night {Eum. 321-322, 415-417). N ight is first 

mentioned in the trilogy as Zeus’s ally. The chorus o f elders tell how Zeus and Night 

won the Trojan War for the Greeks: “O Zeus the king, and friendly Night, winner o f 

great glories” {& Zsi3 Paailei3 k o I Ni)^ (piA,ia / ^£ydX,cov Kooficov K x e d x e O T a , Ag. 355-356, 

trans. Sommerstein, 2008b). They are depicted in unison.

Other sources suggest that Night was a central power in Greek cosmogonies. Zeus 

respects her in Homer’s Iliad  (14.259-261). In the theogonies attributed to Orpheus, she 

is a powerful primordial deity with a leading role. In Aristophanes’s Birds, the chorus 

details a possible Orphic theogony which tells how Night came into existence before
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Gaia and Ouranos; she is the source of the cosmos {Birds 694-704).^ In Hesiod’s 

Theogony, Night is the daughter of Chaos {Th. 123) and slie asexually engenders many 

dark forces (Th. 211-225). She inhabits the furthest edges o f the cosmos and is 

described as an ominous power: “the terrible houses o f dark Night stand here, shrouded 

in black clouds” (NuKxoq Epsp-vfiq oiida 5siva / saxr|K£v v£(p8X,ri(; KSKaX,t)|i^Eva 

Kuavsi^ai, Th. 744-745, trans. Most, 2006).

Aischylos’s audience know from Hesiod that Night and the line of Chaos are 

powerful divinities separate from and not included in the Olympian order. Solmsen 

argues that Aischylos’s drama follows on from Hesiod and illustrates the means by 

which this line comes to be integrated in Zeus’s regime, just as other dominant 

immortals are subsumed under the Olympian order in Hesiod’s Theogony!' Aischylos’s 

aim, in this reading, is to complete Hesiod’s vision o f cosmic stability under the rule of 

Zeus. I suggest that the inclusion of the figure of Night has a different purpose and 

crucial implications.

As a primordial deity, who is depicted as equal to Zeus in the Agamemnon, Night 

is not a force to be ignored. Zeus is a father while Night is a mother. Their children 

compete to decide what is just in the Eumenides. Aischylos has built an opposition 

between the Erinyes and the Olympians, manifesting as a split between a powerful 

mother (Night) and father (Zeus). This dichotomy between maternal and paternal is a 

replay of the pattern of conflicts between divine mothers and fathers in Hesiod’s 

Theogony.

This antogonism in the Eumenides is reinforced by the gross visible appearance of 

the Erinyes {Eum. 52-56). They must remain entirely apart from the feasts and 

festivities of the Olympians {Eum. 349-352). Just prior to and during the trial scene in 

the Eumenides, the function of the Erinyes is more restricted than at any other point in 

the trilogy. They clarify that they are pursuing Orestes because he killed his blood-kin; 

they did not punish Klytaimestra since she did not murder a biological relation {Eum. 

605). They are only concerned with murders by kin {Eum. 212). Yet they concede that 

Klytaimestra’s death has freed her from persecution {Eum. 603); she was damned for 

committing a non-kin murder. As the Erinyes hypothesize the loss of justice their 

demise would bring about, they mention how it is both parents, fathers and mothers, 

who rely on them {Eum. 513-514). The Erinyes’ particular interest in crimes between

 ̂ Dunbar. 1995, p. 440.
^Solmsen, 1995, p. 185.
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blood-kin does not replace their broader function as a punitive body but rather stresses 

the contest over parenting in the play. The restriction o f their role begins a dialogue 

leading to Orestes questioning his biological relationship with his mother {Eum. 606). 

Also, it clearly establishes that there is something unique about the link between 

Klytaimestra and the Erinyes. The chorus are willing to defend her above Agamemnon. 

This situates them as a force which promotes mothers over fathers. It is a “m other’s 

blood” which motivates their actions (aijia p-tixpwov, Eum. 230, 261). Structurally, the 

restriction reinforces an opposition between the Erinyes and the Olympians.

By employing the figure o f Night, Aischylos is able to elaborate this polarization 

even further. The Erinyes refer to themselves as the Curses (Apat, Eum. 417). Orestes 

also recognizes the Erinyes as the Curses {Lib. 406). Aischylos associates the Erinyes 

and Curses in the Seven Against Thebes when Eteocles calls: “mighty Curse and Fury o f 

my father” (Apd x’ ’Epivijc; Tiaxpoq f] |o,£yaa0svf|g, Sept. 70, trans. Sommerstein, 2008c). 

Also in the Seven Against Thebes, the chorus aligns the Erinyes and the Keres: “O you 

vaunting destroyers o f families, Keres, Furies” (m )j.8ydX,aDxoi Kal (pOepaiyevsTq / Kfjpec; 

'Epvvueq, Sept. 1054-1055). Aischylos groups these divinities (Erinyes, Curses, Keres) 

and depicts them as a force o f retribution. While in Hesiod’s Theogony the Erinyes are 

bom from Gaia after she is impregnated by the blood from Ouranos’s dismembered 

genitals. Night produces the Keres on her own (Th. 211- 217). She bore the Keres 

though “she had slept with none o f the gods” (oi) xivi Koi[j.r|9sToa Oecov, Th. 213). 

Hesiod assigns the following role to the Keres:

...al' x£ PpoxoTai
F8ivo|j,^oiav 5i6oi)aiv dyaOov xe KaKOv X8,
al' x’ dvSpcov X8 08cov X8 Ttapaipaaiaq ecpejiouaiv, 
ou6s 710X8 Ifiyouai 08al Ssivoio x6X,oio,
Tipiv y’ anb xcp 6cbcoai KaKfiv omv, oaxiq djj-dpx^.

They give to mortals when they are born both good and evil to have, and they 
hold fast to the transgressions o f both men and gods; and the goddesses never 
cease from their terrible wrath until they give evil punishment to whoever 
commits a crime. {Th. 218-222)^

 ̂ Lines 218-219  present a textual problem since they are om itted in one excerpt by Stobaeus though  
included in another and in other sources. Whether the lines appear here or not, they reoccur at 905-906 , 
confirm ing they were part o f  the poem . For full discussion, see Solm sen, 1995, pp. 36-37  and W est, 1966, 
p. 229.
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A ischylos’s Erinyes and Hesiod’s Keres are the same divine force. This is confirmed in 

the Eumenides when the Erinyes refer to the Moirai as their sisters. They are “children 

o f  the same mother” (|iaTpoKa0 iyvfjTai, Eum. 962). In H esiod’s Theogony, the Keres 

and the Moirai are named together in the same line as offspring o f  Night (Th. 217). 

Hesiod later tells an alternative account o f  the ancestry o f  the Moirai where they are the 

daughters o f  Zeus and Themis (Th. 904). The Moirai were either produced by

parthenogenesis or from a union between male and female. The effect o f  this

development is that Hesiod replaces asexual with sexual reproduction. A ischylos sticks 

with Hesiod’s earlier account. However, the mention o f  the Moirai in the Eumenides 

may remind the spectators o f  the two variant stories o f  their parentage in the Theogony, 

revealing how even in the same text ancestries can be altered at the poet’s discretion. 

A ischylos does not reproduce H esiod’s narrative o f  the origins o f  the Erinyes, but he 

nevertheless employs a different Hesiodic genealogy to explain their ancestry.^

1 suggest that A ischylos’s assimilation o f  the Erinyes and Keres has an aim.

Athena is the daughter o f  Zeus {Eum. 415, 664); she was bom without a mother {Eum. 

736) and considers herself the child o f  her father alone {Eum. 738). M eanwhile the 

Erinyes are allocated the same origins as the Keres; they are bom from their mother 

alone and have no father. Their existence implicitly counters A pollo’s A,6yoq. The 

Erinyes are the divine evidence that fathers do not hold a m onopoly on creation. They 

are the )o,dpTuq to counter A pollo’s (.idproq {Eum. 664). The divine births in the trilogy 

both affirm and contradict A pollo’s theory regarding female reproductivity, proving that 

the divine world does not provide a model for understanding how humans form their 

families. Further, Night is not the only emblem o f  female parthenogenesis in the trilogy. 

A s discussed already (p. 85), Elektra refers to how Gaia gives birth to everything {Lib. 

127), recalling Gaia’s autonomous procreation in the Theogony (126-132). In this case, 

a woman procreates without a man, signalling that there is an integral genetic tie 

between the mother and child. The incorporation o f  the Erinyes, products o f  female 

parthenogenesis, into Athena’s new order at the close o f  the Eumenides signals that 

female reproductivity cannot be denied. The new order relies on the Erinyes’ 

compliance with Athena, which shows that both their causes are required, the cause 

which supports fathers and those who support mothers.

It is notable that following the trial, the Erinyes begin to continually remind the

* Solm sen , 1995, p. 179.
 ̂ Solm sen, 1995, p. 181.
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audience tliat they are daughters of Night {Eum. 745, 791-792, 821-822, 843, 876). The 

issue of Athena’s motherless birth decided the trial, but thereafter, the playwright 

emphasises the fatherless creation of the Erinyes. The description o f the Erinyes and the 

Moirai as laaTpoKaaiyvfjxai {Eum. 962) points to Hesiod’s Theogony where these 

divinities have no father; they are products o f their mother alone. The description stands 

in contrast to Apollo’s appeal to Hermes in the opening of the Eumenides: “and you, my 

own blood brother, begotten o f the same father” (cri) 5’, at)Td6sA.(pov ai)ia Kal Koivoi) 

Tcaxpoq, / 'EpiJ-fj, Eum. 89-90). The play opens with Zeus as primary parent, but ends 

with the Erinyes giving special attention to their mother.

Considering their knowledge from Hesiod, the audience may have been expecting 

to hear that the Erinyes were born from the blood of Ouranos’s genitals and that Athena 

is the child of Metis, but instead they are told unique genealogies. The stories of both 

Athena’s birth and the genesis o f the Erinyes deviate from the Hesiodic tradition, 

though presented in a context rich with references to Hesiod’s Theogony. I offer that 

Aischylos expects his audience to notice his manipulation of myth. He has generated a 

sexual dichotomy through his own creative mythmaking. Aischylos’s telling of the 

origin stories creates a radical separation between fathers and mothers, reproducing the 

logic of the Theogony where the sexes compete to control childbearing. The Olympians 

claim supremacy in the Eumenides through ‘swallowing’ Metis, but tension lingers 

since the necessity of female fecundity is reaffirmed in the figure of Night. Just as 

Hera’s eris at the close of the Theogony limits Zeus’s attempts to eradicate female 

reproductivity, the references to Night in the final lines of the Eumenides makes it clear 

that women are required to reproduce. As the drama closes, the final words spoken by 

the procession celebrate the “children of Night” (NuKxoq TtaiSeg, Eum. 1034). The 

Erinyes and Athena are the only divinities remaining on the stage; they respectively 

signify mother-borne and father-borne. The founding of the new social order is achieved 

in the end by women alone. The Erinyes are no longer depicted as horrific or 

frightening; they benefit Athens just as Athena does.

The Erinyes and Athena have a notable thing in common too; they are virgins 

who disregard marriage. Apollo rebukes the Erinyes for not honouring the marriage

(Eum. 213-214), adding that they are virgins {Eum. 68), and Athena states clearly 

that she will never marry a man {Eum. 737). The procession at the close of the trilogy 

reiterates that the Erinyes have no children {Eum. 1034). Zeus and Night have produced 

daughters who do not bear children. Lone creation, as it were, ends succession.
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Athena’s virginity secures the unity between her and her father.'® In the divine realm, 

her virginity equates with order. Zeus’s aim in the Theogony is to bring an end to 

succession and this strategy is repeated in the Oresleia. At the close of the Eumenides, 

the stage is populated by virgins." The image promotes the same static cosmos as 

created by Hesiod’s Zeus, a society where women do not threaten Zeus’s power and 

there can be no cosmic change. His divine cosmos is a still one where the human 

realities of birth, aging, death and generational succession are avoided. Zeus prevents 

evolution and the possibility of revolution, processes which are essential for mortals.

However, the references to Night’s reproductivity imply that Athena and the 

Erinyes could produce alone without getting married. In the divine world, Zeus never 

controls reproduction entirely since goddesses can procreate autonomously. A male 

monopoly on creation is never achieved. Apollo’s fantasy of male reproductive 

autonomy seeks to deny the conditions for society’s existence, but the end of 

Aischylos’s drama affirms that Athens depends on women. The polis relies on female 

reproductivity as embodied by Night. Further, the playwright has revealed to his 

audience that Apollo’s theory is a fantasy, borne from the denial of Metis. The fantasy 

of male autonomy is founded on a lie. Society not only depends on female 

reproductivity, but on a female principle, [ifj-nq. I'he Athenian court in the Eumenides is 

a vehicle for cunning intelligence. Apollo and Athena ‘swallow’ Metis in the story of 

Athena’s origins in the Eumenides, using wily words as Zeus did in the Theogony (890). 

But, in omitting Metis, they perform [ifjiK; too. iifjiit;, a force which has its origins in the 

female generative principle, creates the possibility for a new political scene. No matter 

how hard the Olympians may try. Metis does not submit in Aischylos’s drama.

A rth u r ,  1983 ,  p. 99.
"  G o ld h i l l ,  1984, p. 281
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Conclusion

rhis dissertation has traced the [ifjiK; o f A ischylos’s tragic poetry. The playwright 

constructs a constellation o f fantasies which elide maternity and female reproductivity 

from Apollo’s claim that women are not parents {Eum. 658-659) and that men can 

procreate without women {Eum. 663) to A thena’s assertion that no mother gave birth to 

her {Eum. 12>6), and that, she is a product o f her father alone {Eum. 738), the source o f 

her intelligence {Eum. 850). It is their belief in the primacy o f fathers which unites 

Apollo and Athena and grounds their support o f Orestes against Klytaimestra and the 

Erinyes. Orestes is acquitted without punishment because the Olympians care little for 

his victim, Klytaimestra, a mother. Athena silences the Erinyes’ calls for vengeance 

since it is a mother’s rights the divinities seek to protect. The Oresteia ultimately rests 

on this issue. The antidote to the violence and disorder o f the Agamemnon  and the 

Libation Bearers is the rejection o f mothers in the Eumenides. In a world where mothers 

are undermined, only the welfare o f men is o f concern. Hence, K lytaimestra’s loss o f 

Iphigeneia, her motivation to murder her husband, and her resulting death at the hands 

o f her son, are rendered unimportant. What matters to Apollo and Athena are the death 

o f Agamemnon and the acquittal o f Orestes. Order, then, is restored not by the 

measured deliberation o f the Areopagites, who remain silent throughout, but as a result 

o f Apollo and Athena’s paternal bias.

My entryway into exploring Aischylos’s treatment o f this theme was Apollo’s 

’koyoq and T£K)o,fipiov {Eum. 657-666), which I argued introduces a discourse which 

shapes the trilogy’s conclusion. I described in Chapter 2 how this discourse inspires 

Athena to free Orestes, overturning the decision o f the human jury, their function 

inevitably nulled. The impetus for Athena’s vote is her motherless birth which becomes 

a matter o f interest in the trial owing to Apollo’s TCK)j.fipiov. The Olympian ideology o f 

paternal supremacy is ultimately more powerful than the human jury. Yet, despite the 

influence exercised by Apollo’s speech in the drama, the passage, I repeatedly argued is 

rife with ambiguities which inevitably complicate interpretation. Apollo and Athena’s 

?t6yoi are, in a sense, pregnant. What is unsaid is most powerful and revealing. The 

intensity o f this ambiguity makes the discourse which promotes fathers above mothers 

unstable and open to question.
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I began my analysis o f A pollo’s speech in Chapter 3 by situating it in the context 

o f contemporary ideas surrounding sexual reproduction. Through comparing the 

theories o f ancient thinkers, some o f whom agree with Apollo’s notion that women do 

not provide a generative contribution to procreation, and others who contradict Apollo, 

positing that both men and women are genetically related to their children, I surmised 

that there was no standard perspective on exactly how the sexes influenced 

childbearing. This plurality o f views, I offered, forms the backdrop to A pollo’s Xoyoq. 

In this context o f  debate and competing ideas, the ideology o f male biological 

superiority in the Eumenides can only be contentious.

The diverse ways o f describing the male and female roles in procreation are 

captured in poetry. Agricultural metaphors, I argued, demonstrate how the female body 

was in some contexts conceived as a fallow field cultivated by a male farmer, while in 

others, she is the all-producing soil who produces offspring alone. I argued that the 

broad application and significance o f  the terms used for describing procreation allowed 

writers to renegotiate this topic as they wished. By analysing various presentations o f 

the Erichthonios myth, I demonstrated how writers present different understandings o f 

the hero’s parentage, depending on the meaning and importance they give to the 

vocabulary on hand. In this sense, any theory o f reproduction is a hypothesis, an 

interpretation o f  an ambiguous set o f  terms. Aischylos’s Apollo, then, is not presenting 

a standard view, but a controversial hypothesis motivated by the aim o f absolving 

Orestes’s matricide.

In Chapters 1 to 5, I focused on A pollo’s Xoyoq. His theory is inherently 

argumentative, since it references an unresolved contemporary debate surrounding 

reproduction and redefines slippery terminology with the aim o f influencing Athena, so 

that Orestes can be exonerated for homicide even though Klytaimestra was punished. 

The purpose o f Apollo’s speech is to promote a gender hierarchy in which men and 

women are judged differently. In Chapter 4 , 1 pressed more on the ambiguity o f  birthing 

vocabulary by analysing the application o f key words in Apollo’s speech throughout the 

Oresteia. I showed how Apollo’s rhetoric relies on terms which already have an 

established usage in the trilogy. He reinscribes these terms with new meaning, 

contradicting the earlier understanding o f  the relationship between mother and child. I 

argued that this process o f redefining terminology inevitably brings the audience back 

to the earlier definitions o f  maternity in the trilogy, exposing Apollo’s oratory as
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manipulative. His view o f parenting is partial and open to challenge from within the 

drama itse lf

Aischylos’s treatment o f  parenting and childbearing also occupied my interest in 

Chapter 5. The aim o f this chapter was to continue unpacking the background to 

Apollo’s Xoyoq. I explored the significance o f imagery used in the trilogy to elucidate 

the relationship between parents and their children. A predominant focus was the bird 

imagery in the Agamemnon  and Libation Bearers which revealed malevolence on the 

part o f Agamemnon towards his children. I suggested that this problematises Apollo’s 

notion that fathers should be considered sole parents. Most striking is the image o f 

Zeus’s birds ingesting a pregnant hare, which Kalchas interprets as signaling the 

Achaian victory at Troy (Ag. 104-138). Kalchas assumes Artemis is angry over the 

murder o f  the pregnant hare. I argued that this feature o f the plot is important for several 

reasons. Firstly, it introduces a sign-reading model into the text. Kalchas’s belief that 

Artemis is upset motivates Agamemnon to sacrifice Iphigeneia, which inevitably brings 

about his own death at the hands o f his wife. The king’s reading o f a sign determines his 

doom. This has implications for how the audience later read Apollo’s story o f Athena’s 

birth, a sign which he suggests proves his theory that mothers are not parents. I'he 

episode o f the bird omen shows how sign-reading can go wrong, advising the audience 

to interpret the play’s signs critically and carefully. This introduces the role deception 

plays in the trilogy.

Further, Kalchas’s assumption that Artemis is involved in the events, though 

there is no proof for this, reveals a reverence for maternity in the play. Kalchas 

presumes without question that Artemis will react to the maltreatment o f  a pregnant 

mother. With the playwright’s gesturing to Artemis, Klytaimestra’s loss o f Iphigeneia in 

the Agamemnon, her appeals to Orestes before her death to respect their filial bond in 

the Libation Bearers, and the rejection o f maternity and A thena’s mother in the 

Eumenides, take on greater significance. The playwright has established that Artemis is 

the protector o f mothers and their children. Before Apollo and Athena espouse their 

ideology o f paternal dominance in the Eumenides, a contradictory ideology has already 

been expressed, one which stands for mothers and is represented by another divinity, 

Artemis. The action o f the trilogy is sandwiched between Artemis and Athena. Athena 

and her rejection o f maternity naturally evoke her opposite; Artemis who venerates 

mothers. Thus, the audience may interpret that Apollo’s 'koyoq could inspire Artemis’s 

wrath, rendering his theory highly problematic and dangerous. Apollo’s A.6yo(; does not
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appear as an isolated reference to parenting and reproductivity in the trilogy. Rather it 

appears at the climax of a rich exploration of the relationship between child and parent. 

The complexity o f this exploration stresses the simplicity and naivety of Apollo’s 

theory, even if Athena finds it compelling.

In Chapter 6, I moved my attention from Apollo’s Xoyoq to his xsKjafipiov, 

Athena. Through conducting a survey of narratives of Athena’s birth, I concluded that 

Apollo’s account is unique. While some accounts do not mention Athena’s mother, 

Apollo’s version of events is distinct since it wholly discounts Athena having a mother, 

which is controversial considering she does have a mother in Hesiod’s canonic telling of 

the genesis myth. An audience rehearsed in Hesiodic myth will be aware that Apollo’s 

T8K|j,fipiov is deceptive; his dubious Xoyoq cannot be proven. When Athena agrees with 

Apollo’s account of her birth, then, she condones his deception. In effect, Apollo and 

Athena are united by this lie. Their order is founded on the omission of Athena’s 

mother. Metis. In Chapters 7 and 8 ,1 stayed with Hesiod to suggest that the playwright 

makes the omission of Metis evident for his audience. I outlined the parallels between 

the Oresleia and the Theogony, suggesting that Aischylos intended Hesiod’s Theogony 

to be in the minds of his spectators. The issue o f which parent, male or female, greater 

influences their offspring comes from the Theogony where winning power correlates 

with controlling reproduction. Hence, Apollo’s Xoyoq in the Eumenides points back to 

the Theogony. Aischylos is returning to a familiar poetic theme.

Apollo’s rejection o f maternity and Metis determines how rule and justice are 

organised in Athens. The contentiousness and slipperyness of his language, the insult 

his theory potentially poses to Artemis and the challenges available to his theory from 

contemporary thinkers, the drama itself and Hesiod combine to make Apollo’s speech 

highly unconvincing. In this way, his tactful omission of Metis and creative storytelling 

reveals the Olympians’ The force which determines events and rebuilds social

order is cunning and lies. Just as [ifj-nq fueled Klytaimestra’s rebellion, it too secures the 

Olympians their victory. In essence, their li-fjuq is the ‘swallowing’ of maternity, which 

manifests as a rejection of Klytaimestra, the Erinyes and Metis. Zeus’s gastronomic feat 

in the Theogony is the story behind the Oresteia. His overcomes Metis in the 

Theogony, Apollo and Athena’s iifjTK; overcomes another mother and her supporters in 

the Eumenides. In both texts, iifjTK; oppresses maternity through wily A.6yoi.

Aischylos’s poetry, however, also reveals the limitations of the Olympians’ 

lifjTK;. There is a paradox in the Olympian strategy. They use cunning intelligence, the
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power of Metis, to relegate mothers. A mother’s skill provides the condition for their 

society’s existence. is, in this sense, a circle in the Oresteia. In omitting Metis by 

committing iifjiiq, the Olympians expose how truly necessary she is for their society to 

function. Wisdom and maternity are both embodied in Metis. To act with iifjxK; means 

also to acknowledge Metis, hence to acknowledge maternity. Even when swallowed. 

Metis is always there, in Zeus, directing his decisions. Aischylos designs his trilogy so 

that his audience is thinking about Metis at the precise moment when Apollo denies her. 

Metis is omitted, but she is not silent. Further, her absence is apparent owing to the 

presence of her daughter. This strategy is the playwright’s lifjiK; as he reveals the 

incoherency o f the Olympian ideology of paternal supremacy. Zeus’s existence and 

order relies on mothers. The prominence of Night at the close of the Eumenides further 

insinuates that maternity is essential in Athens as the Erinyes, her daughters, become the 

city-states’s protectors.

With Metis in mind, 1 return to the quotation from Homer’s Odyssey which 

began this dissertation: “and my heart laughed within me that my name and ilawless 

scheme had so beguiled" (ejiov 5’ eyehiooe (pi?̂ ov icfjp / cb<; ovofx’ e ^ a T id T q a s v  £|o,6v K a i 

ia,fjTi(; d î3p,oov, Od. 9.413-414, trans. A. T. Murray, 1995). In Polyphemos’s cave, 

Odysseus takes on a fake identity as Nobody ([ifj xiq, Od. 9.405-406). He tricks the 

Kyklops with a lifjxK; by becoming Me-tis. Odysseus’s trickery is celebrated throughout 

the epic. Even the hero’s claims to speak truthfully merely demonstrate the depth of his 

deception.' After telling his first Cretan lie to Athena, the goddess acknowledges 

Odysseus’s skill:

Ksp8aX£oq k ’ sl'q Kai 87i1kX,07i:0  ̂6<; ae  7iap8X,0oi 
t v  Trdvxsoai 56?tOiai, Kai s i Qebq dvx idasie . 
ox8x?Lie, 7roiKiA,o|a,fjxa, 66X,cov a x ’, o uk  d p ’ s[is?iA.Eq, 
o ijS ’ ^  ofi TiEp sd)v yairi, A-fi^siv djiaxdcov 
)ai)0cov xs KA-OTiicov, oi xoi tisSoGsv (plX,oi sia iv . 
a X k' dye, laqKSxi xauxa X,syd))X£0a, sl66xs(; d|j.(pco 
K8p5s’, STiei ai) |o.^ ea a i (3poxo)v o x ’ dpioxoq djrdvxcov 
Poi)A,fi Kai |j.T30oiaiv, sycb 5 ’ tv  nam  GsoTm 
)j,fixi xs KXsofaai Kai KspSsaiv.

Cunning must he be and knavish, who would go beyond thee in all manner 
o f guile, aye, though it were a god that met thee. Bold man, crafty in 
counsel, insatiate in deceit, not even in thine own land, it seems, wast thou 
to cease from guile and deceitful tales, which thou lovest from the bottom

' Haft, 1984, p. 299.
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of thine heart. But come, let us no longer talk of this, being both well 
versed in craft, since thou art far the best of all men in counsel and in 
speech, and 1 among all the gods am famed for wisdom and craft.

{Od. 13.291-299, trans. Murray, 1995)

Odysseus’s Cretan lies demonstrate his ability to improvise and recreate the story of his 

own origins. In a similar fashion, when Demeter arrives in Eleusis, having left Olympus 

owing to her rage against Zeus, she tells the women she meets that she is from Crete 

(////2 .124). She too lies about her origins. In the Odyssey, Athena bonds with Odysseus 

over their mutual Further, Athena revels in detecting Odysseus’s lie. This is her

As Odysseus’s audience, she is not fooled by him.

Odysseus’s lies about his origins, I suggest, provide a paradigm for interpreting 

the Uresteia. The spectators at the Theatre of Dionysos overlooked the Areiopagos in 

the near distance as they watched Aischylos’s drama unfold.^ The Areiopagos court on 

stage provides a vehicle for Apollo and Athena’s |J.fiTiq as they refashion the story of 

Athena’s origins in order to restore Orestes’s patrimony and save Athens from the 

Erinyes’ anger, similar to how Odysseus lies about his background to reclaim his oikos. 

Odysseus, Athena and Apollo are all unreliable narrators. The gods’ reliance on lies 

suggest that matricide is, after all, inexcusable. Only through lying can Orestes be 

acquitted. Aischylos, in the process, reveals himself as an unreliable storyteller, filling 

his play with false tales.

In this sense, the courtroom in the Eumenides is no different to the theatre itself. 

In both spaces, we find performers, weavers of words and lies who endeavour to 

persuade their audience. Athena, the founder of the court, is not concerned with justice, 

but rather promoting her own father and his rule. Nonetheless, Aischylos persuades his 

audience to celebrate at the close of the Oresteia, to join in the triumphant procession. 

They are not, I argue, celebrating Athenian democracy. The ideology of democracy is 

nowhere to be found in the trilogy’s conclusion, as the jurors remain silent and Athens 

appears under the rule of Athena and Zeus, divine monarchs. The Areiopagos court has 

proven easily corruptible. Perhaps it was for this reason that Aristophanes presents 

Aischylos at odds with the Athenians (Frogs 808). Aischylos does not show their 

lawcourt in a particularly good light. Further, the closing procession in the Eumenides is

 ̂Pratt, 1993, p. 72.
 ̂ Pickard-Cam bridge, 1946, p. 45
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not celebrating patriarchy; only women appear on the stage singing o f the goddess 

Night, commemorating female fecundity.

The spectators are, it would seem, like Odysseus freed from the Kyklops’s cave, 

celebrating lifjiic;, the craft o f cunning. The spectators have been drawn into the 

playwright’s ultimately pressed to recognize and interpret Apollo and A thena’s

lies. As the audience revel in deceiphering the playwright’s words, they are much like 

H omer’s Athena, finding pleasure in identifying verbal ploys and seeing through them. 

In essence, the dramatist calls upon his audience to rely on their own fifjTK;, to question 

and be critical, ixfjuc; brings about the Olympian victory, and the poet’s exposes 

the fallibility o f the Olympian ideology o f paternal supremacy. It is a victory for poetic 

artifice. The trilogy inevitably affirms the necessity o f jJ.'nxiq, the cunning, overturning 

and revolutionary force o f  a pregnant goddess.
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